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PREFACE

The conference which is described in these proceedings was jointly

sponsored by the California Institute of Technology and the Jet Pro-

pulsion Laboratory as a symbol of the close scholarly relationships

between the two organizations, which have been administratively

linked for so many years. With the help of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration, the conference was held at the California

Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, September 18-18, 1965,

and brought together more than 1.30 scientists to discuss recent and

current studies of the Moon, Jupiter, Venus, and Mars. Conference par-

ticipants came from many centers of scientific activitv in the United

States, England, France, Israel, and the USSR.

The Conference was organized under the capable administrative

leadership of Dr. Albert Hibbs, and was divided into the following

sessions:

The Moon Harrison Brown, Chairman

Session I: Recent Development

Session II: Earth-Based Observations: Radio and Optical

Session III: Lunar Structure

Jupiter Gordon J. Stanley, Chairman
Session IV: Recent Observations

Session V: Theory of Jovian Structure

Venus Duane O. Muhleman, Chairman

Session VI: Recent Observations

Session VII: Radio and Radar Observations

Mars Guido Miinch, Chairman

Session VIII: Current Problems

Session IX: Spectroscopic Observations of Mars

Session X: Results from the Mariner

Session XI: Conference Review

The Conference was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration under Contract No. NSR 05-002-050. Papers

given by employees of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory reported on re-

search carried out under Contract No. NAS 7-100, also sponsored bv

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

These Proceedings contain all papers* given at the Conference, ex-

cept for those by Walter E. Brown, Jr., JPL (Session II); Fred T.

Haddock, University of Michigan (Session IV); Alan Barrett, Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology (Session VII); and James Ring, The

*Some of the papers are given in abstract form in the Proceedings.
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PREFACE (Cont'd)

University, Hull, England (Session IX). Also not included is the ad-

dress given at the banquet meeting by Dr. Colin Pittendrigh, Depart-

ment of Biology, Princeton University, who eloquently answered the

question "'Why Go to Mars?"

We appreciate the privilege of using material from other sources,

and we should like to thank the University of Chicago Press, the Sky

Publishing Company, and the editors of Science, Nature, Radio Sci-

ence, Annales d'Astrophysique, and Comptes Rendus, as well as other

individuals and publishers cited individually in the text.

Harrison Brown

Conference Chairman
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OPENING REMARKS

Lee A. DuBridge, President

California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

It is a very great pleasure to welcome you to this con-

ferenee on lunar and planetary science. I think you will

agree that the last couple of years have been pretty ex-

citing ones in what we have been learning about the

solar system. Hence this seems a most appropriate time

to try to bring the results of our experiments and our

speculations together and to see what we know, where

our knowledge is still incomplete or fuzzy, and what our

future program of experimental work should be.

sure it is correct to say that there has not been so
much progress and so much excitement in the field of

planetary science since the days of Galileo, Kepler, and

Newton. The work of these giants opened up the whole

new field of celestial mechanics (as well, of course, as

ordinary mechanics), a field in which lively interest was
maintained for two centuries.

Toward the end of the 19th century, however, interest

in this field was declining. This was partly because the

essential problems seemed to have been solved except for

the puzzling phenomenon of the precession of the peri-

helion of Mercury, which remained a mystery until

Albert Einstein came along. The decline in interest in

the planets was partly attributable to the fact that nearly
all the observations had been made that could be made

with the instnunentation then available. More impor-

tantly, however, the development of very large telescopes

extended the astronomers' field of view far beyond the

solar system into our galaxy and later into the most dis-

tant reaches of space. With the development of the con-

cept of the expanding universe, through the work of

Hubble and Humason, a new era in cosmology came
into being, which has captured the attention of astrono-

mers for the past 40 years and whose mysteries still
occupy a major share of their attention. I do not need

to recite here all the exciting discoveries and speculations

that have been taking place in galactic astronomy during

the past 20 years, with new mysteries having opened up
in the past two years.

However, the past few years have also seen a tremen-

dous rebirth of interest in the solar system. Without

doubt the major cause for this new interest was the

coming of the space age and the opening up of possi-

bilities of sending spacecraft to the Moon, to the nearby

XI



planets,andtheinterveninginterplanetaryspace.At the
sametime,however,therehavebeenotherimportant
developmentsto reopensolar systeminvestigations;
namely,theradiotelescope,newtechniquesof making
radarobservationsontheMoonandthenearbyplanets,
newinstrumentationfor infraredmeasurementsandfor
infraredandopticalspectroscopy.In additionto this,
the work of the astronomers,the nuclearphysicists,
andthe geochemistshasgivenus newinsightinto the
originandhistoryof the universeandof thesolarsys-
tem,andthesetheoreticalconsiderationsarea spurto
uewexperinwntsandnewobservations.

What wehavelearnedaboutthe Moonand planets
duringrecentyearssurelymakesanimpressivecatalogue
of itemsthat will begivenextensivediscussionduring
thecomingdays.Wehaveobtainedcloseupviewsof the
Moon'ssurface,revealingcratersandothersurfacefea-
turesdownto ascalesizeof lessthantwofeet.Wehave
ol)tainedour first goodlookat the surfaceof Mars--
andhavebeenastoundedby its similarityto theMoon.
TheEarth,with its relativelyviolentactionsof erosion
and geologicactMty, can have its surfacefeatures
changedradicallyina fewmillionyears.TheMoonand
Marshavechangedahnostnotat all, retainingthescars
of meteoricimpactsforseveralbillionyears.

Wehavefoundthat Venus and Mars have no detect-

able magnetic fields; Venus because of its slow spin,

Mars because its low mass has not produced a liquid
metallic core--further evidence of its internal deadness.

Venus has been found to have a surprisingly high surface

temperature. Mars has an even lower atmospheric pres-

sure than we had previously thought, and our plans for

landing capsules on its surface have had to be changed.

We have discovered the Van Allen layer around the
Earth--and have measured the radiation from the far

more dense ionized layers around Jupiter. We have

learned about solar winds and accompanying magnetic

fields--and their extraordinary interaction with the
Earth's field.

We have measured the distance to the planets far more

accm'ately than ew'r before and have determined the

masses of the Moon, Venus, and Mars to much greater

precision. Centinwter-wave doppler measurements can de-

termine the relative positions of a spacecraft to a fraction

of a wavelength--but converting these numbers into

centimeters or kilometers is limited by the uncertainty
in our value of the w'loeity of light. Can some one

think of a way of measuring that quantity to a precision
100 times better than heretofore?

Yes, our list of new information is an impressive one.
Yet we have not scratched the surface. We have not

scratched the surface of the Moon and we are still quite

ignorant about its texture and composition. More so for
Mars. The surface of Venus seems out of reach of our in-

struments for a long time to come. What about Mercury?
Is it like the Moon and Mars? That is now a question

that is surely within our capabilities to answer.

Most importaut of all, the question of life on Mars
remains unanswered. Mars looks like a pretW inhospi-

table place for human beings from Earth. It is not a good

place to which to export our excess population! Cer-

tainly the method of origin and evolution of life on at

planet is hard for us to visualize at present. But if
we can't visualize, we can do experiments--and is

the only way we can know.

In short, there are some pretty interesting years ahead.

Caltech, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and NASA

are sponsoring this five-day conference to try to bring
into focus this new information and these new ideas

that have emerged about our solar system in recent years

and to examine carefully the gaps in our knowledge

that should be filled in the years that lie ahead. It is

clear that the exploration of the solar system has now be-

come a vast and a very expensive scientific enterprise. It

is therefore evident that our explorations and our obser-

vations, both from spacecraft and from the Earth, need

to be given careful scientific analysis and need to be

subjected to extensive scientific planning. Such planning
must be preceded by critical examination of what we

now know, what we partly know, and what we do not

know at all, and this must lead to sound scientific judg-

ments on which things are most important to find out
soon, and which can be deferred.

This is intended to be a working conference. We have

selected our list of invitees with great care, confii

to those with an active interest and active t

in scientific observations relating to the Moon and the

planets. We hope that by having kept the group down to

a moderate size and confining it to those with compe-
tence in the field that we can have full, frank, and criti-

cal discussions of the exciting scientific problems of the

solar system.

I want to thank all of you for coming. I want to thank

especially Professor Harrison Brown, who has been the
chairman of the committee to arrange this event, and

Dr. A1 Hibbs, who has been the active and energetic

manager of the conference.
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PART I. THE MOON

H. C. Urey, Observations on the Ranger VIII and IX Pictures

G. P. Kuiper, Interpretation of the Ranger Records

E. M. Shoemaker, Progress in the Analysis of the Fine Structure

and Geology of the Lunar Surface From the Ranger VIII

and IX Photographs

B. C. Murray, Current Problems in the Interpretation

of Lunar Physical Observations

V. S. Troitsky, Investigation of the Surfaces of the Moon
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The papers given by Dr. Gerard P. Kuiper and Dr. Eugene M. Shoemaker are

presented here in abstraeted versions. The complete papers appear in Ranger VIII

and IX, Part II: Experimenters' Analyse's and Interpretations, Technical Report

No. 32-800, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, March 15, 1966.
Other reports published by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory on the results of the

Ranger flights include the following:

Ranger VII, Photographs of the Moon, Part I: Camera "A" Series,

August 27, 1984; Part 11: Camera "'B" Series, December 15, 1964;

Part Ili: Camera "P" Series, February 10, 1965; Ranger Vlll, Photo-

graphs o[ the Moon, December 15, 1965; Ranger IX, Photographs o[

the Moon, December 15, 1966.

Ranger VII, Part Ih Experimenters' Analyses' and Interpretations,

Technical Report No. 32-700, February 10, 1965.

ovEnLEAF: Ranger IX A-Camera coverage (A45) of the crater
Alphonsus, most of the surrounding wall, and an adjacent part of
Mare Nubium
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE RANGER VIII AND IX PICTURES

Harold C. Urey
University of California, San Diego

La Jolla, California

Pictures are a limited way of investigating a physical

problem. On the other hand, in many ways they are a

good beginning for the investigation of a subject which
cannot otherwise be seen in detail, such as the Moon at a

distance of 884,000 km from the Earth. However, the

picture should be judged in relation to other physical

evidence. It is the purpose of this introductory statement

to outline some of the physical evidence secured by other

mflll_ds which bear on the problem of interpreting the
pl_graphs of the lunar surface.

I have assumed that the Moon was eap_tred by the

Earth and that it is thus a more primitive object than the

Earth and the planets. It is assumed to have accumulated

from materials of solar composition and hence to contain

less iron than typical meteorites and the terrestrial planets.

It is also assumed to have had a molten layer on its

surface at one time, with a layer of iron-nickel below.

However, it moved about the Sun in the neighborhood of

the Earth and accumulated a surficial layer of material

of terrestrial composition. The thickness of the layer has

not been estimated, but a depth of kilometers or tens of

kilometers of broken-up material is predicted on the
basis of this model.

Some favor the view that the Moon escaped from the

Earth, although most experts regard this theory as im-

probable or impossible. If the Moon is of terrestrial

origin, then all evidence of the violent separation process

has been covered up by subsequent collisional processes.

In this case, the surface will be badly broken up for some

depth and, in fact, may have the same sort of structure

as that outlined for the previous model.

Another school assumes that the Earth and the Moon

have the same chemical composition and that the core of

the Earth consists of high-density silicates and not of
iron-nickel. It is then assumed that the Moon was formed

in the neighborhood of the Earth. I have rejected this

model because of the fundamental hypothesis on which

it is based. The density of Mars and Mercury and the

composition of the meteorites do not agree with this

postulate. There remains the difficulty of the differing

compositions of the Sun and terrestrial planets. Some
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believe that the solar composition is the primitive com-

position, that the Earth has this composition, and that
its core is not iron-nickel. Others believe that the Earth

and the meteorites have the primitive composition and

that astronomers are in error in regard to the solar com-

position. I argue that the Sun and terrestrial planets have

different compositions and, hence, that involved cosmic

chemical engineering processes are needed to produce the

differences in composition of the planets and the Moon.
But if I had to select one or the other model, I would

prefer the assumption that the solar values are incorrect.
In this case, the Moon must have escaped from the Earth.

Although I reject the assumption that the Moon accumu-
lated near the Earth, the model may be accepted by

others; again, this would require that the surface of the
Moon consist of highly broken and fragmented material.

In any case, great crevasses and cavities probably
existed beneath the surface and have been modified to

some extent, though not removed completely, during the

life of the Moon.

The Moon is a triaxial ellipsoid with three moments of

inertia whose values are not consistent with the forces

acting upon the Moon at the present time. These values

have been reviewed by astronomers for many years, with

little change resulting in the final values. When the

moments of inertia are converted to radii, assuming uni-

form density of the Moon, it is found that there are

projections toward and away from the Earth about 1 km in

height as compared with the polar radius, and the radius is

perpendicular to these two radii, whereas the equilibrium

height should be in the neighborhood of 60 m. This

implies one of two possibilities: a substantial stress of
about 20 bars must exist at the center of the Moon if

the Moon has strength throughout; or an outer shell

of the Moon must have sufficient strength to support the

nonequilibrium shape.

The suggestion that the Moon has sufficient strength

throughout to support the difference in elevation seems

unlikely when one considers the great length of time that

is to be taken as a reasonable age of the Moon.

A second suggestion was made by Urey et al. (Ref. 1),

namely, that there is a variation of density with angle in

the body of the Moon, the least dense material being

distributed along the axis pointing toward the Earth, the

densest material in the polar direction, and a material of

intermediate density along the axis perpendicular to

these. This hypothesis requires much less strength than

the first, and it requires a mechanism for the origin of the

Moon which would produce the difference in density

distribution with angle.

A third explanation is that slow convection occurs on
the interior of the Moon, with rising currents of matter

toward and away from the Earth along the axis point-

ing toward the Earth, and falling currents in the regions
of the limb of the Moon. This theory is favored by

Runcorn (Ref. 2).

It would seem to this author that the first suggestion

is unlikely but that the latter two are possibilities. In any
case, all three of them require a relatively cold

account for the triaxial ellipsoidal shape.

The differences in elevation on the lunar surface, with

comparatively deep areas in the region of the maria and

rather high mountainous areas in other regions, have

been studied by Baldwin (Ref. 3), but there is some dis-

agreement in regard to his results. Watts (Ref. 4) has found
differences in elevation on the limb of the Moon, with

one case on the eastern limb amounting to some 10 kin.

Rather simple calculations show that if the Moon had the

rigidity of the Earth, such differences in elevation would

have decreased considerably in comparatively short pe-

riods of time (say, a quarter of a billion to a billion years).

This again speaks for a cold interior of the Moon.

These arguments have been revived recently by Urey

and are considered pertinent to the problem of lava flows

on the Moon. It is surprising that very little attention has

been given to these considerations by other students of

the Ranger pictures.

Proceeding on the basis of such observational facts,

Urey (Refs. 5 and 6) and MacDonald (Ref. 7) have tried
to construct thermal histories for the Moon that would be

consistent with these observations. They assumed low

temperatures for the Moon at origin (0°C for ex_

and found that only the deep interior of the Moon

have melted. Slightly different physical constants were

used, but the results were in substantial agreement.

Urey in particular concluded that if a thermal diffusivity

of 0.005 in cgs units and calories were assumed, if the

abundances of K, U, and Th in the chondritic meteorites

were used, and if an initial temperature of 0 ° were postu-

lated, then complete melting would occur only near the

center of the Moon. MacDonald obtained similar values,

starting with an initially cold Moon, and showed that the

values would be considerably higher if some 600°C were

assumed for the initial condition. There is no basis for
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choice of the initial conditions except the evidence that the

Moon has irregular shapes that favor a low temperature.

The Russian school has assumed a higher temperature

for the interior of the Moon, and consequently, a highly

melted core. This assumption seems quite unreasonable

to the writer. Since silicate liquid is less dense than its
solid, a melted interior would be unstable, and outer

parts of the Moon should sink to the interior. Hence,
enormous lava flows would be characteristic if this were

the correct thermal history. Of course, convection in the
Moon would probably transport heat more rapidly to

the surface than thermal conductivity, in which case a

col_ Moon again would be expected. No more than

sli_melting seems likely in any case, which is the
situation that exists in the mantle of the Earth. It seems

most unlikely that the Moon would possess a higher tem-

perature distribution than does the Earth and it seems

equally unlikely that the silicate materials of the Moon

can be melted more than to a slight extent.

In very general considerations, one should expect that

small planetary objects will be colder than large ones

because (1) the rate of heat generation is proportional to

the volume, and the loss of heat is proportional in some

way to the surface; and (2) the energy of accumulation
per unit mass is less for the smaller objects, and hence,

initial temperatures would probably be less. Thus, we

would expect the Earth to have a high general tempera-

ture, Mars, for example, to have a lower temperature,
and the Moon to be still cooler. It therefore seems

reasonable to believe that the smaller planetary objects

in the solar system are likely to have less volcanic activity

than the larger ones. Also, it seems likely that lava flows

and volcanic activity on the Moon have been substantially
less than those on Mars and on the Earth. The recent

Mariner photographs of Mars, though they supply us

with only a small sampling of the surface, are nevertheless

consistent with very limited volcanic activity over the

arqlmLexplored, a result which was expected and is
rea_lIable. Dr. H. Brown of CIT and I pointed out some

15 years ago that the Clairaut constant of Mars was con-
sistent with a smaller core than that of the Earth or no

core at all, in agreement with the Mariner IV conclusions.

It therefore seems appropriate to suggest that possibly
the smooth areas of the Moon are not due to lava flows,

as has been traditionally assumed for many years. I be-

lieve that this assumption was based on completely

inadequate evidence, and that the people who proposed

it long ago did so because no other explanations of the

extensive smooth areas occurred to them. Were they

living today, they might agree with the reasoning pre-
sented above.

Difficulties in regard to the lava hypothesis have been

recognized in the past. The lava flows, if such they are,

have apparently traveled over great distances. If they

resemble such phenomena on the Earth in any way, they

must have been very fluid (Ref. 8). Also, it is indeed

surprising that so many separate lava flows should have

occurred in the mountainous areas of the Moon, since

one must assume that a pipe extending down 100 km or so

in the interior of the Moon would bring lava out in many

small pools, within craters and between craters, in all of

the land areas of the Moon. This is a point brought to

our attention by T. Gold (Ref. 9).

We also owe to Gold the suggestion that dust, which

he first ascribed to erosion processes on the mountainous

areas of the Moon (a postulate which does not seem to

have stood up with time), was responsible for the smooth

filling of the older craters and the great maria. Urey

(Ref. 10) suggested that highly fragmented material was
created by the great collisions that produced the maria

and the large craters. He also suggested that perhaps

temporary rains washed the dust off the mountainous

areas into the neighboring regions. A number of people

have discussed the dust problem since it was introduced

by Gold, and much detailed argument has been devoted
to the method of transport of the dust. It does seem to the

author that Gold's suggestion of dust and the extension

by Urey to fragmented material from the great collisions

might well be considered as an alternative explanation
for the smooth areas on the Moon, or that such material

contributes to the phenomena to some extent.

In recent years, Gold in particular has emphasized the

possible importance of water in the subsurface regions of

the maria and has suggested specifically that some of the

phenomena of permafrost regions of the Earth are in

evidence in the lunar mare areas. The question of the

origin and composition of the maria is so complicated at

the present time because of what I believe is good

evidence for erosion by micrometeorites, possible proton

bombardment, small and large macrometeorites, cometary

collisions, possible evaporation of water from beneath the

surface, probable lunar seismic activity, and other pro-

cesses that it is too much to expect that pictures of the

Moon, even those taken by the Rangers, would be able

to provide a decisive answer.

There have been discussions of meteorites coming from

the Moon, a suggestion which I believe goes back to the

last century but which was reconsidered by the present

author on what appear to be modern physical bases

(Refs. 11 and 12). The stone meteorites have spent only
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relatively short times in space (from some 25,000 up to

perhaps 100 million years, with a rather large concen-

tration of ages at 20 million years), whereas the iron
meteorites are often hundreds of millions of years old,

although some cosmic-ray ages are in a lower range. There-

fore, it appeared possible that they were coming from
two sources: the stones from the Moon and the irons from

the asteroidal belt. Considerable study has been devoted

to this subject in recent years, but the validity of the

hypothesis is certainly not clear on the basis of meteorite
studies, although a number of arguments are currently

being presented which favor it. Because of the difference

in composition of the meteorites and the nonvolatile frac-

tion of the Sun, as reported by astronomers, it appears

that the stone meteorites are some special sample of

matter which probably originated in some specialized

region such as the surface of the Moon or the surface of

the larger asteroids, and that these materials do not

represent a true average primordial composition. It is not
unreasonable to consider the possibility that the stone

meteorites do indeed come from the Moon, and it might

even be that some of the irons also originated on this

body. There are pros and cons to this problem (which

will not be reviewed at this point) that will probably not

be resolved until samples from the lunar surface are
secured.

There have been persistent assumptions that tektites

come from the Moon since the suggestion was made by

Dr. Nininger some years ago which the present writer

considered seriously on the occasion of an invitation to

speak before the American Physical Society 10 years ago.

However, the suggestion was rejected for reasons that

still appear to be valid (Refs. 18 and 14). The tektites have

a chemical composition which is very similar to that of

certain granites or mixtures of sedimentary rocks or so-
called ash flows on the Earth. They are high in silica and

alumina, low in magnesium, and have other characteris-

tics of this acid form of rock. Rocks of this composition

are believed to be produced on the Earth mostly by

remelting of sedimentary rocks that come from the water

erosion of basalts, which in turn have been produced by

extensive lava flows. It is difficult to conceive of a promi-

nent fraction of the Moon's surface being of this com-

position. Furthermore, the tektites are observed only in

limited areas of the Earth. One group arrived in southeast

Asia and Australia 600,000 years ago; another group

arrived in Europe about 15 million years ago, still an-

other in North America some 80 million years ago, and a

group in west Africa some 15 million years ago. In addi-

tion, there are fnsed silicas in the Libyan Desert and on

the island of Tasmania that are very difficult to account

for on the basis of melting processes on the Earth. It

seems highly unlikely that batches of material of this kind
could have been thrown from the Moon to the Earth and

could be located in these small patches only, and not

spread uniformly all over the Earth. Also, some should
have missed the Earth entirely and returned to collide

with it again in a uniformly distributed pattern over the

surface of the Earth. Experienced physical scientists will

recognize the inherent probability of this type of collision,

but although rather unusual and remarkable postulates

have been made in regard to this problem, to the author's

knowledge, no model of high probability has been de-

vised. It seems likely that if material of approximately

the composition of the tektites occurs on the Earth, it

would be much more probable, and involve a muq

energetic process, for such material to have been
and scattered comparatively short distances over the
Earth than to assume that similar collision and melting

processes produced the objects on the Moon and distrib-

uted them only in localized areas 884,000 km away. I am

rejecting the tektite hypothesis as I have rejected it in

the past, but I believe that the meteorite hypothesis is
not unreasonable. Incidentally, no one has suggested that

the meteorites could not have come from the Moon be-

cause they fell uniformly over the Earth's surface and not
in localized areas on a few distinct occasions.

The next item of consideration appears more doubtful,

although during recent years considerable interest has
been manifested in it. It has been reported that biological

material exists in the carbonaceous chondrites. The pos-

sible existence of fossils in chondrites has been reported

by reputable micropaleontologists, as has the existence

of compounds characteristic of living things, such as the

fatty acids, hydrocarbons, optically active compounds,
and other materials of this sort. To me, possibly the most

convincing evidence offered by micropaleontologists is

their discovery of the residue of organisms that are very

similar in many ways to well established microfossils on

the Earth. If biological material is indigenous

objects, the most reasonable postulate would be

are coming from the Moon. If this should prove to be

true, it seems very likely that the maria of the Moon

consist partly of carbonaceous chondritic material, pos-

sibly mixed with water below the surface, and that the

highlands consist of meteoritic material of the non-

carbonaceous kind. I do not wish to present this possi-

bility as a firmly established fact but only to say that

I have been considering it for some years and have kept

it in mind as I studied the Ranger pictures of the Moon.

In summary, there is considerable evidence that the

lunar maria may not be the result of traditional lava flow
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but may be filled with dust or fragmented material mixed

with water. Also, the entire surface may consist of frag-

mented materials from many collisions for which evidence

exists on the surface, as well as possibly many collisional

layers below the visible one. It was with this background

in mind that I approached the pictures taken by Ran-

ger VII, as well as those obtained by Rangers VIII and

IX. It is my firm conclusion in regard to the general

problem that it is not possible, on the basis of pictures
alone and what we can deduce from them, to decide

firmly what the maria and the highland areas of the

Moon consist of. They may be lava, or they may be

fragmented material, and water may have played a part

history of the Moon for a short period of time.*

A. Summary of the Ranger VII Observations

There are several very interesting features in the

Ranger VII photographs which the author mentioned in

the Ranger VII report (Ref. 16) and which have been

discussed by others. During the past year, since the
Ranger VII mission, the writer has had considerable

occasion to think over his statements concerning these

pictures.

It seems certain that considerable smoothing of the

smaller craters has occurred, which seems to have very

nearly obliterated craters as large as 800 to 400 m in some

cases. This interpretation indicates that the fragmented

material on the inside of these craters is some 80 to 40 m

deep. Related to the interpretation of this smoothing

effect is another observation, namely, that there appear

to be crevasses in certain areas consisting of very smooth

material covered only slightly with finely divided matter.

It is difficult to understand how comparatively small

features of this kind could have been preserved ff a

considerable transport of fragmented material occurred.

As far as I know, no satisfactory explanation of this
contradiction has been advanced.

There is certainly considerable evidence for collapse

features of various kinds, as was pointed out in the

Ranger VII report (Ref. 16) by the present author. Upon

further consideration, I am still of the opinion that at

least some of these features are indeed due to collapse
into crevasses below the surface.

*Gilvarry (Ref. 15) suggested that seas existed on the Moon for
billions of years. In this case, extensive river systems should have
been present, and extensive erosion should have occurred. Since
no evidence exists for such effects, we must conclude that free
water had no more than a very temporary existence on the Moon.

The explanation of the dimple craters as being the result
of material draining through a hole at the bottom of the

crater or of the scattering of material leaving a dimple-
like depression seems reasonable, although L. Jaffe's alter-

native observation (Ref. 16) that finely divided material
on a laboratory scale will in some cases settle down into

an approximate dimple shape is worthy of serious con-

sideration. It may be that the dimples, in some cases

at least, were caused by the walls of a collision crater

moving in slowly, that is, by a flow in the surface regions

of the Moon. Gault has observed that dimple craters of

small size sometimes are produced by high-velocity

projectiles in loosely divided solid materials.

The "crater with the rocks," in which a fairly large

object is suspended in the crater, was explained as pos-

sibly being due to the escape of water from the interior

of the Moon or perhaps to some collisional effect. Since

this hypothesis was put forward in the Experimenters'

meeting last fall, my attention has been drawn to Gold's

early discussions with his colleagues to the effect that

this phenomenon was similar to the pingos of the frozen

North of the Earth, and observations by Smalley and

Ronca (Ref. 17), who also concluded that it might be due
to water. I believe that water is the most reasonable

explanation of the crater with the rocks.

The many secondary craters have attracted the atten-

tion of observers of the Ranger photographs. Clusters of

craters appear to be definitely due to secondaries from

large craters, though other small craters may, of course,

also be secondaries. Certain of these secondaries appear

to have come from Tycho, 1000 km away, or from Coper-

nicus, some 600 km distant, the latter assumption having

been made by Gault, Quaide and Overbeck (Ref. 18).

In either case, this theory speaks for the projection of

very large objects across the surface of the Moon for very

substantial distances and suggests definitely that much

smaller objects were probably thrown off the Moon when

a crater such as Tycho was produced. Also, it may be that

in the production of smaller craters, objects of the size of

meteorites might indeed leave the Moon. The rows of

craters that appeared in the Ranger VII photographs and

the elongated gashes may be due to secondaries or they

may, in some cases, be the collapse features previously

suggested.

These Ranger VII photographs would indicate that

friable material probably covers the Moon to depths of

as much as 20 m and possibly even greater. There seems

to be very little evidence supporting the view of extensive
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lava flows in the photographs, although they do not _The Ranger VIII pictures show many secondaries of a

exclude this possibility, kind similar to those observed in the Ranger VII photo-

B. The Ranger VIII Pictures

The landing area of Mare Tranquillitatis was chosen

to make possible comparison with another mare area, and

because Mare Tranquillitatis looks more like a lava flow

than many other parts of the Moon. The mare has an

irregular area and is very dark, as though a liquid of

some kind had flowed back into all the bays. It has been

my contention for many years that the lava produced

during the fall of the planetesimal that created Mare

Serenitatis flowed out over the neighboring areas of

Mare Tranquillitatis. This lava appeared to be of a very

dark kind. I have not abandoned this suggestion, even

though others have pointed out that collisions of objects

of this kind do not in general produce much liquid.

However, arguments against the production of lava are

based upon the assumption that one pure crystalline solid

collides with another. If, on the other hand, the objects

which fell on the Moon were not pure but heterogeneous

in density and perhaps not well compacted, then suffi-

cient heat might well have been generated throughout

the colliding bodies to produce the lava flows.

A-camera photographs 46 to 51 show areas which

appear to be slightly elevated with respect to neighboring

regions, and there seem to be terminal walls at the edges

of the more elevated smooth areas (Fig. 1). At first glance,

these appear to be lava flows, but on closer examination,

it is difficult to decide where the lava flows originated

and in what directions they flowed. It seems possible that

they are not lava flows at all. Note that the rilles appear

to be sunken areas which for some reason have collapsed

below the general level of the mare; irregular areas may

be phenomena of the same sort. As pointed out above,
the idea of recent lava flows on the Moon does not seem

reasonable on energetic grounds.

There arc many collapse features in the area covered

by the Ranger VIII pictures. There is a beautiful dimple

on B-camera photograph 90 (Fig. 2), a "square brick"

depression, and the irregular and complicated "bathtub"

on B86 (Fig. 3), all of which may well be collapse features

which were not produced by simple collisions alone.

There arc also several lines of craters and shallow linear

depressions. Dr. Shoemaker argues that these are due to

the effects of objects projected from neighboring craters;

that is, they are secondary craters of a certain kind.
I find it difficult to be sure that this is the case and believe

that some of them may indeed be collapse features.

graphs. Undoubtedly, these can be assigned to second-

aries from various large craters in the neighborhood, and

the assignment to any particular crater in many cases can

hardly be expected to be unique. There is a very inter-

esting group of secondaries in Delambre, on the outside
of the western wall and on the inside of the eastern

wall, which could well be due to objects thrown from

Langrenus in a single swarm, for example. The individual

small craters have an elongation that suggests that they

may have been formed by ejecta from Theophilus; but
if this were the case, there would have had to be two

groups of objects. It is difficult to choose between_se
possibilities. However, throughout the region _o-

graphed by Ranger VIII there are many craters that can

undoubtedly be assigned to secondaries, and they seem

to have been produced by large objects similar to those

that produced the craters recorded by Ranger VII. Thus,

it appears that very large objects have been thrown from

these craters to considerable distances, just as was the

case in the regions observed by Ranger VII.

There are projections above the surface shown in the

pictures taken by Ranger VIII. In the lower right-hand

corner of B-camera photograph 90 (Fig. 2), one sees very

definite projections on the wall of the very nearly oblit-
erated crater that look as though they may have been

eroded from the wall. One, however, seems to be perched

on the side of a small crater, and it would be quite easy

to assume that the projection is the result of the collision

that produced the crater. No "rocks in craters" of the

type seen in the Ranger VII photographs have been

observed in the Ranger VIII pictures.

The rilles are quite prominent and seem to be linear

depressed areas, possibly similar to graben on the Earth.

There is some disagreement in regard to the origin of the

terrestrial graben, some maintaining that it is the

of a block being depressed by pressure from

and others that the depression is due to expansion of the

sides. The rilles would indicate that there has been some

very general and large-scale movement of the lunar sur-

face. However, it is difficult to see any evidence for this

kind of movement. Thc rilles, of course, were seen in

terrestrial photographs, and the Ranger VIII pictures add

only minor details and therefore raise no new problems.

There are many ridges in the region covered by the

Ranger VIII pictures, radiating from the collision of Mare

Imbrium, that were seen in less detail in terrestrial photo-

graphs.
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Fig. 1.  Ranger VI!! A-camera photograph 46, showing slightly elevated areas 
and apparent terminal walls at edges of more elevated, smooth regions. 
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Fig. 2. Ranger Vlll B-camera photograph 90, showing dimple crater as 
an example of collapse features found in the area. 
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Definite evidence for different types of collisional

processes is found on these photographs, confirming sim-

ilar evidence provided by terrestrial photographs. Thus,
Delambre is known to be an older crater in the moun-

tainous areas, with slump features in its walls and a rough

floor and with no central peak. It is nndoubtedly of col-

lisional origin. On the other hand, Theon Junior and

Theon Senior are two nearby collisional craters which

have been formed in similar hmar material and have very

smooth interiors. I suggest that Delambre was produced

by a high-density object, and that the Theons were pro-

duced by low-density objects such as comet heads.

(Photograph B22 [Fig. 4] shows these craters and fea-

tures very well.) Other examples of both types are evi-

dent. A high-density object would penetrate into loosely

conglomerated material and cause slumping, whereas a

low-density object such as a comet head would produce

a high-density, high-temperature mass of gas which could
blow out smooth craters such as the Theons. These smooth

craters are smaller than the craters with slumped walls,

but I doubt that the difference can be ascribed entirely
to size.

In general, little new information was obtained from

the Ranger VIII pictures. They were unsatisfactory, in
my opinion, because there was no nesting of the frames,

so that the landing site was not present in any of the

pictures. It was not possible, especially toward the end

of the flight, to compare one picture with another in

a satisfactory way. Comparison of the photographs is a

feature I found particularly valuable in the Ranger VII

series and very interesting in the case of Ranger IX.

C. The Ranger IX Pictures

The Ranger IX hmding area in Alphonsus is in a region
of the Moon believed for various reasons to be of vol-

canic origin. Kozyrev (Refs. 19 and 20) reported the

escape of gases from the neighborhood of the central
peak, and Earth-based photographs showed halo craters

(craters surrounded by dark areas) in considerable num-

bers within the crater Alphonsus. It had been supposed
for a long time that the halos of darker material in the

neighborhood of these craters were an indication of

the escape of gases from the interior of the Moon. Kozyrev

claimed to have detected the spectrum of C_, but band

spectroscopists are very skeptical about this interpreta-

tion. On the basis of Kozyrev's suggestion, I made the

proposal that the dark areas were dne to graphite because

of the deposit of C., on the surface. Of course, if Kozyrev's

observation is not correct, this suggestion is not correct

either. It has been pointed out that high-energy protons

would probably remove graphite in any case. The dark
areas are quite similar in general appearance to dark

areas on other parts of the Moon. This evidence for some

sort of plutonic activity was an important reason for

selecting Alphonsus for the Ranger IX landing site. It

might be noted that Alphonsus is also a large crater filled
with smooth material, and it was of interest to see whether

this smooth material has characteristics similar to those

of the mare areas. The B-camera took pictures to the east

of Alphonsus, while the A-camera photographs covered

the western areas predominantly; the landing area was

to the north and east of the central peak.

Alphonsus is a very large crater, undoubtedly

duced by the fall of a great object at some time

past. The floor of the crater has been filled with sm_

grey material, superimposed upon which are numerous
craters and a central distribution of material oriented

north and south, approximately in a direction toward the

center of the Imbrian collision. This central region, which

falls slightly to the west of the central peak, must have

been produced during the formation of Mare Imbrium
and consists either of material from the Imbrian collision

itself or of material driven from the wall of Alphonsus

by ejecta from the Imbrian collision. It will be noted, for

example on photograph A55 (Fig. 5), that rather high

cliffs occur on the western edge of this central mass, indi-

cating that when it fell, it depressed the floor of the

crater. This implies that the smooth material of the crater

foor was in position before the Imbrian collision oc-

curred; it also suggests that the smooth material of the

crater floor was capable of considerable compaction, that

is, that it is composed of unconsolidated material with

ample pore space.

One of the marked general features which is imme-

diately evident is that the number of craters per unit

area within Alphonsus is greater than the number of

craters on the Alphonsus crater walls. This indicates a

very distinct difference between the kinds of mate_
which make up the walls and those of the crater floo_m,t

is also true that the number of craters within Alphonsus

is different from the number of craters in the neighbor-

ing smooth areas to the west of the crater, and even the

western part of Alphonsus has a lower crater density

than the eastern part. It is probable that several different

explanations of these phenomena will be advanced.

It appears evident that there is some difference be-

tween the composition of the Alphonsus crater wall
material and that of the smooth material of the interior.

This might be explained as being due to a difference in

the number of objects falling within the crater to produce

10
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Fig. 4. Ranger Vll l  B-camera photograph 22, showing evidence for different types of collisional processes. 
(Delambre has slump features in its walls, a rough floor, and no central 

peaks; Theon Junior and Theon Senior have smooth interiors.) 
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Fig. 5. Ranger IX A-camera photograph 55, showing high cliffs on W edge of central mass of Alphonsus. 
(Cliffs indicate that smooth crater-floor material was in position prior to lmbrian collision.) 
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small craters, in which case one would expect that most
of them are secondaries and that for some reason an acci-

dental variation occurred in the distribution of the falling

objects. Another possible explanation is that the material

within the crater was much more subject to the produc-

tion of collapse craters than the material in the walls

and outside. Undoubtedly, another explanation that will
be offered is that more recent lava flows have occurred

outside Alphonsus than within the crater. In regard to

this last suggestion, it is curious that there is evidence for

plutonic activity within Alphonsus, namely, the escape of

gases from the interior of the Moon, whereas evidence

of this kind outside the crater is far less obvious, if it

ex_l _ at all. Some explanation for this apparent discrep-

at_zan undoubtedly be given. It is difficult to arrive at
a d-_finite conclusion, except that there does seem to be

evidence for a difference in physical properties of the

crater walls and the floor regions.

Several kinds of craters are evident from the Ranger IX

photographs. Many of the larger craters within Alphonsus

are of the collisional type, and this type of crater also
occurs to a considerable extent on the crater walls. Col-

lisional craters appear to be approximately uniformly

distributed between the interior of Alphonsus and the
neighboring smooth areas, as well as in the mountainous

regions. I believe that these craters are due to collisional

effects that have been occurring since the general features
were formed at some remote time.

Eruptive craters are characteristic of the Alphonsus

floor and have been recognized on terrestrially obtained

photographs for a good many years. They are in general

surrounded with dark halos. Two in the west part of

Alphonsus, beautifully shown on many A pictures (A46

[Fig. 1], for example) near the western wall, are quite

obvious. One might think that these craters are primarily

eollisional in origin, but one of them is elliptical, lies on

a crevasse, and is probably not collisional at all. Both

are surrounded by the dark halos which are be-
to consist of ash-like thrown-out material. This

material obliterates some of the numerous craters in

their neighborhood. Another eruptive crater lies just west

of the central peak, again on a crevasse. These craters

seem to be of a type that is quite distinct from most of

the volcanic craters on Earth. Geologists whom I have

consulted have confirmed this impression.

Other craters of the eruptive type can readily be seen

on many other photographs. There are some eight, and
possibly more, craters of this kind, most of which were

detected on terrestrial photographs but are seen more

clearly in the Ranger IX pictures. In general, they occur

on great crevasses. They appear to be due to the loss of

gas from the interior of the Moon in an explosive or

near-explosive type of eruption, and are surrounded by
dark halos.

There appears to be no doubt but that many craters
within the Alphonsus floor are collapse features. Great

crevasses extend across the floor of the crater, in some

cases terminating in rows of depressions which are prob-

ably craters of a collapse nature. For example, A46

(Fig. 1) gives a suggestion of this feature. It appears that

many similar features in other areas of the Moon may

indeed be due to collapse and not to secondary collisions.

Other examples of features of this kind can be found in

the Ranger IX photographs, as for instance in A26 (Fig. 6)

near the northern part of the picture, just west of Davy.

This particular depression might be interpreted as being

due to a collision phenomenon, i.e., a group of objects

having fallen in such a way as to produce the slightly

curved linear feature, but because of the large size of the

craters in the chain, it seems improbable that this is a

correct explanation. The Ranger IX pictures have sup-

plied a great deal of evidence for collapse features, which

also seemed evident in Ranger VII. Rangers VIII and IX

have reinforced my previous conclusion in this regard.

The paucity of craters on the mountainous areas and

their mottled character have been mentioned previously.

This is best seen on the B-camera photographs, ranging

from about 45 down through 74 (Fig. 7). In the region

sho_aa in these pictures, the mountainous walls are cov-

ered with very poorly formed craters and with patches

that reflect light more readily than the smooth crater

floor. There are small craters in the relatively level moun-

tainous regions, but craters on the walls are badly formed.
This indicates that the crater walls consist of rather soft

material, which slides down the hill in a collision. Gault

and Quaide have made experiments on sloping loose

material which suggest this explanation.

On the other hand, there are bright peaks in the crater

walls, as seen in the east walls of Alphonsus, which ex-

tend above the surrounding areas as though they con-

sisted of more durable material than the surroundings
and therefore were able to maintain themselves on the

top of the peak as other material was eroded to lower

levels. It comes to mind immediately that this material

may be iron-nickel or that it contains considerable
amounts of iron-nickel. Material of the iron-nickel kind

would be unlikely to retain its brightness under bombard-

ment by protons from the Sun and by micrometeorites,

but these brighter spots are actually only slightly brighter

than their surroundings, though they do appear to be

13
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Fig. 6. Ranger I X  A-camera photograph 26, showing example of collapse feature just W of Davy. 
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Fig. 7. Ranger I X  B-camera photograph 74, illustrating paucity and mottled 
character of craters in mountainous areas. 
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considerably stronger. One would certainly expect, on

almost any grounds, that some iron-nickel would be

present on the lunar surface because of the bombardment

by meteorite type of material during geologic time and

probably during the terminal stage of the formation of

the Earth-Moon system. One might call to attention that

Urey's model for the Moon, as a primary object which

developed substantial masses of iron-nickel below its

surface (Ref. 12), is of precisely the nature needed to

produce substantial masses of iron-nickel in the walls

of a large crater such as Alphonsus. If the primitive Moon

had a layer of iron-nickel at some unknown but, let us

assume, short distance below the surface, then a massive

collision such as that required to produce Alphonsus
could well have lifted metallic iron-nickel from beneath

the surface and left some masses distributed on the high
areas of the crater walls.

There is a question as to whether or not the smooth

areas within Alphonsus and neighboring craters, in

patches within the crater walls and in the neighborhood

of the craters, are lava fows, as many undoubtedly be-

lieve. As Gold remarked some 10 years ago, and as
mentioned earlier, it seems odd that lava flows should

have come up through all of this region of the Moon

within craters, between craters, and in small areas in

crater walls and outside them, and have left smooth lava

flows sometimes apparently with approximately the same

level as the large crater floor and sometimes with markedly

different levels in the smooth areas. This theory assumes

a very substantial volcanic activity, which, as explained

in the introduction to this Part, seems improbable on

energetic grounds. There are other reasons for question-

ing this interpretation. For example, photograph B74

(Fig. 7) shows a smooth dark area in the crater wall

region at tile right and, as a matter of fact, at the south

end, a line leaving this region and extending southward

to tile crater floor. When I first saw this picture as it

was being transmitted during the flight, it occurred to

me that the dark patch might be the bottom of a dried-up

lake and that the line at the south was the path of the

overflow. Almost immediately thereafter, however, this

initial explanation did not seem very probable, one of the

reasons being that lower overflow regions might have

existed through other paths from the postulated lake-bed

area. But after a numl)er of months of consideration, I

am convinced that the postulate that such smooth areas

as the one in question are indeed the bottoms of dried-up

lake beds is probably just as reasonable as the postulate

of lava flows, if not more so. On B,35 (Fig. 8), for example,

there are other areas in this region that might be dis-

cussed on a similar basis.

The high flat area on the western wall of Alphonsus,

which Mr. Whitaker facetiously labeled "Lake Titicaca" as

the pictures were arriving, is shown in A61 (Fig. 9) and

neighboring pictures. This elevated smooth area on

the western wall seems to have a slight rim around it

on the east side and a higher wall in the west, and

possibly an overflow region in the shadow toward the

north. The area is approximately l_k km above the floor

of the crater. Is it not astonishing that a lava flow would

come up through the broken and fragmented materials

of the walls to a high level and not find some crevasses,

some openings through the material of the crater wall to
a lower level? It strikes me that the explanation of "Lake

Titicaca" as a lawl flow is unreasonable and that_e
possibility that it is indeed the remains of a teml_y
lake area is worthy of consideration.

The great crevasses within the floor of Alphonsus are,

of course, obvious and were indicated in terrestrial pho-

tographs, although they can be seen in much greater

detail in the Ranger IX pictures (for example, A61

[Fig. 9]). There is a concentration of them near the walls,
and most follow tile walls of the crater to some extent.

There are others that have general directions across the

crater floor, with possibly some preferred directions,

which, however, are not suflqciently consistent to make it

possible to draw any important conclusions relative to
them.

Because of the illumination, there is always a tendency

to see north and south crevasses of this kind more readily

than east and west ones, though I do find two such lines

of craters on A61 (Fig. 9) in the southeast region, running
almost due east and west. The crevasses are evidently

collapse features of a marked kind, and they often termi-
nate in rows of craters extending from the crevasse area.

In some cases, they cross the central Imbrian deposit, indi-

cating that they were formed after this deposit was laid
down on the crater floor. Some, I am sure, will maintain

that these crevasses are of the same character as

due to lava flows found on the Earth; I am ske[

this explanation for reasons explained in the introduction

to this Part. The highly broken and fragmented outer

layers of the Moon due to its terminal collisional history

also provide an adcqnate explanation. Again, they might
well be the result of the evaporation of subsurface water

along the lines suggested by Gold, Kopal, and myself,

especially if evaporation occurred from solid water.

One argument against the water hypothesis is that some
of these crevasses enter the mountainous regions, such

as the line of craters in the northern crater walls seen

in A61 (Fig. 9) and the prominent line of craters men-

tioned earlier, lying to the west of Davy. A line of craters

16
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Fig. 8. Smooth areas such as those in Ranger I X  B-camera photograph 35 support the postulate 
that these regions may be the bottoms of dried-up lake beds. 
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Fig. 9. Ranger I X  A-camera photograph 61, showing "Lake Titicaca" on W wall of Alphonsus. 
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such as that in A61 also indicates that the source of the

crevasses is not entirely related to the smooth material

within the crater floors regardless of its origin or character.

It is very likely that no particular single explanation

will account for all of these features, and possibly more
than one suggested mechanism has contributed to the
final result.

with its superimposed craters, maria, more craters, moun-

tainous masses, etc. I have no specific solution to this

difficulty, but if the permafrost hypothesis emphasized

by Gold should be correct, it may be that an explanation
of the pillow structures will be found in some movement

of the permafrost.

At this point, it is appropriate to note Alpetragius and

its curious peak, which has puzzled people for a long

time. Gold (Ref. 22) and MaeRae (Ref. 28) have sug-

gested that this peak is related to the pingo phenomenon

in regions where permafrost exists on the Earth. Of

weo_ it is much larger than the usual pingo formations,
resemble the whole structure--crater wall and

central rounded peak--in many ways. More specifically,

the explanation suggests that in the collision which pro-

duced Alpetragius, an opening to lower sources of water

was produced through which water flowed to the surface

and froze, creating the curious rounded mass in the

middle of the crater. I am not convinced of the validity
of this explanation, but as far as I am aware, no other

suitable explanation of this unusual peak has been of-

fered. It just may be that it is another rare modification

of a central peak produced by the collision phenomena

that produced the craters on the Moon and, incidentally,

apparently the central peaks of some of the craters on Mars.

It should also be noted that there are ridges in the
floor of Alphonsus to the west of the central line of

Imbrian debris which have a predominantly northwest-

southeast orientation. These may be related to the fall

of the Imbrian debris, which came from the north and

fell with a component of velocity toward the south, pos-

sibly producing this effect.

The P pictures and the last B and A pictures show

re_ where smooth, pillowy masses appear in crevasses
of_erate size (i.e., meters to tens of meters in width).

These features are found in all three of the Ranger series

of photographs. They are interpreted by Dr. Kuiper as

conclusive evidence for the lava-flow hypothesis and for
lava flows so recent that little dust has accumulated on

the surface. If such lava flows are very ancient, i.e., 4.5

billion years old, then no fragmentation of the surface

has occurred in all geologic time. This is highly improb-

able, for there is good reason to believe that much

fragmentation due to micro- and maerometeorite infall,

atomic-ion bombardment, etc., has occurred. The assump-

tion of recent lava flows meets also with many ditiieulties

when one considers the entire history of the lunar surface,

D. Summary

The Ranger pictures give considerable evidence sup-
porting the view that the whole lunar surface---maria and

terrae---consists of highly unconsolidated material. In

the first place, because of the erosion caused by micro-
meteorites, small macrometeorites, bombardment with

ionized atoms from the Sun, and heat and light and

effects, we expect that some layer of fragmented material

will be present. The fact that craters up to approximately

300 or 400 m appear to be smoothed over indicates that

this erosion may be at least as deep as some 20 or 40 m

in places.

The conclusions of Gault and Quaide, based upon their

laboratory studies, are in accord with this general con-

clusion. There is, however, an element not consistent

with this view, namely, the very smooth, rolling character

of some of the crevasses in the lunar surface. No entirely

satisfactory explanation of this inconsistency has oc-
curred to the writer, but it is not certain at all that such

features must be ascribed to lava flows upon which there

had been no erosional effects of any kind since they were
formed.

There is extensive evidence for slump features on the

Moon. The dimple effect may indeed indicate that there

is a hole at the bottom of the crater through which ma-

terial drains, although I believe that this is not necessarily
the only explanation for these objects. There are extensive

crevasses in the maria and terrae. Large crevasses have

been evident for years from Earth-based photographs,

both in the smooth regions and in the mountainous re-

gions. The Ranger pictures show many such features on

a smaller scale. The slump features range from some

tens of meters in size up to kilometers, with various sizes

spanning the whole range almost continuously. These

features are very similar in some ways to slump features

on the Earth, mostly seen in connection with lava flows,

although such slump features are rather small on the

Earth, where they are due to the draining of lava from

crusted-over channels. One of the maior problems in

ascribing the slump features on the Moon to similar

phenomena is that it is difficult to see from what point

the lava flowed and where it went, ff it is actually lava.
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There are extensive rows of slump features evident in the

Ranger VII, VIII, and IX pictures. Sometimes it is diffi-

cult to distinguish between these and the elongated fea-

tures that may have been produced by collisions.

Several sources for the crevasses below the surface can

be postulated. (1) The cavities below the surface are the

residue of such features produced by the original intense

collisional processes that formed the surface of the Moon.

(2) They may be due to the collapse of cavities left by

lava flows (though I find it difficult to take this suggestion

seriously). (8) If water was once present in the maria of
the Moon below the surface, if it froze, and if it has

evaporated over geologic time, it can be expected that

great subsurface cavities and low-density material would
exist. I feel sure that the first source of crevasses is

present, and I am uncertain as to the others.

It has been evident that there are marked differences

m nature as well as appearance between the maria and
other smooth surfaces of the Moon and the mountainous

areas. There is, for example, the difference in color. The

mare areas in general are darker than the mountainous

regions. Lava flows on the Earth are generally darker

than the areas upon which they flow; but we must keep

in mind that terrestrial areas are subject to the effects of

water and oxygen in the air, which produce sediments
and eroded material of lighter color than the lava flows.

Such effects should not be present on the Moon. The

mountainous areas can hardly be claimed to be light for

the same reason that sedimentary and other rocks sub-

ected to the action of water on the Earth have a light

character. Studies made on the effect of proton bombard-
ment on silicate materials indicate that all such materials

turn dark under these conditions, some more so than

others. Possibly Gold's suggestion of erosion from the
mountainous masses to materials below has some merit

m explaining the differences in color.

There are greater crater densities in Alphonsus than is

generally true in the mountainous areas. The craters are

mostly small and much more densely distributed than

had been suspected from terrestrial photographs. The

increased density of craters suggests to me that they are

collapse features in many cases. In Alphonsus, at least,

the greatly increased number of craters may be due in

part to this effect.

The mottled character of the crater walls of Alphonsus

indicates some inhomogeneity of composition, with some

material having darkened less than other material. These

are markedly brighter peaks than have been referred to,

which indicates that they erode less rapidly than neigh-

boring material and have remained as rather definite

projections on the tops of certain mountainous areas.

Since, according to all suggested theories of the origin
of the Moon, iron-nickel should be present on the lunar

surface, it seems likely that these stronger masses consist
of such material. Indeed, the mottled character of the

mountainous crater walls may be due in part to this same

composition.

The greatest source of controversy in regard to the

surface of the Moon is, of course, the presence of lava in

the maria and its origin, the possible presence of finely

divided material, and the possible presence of

within this material as an explanation of the great
areas. Two sources of lava have been suggested. The first

is internal, which postulates a high-temperature interior;
for the various reasons outlined above, this appears to

me to be quite improbable. But it would be reasonable

to suppose that in the early history of the Moon, as it

was accumulating and the intense bombardment of the

surface took place, substantial temperatures existed below
the surface even if it were not melted. Collisional effects of

solid materials of a poorly consolidated character occurring

at moderate temperatures could well have produced
a considerable conversion of kinetic energy to heat energy

and perhaps some melting. The origin of lava on the
Moon was ascribed to the collisional processes by Gilbert

some 72 years ago. In my early studies on this subject, I

accepted Gilbert's conclusions. They have been criticized

in subsequent years by people who maintain that col-

lisional processes will not produce melting. There are
difficulties with their arguments, in that collisional pro-

cesses on the Moon of a sufficient magnitude to produce

the maria probably did not involve materials of uniform

composition and of highly consolidated character; hence,

more heat may have been produced in such collisions

than would be expected in collisions involving uniform

and compact materials. There are also importantAl_ffi-

culties with the origin of lava by melting deep in th_ar

interior which, it seems to me, the proponents of the lava

hypothesis have not tried to solve. However, I would not

be willing to maintain that no lava flows of any kind

have occurred on the Moon. I have thought that Mare

Tranquillitatis looked like a large lava flow, and I still

do; and there are a few terminal wall effects shown in the

Ranger VIII pictures that would confirm this point of view.

That the maria of the Moon consist of dust or frag-

mented material is a hypothesis that goes back again to

the early years of this century but which was brought

forward in modern form by Gold some 10 years ago. It
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seems to me that the processes postulated by him should

be present to some extent. But I do believe that the great

collisions that have produced the maria and the great

craters of the Moon should have produced enormous

quantities of fragmented material. Assuming temporary

atmospheres during the enormous collisions that pro-

duced the maria, one would expect that substantial

amounts of fragmented material would have fallen in

localized areas of the lunar surface. Also, the larger col-

lisions could well have penetrated below the outer surface

of the Moon to regions where mixtures of gases, presum-

ably mostly water, and solids similar to ignimbrite flows

on the Earth could have been produced, accompanied

byALoutwelling of enormous masses of finely fragmented
m_al. Such flows on the Earth are of a very acid

character, consisting of the granitic type of material. To
postulate that material of this kind exists on the Moon

implies some way of producing such material by processes

presumably similar to those that have produced them on

Earth. It is very diffcult to believe that granites, which

are the result of active and complicated igneous processes

on the Earth, should be present as a prominent feature

on the surface of the Moon. But possibly finely divided

material of nongranitic composition may have been pro-

duced by different processes, such as the great collisions

penetrating deep below the surface.

It would be diffcult to prove the existence of water in
the surface regions of the Moon from the results of these

studies. It would be equally difficult to maintain definitely

that it is not present. Escape of the Moon from the Earth

might well have been accomplished by some retention of

water on its surface. We know so little about the pro-

cesses by which water is captured on planets during their

formation that the possible capture of water on planetary
objects is not necessarily excluded.

The halo craters in Alphonsus and elsewhere on the

Moon are most readily explained as being due to the

escape of gases from the interior which carry with them

dust and ash-like material; the most likely gas to be

expected is water. In fact, it is a general belief that the

surface water of the Earth has come largely from the
interior as a result of volcanic action. The halo craters

do not look to me like typical Earth volcanoes, and they

indicate a much milder type of plutonic activity than that
characteristic of the Earth. Otherwise, I can find no

reliable evidence from the Ranger pictures for the escape
of water from the interior of the Moon.

Gold's explanation of Alpetragius' peak being related

to the terrestrial pingo phenomenon is interesting, but of

course, the evidence was present before the Ranger pie-
tures were taken. The "crater with the rocks" of the

Ranger VH pictures may be due to a similar effect, and

there is a second crater shown in the Ranger VII series,

with two black dots in it, that may indicate another crater
of this kind. However, this sort of effect is not evident in

any of the craters of the Ranger VIII and IX series.

Much has been learned about the lunar surface as a

result of the Ranger pictures, but the interpretations are

very controversial in character. It is to be hoped that

actual samples of the lunar surface will be returned to

the Earth. When this occurs, many of the postulates that

are made in this discussion and others will be subjected to

serious re-evaluation. A few samples taken almost at ran-
dom on the Moon will settle the questions of whether

differentiation of the lunar surface has occurred, whether

granites and basalts are present, and thus, whether lava

flows of a terrestrial type exist, and whether free water

has had any part in shaping the surface. It is to be hoped
that such chemical tests will be made in the future.
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"I find no unequivocal evidence for lava flows. There

is a scarcity or total lack of such features as broad lava

shields with summit craters, fissure vents with lines of

spatter cones, contrasting textures resulting from slight
differences of vesiculation and oxidation, and fumarolic

alteration in possible vent areas. Depressions thought by

some workers to be collapsed lava tubes are too large to
be compared with terrestrial lava tubes. There are few ff

any pressure ridges, flow lines, kipukas, and many other

features that are also ubiquitous in lavas.

the other hand, there is certainly evidence for

mantle bedding by aerially deposited fragmental debris.
It is difficult to state whether the debris results from

collision or has been carried to the surface in gaseous

eruptions. One would expect that if the cones were

actually volcanic pyroclastic cones formed by gaseous

eruptions, there would be a few recognizable lava flows

coming from the same vents. These cones could possibly

be formed by gas discharges through a thick dust layer

without any magmatic activity.

"In view of the present popularity of the theory that

ignimbrites fill the maria, I have tried to find evidence

for this, either pro or con. If magmatic activity has re-

sulted in volcanism on the Moon, it would seem that

ignimbrites of rhyolitic composition would be easier to

produce than lavas of basaltic composition, provided the

appropriate composition is available to be melted. Ignim-

brites tend to produce very fiat surfaces lacking the

textural features of lava flows, and many of the maria

fillings could well be composed of fragmental debris

transported and deposited by 'nudes ardentes' or 'ash

flows.' I do not believe that this question can be decided

on the basis of the photographs alone, however.

"Many craters seem to be caused by subsidence or col-

lapse. They are identical to collapse pits in volcanic re-

gions or over large mine cavings. These are quite distinct

in form from the more common bowl-shaped craters

which are presumably impact scars."
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INTERPRETATION OF THE RANGER RECORDS

Gerard P. Kuiper

Lunar and Planetary Laboratory

University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona

I. Ranger VIII and IX Coverage

The Ranger VIII and IX missions have enriched sci-

ence with two massive files of pictorial documents of

remarkable quality and immense value. Their influence

will be felt for many years as supporting investigations

progress. In this report, a full assessment of the scientific

implications cannot yet be given.

Ranger VIII impacted in Mare Tranquillitatis on

February 20, 1965, 01:58 GMT, at 24.8°E longitude and

2.6°N latitude, after having transmitted back to Earth

over 7000 pictures. The high-resolution coverage occurs

in typical mare terrain, crossed by a complex system of

ridges already well recorded by Earth-based photography.

This part of Mare Tranquillitatis is on the blue end of

the scale of mare colors in contrast to Mare Cognitum,

which is on the yellow end. The color differences be-

tween and within the maria are not large; but they are

distinct and important, associated as they are with the

process of mare deposition. The Ranger VIII records

thus cover one extreme of the mare color scale, those of

Ranger VII the other. The similarities between these

maria (as noted below) are therefore likely to extend to
all lunar maria.

The vertical path of Ranger VIII over the lunar sur-
face and the directions of the A- and B-camera axes were

such that the same terrain features were viewed with the

B camera at two to three times the distance of the A cam-

era; but since the focal length of the B camera is three

times that of the A camera, the scales of corresponding

photographs are similar, making possible stereoscopic view-
ing right up to impact. This expected application was a

factor in the decision not to change the orientation of the

spacecraft before impact by performing a terminal ma-

neuver. Ranger VIII covered both upland and mare

terrain, doing double duty in that sense, and its

have provided a very rich source of information.

Rangers VII and VIII having covered the range of

mare colors, it appeared opportune to direct Ranger IX

to one of the several large hmar craters. Among the ob-

vious candidates was Alphonsus, whose central peak had

been suspected of emitting gases, and which had eight

prominent dark-halo craters on its floor, all but one as-

sociated with peripheral rilles on the crater floor. The

impact (March 24, 1965, 06:08 GMT) was planned for

an area between the central peak and a group of promi-

nent dark-halo craters at 2.4°W longitude, 12.9°S lat-

itude, with the A camera sweeping in from the side of
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Mare Nubium and the B camera from the opposite direc-

tion. This configuration was achieved by commanding
the spacecraft to execute its "nominal" terminal maneu-

ver, which at the same time assured a minimum of image

trailing close to the lunar surface. Thus, while in the ease

of Ranger VIII, the highest resolution in one coordinate

was traded for increased overall coverage, the geometry

of the Ranger IX approach favored the camera orienta-

tions provided by the nominal terminal maneuver and

also yielded maximum attainable camera resolution.

The floor of Alphonsus was found to resemble mare-

type terrain in almost every respect. All three Ranger

including Ranger IX, achieved maximum reso-

Ifor mafia; in addition, good records of intermedi-

ate resolution were obtained for uplands and crater rims.

The emphasis in the Ranger program on mare-type
terrain reflects the conviction that the maria are more

likely to be comparatively "simple" and interpretable,

since they are less precipitous than the uplands and have

a shorter and less complex history. Because of the absence

of large mountain systems, and a dense, overlapping

distribution of craters, the mafia also seemed to be the

logical initial choice for unmanned and manned land-

ings. In retrospect, these estimates appear to have been

valid, although there are some reservations concerning

the "simplicity" of the mare surface, owing to the discov-

ery of the prevalence of collapse depressions, first detected
by Ranger VII and later confirmed by the Ranger VIII
and IX records.

II. Summary of Results and Conclusions

The Ranger missions are among the Nation's most
brilliant scientific achievements. Each of the last three

flights carried out flawlessly its over 100 commands, and

each returned a vast collection of photographic records

of_mparable resolution and quality. These records have
c_t the worst information gap extant concerning the
Moon, covering dimensions from about 1/.., m to 1/2 km

in the widely separated areas of Mare Cognitum, Mare

Tranquillitatis, and the Alphonsus floor.

The Ranger records supply data that help answer some

basic questions about the nature of the mare surface. It

is inferred from them that the maria are lava deposits

overlain with a layer of low-density rock froth a few

meters thick, the uppermost part of which has been eroded

by micrometeorite impacts and sputtering. From the
radar-reflection data, it is inferred that the mare surface

becomes very rough at 1 cm. This critical dimension is

assumed to be due to the "bubble" size of the rock froth,

effective not only in the original deposit, but in its eroded
form due to sputtering and its fragmented form due to

impacts. The dust layer on this rough material is well
below 1 cm. Beneath the visible cover of rock froth, an

intricate system of tunnels developed in the lava deposits
through drainage and relocation, which caused the sur-

faces of the maria and the mare-type terrain to exhibit

near-circular collapse depressions. A number of identifi-

able caves have been found among these depressions. The

close parallels noted between the lunar collapse features

and those observed in terrestrial lava flows have opened

up a wide field for further investigation and have sug-

gested the development of field methods for lunar-

surface exploration.

The sources and modes of deposition of the mare lavas

have long been uncertain, but some answers to these

questions have now emerged. Telescopic observation of

Mare Imbfium provided the first good information not

only on the existence of a succession of major lava flows

on the maria but also on a likely source of the lavas.

Apparently, the sources of the last phases of the mare

flooding were associated with the ridges.

.The Marius field of lava domes appears to have been a

very active volcanic field. The field, with its system of
major flows, illustrates (1) many typical volcanic vents

and associated lava channels, bearing witness to the ex-

traordinary local volcanic activity, and (2) the tremen-

dous gains in resolution that must still be made before

one can hope to understand the Moon adequately.

The deposition of the lavas and their solidification and

cooling were accompanied by several groups of phenom-
ena that have left observable marks on the surface: the

sinuous rilles, the domes, the lineaments, the tree-bark

structure on all three maria, and the many outcroppings,
such as those on the Alphonsus floor. These phenomena,

together with the collapse depressions, the ridges dis-
cussed in the Ranger VII Report, and the observed lava

flows and their probable sources on Imbrium (referred

to above), round out the interpretation of the maria as

lava deposits.

With this explanation now well established, further
research can be directed toward the determination of the

individual sources for each of the maria and the details

of the flooding process. Inspection of some of the Ranger

photographs showing the Marius volcanic field suggests

that part of this investigation can be accomplished from

the Earth, provided an intensive effort is made at the
best astronomical site available.
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After the deposition of the mare floors and the forma-

tion of the many associated features (drainage tunnels,

collapse structures, domes, faults, ridges, dark-halo cra-

ters, rilles, and other lineaments), meteoritic impacts

added primary-impact craters. Their frequencies have

been derived and tentatively interpreted, and their
numbers are found to be consistent with the meteorite

counts. Down to diameters of 22 m, these craters cover
about 2.2% of the mare surface and down to 1-m diam-

eters about 18%. However, among the post-mare craters,

some very large objects occur, such as Archimedes and

Plato, with flooded floors, clearly formed immediately

post-mare. In addition, there are several moderate-size
craters whose central mountains indicate that the sub-

surface layers of the mare were still hot when they were

formed. The latter group is characterized by having cen-

tral vents instead of central peaks: Timocharis, Lambert,

Euler, and Pytheas in Mare Imbrium, and Plinius and

Maskelyne in Mare Tranquillitatis. The unusual frequency

of these two classes of large and very large post-mare

craters formed within a comparatively short interval

implies that they were the concluding phase of the initial
intense (mostly pre-mare) bombardment of the Moon

(attributed to impacts by circumterrestrial rather than

asteroidal bodies), which included the phase of mare for-

mation itself. The asteroidal impact rate increases with

time because each collision in the asteroid ring increases

the total exposed cross section of the asteroids.

The interpretation above has recently received sup-

port from two sources: (1) the primary crater counts and

their explanation by Le Poole I confirm the increase in

asteroid-type impacts during geologic time by at least

one order of magnitude, and (2) the Mariner IV data in-

dicate that the crater-forming rate on Mars has been

about 15 times that on the lunar maria, which is consis-

tent with the greater impact rate expected on Mars be-

cause of its greater proximity to the asteroid ring. On

the other hand, the lunar pre-mare crater density ap-
preciably exceeds that on Mars and clearly has a cause

(impacts by circumterrestrial bodies) not operative on
that planet.

Although the interpretation of the larger telescopically

observed craters being due to primary impacts is widely
accepted, efforts to discover alternative explanations for

some of the large craters may prove fruitful. There are

a number of puzzling cases among the large craters that

appear to involve additional mechanisms. The Ranger

1Rudolph S. Le Poole, in Section III, Ranger VIII and IX, Part
II: Experimenters" Analyses and Interpretations, Technical
Report No. 32-800, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Cali-
fornia, March 15, 1966.

data are a vast source of information also for the investi-

gation of large craters. Time has not permitted the in-

clusion of such studies in this report; in fact, except for

a few experimental runs, the basic photogrammetric

evaluations have not yet been made. The ACIC mapping

program referred to earlier, coupled with photogram-

metry, will in time supply a foundation for quantitative

studies of the three Ranger impact areas.

The analysis of the ridges on Mare Tranquillitatis,

which were well covered by Ranger VIII, is another im-

portant unfinished item in the Ranger evaluation pro-

gram. A third is the discussion of the results of the

picture analysis and clean-up performed by JPL, a p:

that has led to improved representation of the

themselves and has made possible the preparation of

photometrically calibrated contour maps.

If allowance is made for the different Sun angles, it is

seen that the Ranger VII and IX impact areas do not

vary appreciably in their populations of small craters,

but that the Ranger VIII impact area deviates. There are
two known causes for this deviation: image motion dur-

ing exposure (1.1 m), and differences in aspect and il-

lumination. The second effect causes all craters to appear

shallower in the Ranger VIII pictures than they do in the

Ranger VII and IX records. Le Poole estimates that, for

this reason, a crater with a true depth-to-diameter ratio

of 1:5 appears as 1:8 in the Ranger VIII frames. Also,

the image motion will transfer an increasing fraction of
craters with D = 8 m and less into the "soft" class. There

seems to be a third effect, however, which is probably

local in nature, and may be the result of a small local

"deposition" effect (of recent date, to explain the absence

of sharp craters).

The linear pattern was recognized in Strom's 2 discus-

sion, although the prints used by him showed the system

less clearly and included only a few lineaments. The di-

rections noted are the same, however, as those fou_ln

earlier pictures; i.e., they belong to the global lu_ar_l_d_ '

pattern. This is very remarkable in view of the smallness
of the features observed here, and implies considerable

cohesiveness of the lunar crust even in the upper meter

or so.

Another problem briefly considered in the Ranger VII

Report is the nature of the long, narrow valleys ("grooves"

or "scars") in Mare Cognitum, which are approximately
oriented toward Bullialdus. With the additional evidence

now available, the interpretation of these valleys may be

2Robert G. Strom, op. cit.
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improved. A comparison of the Bnllialdus features and

others like them with the Ranger VIH and IX linear

depressions leads to the conclusion that they all have ba-

sically the same kind of structure, namely, that they con-

sist of aligned groups of from three to six adjacent or

merging round collapse depressions, often around 0.6 km

in width and 3 km long but sometimes having only half

or a third these dimensions. The high-resolution Ranger

pictures show sharp folds and furrows on the floors and

walls of the depressions, quite like those found in the

larger isolated collapse depressions; most of them belong

to the lunar grid system.

linearity of the beaded troughs observed on the

s well as their directions and their disthaguishable

fine structure all indicate that the collapses took place

along dynamically determined struchLral lines or planes

(not lava tunnels). There remains the question of whether

the collapses resulted from the withdrawal of magma in

these planes or occurred much later in the solid state.

The presence of domes in some of these depressions favors

the former explanation; also, the soft outlines of the

troughs suggest that the collapse took place when the top

layers were still in a plastic state and draped themselves
over the cavities.

Rille-like depressions and beaded troughs occur also

as part of the radial systems surrounding Langrenus,
Aristoteles, Aristillus, and other craters. These radial sys-

tems have often been regarded as "sears" or "gouges,"

but their interpretation as collapse troughs over fissures

appears more plausible. One argument is that the radial

troughs are by far the strongest where their direction

coincides with other known grid directions. To what ex-

tent the weaker and shorter troughs are due to collapse

only, collapse stimulated by impact, or pure impact, can-

not readily be ascertained from the present data.

this connection, the Copernican system of beaded

presents some special aspects. The apparent in-

creased frequency of the valleys within the large rays

crossing Mare Imbrium and the roughness of the rays seen

on the terminator would suggest the cause to be im-

pact, unless the excess is due to photometric causes only.

Stimulated collapses propagating along pre-existing struc-
tural lines of weakness are known to occur over subsurface

mines; since they occur in cold and brittle rock, they lead

to rougher interior contours. Information on the struc-

tural and engineering properties of the mare crust can
probably be derived with the aid of existing studies of

mine stopes and the causes of surface subsidence over
mines.

The fracture systems seen over mines are similar to

those of the depressions in lava fields, except that the

latter appear less brittle and blocky. As has been stated,

this is presumably due to the somewhat plastic nature of

the crust that still prevailed at the time the collapses in the
lava fields occurred.

Yet another approach to the investigation of the nature

of the mare surface is to study the effects of surface tex-

ture on crater ray deposits. Recently, considerable prog-
ress has been made in recording these deposits through

the program of full-Moon photography with the 61-in.

telescope at the U. S. Naval Observatory near Flagstaff,

Arizona, using long exposures (30-60 sec) on exceedingly

fine-grain plates of high contrast.

The Copernicus field is especially instructive. It con-

tains hundreds of what appear to be dark-halo craters,

most of which are so small that only their dark, fuzzy
nimbi are visible. The location of these craters with re-

spect to the exceptionally dark volcanic fields bordering

Sinus Aestuum is interesting. They do not coincide with

the summits of the dark domes and mounds (seen clearly

in Photographic Lunar Atlas, Sheets D4a, b, and e) but

seem to be randomly distributed on their lower slopes

and in the valleys. There is some evidence of the steeper

mounds having a deposit of ray material from Copernicus

on the exposed side. This, together with the varying de-

grees of contrast shown by the dark spots and the strong

rays partly covering some halos, indicates that the dark-

halo craters as a class are older than the Copernicus rays.

Their present visibility is attributed to the roughness of

the ejecta of the dark-halo craters. Differential sputtering

will then, after some time, expose the nimbi.

The same differential effect is operative on ordinary

impact craters such as Eratosthenes C, D, and E (all

about 3.5 km in diameter) and Draper C (D = 7 kin) in

Mare Imbrium, as well as Eratosthenes itself. In each ease,

the eiecta blanket has a fairly sharp outer boundary,
which is about 1 crater diameter away from the crater rim

for the four smaller craters. The ejecta belts are markedly

darker than the surroundings wherever the ray deposit is

moderate or light; however, heavy ray deposits are not

visibly reduced by the ejecta belts. The dark belts are

quite pronounced for Eratosthenes A and B (D _ 6 km

each) where the Copernicus ray deposit is thin (Rectified

Lunar Atlas, Sheets 12c and d). Inspection of the Saari-

Shorthill heat map _ indicates that Eratosthenes A + B

and D + E are 'naot spots"; i.e., they have better than

average conduction to the deeper layers of the mare. This

'Fig. 11, op. tit.
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is consistent with the concept of a broken, rocky surface
deposit.

The concept that differential denudation of ray depos-

its yields a measure of the roughness of the lunar surface

in the decimeter range has application also to Mare

Nubium and Mare Cognitum. In the Ranger VII pic-

tures, a dark mountain range attracted attention and had

been suspected to be of recent origin. This conclusion

now appears unwarranted. The evidence indicates that

the range is pre-Tycho, just like the dark portions of the

crater floor of Pitatus, the dark, split dome on the rille

west of Birt, and several other features whose age is

almost certainly essentially that of Mare Nubium itself.

The outlines of the dark patch in Mare Cognitum on a

full-Moon photograph are soft like a crater halo and

unlike the sharp outlines of the mountain range inside it,
as observed by Ranger VII.

The bearing strength of the typical mare surface is of

concern for both instrumented and manned soft-landing

operations. Two aspects of this problem have become

apparent during the Ranger photographic reduction pro-

gram. First, the widespread occurrence of collapse de-

pressions and the caves observed in some of them are

indications of the fragile and unstable nature of much of
the mare surface and, therefore, of the obvious risks to

landing operations. There are, however, identifiable areas

on the maria that appear to be free from the collapse

depressions--i.e., the ridges and at least some portions

of Mare Nubium. The surface distribution of such re-

gions ought to be more fully explored before landings

are attempted.

The second aspect of the soft-landing problem is the

bearing strength on the "micro" scale, which involves not

the easily identified terrain features but the nearly level

terrain between obstacles. In the Ranger VII Report, an

estimate was given on the basis of a probable identifica-

tion of the uppermost mare surface with rock froth,

somewhat compacted by particle impact. The Ranger IX

impact area afforded the opportunity to determine the

limiting bearing strength directly and an order-of-

magnitude value (1 kg/cm 2 or 1 ton/ft _) consistent with
the Ranger VII discussions was obtained.

After detailed lunar studies have clarified the post-
mare developments, the pre-mare period will come into

better focus, and the great problems of the origins of the
Moon and the Earth will become more tractable. One

aspect of these problems is the early thermal history of
the Moon and, in particular, any observable effects that

might still remain of a high solar-luminosity phase as-
sumed to have immediately followed the period of pre-
solar contraction. A direct tie-in of the solar and lunar

time scales would be of vast scientific importance. It may

be possible also to arrive at some prediction of the water

content of the uppermost layers of the terrae; they may be

very dry because of the hot vacuum treatment. In this

connection, efforts must be made to analyze spectroscop-

ically the reddish glow of the gases that are expelled
from the lunar crust from time to time.

The terrae and maria are sometimes thought to par-
allel the continents and ocean basins of the Earth, but

this analogy is almost certainly in error. The

continents appear to be blocks 35-40 km thick,

plastically in the mantle from which they were appar-
ently differentiated during geologic time. The 5- to 6-km-

thick basaltic ocean floors likewise originated during

geologic time as a result of repeated volcanism. The

lunar terrae, on the other hand, are not differentiation

products but appear to be surface residues of the accreted

material that initially formed the entire Moon. (The

closest views of this type of material are found in the

Ranger IX coverage of the Alphonsus wall and the Ranger

VIII coverage of the Delambre region.) This pre-mare

material appears to have been very severely shaken by

gigantic impacts such as those that caused Mare Imbrium

(reducing all original steep slopes) and metamorphosed

by hydrothermal action during the period of maximum

subsurface melting. It is therefore not surprising that no

visible fissures exist that are definitely pre-mare, although

the presence of a pre-mare lineament system is indicated

by the numerous polygonal pre-mare craters and ridges

in the terrae. As Strom has pointed out, the fact that at

least the Nectaris and Imbrium lineament systems cut

the global system (shown by ridges) indicates that the lat-

ter must be older. The maria themselves were caused by

the flooding of pre-existing basins (the most prominent

of which were due to impacts of circumterrestrial

Unlike the deposition of basalt on the floors of the

terrestrial oceans, the lava deposition in the maria did

not occur sporadically all through geologic time but ap-

pears to have taken place during a limited interval some

4.5 × 10:' years ago. Conclusions that have occasionally

been drawn about the maria being much younger (a few

times 10 _ years) are based on the facile assumption that

the age of a lunar province is proportional to its crater

density. 4

'This assumption ignores such evidence as that which has led to
the concepts represented in Fig. 134, op. cit.
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Lineaments disclose roots leading to the deeper crustal

layers and are thus potentially important sources of in-

formation. The fact that the global grid system of the

Moon can be traced to the submeter crustal properties

is very remarkable. On the Earth, very prominent linea-

ments have been discovered not only on the continents

but also, e.g., on the Pacific floor. Some of these are

over 4000 km in length, and together they represent, at

least in the eastern Pacific, a roughly zonal system.

Parallel to these lineaments, large displacements of the

crust (wrench faults) have been found, which have al-

ternately been interpreted as being due to (1) polar dis-
placements within the body of the Earth, causing sheer

for_ through zonal changes in the linear velocity of

r_n which act on a crust supported by a plastic base,
and'-(2) convection currents in the Earth's mantle, with

drag forces exerted on the overlying crust. The equiva-

lent of either of these processes is likely to be nonexistent

on the Moon: (1) the inertial ellipsoid of the Moon's body
has a forced rotation in the tidal field of the Earth,

whereas the position of the axis of rotation within the

body of the Earth is in indifferent equilibrium; (2) be-

cause the Moon is much less massive than the Earth, its

internal temperature will be less and its body more rigid,

as is in fact demonstrated by the considerable deviation
of the Moon from hydrostatic equilibrium. Consistent

with, and thus confirming, the conclusions above, one

finds no substantial displacements along any of the lunar
lineaments. Furthermore, unlike the Pacific floor linea-

ments, which appear to be of comparatively recent geo-

logic age (< 108 years), the lunar grid system probably

dates from the pre-mare to the early post-mare period,

and must be related to the thermal and tidal properties

pertaining at that time. Yet another difference between

the Moon and the Pacific floor system is that the grid

lines on the Moon are not normally divisions between

different physiographic provinces. On the Pacific floor,

the opposite is frequently the case. A preliminary study

made by Strom of the Martian grid system observed in

s_hriner IV records indicates that the Mars system
at resembles that of the Moon.

The terrestrial continents have lineament systems that
are more similar to those found on the Moon and on

Mars. Reference is made to a study of the Australian

lineaments which are much older than the very promi-

nent system in the northeastern Pacific, and along which
no displacements have been noted. Similar results have

been derived for the Canadian Shield, among others.

A practical as well as a scientific objective must finally

be to determine more precisely the nature of the upper

1 cm-1 m of the lunar maria. The radar and optical evi-

dence indicates strongly that outside craters larger than

1 m and outside the ejecta belts immediately surrounding

large impact craters, the surface is comparatively smooth

down to dimensions of 1-3 cm, where the surface be-

comes extremely rough and vesicular. It appears further

that the importance of ejecta from primary craters has

been overrated and that, in particular, many long valleys

attributed to ejecta (scars) are in reality depressions along
fractures.

The dynamics and engineering aspects of the lunar

collapse depressions occurring in the honeycombed and

vesicular mare deposits are likely to develop into a major

subject of scientific interest as well. The problem of

finding shelter will be paramount after landing opera-

tions. The Ranger records have shown that the lunar

maria are honeycombed with accessible cavities that

might serve this purpose.
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PROGRESS IN THE ANALYSIS
GEOLOGY OF THE LUNAR

VIII AND IX

OF THE FINE STRUCTURE AND

SURFACE FROM THE RANGER
PHOTOGRAPHS

Eugene M. Shoemaker

United States Geological Survey

Flagstaff, Arizone

The pictures acquired from the Ranger VIII and IX missions contain a wealth

of new data about the lunar surface and supplement our knowledge of the Moon
in several ways.

First, the Ranger VIII and IX pictures greatly augment the information about

the fine structure of the lunar surface obtained from the Ranger VII mission.

Other parts of the Moon were shown to be similar to the part first photographed

with high resolution by Ranger VII in Mare Cognitum, and, in a general way,

predictions based on the data obtained in this mission were confirmed. In addi-

tion, certain features, such as the small lineaments, that were only faintly discern-

ible in the Ranger VII pictures, were found to be more prominent and much more

widespread than had been anticipated. The improved portrayal of small features
of low relief is due mainly to the fact that the Ranger VIII and IX target areas

were closer to the terminator at the time of impact than was the target area of
Ranger VII.

Both the Ranger VIII and IX pictures contain much new information as to the

detailed topography of the lunar plains. In the Ranger VIII mission, the decision

was made to maintain the cruise-mode orientation of the spacecraft during the fi-

nal approach to the Moon's surface, specifically for the purpose of obtaining good

stereoscopic coverage along the surface trace of the trajectory. The pictures thus

acquired provide the best material for photogrammetric measurement of the shape

of small features on the Moon among all of the photographs obtained from the en-
tire Ranger series.
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Inasmuch as the Ranger VHI and IX pictures cover major samples of the lunar

highland areas as well as of the plains, they contain a great deal of new informa-

tion on areas of complex geology. It is possible to map the geology of selected

areas from these photographs at many different scales, ranging from 1:1,000,000

(the scale employed in the Earth-based telescopic mapping program) up to ap-

proximately 1:10,000 (a scale typically employed for highly detailed geologic map-

ping on Earth).

Finally, the Ranger VIII and IX data, combined with those from Ranger VII,

provide the basis for preliminary planning and evaluation of the scientific tasks

that may be successfully executed by astronauts in the early landings on the Moon

of Project Apollo. On the basis of the high-resolution Ranger pictures, it is now

possible to identify many of the types of geologic features that will be of specific

interest and to estimate the time and evaluate the activities that will be required

for the astronauts to conduct meaningful investigations.

The reduction and synthesis of the data obtained from the Ranger VIII and IX

missions is still in a preliminary stage. This report presents an analysis of the data,

as it bears upon the above categories, based largely upon qualitative considera-

tions. The quantitative analysis, for the most part, must await completion of the

detailed photometric and photogrammetric reduction of the pictures that has just

begun. However, many general conclusions can be drawn at this time whieh are

expected to be modified or refined only slightly by the final program of analysis.
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CURRENT PROBLEMS IN THE INTERPRETATION OF

LUNAR PHYSICAL OBSERVATIONS*

Bruce C. Murray

California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

An extensive review of the physical observations of the Moon and of current

interpretations was presented orally. The present brief paper summarizes a part

of that presentation and ensuing discussion that has not been published before--

the apparent contradiction between recent infrared results and those to be ex-

pected on the basis of the theoretical model of V. S. Troitsky and others. This

model is based primarily on an interpretation of precise observations of the

integral brightness of the Moon at radio wavelengths.

There are two main inconsistencies. First of all, as Troitsky discusses elsewhere

in this volume, the 100*K (or lower) midnight temperature on the lunar surface

reported from recent infrared observations is incompatible with the mean radio

temperature averaged over the disk of 207 ___-2*K used by Troitsky and others to

infer physical parameters of the lunar surface. Certainly, the new infrared ob-

servations need confirmation at other wavelengths and, most important, over a

substantial range of phase angle. However, if the observational discrepancy per-

sists, as the recent work of Low at 20 t_ and 1.4 mm indicates, then the resolution

of the infrared vs radio discrepancy must be sought in the relationship between

observed brightness temperature and actual surface and subsurface lunar tem-

peratures; the problem may be geophysical rather than astronomical.

*Summary of remarks.
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The second major inconsistency between the radio and infrared data may pro-

vide a clue to a difficulty associated with passing from integral radio brightness

temperature to actual lunar temperatures. The infrared eclipse and nighttime

observations illustrate an enormous number of thermally "anomalous" regions of

the lunar surface where consolidated rock is evidently at or just barely beneath
the surface. These anomalous areas are distributed on a scale of 10 to 100 km.

In addition, there are characteristic differences between individual maria in the

abundances of such anomalies and also in the presence or absence of broad,

low-level enhancements of infrared emission. Thus it is clear that the physical

properties of the lunar surface are quite heterogeneous horizontally and that the

radio observations must refer to some average radio emission emanating from

significantly different surface structures. Hence, it may be hazardous to attribute

to a hypothetically uniform lunar surface layer the properties arising from the

blending of individual contributions from numerous geophysically distinct areas
on the lunar surface.

New high-resolution radio observations at 3.4 and 8 mm, corresponding to

several hundred kilometers resolution on the lunar surface, indicate a significant

difference between maria and upland areas and, possibly, between individual

maria as well. If this pattern persists as the geographic resolution of radio fre-

quency observations is increased, the apparent discrepancy may be resolved by

recognition that there are no meaningful average lunar surface properties for
regions hundreds of kilometers or more in diameter; instead, the Moon must be

recognized as having a complex geophysical structure both horizontally and

vertically, and detailed mapping of that structure is required before actual

physical parameters can be inferred.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE SURFACES OF THE MOON AND

PLANETS BY THE THERMAL RADIATION _

V. S. Troitsky

Scientific Institute of Radiophysics

Gorky, USSR

In the present paper, the attempt is made to summarize

the numerous data, experimental and theoretical, of the

investigation of the lunar and planetary surfaces based
on their thermal radiation and to consider the data from

a common standpoint following from the physical prin-

ciples discussed in this study. Accordingly, in the first

part a brief theory is set forth of the methods for investi-

gating the properties of planetary material. In the second,

the results are given as obtained by the application of
these methods to the emission of the Moon.

I. Physical Grounds for Studying the Material

Properties and Thermal Regime of Planets" Sur-

faces by the Thermal Radiation

A. General Statements

The investigation of solid properties by the thermal
radiation is based on the measurement of the radiation

flux emitted by a body, usually from the surface layer
of a material.

As is known, the spectral density of a flux is equal to

e(v, T) = [1 - R(v, r)] E(v, T)l(x)e -T<_ cos/' (1)

"Essentially the same paper appeared in Radio Science, Vol 69D,

No. 12, December, 1965, pp. 1585-1611.

where R(v, r) is the reflection coefficient, E(v, T) is the

function of a black-body emission at the frequency

v, T = T(x, t) is the temperature at the depth x at the

moment of time t, I(x) is the coefficient of wave absorption,

• (x) = z(_) cos e
()

is an optical thickness, r' is the angle of incidence of
emission out of the Moon's interior, and r is the angle

of refraction (the angle between the normal to the sur-
face and the observational direction). At the

conditions and thermal equilibrium inside the

T(x, t) = T = constant and

e(v, T) = [1 - R(v, r)]E(v, T). (9)

For radio emission of the bodies of the solar system,

ordinarily hv << kT and E(v, T) = kT/X2; then

e(v,T) = kTe/X 2, where

re = [1 - a(_,r)]T (3)

is the effective temperature of radiation.
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Thus, the measurement of the radiation flux e(v, T), or

of the effective temperature in the case of stationary
conditions, enables one to estimate T, or, when T is

known, one may find R(v, r).

B. The Dielectric Constant and the Density of Material

The value R(v, r) is determined by the mediums prop-

erties and their distribution to the depth of penetration

of a corresponding wave le = 1/I, as well as by the

geometry of the surface (roughness). An estimate of

R(v, r) allows a determination of the definite properties,

but at present this method is developed only for the ma-

ten_lkwit _ a smooth surface, the reflection from which
is _ed by Fresnel's relations. The material of the sur-
face-is assumed to have a sufficiently small loss angle

that there is no influence on R(v, r). It is generally ac-

cepted that the permeability is equal to unity. Under

these assumptions the dielectric constant E of the mate-

rial is evaluated, by which one can find the density p of

the material (Troitsky, 1961a, 1961b, 1962a).

For this, one may use the relation

E _---" _0 1 2Eo + 1

_o---Z-]- + P

(4)

where p = 1 - o/po is a porosity value, po, _0 being the

known density and dielectric constant, respectively, of a

rock in a nonporous state.

An empirical formula having an accuracy of 5 to 10%

is more suitable for practically all terrestrial silicate rocks

(Krotikov, 1962a)

el/2 _ 1 = gp, (5)

= 0.5 cm3g -1.

The spectrum of the reflection coefficient permits a

determination of _(v) which may bring out a real change

of the electric properties of the material with the fre-

quency. However, for silicate rocks, r remains unchanged

over a wide range of microwave frequencies. Therefore,

at the smooth surface of a dielectric having small absorp-

tion, the spectra R(v) and e(v) indicate the inhomogeneity

of the material properties in depth, particularly the

density p, at least in the layer of the order of the depth
of penetration of an electromagnetic wave.

The measurement of the spectrum e(v), and hence p(x)

as well, may be carried out by polarization studies of

radiation by the object (Troitsky and Tseytlin, 1962).

C. The Variable Thermal Regime and the Measurement
of Thermal Parameters

In the case of the variable thermal regime of the sur-

face, new possibilities arise for determination of prop-

erties. For the bodies of the solar system the value of

energy Sol(t) falling on the unit of the surface per unit

of time is known, where So is the solar constant, and [(t)

is the function depending on the position of a given point

on a body surface. In this case the temperature T(x, t) at

the moment t at the depth x may be calculated from the

equation for a semi-infinite body ff the medium's prop-

erties, their change with depth, and temperature depen-

dence upon the temperature and depth (a homogeneous

medium) has been considered. Then

_T _2T
= a2 -- (6a.)_t 0x 2

(9 T) (0b)(1-R,)_T:- [(1--Re)Sol(t)] =K _ _=0,

where R_ is a mean reflection coefficient or albedo in the

range of reradiated waves (for the bodies of the solar

system in the range of infrared waves), Rc is the reflec-

tion coefficient or albedo of light waves, a 2 = K/_ is the

diffusivity, K is the thermal conductivity, and c is the spe-

cific heat capacity.

For a homogeneous model the surface temperature

T_(t) = T(O, t) is proved to depend more considerably

on the parameter value _ = (xpc) -_/2 (Wesselink, 1948;

Jaeger and Harper, 1950; Jaeger 1953).

Consequently, ff the function of the surface tempera-

ture is known experimentally, one can find the value y
even with rather inaccurate data for R, and R_. Gener-

ally, Rc is known and the value R_ (for silicate rocks) is

small enough (Ri = 0.15 _--4-0.15) (Burns and Lyon, 1964),

that inaccurate knowledge of it does not add error to the

measurement of the infrared temperature or to the calcu-

lation (Troitsky, 1964a, b).

The insolation [(t) may be periodic or nonperiodic. For

the Moon both the regimes take place. The first has a

period of 29.53 days, the second, during the lunar eclipse,

lasts only 4 to 5 hours. The layer thickness at which the

temperature variation takes place will be, obviously,
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different for different time duration of the insolation

changes. Hence, it follows that, with an inhomogeneous

layer, for short-time regimes we shall obtain information

about _, of the upper layers, but for slow variations we

shall obtain information about the lower layers.

For the determination of _ from observations of a

periodic regime, one may sometimes not use the function

T,(t) itself but its Fourier coefficients (Krotikov and

Troitsky, 1963a). Experimentally, the surface temperature

is usually based on infrared waves, since these are emit-

ted by solid surfaces.

D. The Radio Emission of the Surface of a Planet in a

Nonperiodic Thermal Regime

The radio emission out of a layer compared with the

depth of penetration of temperature variation enables

one to measure the surface parameters. At the present
time the radio emission has been considered for a homo-

geneous model (Piddington and Minnett, 1949; Troitsky,

1954) and for an inhomogeneous two-layer one when a

thin upper layer is considered to be absolutely trans-

parent for radio waves (Piddington and Minnett, 1949).

These cases correspond to the periodic regime of the

Moon and describe the dependence of radio emission on

its phase. This theory is extended to the radio emission

observed of the surfaces of Venus and Mars (Troitsky,

1964a).

Only recently has the radio emission of the homoge-

neous model been considered in the nonperiodic regime

of the temperature variation during a lunar eclipse

(Troitsky, 1965).

All calculations of radio emission for the bodies of the

solar system must begin with the solution of the thermal

problem (Eqs. 6) with the corresponding forms of the

insolation function/(t), depending on coordinates de and

on the surface of a planet. Then, by using the solution

T(x, t, de, _), one may evaluate the intensity of the ther-

mal radiation according to (1). The solution of (1) with

Planck's function E(v, T) has not yet been obtained. Since

hv << kT, E(v, T) = kT(x, t)/X 2 and a flux will be

proportional to the effective temperature

oo
Te = (1 - R) T(x, t, de, _)I(x)e -T_*) dx (7)

cos r'

where e(v, T) = kTe/X 2.

In a general case, however, an analytical form of the

solution (6a) for T(x, t, de, _) at the boundary conditions

(6b) has not yet been found. Therefore, one uses the

fact that (6) may be solved numerically, for exam_n
a digital computer by which it is possible to esti_lae
surface temperature T,(0, t) (Krotikov and Shchuko,

1963). Utilizing T,(t) as boundary conditions in (6a) one

may obtain the analytical solution.

At present, let us consider the heating and radio emis-

sion of an idealized planet represented as an ideal

smooth sphere rotating near its axis with the angular

velocity _* with respect to the stars. The Sun and the

observer are considered to be in a plane normal to the ro-

tation axis passing through a planet. Their visible veloci-
ties of rotation around the planet are equal to f_ =, 27r/to

and fz*, respectively, where to is the period of rotation of

the planet (the period of insolation variation [(t)).

The coordinate system is generally connected with the

planet. One introduces the longitude de, read from
the central meridian, and the latitude ¢ from the equator.

In this system the positions of the Sun and the observer

are determined by the longitude of a subsolar point

des = f2t (its latitude _ = 0) and that of the planet under
the observer dee (the observer is assumed to be on the

Earth, though it may also be an equatorial satellite of

the planet). In a common case the angular velocity of the

observer is not constant; therefore, deg = f_E(t_ as

takes place, for example, with Earth observati_lIF' of
Venus.

The surface temperature in any point of the planet may be expressed in the form

T,(de, _, t) = T,0(_) + _ T_(_)cos (ni2t - de_ -nde),

where de,_ is the phase lag of the temperature with respect to the insolation phase.

The solution (6a) with the boundary condition (8) gives

T(x, t) = T_o + _, T,_e-_ cos (nOt - fl_x - de,_ - n4),

(8)

(9)
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where

a\ to/

is the coefficient of harmonic attenuation of a temperature wave. If, besides the solar heating, there is heat flux out

of the interior, it gives an additional temperature increase with the depth. Owing to the smallness of this flux, the

temperature increase on the surface itself will approximate zero and we may write T(x) = ax. Adding it together
with (9) and substituting into (7), one can obtain the radio temperature distribution over the planet

T,(_, _, t) = [1 - R(r)]T_o(4,) + [1 - R(r)]a l, cos (

T,. cos (nat - _,. - _. - n4)

+ [1 - R(r)] Y_(1 + 28. cos r' + 28_cos2r')1/2 (10)

which periodically changes at each point near some constant component Te0. Here

8.-- I - Ia(to)1/2 (11)

cos r'

_. = aretg 8. 1 + 8. cos r" (12)

The value 1//_1 = lr is the depth of penetration of a temperature wave; therefore, the value 81 = /_//r is the electrical

and thermal wave-penetration ratio. For a dielectric with the loss tangent tg A < < 1, as is known, I = 27r (e) 1/2- tg A/X,
fonowing (11),

1 (nTry/2 Xcr (n_y/2
8 = I-a \--_o/ -- t_ (r)-----_/2\--_o/ = m)t; le ---- mA/r, (13)

where b --- tg Lx/p.

Thus, with increasing wavelength and hence l,, the constant component of the radio temperature [as it is seen

from (10)] may increase due to temperature increase with depth of the body. For a two-layer model with the
first harmonic only taken into account

T, = (1 - R)T,o + (1 - R)al, cos r' + (1 - R)
T. cos (nt - _. - _1- _, - _)

N (1 + 281 cos r' + 28_ cos r') 1/2

(14a)

N and _ are an additional attenuation of the temperature wave and the phase lag in the upper layer with

88

N = (1 + 28, + 28_) 1/2 _, = arc tg 1 + 8_'

2 2

where 8, = tLx/3, _,d/y2; _x is the thickness of the upper layer; and yl and y2 are the values of y = (Kpc) -_/2 for the

upper layer and sublayer, respectively. From the relative measurements of T, (t) during the whole period of insola-

tion (e.g., during lunation) one may find 81/2t = m or Ia.

When the observer is rotated around the planet it is possible to observe the surface radiation only for the longitudes

= fib ± _"_ where 0 < _" _< 7r/2 are the longitudes read from the point under the observer coinciding with a

visible disk of the planet. For a uniform motion of the observer, fib = f_t. By substituting it into (10) we
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obtain for the argument n(fl - fl_)t - _bs_ ----- n_. Here (f_ - _E)t = q_ is a phase angle of the planet. But

f_ = _* ÷ fi* and fie = f_* ÷ f_E, where fi* and l_: are the angular velocities of the Sun and observer rotation
-- 8 -- 8

among the stars (as seen from the sphere). The minus sign corresponds to a direct rotation of the sphere with respect

to the Sun, and the plus sign corresponds to a retrograde rotation. Thus, the phase angle ep = 48 - _E = (_2 - fl_)t

= ± (_'., - fl;:)t. For a nonuniform motion of the observer (e.g., observation of Venus from the Earth),

¢, = _÷ (fi_, t - f f_:(t)dt)' In a general case, the expression for radio emission takes the form of

Tsn cos (__+n_ - 4,_ - _ - n_)
(14b)

Te(_b,_,t) = (1-- R)T,o + (1-- R)alecosr'+ (1- R)E (1 + 28, cosr'+ 28z cos 2r') 1/2

e_

When observing the Moon from the Earth, the libration being neglected, one may consider 6E = 0 and _ = 4, ¢I, = f_t

to have "+" as the directions of the proper lunar rotation and around the Sun coincide.

E. A Temperature Gradient to the Depth and Heat Flux out of the Interior

Carrying out the measurement of the constant component of radio temperature for two waves )t_ and )t2 when

observing normal to the surface of a body and using (10) and (14) (Troitsky, 1962 a, b, c) we obtain

dT. 1

gradT(x) =a,= _ (1- R_.)mlr
(15a)

Multiplying it with the thermal conductivity, we shall have, for the heat flux density

dT, rr_/z (15b)
q' = d----_-(1 - R±)mT(to) _/_

F. The Temperature of the Surface of a Planet

In the foregoing, temperature distribution over the planet is determined by a set of independent solutions of a plane

one-dimensional thermal problem with a semi-infinite layer for the surface elements with coordinates 4, ¢. The effect

of horizontal fluxes, which may be important at the poles, is not taken into consideration. Equation (6) was solved on

the digital computer, enabling one to find the time dependence of the surface temperature for each point of the

surface 4, _ in the form (Krotikov and Shchuko, 1963):

T_(4, ¢, t) = T_o(0) cos °'2 _ + T_(0) cos °'3:*¢ cos (f_t - _ -- _)

+ T_z(0) cos °'z7 ¢ cos (2f_t - 24 - q_8_)-- T,3(0) cos TM ¢ cos (3f2t -- 34 - _,3). (16)

Here T,_ is the amplitude of harmonics for the equator, _,_ is the phase lag between harmonics of the tempQre
and those of a falling flux. The value of the amplitude T,_ and phase lag _,, depending on the value _, are clre_ in

Table 1. The mean disk surface temperature has the form of

T--,,= T,,,(0) • 0.962 + T,,(0) • 0.741 cos (Ot - 6,_) + Tsz(0) • 0.315 cos (2f_t - _,._.). (17)

At present there is a wide use of the distribution adopted earlier (Piddington and Minnett, 1949; Troitsky, 1954).

T_(_, ¢, t) = T,_ + (T,_ - T_.)_(Ot - _b)n(¢), (18a)

where T .... and T,. are the temperatures of the subsolar and the antisolar point of a spherical surface. It was found

(Troitsky, 1956) that _(_2t - 4) = c°s_/'_ (ot - _b) or _(¢) = cos _/" ¢. Then (18a) is represented as a series

Ts(_, _, t) = [T_ + ao(T_,_ - Ts_) cos1/2 _] -t- a,(T_,_ - T_) cos _/2 _ cos (f_t - 4), (18b)
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Table 1. Numerical values of the terms of Fourier expansion of the surface temperature in the center of
the lunar disk and _, as a function of 1'

1' T,,, T,, Y,, Y,l T,2 _,_ fb,2,° t.o/Y,_ Y,o/Y,:

125

250

4OO

5OO

700

IOO0

1200

390

391

392

392

393

393

393

158

136

123

117

1.o9

I00

96

247

237

230

227

223

219

217

132

146

156

159

165

170

173

34

35

36

36

36

36

36

5

4

3

3

3

2

2

--7

--7

--7

--7

--6

--6

--6

1.86

1.62

1.48

1.42

1.35

1.29

1.26

7.27

6.77

6,4O

6.30

6.20

6.10

6.03

where ao = 0.382, al = 0.56. Here, the first term is the constant component and the second one is the first harmonic

of the temperature variations. The mean disk value of the constant component is equal to (Krotikov and Troitsky, 1962)

= r. + - r..) (0.92)(0.382). (19)

Both the distributions give similar results, but for the temperature in a polar zone the first term is zero and the second

term is equal to T,_. At present, more accurate data for temperature in the polar zone are needed; this requires the

solution of the thermal problem for the whole sphere (the horizontal heat fluxes being taken into account).

G. The Integral Radio Emission

Recently, for interpretation of measurements, a theory of an integral radiation was developed (Krotikov, 1963a,

1965). If the properties of the material of the planet's surface are homogeneous, the full radiation of the mean disk

effective temperature may be expressed by that of the disk center, by introducing averaging coefficients. Therefore,

instead of (10) and (14b) we obtain

Te(t) = (1 -- Rx )T,o(0)/3o + (1 -- R.):_
T.(O)fl. cos (nat -- _.. -- _,(0, 0) -- _.)

(1 + 28, + 28,) 1/2

(2O)

Here/30 and/3, are the averaging coefficients, being approximately unity with 0.91 _</30 _< 0.96 and dependent only

In addition,/3, depends on 8; in particular, 0.75 _< /_; _< 1, and 0.25 </3., _< 0.85. As expected, when averag-

second harmonic is heavily attenuated. In most cases it will be valid for the higher harmonics. Consequently,

the integral radiation, in practice, is of a sinusoidal form. It is interesting that when averaging, an additional phase

lag At, occurs which, for the first harmonic, does not exceed 5*. For the case of an arbitrary relationship of the pat-

tern width with angular dimensions of a planet's disk, the values of averaging coefficients have been calculated as

well. It turns out that when the pattern width is equal to the angular dimensions of the planet, the mean disk effec-

tive temperature is actually determined.

H. The Radio Emission of the Surface of a Planet at the Nonperiodic Thermal Regime (the Lunar Eclipse)

Now let us give briefly the results of the theory of the radio emission of the Moon during an eclipse (Troitsky, 1965).

In order to calculate the lunar emission during an eclipse it is necessary to know the function of the surface tem-

perature variation. As is known from the measurements during the interval t2 - tx corresponding to the beginning
and the end of the penumbral stage of eclipse, the surface temperature falls almost linearly from the value T; to T_.
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Then during the whole umbral phase up to the time t_, the temperature slowly falls almost linearly to T3 and, finally,

in the last penumbral period it linearly increases to the value T4 = T1 at the time of the end of eclipse t4. In accor-

dance with this, a real function of the surface temperature is represented as a broken line drawn through the points tk,
Tk as

T,(0, t) = ¢(t) = Tk + ak(t -- tk)

Tk+l -- Tk
k--l, 2...4.

ak = tk÷_-- tk

The initial temperature Ts(x, ti) is deduced from the solution (9) at ot = 0 (the full Moon) for the central part of the

lunar disk. First, the thermal problem of T(x, t) estimation was solved, expressed by (6a), with the boundary and

initial conditions above. Then the value of the effective temperature was obtained from (7), which in the

the penumbra is equal to

During the penumbral phase

During the second penumbral phase

Finally, after the end of eclipse,

Te_(t) = Tv(ql) + Tl(t, q_) tl < t < h.

Te2(t) = Tel(t) - T_(t, q2) + T2(t,q2)

T_a(t) = T_2(t) - T,(t. q3) + T3(t. q3)

T_,(t) = T_a(t) -- Ta(t, q4) + T4(t, q,)

Tv(ql) T.o[1 4,(z_)] e-, T,_- - *z + A_[1 - q.(y)]e _2where 1 - R

t2 < t < t3.

t3 <_ t < t4.

t4 <t< o_,

• (zl)]eq cos2yzl

- T,1 T,1
z sin 2yz_,_1/2 D÷ y cos 2yz_ + _ D_[1 - cp(z_)]e-_

and ) = Tk÷ak(t--tk) + {1-- e'_ [1-- q)(z.)]}

-- -- ak(t -- tn)Zn I + ak(t --t.)e:: [1 -- _(z.)].
w1/2

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

Here q. = 1/2a (t - t.) _/2 is analogous to the coefficient of the thermal-wave attenuation during the eclipse and

z_ = 1/2q. = Ia (t - t.) _/'_ is the ratio of electrical and thermal-wave attenuations.

(_(z.) = e-_2d_, y = fl/2q_; A_ = _ -- B_ ; A+
Jo

I+8 1--8 8 8
+-_'D+ = --+--;

B B1 ' B B_

8

D_ B B_ ;B = 1 +28 +282;
Bx = 1-28 +282;8 = fl/I.
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As one can see, the temperature variations during the eclipse are determined by the values z, and y, i.e., by the value

Ia. For waves longer than ;_ = 0.1 cm, the value Ia is very small, z, and y being small as well. It permits one to use

the relations (25) and (26) in a series expansion over these parameters. By restricting with the second approximation

over Ia we obtain for each k interval of the eclipse

4/a

Tek(t) = T_ + (1 -- R) 3 (r)l/_

k

- <,._,)(t -
1

1

a,_,) (t-- t,) 2 k = 1, 2... 4, (27)

with O_ 0 = a 4 = 0,

value of the initial effective temperature is equal to

l+a)(l_R )T_m= T,o+ T,1 B

and coincides with that which follows from (10) for the full Moon. In practice, the maximum radio temperature vari-

ation appears exactly at the moment t3. According to (27) it is equal to

1 AT 4/a
-- -- -- (1 -- R)

M(_) T_ 3 (TrTem)'/z
{:,(t3 - t,)3/: + - (t3 - t.)3/:

I2_2

+ (1 -- R) _ {al(t3 -- tx) 2 + (a= - all) (/3 -- t2)2) •

From (25) to (28) one can see that the measurements of relative changes of the radio emission intensity permit an

estimation of the value of Ia during both eclipse and lunation,

1 b(_)'/=
Ia .... (29)

X c T

For the measurements during eclipse this value characterizes the upper layer of the material and for those during

lunation it characterizes a layer approximately 10 times deeper. In Fig. 10, the families of curves for the radio eclipse

of _cember 30, 1963, are given, calculated in accordance with the formulae (21) to (26) at different values of ,//b(e) 1/2.

F_(27) and (29) it is obvious that a reciprocal value of maximum relative changes of radiation M(X) is almost a

linea'_ function versus the wavelength. The spectrum incidence is defined by the value c_,/b(e) _/2. Consequently, the

experimental study of the spectrum of radio-temperature fall during the eclipse, as well as for a periodic ease, may

give only the relation cy/b (E)_/z. In Fig. 11, the spectrum M(X) is shown calculated from (21) to (26) for the eclipse of

December 30, 1963, and the experimental points are plotted.

I. Investigation of Material Microstructure of a Layer

The conclusions concerning the microstructure may be

derived from the value of the volumetric density p,

because when p0 is known, one can estimate the degree

of body porosity. However, two bodies, one of powder

and the other solid-porous, may have an identical overall

apparent porosity. Apparently, these cases may be dis-

tinguished when comparing the value K with p. The value

of thermal conductivity of one and the same material
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Fig. 10. The families of curves for the radio eclipse of

December 30, 1963, at different values of y/b
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Fig. 11. The spectrum M(A) for the eclipse of December 30,

1963, at different A/b(e) 1/_. The dots correspond to

the experimental data.

may differ considerably at the equal volumetric density p

(and porosity), either for a powder or solid-porous state
of a body in vacuum. Otherwise, the function of K de-

pendence upon o must be different for these media and,

besides, may be dependent on grain size or pores.

It was shown (Troitsky, 1962a) that, in the air, for all

porous solid and powder silicate materials, the following

relation may be used with an accuracy of 10 to 20%:

K = ao = 0.6 x 10-3p 0.4 _< p _< 1.5. (30)

This relation of K and p, as was shown by experimental

investigations, also holds in a high vacuum, but for the

fine powder materials with grains of about several

microns, the value a turns out to be 50 times less (Bernett,

Wood, Jaffee, and Martens, 1963):

Kc = _cp _ 10-'p 0.2 < o --< 1.5. (31)

For a solid-porous body, accurate measurements have not

yet been made. Probably, one may expect (Woodside and

Messmer, 1961) that

K,.= a,p '-"5 X lO-_p. (32)

There are data on the influence of gas composition filling

the pores (Woodside and Messmer, 1961).

Therefore, a knowledge of , and p and the

permits us to draw a conclusion about the structure of

the material and, perhaps, about the nature of gas filling

the pores and its pressure. The latter is especially valuable

for the investigation of Venus and Mars. The dependence

between K and p is discussed in the same way as in

Halaiian's work (1964). It should be noted that for dif-

ferent dispersity and pore sizes the question of the

dependence between K and p has not yet been studied,

either theoretically or experimentally.

J. The Nature of Material: Mineralogical Composition

The investigation of a chemical composition is based

on comparison with the Earth's rocks for the definite

parameters. Neither density nor thermal conductivity is

suitable for this purpose. Attempts are made to identify

the material by the loss angle at the microwave fre-

quencies; as is known, this angle is mainly determined

by the chemical material composition. However, there
is no full identification of the relation between the loss

angle and chemical composition. One and the same

loss angle may correspond to rather different natural

materials. But if we take a definite group of materials

(e.g., silicate rocks), such a comparison will not be so

hopeless. However, the value tg ix by itself depenQot
only on a rock type but also on its density p. Ther_Sre,

for identification a value invariant from the density is

suggested for use (Troitsky, 1961a). Theoretically, such
a value is the specific tangent of the loss angle:

tg A
b-

The independence of this value to within -+-15% of

the density has been shown experimentally when

0.1 G o < 1.5 for different Earth rocks (Krotikov, 1962a).

This justifies the introduction of it in the expressions for
8 and Ia as a basic electric characteristic of the material.
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K. Main Conclusions

Let us draw some conclusions from which we shall be

able to learn about the properties of a body by its radia-

tion, assuming, for simplicity, that the layer of material
is homogeneous, the surface is smooth, and the material

is a dielectric. As a result of measurements, we have three

known relations, _ = _ (Co,p), y = (K_) -x/2, and cy/b(_) 1/2

between six unknowns, _o, p0, _, p, c, and b. Three of them

are immediately determined in practice ff the rocks are

considered to belong to a silicate group. Then c = 0.2,

= r (p), but _, p, and b remain unknown, being con-

nected with three known equations. In the case of a

change with depth, for example, one more un-

is added that is characteristic scale of inhomoge-

neity. Therefore, a measurement of new independent

relations of parameters is required. The radar investiga-

tions of the spectrum of the reflection coefficient may

give the important data of the degree of inhomogeneity

of properties with depth.

II. Investigation Results of Properties of the Sur-

face Cover and Its Temperature Regime

In this section the experimental data of the lunar

investigation on infrared and radiowaves are considered.

A theoretical interpretation is given of experimental data
obtained in accordance with the methods above in order

to obtain information about the material parameters of
the upper layer.

The order of analysis corresponds to the general

scheme of investigation mentioned in the first section.

A. The Temperature of the Lunar Surface

The surface temperature of the Moon is ordinarily

8n_ed on infrared waves in the atmosphere window
ft. At present, the temperature measurement for

different regions and details of the Moon have been

carried out during both lunations and eclipses. An esti-

mate of the temperature of a subsolar point T,,_ by many

authors is in rather good agreement, being equal to

407"K (Pettit and Nicolson, 1930) or 389"K (Geoffrion

et al., 1960). The recent measurements on the wavelength

4 t_ gave 400 ___10" K (Moroz, 1965). The measurements on

this wavelength are especially important for hv = 15kT,
and an error because of the infrared albedo not being

taken into consideration, even if the latter is equal to
20 to 30%, affects the result less than 2%. The absence

of difference in the results of measurements at 4 _ and

10 _ suggests a small infrared albedo of the Moon's

surface which, apparently, is not more than the optical

albedo. A theoretical value of the temperature of the

subsolar point is equal to T,,_ = 395"K, the visible and

infrared albedo being equal. Thus, one may take

T,,,, = 400 ± 10*K

The situation is much worse when measuring the tem-

perature Isn at an antisolar point. According to Pettit and

Nicolson's measurements (1930) and Geoffrion et al.

(1960), Tsn = 120 ± 2*K. Recently Murray and Wildey

(1964) have obtained T_ = 106"K and Saari and

Shorthill (1964) have obtained T,, = 100*K. It should be

noted that such a low night temperature leads to a value

of the constant component that appears to be equal to or

far less than that of the radio temperature, an impos-

sibility. Below we shall take some mean value

T,_ = 115"K

In accordance with the results of measurements (Pettit

and Nicolson, 1930), (Saari and Shorthill, 1962), the tem-

perature during the eclipses in different parts of the disk

with the exception of crater bottoms has, on the average,

a similar relative change. So T2/T1 = 0.53, T3/TI = 0.46;

that gives T_ = 400*K, T2 = 210*K, and T3 = 185"K

for the central part of the disk. Recently Saari and

Shorthill (1965) have discovered that, during the umbra,
the Mare Humorum is warmer than others and that over

the entire disk there are about a hundred observable

warm points. Some of them are identified with small

rayed craters. The distribution of the surface temperature

over the disk is estimated only for the full Moon along

the equator (Pettit and Nicolson, 1930). Instead of the

expected law cosl/4r, one obtains T = Tsm cos _/rr. It is

explained by the roughness influence not taken into

account in the theory. The distribution measurements

of the surface temperature on radio waves confirmed

the correctness of the theoretical distribution (18b)

(Kaydanovsky and Salomonovich, 1961; Saari and

Shorthill, 1962). But more valuable measurements of

isotherms for a night Moon have not yet been made.

B. Experimental Data on Radio Emission of the Moon

At present, the radio emission of the Moon has been

studied in the range of waves 0.13 cm and 168 cm, both

during lunations and eclipses. The dependence of radio

emission intensity on phase cannot be measured on a

wavelength of 20 cm or longer, and the eclipse changes

are not noticeable even on the waves 2 cm and longer.
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All the experimental dependences of radio temperature

upon the lunar phases are approximated rather well by a

sum of a constant component and a sinusoidal one, thus,

Te = Tea -t- Tel cos (f_t - _1). In Table 2, the measure-

ment results have been cited during a phase cycle of the

Moon, and, in Table 3, during the eclipses.

In Table 2, the values of a constant component Tea, the

amplitude of the first harmonic Tel, the phase lag _1,

the beam width of the radiotelescope, and the accuracy

of measurements are given. In Table 3, the maximum

values are given of the relative temperature variations at

the moment of the end of the umbral phase of the cor-

responding eclipse. It is interesting to note that in a set

Table 2. Experimental results of the radio emission of the Moon during lunations

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

3O

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

k
cm

0.13

.18

.40

.40

.40

.8

.8

.86

1.25

1.63

1.63

1.63

2.0

2.3

3.15

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

9.4

9.6

9.6

10.3

11

14.2

20.8

21
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50
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Te0

oK
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230
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15
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4O

Error of
measure-

ment -t- %

15
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4
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3

3

7.5
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15
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3

5
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X, cm ,IT_ %
lrem

0.12 17"

.12 22.5 -I- 2

.21 8"

.32 6 ± 2

.4 8±2

.4 12 ___2

.4 10 ± 2

.43 4 ± I

8±2

5±2

.86 7

1.6 3±2

1.6 6± 3

2.2 1

Table 3. Experimental measurement results of the radio emission of the eclipsed Moon.
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277 2.9 10.5 30/12/63

270 20 8.3 9.7 6-7/7/63

270 20 4.5 30/12/63

270 20 4.5 19/12/64

268 12.9 26/8/61

257 35 4.5 30/12/63

253 36 7.5 8.7 6-7/7/63

247 3.9 5/9/60

235 44 6.4 7.5 6-7/7/63

235 44 3.3 25/6/64

228 58 15.6 19/12/64

• The value of radiotemperature drop in 60 rain after the beginning of the umbral eclipse of the center of disk.
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of measurements carried out by the usual methods

(Table 2) the difference of values given by different
authors exceeds twice the error of the measurement and

is equal to 30%. In a set of precision measurements made
by the method of the "artificial Moon" the difference on

each wavelength is far less than the error of each mea-

surement, i.e., not more than I to 2%.

The important first detailed observations of radio emis-

sion of the Moon during lunations and eclipses on wave-

lengths of 0.2 and 0.13 cm were carried out by Naumov

(1963), and Fedoseyev (1963). Since the main results of

the lunar properties have been obtained from the pre-

cision measurements, we shall consider the method in
more detail.

method is based on the comparison of the radio

emission of the Moon or planets with etalon radiation of

an absolutely black disk placed in the Fraunhofer zone
of an antenna at a sufficient elevation. This method was

called the method of the "artifical Moon," as the disk is

arranged to have the same angular dimensions as the

Moon viewed from the radiotelescope.

In order to eliminate the diffraction of the radio emis-

sion of the Earth around the disk, which contributes

some power to the antenna, a second pattern was used in

a shape of an opening in the plane that covers the main

lobe of the polar diagram of the antenna and is inserted

into the place formerly occupied by the disk. The open-

ing repeats strictly the dimensions of the disk. In this

case, the signal pattern formed with emission of the disk

inserted into the opening appears to be weakened by the

magnitude of power of the Earth emission (diffraction

powers are equal in value). Consequently, the mean

signal value from a free disk and from that in the opening

will be strictly equal to the known black-disk emission

(Krotikov, Porfiryev, and Troitsky, 1961). Later, by apply-

ing the second disk, the conditions of the disk model
were found under which the diffraction effect for the

given wave and disk diameter could be disregarded.

Finally, the diffraction error was computed theoretically

(Tseytlin, 1963). Figures 12 and 13 show the model of an

artificial Moon installed on the mountain Khara-Dag in
the Crimea.

As a result of adopting the method above, measure-

ments of the radio temperatures of the Moon are possible

with an error not exceeding 2 to 3%, in a wide range of

wavelengths.

C. Investigation of the Distribution of Material Proper-

ties With Depth, Using the Spectrum of Periodic

Variations of the Radio-emission Intensity

The data obtained for the spectrum of the variable

part of the radio emission of the Moon enable one to

explore the character of the distribution of material
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Fig. 12. Artificial Moon installed on the mountain 
Khara-Dag in the Crimea, viewed from the antenna 

S L  \ 

\ 
\ 

Fig. 13. Closeup of artificial Moon and mounting 

I I I . ,  

0 I 2 3 

U c m )  

Fig. 14. The dependence of M on A. Curve 2 corresponds 
to a homogeneous model (m = 1.0, = 2X). Curve 

1 corresponds to a two-layer model (m = 1.5, 

6 = A. 
6 = 1.5X), Curve 3, to a model with m = 1.5, 

properties with depth. At present, the experimental re- 
sults are compared with two extreme idealizations of the 
distribution of properties: a homogeneous model and a 
sharply inhomogeneous one with a nonabsorbing upper 
layer (Troitsky, 1961a, 1962a, 1964b). Figures 14 and 15 
present the results of this comparison. 

In Fig. 14 are plotted the theoretical curves of de- 
pendence of the inverse magnitude M ( A )  = T,,/T,, of 
relative variations of the radio temperature, in the func- 
tion A, equal, in accordance with (20) and (14), to 

Curve 2 corresponds to the single-layer model, and curves 
1 and 3 to the two layer model by the N = 1.5, 6, = 1% 
and N = 1.5, 6, = A. The circles indicate the experi- 
mental points which lie on a straight line for the homoge- 
neous model ( N  = 1) plotted for S/X = m = 2. The 
value M and the retardation 5 are functions of the model. 

Figure 15 gives the theoretical dependence between 
M and .$ for the assumed models and presents the experi- 
mental points. Curve 1 corresponds to the homogeneous 
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3
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M

Rg. 15. Theoretical dependence of the phase lag of the
first harmonic of the radio emission of the Moon on the

ratio of the constant component to the amplitude of

the first harmonic of the emission for a cycle. 1,

Homogeneous structure of the surface (m ---- i.0,

-- 0, 8 = 2)0. 2-3, Two-layer dust (m ---- 1.0,

= 5 ° , 8 = 2)t, and m = 1.4, _ = 15 ° ,

---- 1.5)t respectively). Black dots are theo-

retical values for wavelengths of 0.13,

0.4, 0.8, 1.25, 1.63, 2.0, and 3.2 cm.

The circles are the experimental

values plotted with indication of

errors on _ and M.

model (N = 1, _ = 0); curve 2 corresponds to the two-

layj_,,lkmodel with a very thin upper dust layer giving

N._I.1 and _, = 5*. At. the thickening of the layer
when N = 1.4 and _, = 15 , one obtains curve 3. Experi-

mental points for the wavelengths 0.13, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.25,

1.6, and 3.2 cm are marked by circles with indication of
the limits of the possible error in _ and M. As is seen from

Fig. 15, the experimental points correspond to the single-

layer model, and all of them cannot be made to agree

simultaneously with the two-layer model having even a

very thin layer of dust. Rectangles mark the values M

and _ when M is derived from the experiment and _ is

computed from the value 81 (found by the value of M)

by the formula for the homogeneous model. If the model

were inhomogeneous, these values would not fall on the

curve which corresponds to the homogeneous model.

Thus, in the limits of the investigated spectrum of the

value M, the upper layer behaves as a homogeneous
medium in radio emission. This enables one to draw a

conclusion of a quasi-homogeneity of layer properties

with depth. The result obtained does not contradict the

assumption of a smooth, slight inhomogeneity which does

not become apparent either due to inaccuracy of mea-

surements, or due to insufficient coverage of the spectrum.

Investiga_on of the model of the superficial cover

structure by the spectrum of a variable part of the radio

emission of the Moon is, for the present, unique. Often,

in the works on the measurements at one wavelength,

conclusions are drawn about the model, but, as shown

by analysis, the data at one wavelength may be inter-

preted loosely enough. This is not surprising, as only the

spectrum of radio emission values satisfies the explora-

tion of different depths. In most works the statements

about the model are simply drawn without any analysis

(Garstang, 1958; Giraud, 1962).

It should be noted that the generally adopted two-layer

model is self-contradictory (Troitsky, 1964b). Generally

the layer in this model has ya = 1000, and the lower

y2 = 100, the density being admired as equal to el = p2.
Therefore it turns out that thermal conductivities differ

from each other by K2/K1 = yl/y_ = 100 timesl Taking

into consideration K = Re, we find that the model with

given values yl, yz cannot have the arbitrary relationships

of thermal conductivity and density; it must have the

following correct relations of parameters:

,<_1,<,= "l,,(,_:)'l:l'l,_(,_,) li:, p2lp, = _,,(,,,,)'l_l'l,2(,_:)'l_.

In the case of the identical structure type (al = az), the
relation of thermal conductivities and densities in

the adopted model ought to be identical and equal to 10.

By different structures of the sublayer is solid and of the

upper layer, as for example when the sublayer is solid

and somewhat porous, and the upper layer is thin dust.

K21K 1 : 20

pJpx = 5

D. Spectrum of Reflection Coefficient. Dielectric Con-

stant and Density of Material of the Upper Layer.

Model of Layer

Four methods are offered for measuring the reflection

coefficient and dielectric constant of the planet material:
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(1) measurements of the constant component of radio

temperature (Krotikov and Troitsky, 1962); (2) measure-

ment of the polarization of radio emission (Troitsky, 1954;

Troitsky and Tseytlin, 1960); (3) measurements of distri-

bution of radio brightness at the disk (Salomonovich,

1962a); (4) measurements of the amplitude distribution

and phase lag of variations of radio temperature on the

equator of the Moon (Troitsky, 1961a).

The precision measurements of radio emission enable

one to determine the constant component of the bright-

ness radiotemperature on the disk. Measurements at a

number of centimeter wavelengths, which will be de-

scribed below, with gradient correction, give the follow-
ing value for the constant component:

Te0 = 207 ± 2*K.

Comparison with the mean value of surface temperature

gives us the mean hemisphere reflection coefficient

= 0.04 ± 0.02. This gives (Krotikov and Troitsky,

1962)

R± _ 1% e = 1.5 ± 0.3.

Polarization measurements carried out at wavelengths of

3.2 and 2.05 cm (Soboleva, 1962; Baars, Mezger et al.,
1963) give the value for dielectric constant

E = 1.5.

In both works the roughness of the surface was taken
into account; in the second, the value ± 15" was taken

for the slopes as the closest to that derived from the

radar. For distribution of radio brightness, one value only

is obtained: 1 _< _ < 2 (Salomonovich, 1962). Thus, by
means of radio astronomical methods, E = 1.5 ± 0.3 and

R _ 1% were obtained for the centimeter wavelengths.

Knowing the dielectric constant and assuming the silicate

structure of rocks, the density of the material on the

Moon surface layer, in accordance with (5), is equal to

p = 0.5 ± 0.3. Meanwhile, the radar investigations give,

at the same wavelengths, the average from all the
existing measurements, R1 = 4% and e = 2.25. The

difference is probably associated with roughness leading
to the formation of sufficiently plane reflection surfaces

creating a similarity to a polyhedron inscribed into the

sphere of the Moon. On radio emission where the phase
relationships play no part, such a form of the surface

will have no influence. It is interesting that the same

radar measurements give, for the )t = 30-75 cm, the

average reflection coefficient value, for all the data, of

twice as much, i.e., R1 = 8% and e = 3.2. Of course, the

spectrum of the reflection coefficient is not associated

with a real change of e with the frequency, and appears

as a result of inhomogeneity of the properties with depth.

This problem was considered in one of the works

(Matvejev, Suchkin, and Troitsky, 1965), the results of

which are reduced to the following: As for initial data,

one may safely adopt the values R and e at the

centimeter waves, measured radio-astronomically, and

at the decimeter waves, the value 2.5, i.e.,

R1 = 1.7% el = 1.7 pi = 0.6 0.8 < X < 12 cm

R2 = 4% e2 = 2.25 p2 = 1.0 33 < _ <

(values for R_ and R.. correspond to the normal incidence

of waves).

The range, where the transition from one series of

values to another one is being achieved, makes up about

15 to 50 cm. The medium-frequency wave in this range,

2_,, = 30-35 cm, is not determined with certainty.

The most probable explanation of the dependence

R(X) consists in the assumption of the changing of density

and e with depth. Here two cases may be noted: the

change occurs at the depth of the order of wave penetra-

tion (Gold, 1963), or the density is changing on the
surface itself. In both cases one should assume that

the properties of the layer are varying for the length

which presents portions of the length of the wave _t,,. The

first version should be excepted as it does not explain

the difference between the eclipse and lunation values

of y (see below). The second case is probable. Therefore,

if the properties vary smoothly from the surface to the

depth l, then, for _ > > l, the lower dense layer of

the material will mainly reflect, and, for h < < l, the

boundary of the upper layer for this wave will

deeper as ;t increases.

The following law of density variation with depth was

adopted:

\ -X/X op(x) = p: -- (p2 -- p,)e , (34)

where p1 and p2 are the density values of lunar material

at the surface and at the depth x, respectively. At the

depth l=2.5xo, later called the thickness of an in-

homogeneous layer, the density attains its limiting

value, p2.
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In the case of one-dimensional inhomogeneity, the co-

efficient of reflection is determined, as is known by the

Ricatti equation. Its solution under conditions (33), (34)

was carried out on a digital computer. As a result, it

turned out that the experimentally known medium-

frequency wave of the transition range depends on the

thickness of inhomogeneity, in the following way:

)km

I-
8 "

Taking into account the experimental value of

L,, = 30 cm, we find that the observed spectrum of the

reQon coefficient will take place if the thickness of
the'q_Ihomogeneous layer is

l=4cm Xo= 1.5cm.

Thus, the radio-astronomical and radar investigations of
the reflection coefficient lead to the conclusion about

density changing of the material to the depth by 1.5-2
as much for the distance of 3 to 4 cm. The thermal con-

ductivity probably varies in the same proportion, as well,

(ff a(x) = a = const).

A final judgement still necessitates the accurate mea-

surement of the spectrum of reflection in the range of

10 to 50 cm, both by radar and radio-astronomical
methods.

E. Thermal Properties of the Surface Cover

Let us apply the above-considered methods of deter-

mining the value 7. Let us first consider the eclipse re-

gime. To determine 7, the different curves of temperature

falls obtained at the time of the eclipses in 1927 and 1939

were used (Pettit and Nicolson, 1930; Pettit, 1940). Com-

parison with the computation for the homogeneous

(Wesselink, 1948; Jaeger and Harper, 1950) leads
us't_[he value

71 = 1000.

However, the optimum coincidence of the theoretical

curve in the zone of shade is obtained, for the two-layer

dust model (Jaeger, Harper, 1950) considered above.

Recently, for the eclipse on September 5, 1960, the mea-

surements of cooling curves and of the 7 of five radiant

craters, with their environment, were carried out (Saari

and Shorthill, 1962). On the average, with the exception

of the bottoms of craters, 7 = 1000. However, the ex-

treme need for more precise and reliable measurements

of temperature slope at the time of the eclipses for dif-
ferent formations should be noted. The case is somewhat

worse with the measurement of the 7z in the lunation

regime. Here the complete cycle does not yet exist. Theo-

retical curves for the homogeneous model are presented

in Fig. 16 (Krotikov and Shchuko, 1963). As can be seen

from this figure, the most effective measurements to de-

termine the 72 are measurements by the transition from

day to night. Recently such measurements were carried

out (Murray and Wildey, 1964), giving the value

72 = 700. The periodic regime permits another method

of determining 7z-not by the curve of the surface tem-

perature, but by its Fourier components. This method

has the advantage that we can use the data on radio mea-

surements which do not give the absolute values of the

surface temperatures, but allow the Fourier components

to be determined without requiring a knowledge of elec-
trical properties of the model. For such a determination,

the related values Ts,, Tso(0), T,o(O)/TI(O) in the func-

tion 72 are given in Table 1 for the homogeneous model

(Krotikov and Shchuko, 1963). Disposing of experimen-

tally known values T,o, T_o/T_I, and T,,, one finds the

value of 72 (Krotikov and Troitsky, 1963a). Here we pre-

sent the value 7 corrected according to more precise

400
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Fig. 16. The surface temperature measurement in the

center of the lunar disk in the dependence of

the given lunation period for different values

of the parameter 7
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initial data. Plotting curve M()t), according to the mea-

surements of radio emission, one can find that by letting

)t --> 0, then T,o/T,1 = 1.35 ± 0.1. This gives, in accor-

dance with Table 1, 400 < y2 __ 800. The value of the

night temperature T,n = 115 ± 5" leads to the same

value. For the constant component of the center at the

disk, according to the measurements of mean radio tem-

perature for the disk and after a corresponding recompu-

tation, one obtains T,o(0) = 226* ± 5", which gives

y2 = 600--800. Thus, the present data lead to the value

y2 = 600 ± 200.

This difference between the eclipse and lunation values

is naturally explained by inhomogeneity of the density

of the material in the superficial layer. Realizable de-

pendency of the material properties on temperature

(Buettner, 1963), as computations show (Aljeshina and

Krotikov, 1965), cannot explain the observed difference.

The assumption of a linear dependence of K and c on the

temperature, made by Munsey (1958) seems to us to be

very unlikely. It should be noted that, in the case of an

existing inhomogeneity and with the adoption of the

theory of a homogeneous model for the determination of

y, we can obtain an overestimation of yz lying between

that at the surface and the true value at a depth. Using

the values for defined parameters at the surface yl = 1000

and pt = 0.5, we obtain, for the thermal conductivity,

K1 = (1 ± 0.5) × 10 -5 cal/cm deg sec.

The structural parameter is equal

at = K,/p1 = (2 _ 1) X 10-5 cal cm2/sec deg.

At the depth of 3-4 cm or more, yz = 600 and p2 = 1;

hence K2 : (1.7 ± 1) X 10 -5 for the same structural pa-

rameters. It remains to evaluate the depth of the pene-

tration of a temperature wave. As for both media K = ap,
the value

(-_p t° ) _/'_T _- • --

7r

should be identical for both media too. But in the case

of the inhomogeneous layer composed of those media,

this expression is now untrue for the lr. However, a small

inhomogeneity will not change the value Ir substantially,
and it will be

=(atoy/'_:
Ir k-_-r/ = (10 ± 5) cm.

For the eclipse, a similar value at the moment of the end

of the umbral phase is equal to

(c)l,c = (t3 -- tl),

where t3 - tt is a time-interval from the beginning of the

eclipse up to the umbral phase; this time interval is equal

to about 3 hours. Hence,

lec/lT I (t3 -- tl)Tr ] w_
= "" 0.1

to

and lee _ 1 cm.

F. Absorption Spectrum of Electromagnetic Waves ha
the Material of the Moon

In order to determine the absorption spectrum, it is

necessary to determine 8_ from the experimental data.

The best way is to compare the experimental value M

with the theoretical one (32a) for the homogeneous

model. It is apparently safe to use the theory of the

homogeneous model in spite of the existence of some

inhomogeneity; as we have seen, the experiment satisfies
this model to within the measurement accuracy. Deter-

mination of 8 at the wavelengths of 0.13 to 3.2 cm has

shown that it is changing in proportion to the wave-

length X (Troitsky and Zelinskaja, 1955; Zelinskaja,

Troitsky, and Fedosejev, 1959; Krotikov and Troitsky,

1963b)

8 =mX 0.1 <X<3.2cm.

The value of the coefficient of proportionality is found

to be equal to m = 2. Figure 17 shows the spectrum

8/_t = m, including all available data. Some deviation

from a linear dependence takes place in the vicinity of

X = 1.6 cm, which can be interpreted as absorptiln
the lunar material near that wavelength. Takin_le

3

_2

I

0

30BSERV'[ 3 OBSERV 5 OBSERV

- t I - t

• t 30BSERV

I I I

I 2 B

). {cm)

Fig. 17. The dependence of 8/,k on wavelength X.
Black dots correspond to the experimental data.
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value of lr = 10 cm, we obtain depth of the penetration

of electromagnetic wave of

Z, = (20 ± 10) _,.

This dependence between l, and _, confirms the dielec-
tric nature of the Moon material. The unknown relation-

ship of the heat and electric parameters is equal to

CT2

b2 (e2) 1/2
= 5.6 X 103m = 11.2 X 10 3,

points indicate parameters most likely to con-

layers deeper than 3 to 4 cm (3 _< le ___60 cm).

Contrary to this, the eclipse measurements give the value

for the parameters of the upper layer and are marked by

the x's. All present data on the magnitude of the relative

drop in radiation teinperature at the time of the eclipse

are given in Table 3.

In the same table are presented the values

_,1/ bl (el) '/2 computed in accordance with the above

theory (Troitsky, 1965).

Figure 14 gives the theoretical curves M(?,) for the

eclipse of December 30, 1963, with different values for

7/b (e)'/-_, computed by exact formulas, together with the

experimental points. According to the data presented in

Table 3 (except the data on the partial eclipse of

February 7, 1963), one may take

cTx

b_ (e_)_/2 = (11.4 ___3) 10 _.

This value concerns the layer less than l,e __ 2 - 3 cm.

In accordance with this it is necessary to adopt the

va / e and 7 for the corresponding depths, for

the_termination of bl and b2; i.e., e_ = 1.5, _,_ = 1000;

and E2 = 2.25, )'2 = 600. As a result we obtain

b2 = (7.5 ± 1.5) × 10 -3 b_ = (14 ± 4) × 10 -3.

A comparison of these data suggests that, together with

a certain inhomogeneity as to the density of the material,

an inhomogeneity apparently occurs with depth of the

electrical properties, i.e., of the nature of the material.

The increase in a specific loss angle to the surface may

be associated with saturation of the surface layer by

meteoric material having the b _ 2 × 10-2.

G. Spectrum of the Constant Component and Heat Flux
From the Depths of the Moon

As shown above, the constant component of radio

emission is determined by a constant portion of the

layer temperature at the depth of the penetration of

the wave. The repeated attempts to discover the antici-

pated systematic rise of the constant component with the

wavelength turned out to be unsuccessful due to poor
precision of usual radio measurements. In order to dis-

cover the effect, special measurements of radio emission

were carried out at the 168-cm wavelength (Baldwin, 1961.)

However, neither precision of measurements, nor assump-

tions made by working out the results (linear rise in

temperature up to the wavelength 168 cm) allowed the

gradient and flux to be determined with sufficient safety.

One has estimated the flux, q_ = 0.25 × 10-_ cal/cm _ sec,

that coincides with the theoretical values (Jaeger, 1959;

McDonald, 1959; Levin and Majeva, 1960; Majeva, 1964).
As a result of using the precision method of measure-

ments, the growth of the constant component of radio

temperature of the Moon was soundly established

(Krotikov and Troitsky, 1963c). Figure 18 presents the

spectrum T_o(X), obtained by the above measurements

of the wavelengths of 0.4, 1.6, 9.6, 14, 32.5, 35, and 50 cm,

carried out in the Research Institute of Radio Physics in

1961-1964. The observed effect cannot be explained by
any overlooked errors of measurements or such causes

as roughness or reflection by the Moon of galactic and

solar radiation. Reflected by the Moon, the galaxy radia-

tion appears at those wavelengths so small that it may be

disregarded (Starodubstev, 1964). The only way to ex-

plain the observed effect is to admit a real rise in the

deep temperature due to flux of internal heat. However,

the question of the origin of such a flux remains. In

principle, two possibilities exist. Either the flux is of a

solar origin, or, just as for the Earth, it is caused by
dissociation of radioactive elements, contained in all of

the rocks. The first assumption requires very unnatural

suppositions about light penetrating to depths of up to

10 m, and so on. The least contradictory explanation is

that the flux of heat comes from great depths. Figure 18

shows the almost linear rise in radio temperature of the

Moon with wavelength up to X = 30 cm, which suggests

an approximately constant thermal conductivity to the

depth of penetration of each wavelength. There are far

more dense layers at greater depth with thermal con-

ductivity close to the terrestrial value (100 times greater

than the lunar), giving, therefore, a temperature rise with

depth hundreds of times smaller. Thus, the thick porous

layer of the material lies, apparently, on a dense rock

base. The thickness of this layer may be evaluated. As

the thermal conductivity in the layer is equal throughout,
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the density is equal as well. If the parameter b is not

changed, the value of electromagnetic wave attenuation

is equal in the total layer, as well as in its upper part,

le = 20X. Consequently, the thickness of the porous

layer, corresponding to depth of penetration of waves of

)t = 30 cm, is equal approximately to

lpo,. _ (3 to 10) m.

As seen from Fig. 18, dTeo/dX _ 1 deg/m. Hence, from

the theoretical computations above, where lr = (10 ± 5),

we obtain for the gradient of temperature in the 6-m

layer,

grad T(x) = (4 to 2) deg/m.

24O

22O

%(*K) 200

180

160 I I I I I

I0 20 30 40 50

X (crn]

Fig. 18. The dependence of the mean disk constant

component of the effective temperature on wave-

length, from the data of precision measure-
ments of lunar radio emission

Accepting ),2 = 600, the density of the flux, according

to (15), turns out to be equal to

q_ = (1 -+- 0.3) × 10 -6 cal/cm'-' sec.

As we have seen, the theoretical values for the flux

density give a value 4 to 5 times less. The total heat flux

from the depths of the Moon is

Q = (1 -+- 0.3) x 10 TM cal/deg.

If a heat equilibrium is set up, then it follows from the

value Q that per 1 g of the lunar material there is

educed per year

qv = 1.7 X 10 -7 cal/g year

of radiogenic heat.

This value is 4 to 5 times greater than that for the

Earth and suggests that the mean concentration of
radioactive elements in the Moon material is much higher
than their mean concentration for the Earth. This fact

will require the radical revision of existing ideas about

the heat history of the Moon, based on low content of
radioactive elements.

H. Microstructure: Nature of the Material

The microstructure of the obtained porous layer is still

very obscure. In the main, one has to choose between a

fine dispersed dry (dust) and a solid porous structure.

However, the parameter aL for the Moon appears

well determined for this purpose. Its value, as

seen, for both parts of the layer is approximately
aL _ 2.10 -_. This value lies between the values a for the

dust and the solid porous medium in vacuum, which are

composed of terrestrial rocks. Unreliability of the latter

numbers, and of the value aL, too, for the Moon makes

the conclusion about the microstrueture very tentative.

It is possible that the vicinity of aL to the value for the

dust points to the character of origin of the upper porous

layer by means of cohesion and adhesion of dust particles

arising by meteoric bombardment of sufficiently loose

structures. This gives an intermediate structure between

a solid-porous and a dry-dust structure, when the heat
contacts are weaker than in the first one, and stronger

than in the second, as the pores are opened. A similar

structure was investigated at optical wavelengths and

was found to correspond, as to the scattering, to the

superficial layer of the Moon (Hapke and Van Horn,

1963).

To draw some conclusions about the nature of the

material, according to the method above, values of tg A/p

for various rocks are given in Fig. 19. In the diagram

are plotted two shaded bands corresponding to likely

lunar values of parameters. The upper band correi_ds
to the measurements to the time of the eclipse _at

give a value for the layer at a depth of the order of
1 to 2 cm. The lower band corresponds to the values b_

derived from the lunar measurements for underlying

depths. As seen from Fig. 19, the upper layer of the

material may be a volcanic slag, meteoric material and

tuff, the lower layers, tuff, pumice, ashes, etc.

I. Distribution of Properties on the Surface of the Moon

A number of investigators repeatedly affirm a con-

siderable difference in properties of the material over

the lunar surface. Thus, for example, the maria have
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Fig. 19. The dependence tg A/p on the percent content SiO: for different rocks, meteorites, and tektites

been claimed to be formed of basalt, and the continents

of granite.

Quantitative investigation of different characteristics

of reflected light (polarization, index of reflection, albedo,

color) lead, as is known, to the conclusion of a high

photometric homogeneity of the Moon's surface

(Barabashov et al., 1959). However, this does not give

sufficient arguments in favor of the homogeneity of such

properties as density, thermal conductivity, and chemical

and mineral composition.

The author (Troitsky, 1964c) considered in his work

the methods to determine the variations of values 7, P,

and b on the disk of the Moon. Briefly the results are

reduced to the following:

One can determine variations of the value 7 on the disk

of the Moon by spatial distribution of the temperature

of the night Moon or at the time of an eclipse. Fluctua-

tio_l_f temperature can be determined by deviation of
obese, d isotherms from the ideal ones. Approximately,
the relationship connecting the variations y with those
of the night temperature has a form

AT,. 1 A_ 2 1 AA_

T,,--- 16 yz + 16 (1-- Ri) 2"

Spatial distributions of infrared temperature in the

sunlit zone, when the incidence angle of the Sun's rays

is i _< 70-80", are equal to

-- tg2iA_ + +
T z 16 16 (1 -- Re) 2 16 (1 - R_) z

The fluctuations of temperature in the subsolax zone

(i = 0), as one can see from the expression, allow a

determination of the sum of mean squares of relative

fluctuations of an optical and infrared albedo. Measure-
ments at low angles of the Sun determine the fluctuations

of surface slopes. The investigation of infrared isotherms

for the sunlit zone using a resolution of about 20 km

(Saari and Shorthill, 1962) have shown that for the sub-

solar point, variations of (AT2) 1/2 = ±(1 -- 1.5). This

corresponds to albedo variation of the order of

(ARZc)1/2 = (AR_) 1/z __ 10 -2. Variations of the value 7 at

present can be evaluated only roughly, as a map of the

night isotherms of the Moon does not yet exist. Individual

measurements of the night temperature all along the

trajectory (Murray and Wildey, 1964; Saari and

Shorthill, 1964) prove that its variations do not exceed,

apparently, ± 15", i.e., about 1/20 of the average value.
Hence we obtain

,'X7_
-- +__0.25; 750 < 7, --< 1250.

7,

The direct measurements of 71 for different points on

the Moon's disk (with the exception of the bottom of

radiating craters) show the same scattering (Saari and
Shorthill, 1962). Thus, we come to the conclusion that

thermal conductivity and density of the lunar material,

when averaging over a region of about 20 km, are varying

on the surface (except at the bottoms of craters) hardly

more than by 1.5 to 2 times. Notice that the depth of the

penetration of heat wave will be identical, independent

of the value of p. By measuring the radio emission with

a sharp beam, the possibility arises of evaluating the
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distribution of values of 71b (e)1/2 on the disk. The mea-
surements carried out at 0.4 cm (Kisljakov and

Salomonovich, 1963) testify to a considerable constancy

of that value in the equatorial zone when averaging

over a region having a linear dimension of the order of
150 km. No difference was observed in this value for

maria and continents. This indicates the unchanging

nature of the material that forms the lunar superficial

layer. At least, the data definitely deny the hypothesis
of basalt rock for the material of maria and that of

granite for continents. The measurements of radio
emission at the 2, = 3.2 mm at the time of the eclipse

were recently carried out for different points, including

the bottoms of craters, as well (Jacobs et al., 1964). The

analysis carried out by us shows that the value ,//c (_)1/._,
turns out to be in the limits of precision of measurements

(--+20%) identical for all of those formations. Thus,

besides the photometric homogeneity, there exists the

radiometric homogeneity of the material of the first
decimeter of the lunar surface, associated with a high

degree of the homogeneity of thermal and electric

properties of the material on the Moon surface.

J. Properties of the Venus Surface

The radar investigations have shown that for Venus,

Rj. _ 0.1. This gives _ = 4, and, if the material of the

surface is composed, just as at the Earth, of silicate rocks,

then the density p = 2 g/cm :1.The dependence of radio

emission on the phase, according to measurements at

,_ = 3.2 cm and 10 cm, respectively, has a form Te, = 621

+ 73 cos (@ - 12) and Te_ - 622 + 39 cos (,I, - 17).

This phase dependence proves that the axis of rotation
of Venus does not lie in the plane of its orbit, and the

rotation is retrograde. We assume for the material of

Venus, as well as for all the silicate dielectrics, that

= m2_. Equating the relations M(3) = 621/73 and

M(10) = 622/39 with their theoretical value (32a) for

integral flows and solving the equations with two un-

known quantities by the p,, = 0.92,/31 = 0.73, we obtain

(Troitsky, 1964)

3 = 0.14X, T.,,.(O)/T_,(O) = 4, T_,(0) = 150°K.

7C
-- 2m(Trt,O,/'-'

b(,,)'/=

The duration of a solar day, according to radar mea-

surements, is of the order of 100 days. Accepting c = 0.2,

we have ,//b = 1.5 x 10% Accepting, as for terrestrial

rocks, the mean value b = (1 -+0.5) x 10 '-', we obtain

_, = 150.

This value is too high, and by p = 2 leads to the value

= 0.6 X 10-L which is one order less than the value for

porous rocks in the atmosphere of the Earth. To solve

the problem of determination of a period, adopting the

7/b = 50/10 -2 = 5 × 10_ as a initial value close to

the terrestrial one, we obtain to _ 10 days. It is necessary

to carry out more precise measurements of phase depen-

dence of radio temperature of Venus.

III. Conclusions

As the considerations above show, the investigation of

the proper thermal radiation from solid bodies

ticularly by existing variable thermal regimes of

periodicity and duration, allows us to obtain substantial

information on physical parameters of the layer and the

temperature regime. However, the experimental initial
data obtained for the Moon are still not sufficiently com-

plete and precise. There continues to be considerable

uncertainty in our knowledge of the parameters of the

Moon layer material. Essentially, at present we have

the values only for those magnitudes. For a more precise

determination of parameters of the Moon layer, further

investigations on infrared radiation and radio emis-
sion of the Moon are needed in both thermal regimes:

the lunation and the eclipse. Precise measurements of the

night infrared temperature are particularly needed;
the absolute measurements of surface temperatures de-

pending on time for different formation on the Moon are

also necessary. The relative measurements of tempera-
ture distribution on the Moon disk at night and at the

time of the total phase of the eclipse are needed as well.

At present, the radio experiments are more advanced,

perhaps, than those in the infrared field. In any case, the

quantity and precision of radio data on integral emission

do not limit the possibility of drawing conclusions._w-
ever, at present, it is clearly necessary to measure
radio emission at short millimeter waves in order to

determine the inholnogeneity of the layer with depth.

Especially advisable is the measurement of the polariza-

tion spectrnm in the range from millimeter up to decim-
eter wavelengths. Practically speaking, only the first steps
have been made here. Finally, a large remaining field is

the investigation at radio wavelengths of separate zones
of the Moon. It is extremely advisable here to use wave-

lengths in the decimeter range. However, here one meets
with difficulties in obtaining sufficient resolving power.

Possibly such investigations can be made from satellites

placed around the Moon.
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SOME REMARKS ON NEW MEASUREMENTS OF LUNAR

TEMPERATURE AT THE ANTISOLAR POINT

V. S. Troitsky

Scientific Institute of Radiophysics

Gorky, USSR

I should like to call attention to the fact that the new value of midnight tem-

perature of the lunar surface, T,. _ 100*K, cited in B. Murray's paper, sharply

contradicts the results of precision measurements of the constant component of
the mean disk radio temperature of the Moon Te. In fact, as is known (Krotikov,

Troitsky, 1962, Astron. 1., Vol. 40, No. 1, 1963, p. 1089),

Tc = (1 - R) [r,, + ao (T,a -- T,,) 0.92],

where T,_ and T,, are the noon and midnight temperatures of the disk center,

respectively; ao = 0.382 is the Fourier coefficient of the time variation of the

temperature; and R is the mean hemisphere coeffient of reflection. The value in

square brackets denotes the temperature averaged over the disk and time.

According to numerous measurements and calculations, ted is not greater than

400 ±10*K. Assuming that T,, = 100*K, one may obtain for the mean disk

constant component of radio temperature

Te = (1 - R) 205"K. " (1)

By using the "artificial Moon" method, the multiple precision measurements Tc
at centimeter and decimeter wavelengths lead to the value

T'-e= 207 ±2"K. (2)
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The comparison with (1) shows that R must be equal to zero, i.e., for centimeter

waves the Moon is an absolutely black body. This can be true only if the material

in the top surface layer, whose thickness is on the order of )_/8 _ 1 cm, has an
extremely low density. Calculations show that, when R = 5%, the coefficient of

reflection for the normal incidence is equal to R l _ 1% and the dielectric

constant e = 1.5. The new value of the night temperature requires that _ _ 1,

but for e = 1.1 the density is p = 0.01 g cm-L Such small _ and density contradict
the polarization and radar measurements.

The contradiction revealed is rather important for all considerations about the

parameters of the upper layer of the Moon, and if confirmed, may lead to recon-
sideration of the data obtained.

I believe that the precision of the lunar infrared night temperature measure-

ments is inferior to that of the radio measurements. Therefore, additional infrared

measurements are necessary. In my opinion the inaccuracy of the determination

of midnight temperature is connected with incorrect identification of space night
temperature distribution with the time one for the center of the lunar disk. Here,

the effect of infrared radiation directivity caused by the roughness of the lunar

surface may be of great importance. Probably, Lambert's law, which is accepted

as valid when passing from space to time distribution, is not applicable to the

infrared radiation of the lunar surface. A comparison of direct measurements of
midnight lunar temperature in the center of the disk with those that have been

carried out will make it possible to obtain the real law of infrared radiation.



THE STRUCTURE OF THE MOON

B. J. Levln

Schmidt Institute of Physics of the Earth

Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow, USSR

The problem of the structure of the Moon-of its

present-day internal constitution and composition--is in-

timately connected with the much wider problem of the

origin of the Moon and of its further evolution.

I am a representative of a group of Soviet scientists who

are developing the ideas on the origin of the planetary

system, and in particular of the Earth, proposed about 20

years ago by the late Professor O. J. Schmidt. Our results

embrace also the origin, evolution, and structure of the

Moon. Although the idea that the planets were accumu-

l_im_ from cold matter is now generally accepted, there
al_nportant differences in the individual points of view

of students in this field upon the details of this process.

In my review I will, of course, give due attention to the

presentation and defense of ideas developed by our

group.

I. Origin of the Moon and the Tidal Evolution of

the Earth-Moon System

Three hypotheses of the origin of the Moon are dis-
cussed in the scientific literature: the old Darwin

hypothesis of its separation from the Earth owing to rota-

tional instability; the capture of an already-formed

Moon; and the accumulation of the Moon from a cir-

cumterrestrial swarm of bodies. The last hypothesis was

proposed by Schmidt in 1950, and some of its aspects

were developed by Ruskol a few years ago.

At the Lunar Symposium at Pulkovo in 1960, all par-

ticipants agreed that the revival of the hypothesis of the

separation of the Moon from the Earth was impossible.
However, a month before the Symposium, a paper by

Ringwood (Ref. 1) was published, which already con-
tained an attempt at such a revival. Ringwood suggested

a rapid segregation of the iron core in a rapidly rotating
Earth and mentioned that the acceleration of rotation

due to decrease of the moment of inertia could have led

to the separation of the Moon. Three years later, Wise

(Ref. 2) defended the same idea. He simply mentioned

the existence in the literature of opposite points of view

on this subject; he neglected the fact that important er-

rors are found in Darwin's and Jeans's calculations which

seemed to prove the possibility of the smooth separation

of a rotating fluid mass (Ref. 3). Liapunov and Cartan

were right when they denied such a possibility.

The separation hypothesis is favorably mentioned in

the latest papers and reports by Professor Urey (Ref. 4),
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although a few years ago he definitely rejected it (Ref. 5),

referring to objections put forward by Jeffreys and

N61ke. Along with many other astronomers and geo-

physicists, Urey now favors the old hypothesis that the

Earth's core is composed of iron. In such a case, the dif-
ference in the densities of the Earth and the Moon indi-

cates an important difference in their composition,

namely, in their iron content• If the Moon originated
from some material of the outer shells of the Earth,

separated after the segregation of the core and mantle,
the difference in composition would be explained.

The alternative explanation favored by Urey is the
capture of the already-formed Moon (Refs. 5--7). It is

suggested that the Moon was formed at some other dis-

tance from the Sun, in an environment that caused its

depletion in metallic iron. Urey does not specify the cap-

ture process, but in any case its probability is extremely

low. Moreover, the orbit of the captured body can have

any orientation and eccentricity. The nearly circular

orbit of the Moon, lying near the plane of the ecliptic,

argues against its capture•

Two years ago, Alfv_n (Ref. 8) proposed another ver-

sion of the capture hypothesis, based on Gerstenkorn's
calculations of the tidal evolution of the Earth-Moon

system• According to the mathematical calculations car-

ried out by Gerstenkorn (Ref. 9) and also by MacDonald

(Ref. 10), the epoch of the closest approach of the Moon

to the Earth was preceded by an evolutionary branch

when, to go into the past, the size, eccentricity, and in-

clination of the lunar orbit had to increase rapidly.
Alfv_n suggested that the Moon was captured on a

nearly parabolic orbit with retrograde motion and that

its orbit contracted later and became nearly circular,
changing its inclination at the same time. At the time of

the minimum size of the orbit, the motion became di-

rect, and then began the recession of the Moon from the

Earth, which has continued up to now. According to

Gerstenkorn's calculations, the distance of the closest ap-
proach a,,,_, is insignificantly smaller than the Roche

limit, and therefore Alfv_n regards the preceding branch

of evolution as real. However, according to MacDonald's

(Ref. 10) and Sorokin's (Ref. 11) calculations, an.. lies

substantially inside the Roche limit (Table 4). Also, in
respect to variations of the inclination, Gerstenkorn's

results differ markedly from those of Darwin (Ref. 12),
Slichter (Ref. 13), MacDonald (Ref. 10), and Sorokin

(Ref. 11) (see Fig. 20). The branch of tidal evolution of

the Earth-Moon system preceding the closest approach
has no real meaning; it is a mathematical result for a

point-mass, but not for a real Moon.

Table 4. Semimajor axis and inclination of the

lunar orbit at closest approach

amin, Earth radii

(tnking no account

of solartides)

amJ,,Earthradii
(takingaccount
of solartides)

e, deg
(at a = a.,t.)

MacDonald(Ref.10)
Gersten-

korn
(Ref.9) Circular Elliptic

orbit orbit

2.89 2.78 2.78

2.86 2.72 2.72"

45.7 _10 _I0

Sorokin(Ref.10)

2.37, for C _- const

2.43, for C = C (_)

2.40

12.5

"2.50, according to MacDonald's letter to Ruskol (1965).

46

4Z

38,

34,

I DARWIN(1879)
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3 MacDONALD(1964)
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Fig. 20. The change of the inclination of the orbit of
the Moon vs its distance from the Earth

It is worth mentioning that no existing calculations

take into account the fact that the proper plane of the

lunar orbit, which coincides at present with the ecliptic,

had to coincide with the equatorial plane in the past,
when the Moon was close to the Earth.
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Thechangeof theeccentricityof thelunarorbit dur-

ing the recession of the Moon from the Earth depended

substantially on the dissipation of the energy of radial
tidal deformations of the Moon. If the radial tides did

not exist, the eccentricity would have increased with

time. Using the numerical value of the parameter Q he

found for the Earth, MacDonald (Ref. 10) concluded that

the eccentricity must increase. However, the calculations

by Petrova, supervised by Ruskol, (Ref. 14) show that ff

Q for the Moon is 2-4 times greater than for the Earth,

the lunar eccentricity will remain almost constant or will

even decrease with time (Fig. 21).

curves in Fig. 21 are calculated for four values

present-day rate of energy dissipation in the

Moon (/xE0). The change of AEo in the course of orbital

evolution was taken according to Kaula (Ref. 15). The

lag angle of lunar tide on the Earth was taken to be

8 = 1" = const_ giving the time-scale of tidal evolution
of about 4 × 1#_ years.

Because a substantial volume of the lunar interior is

partially melted, it seems probable that the Moon is less

4

I AE 0 = 0.6xl015erg/sec

2 AE 0 = 0.6xl016 I

3 Z_E o = 0.8 xlO t6

4 AEo _ 0,6x 10tr

2

3

f

0.4.

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
t_ _, t- o

TIME, 109 yeors

Fig. 21. The dependence of the eccentricity of the lunar

orbit on time in the past

rigid than the Earth. As was correctly indicated by
Kopal (Ref. 16), the absence of the free libration of the

Moon provides confirming observational evidence. 1

Some years ago, the possibility that the Moon was

captured by the Earth was mentioned by MacDonald

(Ref. 18), but on quite different grounds. Regarding Q

as constant, he concluded that the Moon must have been

close to the Earth less than 2 billion years ago. At that

time, the solar system was already formed, and the only
possible way for the Earth to obtain a satellite seemed to

be a capture of the Moon. In a later paper (Ref. 10),

MacDonald proposed another hypothesis: a multi-moon

hypothesis. He suggested the existence in the past of sev-

eral small moons, which accumulated into the present-

day Moon less than 2 billion years ago. For small bodies,

the tidal evolution proceeds extremely slowly, so that the

recession would have to begin only after the accumula-
tion. However, it is hard to understand how several bod-

ies could turn close to the Earth for several billion years,

within a small volume of space, without accumulation.

The escape from the difficulty with the time-scale of

tidal evolution must be sought for in another direction.

MacDonald suggests that in the past the tidal dissipa-

tion of energy in the Earth was greater than it is now,

and, therefore, that the calculations for constant Q give the

upper limit for the time of evolution. However, when

the Earth was still cold, the dissipation of energy by

body tides must have been smaller than it is now. The

role of sea tides must also have been smaller in the past,

because water escaped only gradually from the interior

in the course of its heating. As was shown by Ruskol,

(Ref. 19), rather plausible assumptions concerning the

gradual increase of the effective phase lag of tides per-

mit the time-scale of the tidal evolution to increase up

to the age of the solar system (Fig. 22). Therefore, one

can consider that the origin of the Moon as the Earth's
satellite coincided with the formation of the whole solar

system.

Just such an origin of the Moon was suggested in the

hypothesis proposed by Schmidt (Ref. 20) and developed
by Ruskol (Refs. 21, 22). During the accumulation of

the Earth, inelastic collisions of solid bodies in the vicin-

ity of the growing Earth must have produced fragments,

some of which moved along elliptic circumter-
restrial orbits. Therefore, a circumterrestrial swarm of

_Later, Koziel (Ref. 17) found the constants of free libration in

longitude but the errors of constants of forced libration turned

out to be somewhat greater than in calculations without free

libration.
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bodies must have been formed. Its density rapidly in-

creased toward the Earth, and, when the mass of the

Earth increased, the inner parts of the swarm fell on

the Earth. As was shown by Ruskol, the mass of the
swarm that remained when the accumulation of the Earth

was almost ended must indeed have been of the order of

the lunar mass, if the largest bodies from which the
Earth accumulated were about 100 kilometers in size

(for the size distribution usually adopted). If the Earth

had accumulated from small bodies, the number of their

collisions in the vicinity of the Earth would be too large,
and therefore the mass of the swarm would also be too

large. But other approaches studied by Gurevich and

Lebedinskij (Ref. 23) and by Safronov (Refs. 24, 25) also
indicate that a substantial part of the Earth's mass must

have been contributed by bodies of about 100 kilome-
ters in size.

The Moon accumulated in the dense inner part of the

swarm, at the distance of 5-10 Earth radii, and then re-

ceded, owing to tidal friction, sweeping up the outer
parts of the circumterrestria] swarm. In order not to be

pulled inside the Roche limit, the Moon must have been

formed when the Earth's mass reached % or 1/_ of its

present value. This means that the age of the Moon must

be 10_ years less than that of the Earth, measuring from

the beginning of their accumulation.

If the formation process of the Moon was as described
above, the Moon must have had practically the same

composition as the Earth, not to speak of differences

in volatile content. This is incompatible with the hypo-
thesis of the iron core of the Earth. But several serious

objections from the cosmogonical and geophysical points

of view can be raised against this old hypothesis. These
objections can be found in my report presented some

years ago to the Liege symposium on planets (Ref. 26).

But if the Earth's core is regarded as composed of me-

tallized silicates, then the composition of the Earti_nd
the Moon is almost the same. Unfortunately, the dI[Fri-

ments on shock compression of rocks give no abrupt

change in their density at the pressure of 1.5 million

atmospheres, and this is the main objection raised against

the hypothesis of metallized silicates. However, Profes-

sor Libby (Refs. 27, 28) has recently shown that for some

substances the pressure needed for the phase transition is

much larger for shock compression than for static ones.

Thus I regard the idea of the common formation of
the Earth and Moon about 5 billion years ago not

only to be a natural consequence of the modern ideas on
the accumulation of the Earth but also to be in accord

with the geophysical data on the structure of the Earth.

II. The History of Lunar Bombardment

All students of the lunar surface distinguish three

main types of structural features: pre-mare, mare, and

post-mare. Some proponents of the volcanic origin of

lunar craters, for example, Khabakov (Refs. 29, 30) sug-

gested that the epochs of formation of these three types of

features were separated by quiet periods when no changes

in the surface relief occurred. However, I see no indica-

tions for these interruptions in the formation of

and regard the above-mentioned three periods as

tinuous sequence.

The approximately equal surface density of the post-
mare craters on different lunar "seas" indicates that all

mare were formed at the same epoch. This applies also to

circular maria whose origin was obviously not a spon-

taneous one but resulted from impacts of large bodies

up to hundreds of kilometers in size. Hence, the bom-

bardment of the Moon by such large bodies occurred

not only during its main accumulation, which lasted

about l0 s years, but also up to the epoch when the lunar

interior reached maximum heating and melting. The
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calculations of the thermal history of the Moon show

that this occurred 1-2 billion years after its accumula-

tion (depending on its content of radioactive elements).

But later the bombardment by such large bodies ceased.

The idea of the common origin of the Earth and the

Moon, followed by the recession of the latter owing to

tidal friction (which lasted not 2, but 5 billion years),

permits reconciliation of the history of lunar bombard-

ment with the thermal history of the Moon.

It is expedient to separate the bombardment of the

lunar surface into three main stages (Ref. 31):

_cc e bombardment in the final stage of the main
umulation of the Moon, which occurred at a

distance of 5--10 Earth radii. It must have died down

after 3 × 10 s to 5 × 108 years after the beginning

of accumulation, owing to exhaustion of matter in the

inner part of the circumterrestrial swarm--in

the "feeding zone" of the Moon.

2. The bombardment during the increase (due to tidal
friction) of the radius of the lunar orbit, which led

to the sweeping up of the outer part of the circum-

terrestrial swarm. This stage lasted 1-2 billion years
and ended when the Moon came outside the swarm.

At the end of this stage, the matter in outer parts

of the swarm had already accumulated into large

bodies, and the lunar interior had already become

heated and partially melted, which led to the for-
marion of lunar mafia and of lava-flooded craters.

3. When the second stage ended, the main role passed

from the bombardment by bodies of the circum-
terrestrial swarm to the bombardment of the Moon

by bodies moving along circumsolar orbits and ac-

cidentally hitting the Moon. These bodies--aster-

oids, meteorites, cometary nuclei--also hit the Moon

during the two first stages, but then they played
a subordinate role.

During the first two stages, when the Moon was
bombarded by bodies from the circumterrestrial swarm,

the mean velocity of impacts was small (21/_--4 km/sec),

but in the third stage, which is still continuing at present,

the mean velocity has increased up to 10-15 km/sec. The

pre-mare craters were formed during the first stage and
the first half of the second stage; the mafia and the

mare craters at the end of the second stage; and the post-
mare craters were formed and continue to form in the

course of the third stage. During all these stages the for-

marion of primary craters was accompanied by the forma-
tion of secondary craters.

The possibility of such a reconciliation of the history
of lunar bombardment and of the lunar thermal his-

tory seems to me to confirm indirectly the large time-
scale of the tidal evolution.

III. The Thermal History of the Moon

Mathematical calculations of the thermal history of

the Moon were made by several authors. The most ex-

tensive calculations by Kopal (Ref. 32) were made for
a uniform model with a constant coefficient of heat

conductivity. However, in the previous calculations by

MacDonald (Refs. 33, 18) and by Levin and Majeva

(Ref. 34), the radiative heat transfer, which plays a sub-

stantial role even at temperatures reached in the lunar

interiors, was also taken into account. Later, Kopal (Ref.

35) developed another extreme case: a complicated math-

ematical theory of thermal conditions in a sphere irradi-

ated from outside and possessing only a radiative heat

transfer. Although some numerical examples refer to a

body of lunar dimensions, I see no possibility'i_f applying

Kopal's results to a real Moon.

The latest calculations by Majeva (Ref. 36) were made

for lunar models, which are closest to the reality. She

has taken into account the dependence of the lattice con-

ductivity on temperature, the radiative conductivity, and

the melting temperature and heat of melting. With the

meteoritic content of radioactive elements, the lunar in-

terior must have been heated up to partial melting.

Therefore, besides the heating of the Moon by uniformly

distributed radioactive elements, Majeva also calculated

the cooling of the Moon, which must have begun after the

differentiation of the interior and the transfer of the major

part of radioactive elements towards the surface.

Even adopting for the Moon the minimum values of
uranium and thorium content in chondritic meteorites

(and a "normal" meteoritic content of potassium),

MacDonald (Refs. 33, 18, 37, 38), Urey (Ref. 5), and

Kopal (Ref. 32) obtained, for uniform lunar models, in-

terior temperatures for the present time exceeding the

melting temperature. MacDonald, as well as Urey, (Refs.

39, 40, 5) believes that a molten state for the lunar

interior is not compatible with the observed desequilib-

rium figure of the Moon. To obtain a Moon that was

(and is) solid throughout, MacDonald, in one series of

models, rejected the data on the content of radioactive
elements in meteorites and made calculations for a con-

tent several times lower. In another series of models, he
assumed that the radioactive elements were contained

from the very beginning only in the thin outer shell.
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These models seem to me to be very formal. It seems to

me that the calculations must be made for models that

take into account as completely as possible the forma-

tion process and the further evolution of the Moon

and of other related bodies. An attempt to achieve this is

contained in the calculations by Majeva. Unfortunately,

the existing ideas on the differentiation process, which

begins with the partial melting of the interior, are so

indefinite that it is impossible to include them in

mathematical calculations. We are forced to study sepa-

rately the stage of heating and the stage of cooling.

Some arbitrary "initial" temperature distribution is used

in the calculations of cooling, but as the cooling lasts

long enough, the temperature distribution for the present

moment is almost independent of this "initial" distribu-

tion. Even the total content of radioactive elements, which

determines their contents in the outer "sialic" layer and de-

termines the surface heat flow, does not substantially

affect the temperature of the interior. The latter is deter-

mined mainly by the content of radioactive elements that

remain in the interior after the differentiation, and also

by the heat conductivity.

For most models, the calculations by Majeva show that

the central part of the Moon is in a partially molten state,

but the outer layer of 500-700 km is in a solid state (Table

5). As the constant subsurface temperature on the Moon

Table 5. Present-day thickness 2xJof the outer solid layer

of the Moon

n_ I 0.2 0.8

e, cm -1 10 40 10 40

A] km 700 500 600 450

•For the differentiatedlunarinterior,U content= n_ X 10-s g/g; Th content
= 4 n_ X 10-s g/g, K content= 2.5 X 10-4 g/g. e denotesopacity.

decreases from the equator to the poles, the thickness of

the solid layer increases toward the poles for 50-100 km.

Unfortunately, the constant subsurface temperature for

the polar regions, which depends on the macrorelief and

on librations, is unknown. Probably it is about 90-100" K.

Only if one supposes a high heat conductivity inside

the Moon, larger than that regarded at present as the

maximum possible, can one obtain a Moon that is solid

throughout. However, this model is of no interest in

explaining the nonequilibrium shape of the Moon: the

solidification of the central part would have occurred in

this model only recently, while the free rotation of the

Moon, which could explain the flattening of

namic figure, must have been decelerated long

tidal friction.

The values of the heat flow through the surface (for

the present moment of time), calculated by Majeva for

models with approximately the meteoritic content of

radioactive elements, are given in Table 6. These heat

flows are 2 to 3 times smaller than the value of 1.0 +__0.3

t_cal/cm 2 sec obtained by Krotikov and Troitsky (Ref.

41) from radio-observation on different wavelengths. It

is still unclear how to reconcile these data. The assump-

tion on higher heat conductivity for the lunar interior

will reduce, but not eliminate, this discrepancy.

It is worthwhile to note that there is a similar dis-

crepancy between the observed and calculated heat flows

for the Earth. In this case, the observed heat flow is

rather well known, and therefore the discrepancy is more

serious than it is for the Moon. If one suggests a larger

content of radioactive elements than is found in meteor-

ites, or a larger initial temperature, one obtains a molten

upper mantle, but this contradicts the seismic data.

Therefore the increase of adopted values of heat con-

ductivity seems to be very probable.

Table 6. Present-day heat flow q through the surface of the Moon

n_ s

Ee cm -1

cal
q, 10 -s,

cm z sec

0.2

0.37

10

2

0.46

4O

1 2

0.35 0.45

I aThe average content of radioactive elements in the Moon is: U content

0.8

10

1 2

0.34 0.44

4O

1 2

0.32 0.41

Equilibrium

heat flow

0.23 0.33

= n X 10 -s g/g, Th content = 4 n X 10 -8 g/g; K content = 8 X 10 -4 g/g.
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Summing up, one can say that the Moon, after a
stage of differentiation of the interior and a transfer of

radioactive elements toward the surface, had to pass from

heating to cooling, and at present it is solid at least

down to a depth of 500-700 kin. But the central part,

embracing 20--40_ of its mass, must have been in a

partially molten state up t511 the present time.

Because the melting of silicates is accompanied by a

decrease in their density, the existence in the Moon of the

central semimolten region means the absence of hydro-

static equilibrium. In the solid layer, a tendency must

exist toward separation and the sinking of humps, or

of greater density. Probably the strength of

is enough to withstand this tendency.

The conclusion on the existence of the semimolten

core in the Moon will be experimentally tested when ap-

paratus for gravimetric and seismic observations will be
delivered on the Moon. The tidal deformations of the

lunar globe and the associated variations of gravity de-

pend on the strength of the outer layer and the size of

the molten core. However, most precise observations are

necessary to obtain reliable results (Refs. 42, 43). The
first model calculations of seismic characteristics of the

Moon were published some years ago by Press et al.

(Ref. 44) and Bolt (Ref. 45). Recently, similar calcula-

tions were published by Berikashvily, Zharkov, and Jan-

ovskaya (Ref. 46). They have taken into account the

existence in the Moon of the thick low-velocity layer and

of a molten core. Seismic observations on different epi-

central distances are necessary to choose a correct model
of the internal constitution of the Moon.

Ten years ago, Lubimova and I, in a note (Ref. 47)

containing some preliminary considerations upon the

thermal history of the Moon, mentioned the importance
of the increase of its radius in the course of the heating

elting of its interior. Five years ago, this problem
nsidered by MacDonald (Ref. 48). He accepted a

low value for the coefficient of the thermal expansion,

1"10 -_, and, for different models, he obtained an increase

in radius of 3-5 km. Although the central temperatures

in his models were high, the expansion that accompanies
melting was not taken into account. The differentiation

of the interior, accompanied by cooling of the Moon,
was not taken into account either. Nevertheless, con-

sidering the last 1-2 billion years, MacDonald obtained

a small decrease in radius, which was due to a cooling of

the outer layers. When the differentiation and the gen-

eral cooling is taken into account, the decrease in radius

is much greater.

Calculations of radial shifts of matter at different

depths, owing to thermal expansion, are given by Kopa|

(Ref. 32). But, as was already mentioned, a rather formal
model of the Moon is treated in his work.

We are indebted to MacDonald (Ref. 48) for calcula-

tions of thermal stresses in the Moon produced by

changes in the temperature distribution with time. The

energy of these stresses is rather large--of the order of

10"-" erg/year. A more precise treatment of this problem

is necessary, which will take into account the concentra-
tion of all stresses in the outer solid layer, while the

semimolten central part is free of stress. It is possible
that thermal stresses are the main source of seismic activ-

ity on the Moon. Another important source can be the

impacts of meteorites (Ref. 44).

IV. The Figure of the Moon

It is often believed that the deviation of the dynamic

figure of the Moon from the equilibrium one consists in

the existence of a bulge directed toward the Earth. This

conviction is, to a large extent, due to the fact that in

the two first editions of Jeffreys' book The Earth, which

appeared in the 1920's, erroneous values were given for

differences in the principal axes of inertia. As was noted

in the 1950's by Jeffreys himself (Ref. 49), the values

were already obsolete in the 1920's.

Attempts were made to explain the supposed existence

of such a bulge as due to the solidification of the Moon

at a shorter distance from the Earth, when such a bulge

could have been formed by tidal forces. At the present
distance of the Moon from the Earth, the equilibrium

bulge must be small, giving the following differences of

principal moments of inertia:

C-A B-A
- 0.0000375 - 0.0000281

C C

The ratios

C-A 4 C-B

"B-A - 3 or[- C-A
- 0.25

are constants that do not depend on the distance be-
tween the Earth and the Moon.

Modern determinations give (Ref. 50)
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C-A
-- 0.000627 ±0.000003

C

B-A
- 0.000118 ±0.000057

C

Thus the observed value of f is about 0.6-0.7 instead

of 0.25, and this definitely excludes the possibility of

explaining the disequilibrium figure of the Moon as due

to a fossil tidal bulge. Only if one rejects the value of [

obtained from observations and adopts that of f = 0.25

can one say that the observed value of (C - A)/C corre-

sponds to the equilibrium shape of a synchronously ro-

tating Moon at the distance of 140,000 km from the

Earth. But it is a purely formal statement, which has no

bearing on the reality.

The observed differences of the principal moments of
inertia indicate that the main deviation of the Moon

from the equilibrium shape consists in its oblateness,

with a small elongation along the radius vector super-

imposed. In 1937, Jeffreys realized that the observations

give a large value of f, so that the lunar equator can be

regarded as nearly circular, and calculated that the ob-

served value of (C - A)/C corresponds to a free rotation

of the Moon with a period of about 3.5 days (Ref. 49,

p. 159). Some years ago I tried to reconcile the hypo-
thesis that the Moon solidified during free rotation with

its thermal history (Ref. 51). But the subsequent calcula-

tions of the latter showed that it is impossible.

The disequilibrium figure of the Moon, independent
of its origin, indicates that stresses of the order of

10 kg/em _ exist in the lunar interior. For a spherically

symmetrical distribution of density, the maximum stress
is in the centrum of the Moon; thus it occurs where the

temperature is maximum and the bearing strength is

minimum. Even below the melting temperature, the dif-

fusive viscosity must lead to a rapid relaxation of stresses.

Therefore, the attempts by MacDonald (Ref. 37) and by

Urey (Ref. 5) to calculate the models of a Moon that is

solid throughout do not eliminate the diffieul W raised

by its nonequilibrimn shape.

In a molten or semimolten substance, the relaxation

of stresses occurs practically immediately. To reconcile

the molten state of the lunar interior with the nonequi-

librium figure, Runeorn (Ref. 52) suggests that the

Moon has a shape distorted by convection. Runeorn
even admits the superposition of two convective currents

--one with the axis along the polar axis of the Moon,
and another with the axis along the radius vector. As to

myself, I cannot understand the possibility of such super-
position of convective currents.

Kopal, who also mentioned such a convection explana-
tion some years ago, (Ref. 16) recently (Ref. 53) con-

sidered this problem strictly mathematically, on the basis

of the convection theory developed by Chandrasekhar,

and showed that this explanation is incompatible with

the properties of the lunar matter. The latter permits

only such convective motions as are described by high-
order harmonics. However, this conclusion is based on the

convection theory for a uniform viscous fluid, while
the lunar interior should undergo differentiation. Even

a small chemical differentiation is enough to stop con-

vection. Therefore, I doubt very much whether convec-

tion exists in planetary interiors, including those of the
Earth and the Moon.

Urey, Elsassar, and Rochester (Ref. 54) had looked for

another escape from the difficulty presented by the

nonequilibrium figure of the Moon. They showed that

if one rejects the assumption of spherical symmetry in

density distribution, a model can be proposed in which a

nonequilibrium figure will be accompanied by zero stress
in the centrum. In such models, the stresses are of course

not eliminated totally, but their maximum is shifted

from the ccntrum into some layer that is nearer to the
surface and therefore has a lower temperature and

greater strength.

Following this path and taking into account the re-
sults of calculations of the thermal history of the Moon,

one can suggest that all stresses connected with the non-

equilibrium figure of the Moon are concentrated in the

outer, coldest part of the solid layer and that the value

of these stresses does not exceed the bearing strength of

matter in this outer part.

Last year I put forward a hypothesis explaining the

flattening of the figure of the Moon as due to effects
connected with a decrease of surface temperature from

the equator to the poles (Ref. 55). This decrease o t-
perature leads to a greater thickness of the solid_I_er
near the poles. Because solid silicates are more dense

than molten ones, an isostatic adjustment must have pro-

duced the flattening of the Moon. Besides, the mean

temperature of the outer solid layer near the equator is

approximately 200 ° higher than the temperature near

the poles. This leads to some thermal expansion of the

equatorial belt. If the excess temperature decreased to-

ward the poles according to the cos 4_ law, the thermal

expansion could explain about 1/3 of the observed dif-

ference in C - A, but for the cos 1/2 4_or cos 1/4 _ laws,
the effect will be smaller. But a very rough estimate

showed that the effect of different thickness of the solid
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layer is several times larger, and therefore it is probably

adequate to explain the observations.

Both these effects were indicated in a note pub-
lished in Russian in the Astronomical Zircular. Unfortu-

nately, this note was written so badly that when it was

published in Nature, the principal effect (for which no

calculations were given) disappeared in the course of

improvement of the English translation of my text by

Lyttleton. Therefore, when Kopal (Ref. 56) made a com-

plicated mathematical analysis of the temperature distri-
bution in a sphere with a surface temperature decreasing

_. the poles down to O*K and then calculated its

ng which is due to thermal expansion of the
equatorial zone, he was sure that he had analyzed and

disproved my hypothesis: for this model (C - A)/B

= 0.000045, i.e., about 14 times smaller than the observed

value. But Kopal studied a uniform solid sphere heated

from outside by the Sun, with the initial temperature

taken to be zero. However, the radiogenic heat cannot be

ignored, because it produces a partially molten core

surrounded by a solid outer layer with a constant tem-

perature at the bottom that is equal to the melting

temperature. Kopal admits a constant heat conductivity

for his sphere. But, for lattice conductivity inversely pro-

portional to absolute temperature, the difference of mean

temperatures in the solid layer at the equator and at the

poles is even larger than the difference of surface tem-

peratures. Thus, calculations by Kopal cannot be re-

garded as a strict analysis of the thermal effect on the
figure of the Moon.

An approximate quantitative analysis was made by

Safronov. He suggests that the upper and lower bound-

aries of the solid layer have a spheroidal shape and he
requires that columns from the centrum to the surface

along polar and equatorial radii have equal weight. He

that for the explanation of the observed value of

A)/C, the 20- to 30-km increase in thickness of the

solid layer toward the poles is enough if the density of

this layer is 3% greater than that of partially molten

inner parts. If the deviations of boundaries from spheroi-

dal shape are taken into account, the necessary variation

of thickness of the solid layer is smaller. As was already

mentioned, the thermal calculations by Majeva show
that the variation in thickness can amount to 50-100 kin,

and therefore the density difference between the solid and

partially molten matter can be no more than 1 to 2%.

The smaller the density difference, the smaller are

the stresses in the solid layer due to the fact that this

layer lies on less dense, semifluid matter.

The difference of the principal moments of inertia
A and B is known with a 50% error. If it turns out that

the difference is smaller than is now accepted, it will

probably be possible to explain such a smaller difference
as due to variation of the constant term of the surface

temperature along the lunar equator. Indeed, different

parts of the equatorial belt have different reflectivities

and thermal properties. But if the modem value of

(B -- A)/C is close to reality, the main role must prob-

ably be ascribed to the inhomogeneity inside the solid

layer.

The geometrical figure of the Moon is not well

known. As a result of the incorrect assumption that

dynamic data indicate the existence of a bulge directed
toward the Earth, attempts are still made to find this

bulge in the hypsometric data on the heights of separate
points on the lunar surface. However, the errors of these

height determinations are large--about 1 km--and there

is no correlation between data obtained by different

authors (Ref. 57). The lines of equal height do not

correspond to contours of lunar maria and highlands,

and the data by different authors give different devia-

tions (Refs. 57, 58). Nevertheless, Goudas published a

series of papers in which several sets of data on the

topography of the visible lunar hemisphere and marginal

zone were developed in spherical harmonics (Refs. 59, 60)

and then the principal moments of inertia were calcu-

lated on the assumption that the Moon is a homogeneous

body (Ref. 61). From my point of view it is a mathemat-
ical exercise.

It must be added that in drawing the contour lines, as

well as in spherical analysis, no attention is paid to the

lunar relief, i.e., to the position of measured points rela-

tive to the surrounding terrain, although some of them

belong to central peaks or to rims.

The measurements of the shape of the lunar disk,

analyzed all together, without elimination of mountain

ranges and maria, failed to give any indications of its

oblateness corresponding to the observed value of

(C - A)/C. According to Yakovkin (Ref. 62) the north-

ern and southern parts of the disk are unsymmetrical.

According to Weimer's measurements (Ref. 63) the

smoothed lunar contour is a circular one; on the con-

trary, from the measurements of a single photograph of

the full Moon, Potter (Ref. 64) found a slight ellipticity

of the disk, with the axis inclined at 36* to the polar

axis of the Moon. This result is now confirmed by several

authors (Ref. 65). But, as was shown by Baldwin, the

highest and the lowest parts of the limb coincide with

mountain ranges and maria situated in the marginal zone
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(see Ref. 57, Fig. 40A). Using Watt's limb-height mea-

surements, which were remote from mountain ranges and

maria, Baldwin found that the equatorial axis (in the

plane of the sky) is 1250 m longer than the polar axis. If

the Moon were a homogeneous triaxial ellipsoid this

difference should be 900 ±100 m, according to the ob-

served values of (C - A)/C and (B -- A)/C. Thus the

agreement is very good. The Moon indeed has a flattened

shape, as is suggested in all explanations of its disequi-

librium figure.

V. Density Distribution in the Moon

The size of the Moon is just such that the increase of

density due to pressure and the decrease due to thermal

expansion are almost equal, and it is difficult to decide

which of these two effects is more important. The answer

depends on precise values for coefficients of compress-

ibility (/3) and thermal expansion (_) of lunar matter.

When the Moon reached the stage of partial melting

of its interior, an almost complete chemical and then

gravitational differentiation of matter had to occur. This
meant the formation of a thick "sialitic" crust that was

less dense than the subcrustal matter. Up to 7% of SiO., can

be smelted from silicates similar to those in meteorites,

or up to 15% of sialitic matter (Ref. 66). This means that
the thickness of the crust on the Moon can be as much

as 100--110 km. Besides, if the Moon retained in its

interior a substantial amount of volatiles, it can also con-

tain some percent of metallic iron (see Section VI),

which, upon differentiation, had to form an iron core. 2

Although Kuiper's suggestion that the so-called conti-

nental parts on the Moon are remnants of the primordial

outer layer not replaced by lava flows seems to be very

probable, this scarcely can substantially affect our ideas

on the mean density distribution along the radius. One

can conjecture that under continental areas there exists

a thick layer of sialitic crustal matter, almost the same as
under maria areas.

According to a calculation by Kozlovskaja, (Ref. 68),

in isothermal models of the Moon containing no iron

core the central density is 3-5% higher than the density of

the uncompressed subcmstal matter (Fig. 23, curves 1

and 2). But taking into account the increase of tempera-

2Kovach and Anderson (Ref. 67) in their calctdations of models
of the Moon, formally placed the crust-mantle boundary at the
depth where the pressure is 9000 bars. This led to a light lunar
crust 200 km thick, which required about 8% of metallic iron
to obtain the observed mean density of the Moon.
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NONISOTHERMALI
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Fig. 23. The density changes along the radius for
different models of the Moon

ture with depth, one can obtain different models, depend-

ing on the numerical values of the compressibility and

thermal expansion coefficieuts. The decrease in density

by 1-6% in the outer layer changes into a small increase

in the central, nearly isothermal region (Fig. 23, curves

3, 4, 5, and 6). Density curves for nonisothermal models

are calculated for a homogeneous Moon--without crust
and differentiation of the interior--and they do not take

into account the partial melting of matter in the

region. If one takes all this into account, it will
cate the details of density distribution, but one important

conclusion will remain: under the lunar crust, within

the lunar mantle, the variations in density are very small

--only about 2-4%. There is nothing similar to the large
increase in density with depth that is characteristic of

the Earth and other massive planets. If the explanation

of the disequilibrium figure of the Moon as due to lati-
tude variation of thickness of the outer solid layer proves

to be correct, this will indicate that the decrease of den-

sity caused by melting is not compensated by its increase
due to differentiation and concentration toward the cen-

ter of the more dense substances. (The theoretical
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possibility of such compensation is favored by the fact

that the lunar matter has no definite melting point, but

there is a rather large range of melting temperatures of

different minerals.) It is possible that in the subcrustal

part of the solid layer the density slightly decreases with
depth, less than 1%, owing to a large temperature gradi-

ent, and then more sharply decreases (1 to 2%) at the

transition to a partially molten interior. Inside the nearly

isothermal central region of partially molten substance,

the density probably increases with depth, owing both

to the increase of pressure and to gravitational differen-

tiatiom If the Moon contains only a few percent of

metallic iron, it must form a core of several hundred
in size.

VI. The Composition of the Moon

The only basis for our judgment on the composition

of the Moon is its mean density, which we must interpret
using cosmogonic ideas.

As was stated in Section I, if one regards the Earth's

core as composed of metallized silicates, the large differ-
ence in the mean densities of the Earth and Moon can be

readily explained as due to differences in pressure com-

bined with identical or similar composition. Unfortu-

nately, we have only a poor knowledge of the composition
of the whole Earth, because more than 99% of its sub-

stance is inaccessible for direct analysis. Usually one

judges from the composition of meteorites, because the

Earth and the meteorite parent bodies both are members

of the inner zone of the planetary system containing

bodies of rocky composition. However, the comparative

analysis of the mean densities of the terrestrial planets

and the Moon definitely indicates that there are varia-

tions of composition within this group, most conspicu-

ously demonstrated by the high density of Mercury.
Besides, if one can calculate a model of the Moon corn-

only of silicate matter similar to that of the Earth's

for the models-for example, of Mars-more dense

silicates are necessary, or an iron core, or both (Ref. 69).

Meteoritic matter contains about 10% of metallic

nickel-iron. However, according to modern ideas on the
origin and evolution of meteoritic matter, the metallic

iron in meteorites is not their primary component, but
was formed by reduction of iron oxides during the heat-

ing of meteorite parent bodies. The carbonaceous mete-

orites of the Orgueil type are regarded as the closest

approach to the primordial solid matter in the asteroidal

zone of the solar nebula. They contain iron only in an

oxidized form, but they also contain carbon and organic

compounds, which can reduce these oxides under ap-

propriate conditions. At the same time, the condensation
of only oxidized forms of iron in the asteroidal zone

seems to be natural because, at the low temperatures in
this zone, the iron must remain oxidized even in the

presence of large amounts of hydrogen.

On the other hand, the high density of Mercury,

which indicates a large content of metallic iron, is prob-

ably due to the presence of iron in primordial solid grains

in the inner part of the nebula. At temperatures above

400*K, which existed at the inner edge of the nebula,

iron in the presence of hydrogen must have been con-
densed in metallic form. In the Earth's zone, the

temperature was below 400*K, and therefore there must

be no primordial metallic iron in the Earth and the
Moon.

It is possible that, in the Earth and the Moon, there

is only a small amount of metallic iron of secondary

origin, formed by reduction of oxides, or that such me-

tallic iron is not present at all. The temperature in the

Earth's zone of the nebula was higher than that in

the zones of Mars and the asteroids, and thus the en-
vironment was less favorable here for the condensation

of organic matter. Therefore the reduced iron was not
formed in the Earth and Moon in the amounts that are

observed in meteorites and, judging from the density of

Mars, are present there also.

Such is a hypothesis I proposed a year ago (Ref. 70).

According to this hypothesis, the Moon, as well as the

Earth, was formed of matter similar to that of carbon-

aceous meteorites, i.e., containing a large quantity of

hydrated silicates. During the heating of the lunar in-

terior, the dehydration of these silicates occurred, perhaps

accompanied by reduction of some part of the iron, ff

carbon and organic compounds were also present. The

density of hydrated silicates is low. Therefore, assuming

that some part of them continues to exist in lunar in-

teriors, or assuming that some hydration of silicates in the

outer layer occurred during the degassing of the interior,

one can accept the presence in the Moon of some metallic
iron without contradiction with its observed mean den-

sity. Although the so-called ordinary chondrites repre-

sent the most abundant type of meteorites, I see no

reason to regard them as the best sample of terrestrial
and lunar matter in all respects.

Unfortunately, without knowledge of the fraction of

hydrated silicates in the Moon, it is impossible to evalu-

ate its content of metallic iron from its mean density only.
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Moreover, it remains very unclear what fraction of

volatiles that were evolved from the interior during its

heating remained captured on the surface and in the sur-

face layer. For a long time it was accepted that neither

water nor ice could exist on the lunar surface deprived

of atmosphere. But in 1961, Watson, Murray, and Brown

(Ref. 71) showed that in the polar regions of the Moon,

in the cavities always shadowed from solar rays, the tem-

perature is so low that even bare ice can exist there.

However, the number and size of these traps must be

small, and the amount of stored ice would be correspond-

ingly small.

In the same year, Kopal (Refs. 72, 16) remarked that

because the temperature at about 1 meter under the sur-

face is about -30 to -40°C and remains negative for

at least several tens of meters, the ice must be accumu-

lated here during the degassing of the interior. Ice can

be present here in the form of permafrost filling the

pores in the rocky ground or in the form of ice lenses.

Kopal suggested that perhaps the features usually called

lava domes and extinct volcanoes are really domes of ice

covered by rabble and dust protecting them from evap-
oration.

One must remark that as long ago as 1956, Lebedinsky

(Ref. 73) pointed out that large amounts of water could
exist on the surface of Mars in a frozen form buried

under a dust layer. Later, Davydov (Ref. 74) put forward

the hypothesis that internal basins of water could exist

on Mars below the layer of ice. In 1962, DuFresne and

Anders (Ref. 75) made a most interesting suggestion of a

continuous permafrost layer on the parent bodies of

meteorites, with a warmer layer below containing liquid
water. Moreover, because the fractures in the ice are

self-healing, the permafrost layer is impermeable to

gases and makes possible the existence of an "internal

atmosphere." Similar suggestions on the existence of an

"internal atmosphere" and "internal water basins" on

the Moon were recently made by Gold (Ref. 76).

I shall permit myself a most cautious suggestion that

perhaps the puff of gas gear the centrum of Alphonsus,

observed in 1958 by Kozyrev (Ref. 77), escaped from

such an "internal atmosphere" of the Moon.

Thus there is a great uncertainty about the content of

metallic iron, of hydrated silicates, and of frozen and

nonfrozen volatiles in the Moon. This uncertainty is

perhaps the most important gap in our knowledge of
the structure of the Moon.

The question of the abundance of hydrated silicates

and of volatiles in the outer layers of the Moon is most

important in understanding their tectonic development.

Although the melting of silicates is accompanied by a de-

crease in density, even at the stage of maximum melting

of the Moon there was no general sinking of all the

outer solid layer and replacement by lava flows. Probably

Kuiper is correct when he states that continental parts

are remnants of the primordial accumulated matter, more

or less altered by the degassing process. At the same time,

the circular lunar maria and the surrounding regions

give evidence of sinking of some parts of the crust,

sometimes bordered by circular or arcuate clefts. Per-

haps the hydrated silicates and ices are present mainly

in the oldest parts of the outer layer, and decreasing its

density decreases or eliminates the tendency

ing.

VII. The History of the Lunar Atmosphere

Most students of the Moon believe not only that the

Moon has no atmosphere at the present time, but also
that it never had any appreciable atmosphere. This point

of view seems to me to be correct. However, Gilvarry

(Refs. 78, 79) recently argued that if a rapid degassing
of the Moon had occurred and a hydrosphere and dense

atmosphere had been formed, they would have had to

survive for several billion years, because in this case the

dissipation must have proceeded slowly. Therefore he

tried to explain the form of some lunar craters as being

due to their formation by underwater explosions. He

even found traces of erosion of the Moon by water.

As was noted by Safronov and Ruskol (Ref. 80), the

height of the dissipation layer accepted by Gilvarry does

not correspond to a suggested atmosphere of great den-

sity, and therefore he underestimates the rate of dissipa-

tion by several orders of magnitude. According to

Safronov and Ruskol, for the content of volatiles in the

Moon similar to that accepted by Rubey (Ref. 81) for

the Earth, if their exhalation lasted about one

years the maximum density of hmar atmosphere nt
surface was 10-_-10 _' of the present-day density of

the Earth's atmosphere, or was equal to the present-day

density of the Earth's atmosphere at the height of 150 km.
Thus the Moon indeed never had either a substantial

atmosphere or a hydrosphere. Its surface was never pro-
tected from the influence of most types of cosmic radia-

tions or from impacts of even the smallest meteor particles.

How disagreeable thc absence of atmosphere on the

Moon may be at present we will soon know, not only
from theoretical considerations, but also from the per-

sonal sensations of astronauts visiting the Moon.
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Both ground-based telescopic and Ranger photographs
reveal a surface on the Moon covered with meteoritic

craters having dimensions ranging from 1 meter and less

to several hundred kilometers. Is this surface representa-

tive of deeper surfaces in the sense that the buried

surfaces retain evidence of the long and complex aggre-

gational history? Or is this surface superimposed on a

highly organized and differentiated interior in which the

details of the accumulation process have long since been

erased by internal thermal processes? In the first case,

we would expect an interior in which the rubble of

has been consolidated by the overlying pressure

which chemical disequilibrium prevails, since

partial melting and differentiation have played a minor

role. In the alternative model, the Moon has undergone

extensive reorganization with abundant volcanic activity

accompanying the large-scale differentiation.

In the following, I will argue that the _vidence we

have on the Moon's interior supports the_ew of an

inhomogeneous, nondffferentiated Moon_I will then
briefly consider _e relevance of dynamical arguments to

question of ho_V the Moon may have formed. Since

the data are few, the discussion is necessarily highly

speculative.

I. Data on the Moon's Interior

Inferences regarding the internal structure of the
Moon follow from data on the orbital and rotational

motion of thal_'body. Since the data are limited in

number and in quality, a wide variety of models of the

Moon that do not violate present information can be
constructed.

The mass and the mean density of the Moon are the

quantities for which the uncertainty is least. The mass

has been determined by the lunar inequality, the amount

an observation from the Earth is shifted by the rotation
of the Earth and the Moon about their common center

of mass. Determination of the lunar inequality has de-

pended on observations taken during the close approach

of the minor planet Eros. More recently, observations of

the Mariners have substantially improved the data. The

mean density of the Moon is 3.34 g cm -3. The reduced

density at 25"C and one bar pressure is uncertain both
because of the unknown thermal conditions within the

Moon and the possibilities of phase transformations.

Urey (1960) estimates a density of 3.4 gcm -3, while the
thermal calculations to be discussed later lead to values

of 3.3 to 3.45 g cm -3. Urey (1960) notes that the density
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is significantly less than the density of chondritic meteor-

ites (3.5 to 3.8 g cm -3) as well as less than the mean

density of the Earth. The density alone suggests that

the Moon differs in major element chemistry from both
chondritic meteorites and the Earth.

The second-degree harmonics of the Moon's gravita-

tional field are conventionally expressed in terms of the

moments of inertia, since their determination is depend-
ent on measurements of the Moon's librations. The

moment of inertia about the axis of rotation is denoted by
C, and the least moment of inertia A is about an axis

along the line of centers of the Earth and the Moon,

while the moment B is about the axis tangent to the
orbit.

From the inclination of the axis of rotation of the

Moon to the pole of its orbit, Jeffreys and Habibullin

(1958) find (C - A)/B = 0.0006279 -+-0.0000015. From

the forced physical vibration in longitude arising from the

attraction of the Earth on the Moon's equatorial bulge,

]effreys (1961) derives from Yakovin (1952) data

(B-A)/C = 0.0002049 _0.0000009.

Observations of the secular motion of node and perigee
of the Moon's orbit can be used to estimate

C-A B-A

MR'_ MR 2

where M and R are the lunar mass and radius respec-

tively (Jeffreys, 1961). The reduction of the data requires

a subtraction of the effect of the Sun, Earth, and planets.

The effect of the Sun is large, contributing about 1.46"

× 10 _ per year, while about 1" per year is due to the

lunar figure. Thus, the solar terms must be precisely

evaluated and there is controversy as to the quality of

the theory on which the evaluation depends.

Table 7 lists the various observed quantities relating

to the Moon's gravitational field. In addition, theoretical

values are given, where the theory assumes a hydrostatic

Moon rotating at its current angular velocity and tidally

deformed by the Earth. The values in Table 7 clearly
illustrate the well known fact that the Moon's moments

of inertia do not correspond to a body in hydrostatic
equilibrium. The Moon's equatorial bulge is much too

large for its present rate of rotation and the bulge toward

and away from the Earth is much greater than would

be expected from tidal theory.

II. Interpretation of the Moon's Moments

of Inertia

Urey (1952) and MacDonald (1962) have argued that

the nonhydrostatic figure of the Moon sets important

limits on the possible internal configuration. Urey and

MacDonald suggest that the equilibrium figure is due

to density inhomogeneities and that the inhomogeneities

are supported by the finite strength of the rigid ma-

terial making up the Moon. An alternative view expressed

by Runcorn (1962) is that the inequalities in figure are

due to internal convection, with the surface bulging

outward under the rising currents. Runcorn's models

have recently been criticized by Kopal (1965), who points

out that the proposed convection would not be a steady

process but would be turbulently unstable. Under the

conditions presumed by Runcorn there would be no

large-scale organized flow capable of providing the non-

equilibrium gravitational potential.

Urey, Elsasser, and Rochester (1959) note that the

interpretation of the nonequilibrium harmonics in terms

of density inhomogeneities sets limits on the manner of

formation of the Moon. Urey et al. suggest, on the basis

of a qualitative statistical argument, that if the Moon

Table 7. Observed and theoretical values relating to the Moon's gravitational field

Ratiosof momentsof inertia

(B - A)/C

(C --A)/B

(C --A)/Ma2

(B -- A)/Ma2

C/Ma_

Observedvalue

0.000205

0.0006279

0.000364

0.000071

0.56

Theoreticalvalues

Hydrostaticequilibrium

0.0000281

0.0000375

Uniformdensity

0.000251

0.000084

0.4

Ratioof observedto
theoreticalvalues

7.3

16.7

1.45

0.84

1.4
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accumulated from about 10" objects of varying density,
the moments of inertia of the Moon could be accounted

for.

The conclusion that the statistical aggregation of a

number of small particles could yield a noneqnilibrinm

second-order harmonic is important and requires close

examination. I represent the random density field p as the

sum of a mean density po and a variable density 0 which

is expanded in a series of spherical harmonies

l,_ cos m)t + lm sin m)t Plm (cos 0)
= I'n=o

where y, 0, and _ are the radial coordinate, the co-latitude

and the longitude respectively.

Let us suppose that on a given spherical surface the

correlation of the variable density field depends only on

the spherical distance between the two points. Such a

condition on the density would result from an isotropic

accumulation process. In this case Yaglom (1961) shows
that

E {Aim AI_I) = _Ip 8mq as

The covariance of the variable density field

E(p'(x,) p'(x,.))

on a given spherical surface then becomes

m=O l=0 _--_11,

[az.,_ cos m(X - X') + bz,_ sin m(X - X')]

(co 0) e.m (cos 09 (1)

where (Jones, 1963)

E{AI,. A..} = E{BI. B.p} = 8,.p a,.m

(9.)

E{B_,_ A.,} = - E{AIm B.p) = 8,_p bl.m

Of the quantifies observed for the Moon, we consider

C-A. The expected value of the square of C-A is then

E((C--A) 2) = E{ffp'(xl) (x_ -- x_)

• • e 2
p (xO (;_'- x3) d_ dr'}

E 'x ''= ff {p (i) p (Xl)}

- de

(3)

From this equation we note that ff the variation in

density is uncorrelated,

E&(x,) = 0 ff x, # x"

then

= yffX_ = Xi

The term E {(C--A) _} vanishes and the nonequilibrium

values of the second harmonic terms in the gravita-

tional field vanish. Thus an aggregation of many small

particles will not give rise to a density variation that

leads to nonequilibrium values of (C-A)/B.

That the variations in density must contain power at
the second harmonic in order to account for the observed

moment follows from noting that

x_ -- x3 = r 1/6 P22(cos 0) cosZX -- P20(cos 0)

and introducing this expression into Eq. 3 where Eq. i is

used for the covariance of the density field. The only

nonvanishing terms involve a222 and a22o when account is

taken of the orthogonality of the associated Legender

functions. From Eq. 2 we note that finite values of a_22

and a22o require finite values for the second-order co-

efficients in the expansion of the variable part of the

density field.

From Table 7 we note that the nonequilibrium part of

(C-A)/MR 2 and (C--A)/B equals 15 X 10-' and

6 × 10-" respectively, so that (C--A)2/M2R" is of order

10 -7 to 10- 8. If the density field is correlated over a

distance L, then from Eq. 3

po2
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so that for a mean density of 3.34 gem -a and a correla-

tion distanee of 0.1 R,

E{(C-A) °-}

M2R _
< 1 X 10-4 3,

If the spread in densities in stony meteorites of about

0.3 gcm -3 is used to estimate 3', then the correlation
distance must be greater than 0.1 R.

Thus if random density variations in density give rise

to second-order harmonies in the Moon's gravitational

field, then the correlation distance for the density field
must be greater than one tenth of a lunar radius. This

implies that if the density variations are due to the

process of aggregation, then fewer than 1000 objects

participated. In particular, the observed nonequilibrium
gravitational harmonies could be accounted for if a

small number participated in the accumulation of the

Moon. In addition, a rain of much smaller masses may

have partieipated, but these would contribute only to

much higher harmonies in the gravitational field.

III. Thermal Constitution of the Moon

Considerations of the internal temperature distribution

are usually based on the assumption that the nonequili-

brium figure implies a rigid and therefore relatively cold

interior. Urey (1952, 1957, 1962), Levin (1960), and

MacDonald (1959, 1962) have carried out extensive cal-
culation on thermal models of the Moon. These studies

show that if the Moon is chemically homogeneous and

is like chondritie meteorites in chemical eomposition

(U = 1.1 X 10 -'_ g/g, K = 8.0 X 104 g/g, Th = 4.0

X 10 s g/g), then the melting temperature of silicates
is exceeded over much of the Moon's interior. MacDonald

(1962) and Urey (1962) show that the internal tempera-

ture would be reduced below the melting curve if the
pereentage of radioactive materials within the Moon

were lowered or if the Moon were highly differentiated,
with radioactive materials concentrated near the surface

as the result of a partially molten stage early in the
Moon's history.

If thermal conduction plus radiation transports heat

within the Moon, the internal temperatures are deter-

mined primarily by the assumed distribution of tempera-
ture in the initial stages of formation and the

concentrations of radioactivity. In the past it has been

customary to assume a chondritic composition in dis-

cussions of the thermal development of the Moon and

planets. This assumption was based on a rough agree-

ment of ehondritic and solar abundances, the consistency
of the meteoritic model of the Earth's interior with

seismic evidence, the approximate uniformity of chemical

composition of many chondrites, and the approximate

equality of surface heat flow and the present rate of

heat production in a ehondritic Earth. The last argument

is usually given most weight. Recently _!asserberg et al.

(1964) and MacDonald (1964a) pointed out that the ratio

of K/U (and also Th/U) is nearly constant in a wide

variety of terrestrial materials of varying composition.

The ratio of K/U in rocks is about 104, while in chondrites

it is 8 x 104; the ratio is variable in aehondrites (see

Table 8). MacDonald (1964a, 1965) has shown that a
number of models of the Earth can be constructed

a K/U ratio of 104 that yields the observed heat

about 64 ergs em '-' see-L The average U concentration

for the whole Earth in the acceptable models varies

from about 2.6 to 3.1 x 10 -s g/g. These new results for

the Earth suggest that the internal temperature condi-

tions for the Moon be reexamined with a greater variety

of radioactive compositions.

Table 8. Potassium and uranium ratios in meteorites and

terrestrial materials (Wasserburg et al., 1964)

Source 10_K/U

6.7-7.7Chondrites

Achondrites

High calcium

Low calcium

Granites

Basalts

Eclogltes

0.5

0.4

0.8

1.4

0.8

As an indication of the concentrations of radioactivity

that would be permitted without melting, we consider

the total heat production over 4.5 X 10" years.

Th/U and K/U ratios are 3.7 and 1 X 104 rest:

then one gram of material will produce 7.2 X 1.0" ergs in

4.5 X 10 _' years. Assuming a heat capacity of 1.3 X 107

ergs/g °C, we see that such a concentration of radio-

activity would raise the temperature of the material by

553* in 4.5 x 10 _ years if there were no heat losses. If
conduction and radiative transfer are the chief means

of heat transport, the central portions of the Moon are

insulated and thus a rough estimate of the central tem-

perature follows from the heat production and assumed

initial temperature. We note that if the melting tempera-
ture is as low as 1500"C, then the concentration of U in

the Moon must be less than 3 X 10 _ g/g (see Table 9).
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Table 9. Central temperature for radioactive models of

the Moon with initial temperature of 0 ° C

Concentration of U, g/g (K/U = 10') Temperature *C

2 X 10 -s

3 X 10 -s

4 X 10 -s

5 X 10 -s

Chondritic (K/U = 8 X 10 _)

1106

1659

2212

2765

1900

effects of varying the radioactivity on the internal
tel_rature field of the Moon have been investigated
in av unmber of numerical models. The numerical tech-

niques are similar to those used in earlier studies

(MacDonald, 1959, 1962). The equation governing the
transfer of heat is:

_T (r) 1_ I _T 1-- r2K (r) (r)b (r) _t r2 _r

+ A (r, t)

where b (r) is the product of the density p and the heat

capacity cp. The thermal conductivity is taken to be of
the form

K=C+
16 n 2 S T 3

3 E 0

where C = ordinary lattice conductivity (2.5. × 105 ergs/
cm sec °C), N = the refractive index of the material

(1.7), C-e0 = the sum of absorbtion and scattering co-
efficients averaged over all wavelengths (10 cm-1), and

T = temperature.

24 shows the temperature field for the Moon

after 4.5 × 109 years, provided the Moon were initially

at 0*C. The radioactivity is uniformly distributed and

the concentrations of uranium are shown (U = 2 x 10 -s

g/g and 3 x 10 -s g/g) with K/U = 104 and Th/U = 3.7.

Also shown is the melting curve for diopside, which

Boyd and England (1963) have experimentally deter-

mined up to a pressure of 5 × 104 bars. The melting

interval for basalt at low pressures and eclogite at high

pressures is also shown (Yoder and Tilley, 1962).

From these calculations, I conclude that if the Moon

has the average concentration of radioactive elements

TEMPERATURE (*C)

.__ I000 1_'50 1500 1"750

' _N_ "_' -e _

Fig. 24. Calculated temperature distribution for the

Moon. K/U = 10 r, Th/U = 3.7. Initial temperature

= O°C. The melting curve of basalt eclogite

after Yoder and Tilley, 1962, the melting

curve of diopside after Boyd and

England, 1963

about equal to that of the Earth (U = 2.6 to 3.1 × 10 -s

g/g), then the Moon is solid or nearly so to the center,

provided the initial temperature was low (0*C). A chon-

dritic composition would lead to a molten Moon (central

temperature = 1900°C if initial temperature = 0*C).
Once the Moon was molten, the low rate of thermal

transfer would allow even a minor amount of deeply

buried radioactivity to keep the Moon at its melting

temperature. Thus if density inhomogeneities arising

from the initial aggregation are responsible for the figure

of the Moon, then the radioactivity of the Moon is as

low as the average radioactivity of the Earth and sub-

stantially less than that of chrondritic meteorites.

IV. On the Origin of the Moon

The discussion of the previous sections provides a basis

for one possible model for the origin of the Moon. In this

model the Moon aggregated from a number of objects of

size comparable to the present Moon. In addition, a very
much larger number of small objects would have been

involved. The chemical composition of the major portion
of the Moon must differ from that of chondritic meteor-

ites but could be similar to that of the Earth. In this

section I review certain dynamical considerations and

suggest how these can be combined with the model for
lunar formation outlined above.
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The present orbital elements of the Moon and the

rotational parameters provide serious limitations to

theories of the origin of the Moon. In particular, at

present the eccentricity of the Moon's orbit is low (5.2

x 10 -2) and is increasing at a rate (l/e) (de/dt) =
3.8 × 10 -s sec -1 even when account is taken of the radial

tides in the moon, which tend to decrease the eccentricity.

In addition, (l/e) (de/dt) depends on a -13/2 where a is the

semimajor axis of the orbit. Thus the eccentricity was

smaller in the past and the rate of increase greater. This

observation would appear to rule out any simple capture

process for the Moon. Any many-body capture would

almost certainly lead to an orbit more eccentric than the

present orbit. The tidal processes would only further

increase the eccentricity. The tidal capture in a retro-

grade orbit suggested by Gerstenkorn (1955) could yield

the present eccentricity. However, MacDonald (1964b)
has indicated a number of very great difficulties with

this theory, including energetic and angular momentum
considerations.

A second restriction on the theory of lunar origin arises

from consideration of the time scale required for the

development of the present Earth-Moon system. If

the present rate of tidal dissipation has not altered,
then the Moon and Earth were close only 1.8 X 10" years

ago. This restriction is less severe than that placed by the

eccentricity, since it is possible that the rate of tidal

working has altered in time, though preliminary paleon-

tological evidence argues against such a variation

(MacDonald, 1964b). I have suggested that the time

scale difficulty can be overcome if it is assumed that the

present Moon accumulated out of several smaller moons.

The rate of change of the orbital elements of a satellite

depends on the force per unit mass of the satellite. For a

tidal interaction, the disturbing force is a linear function

of the mass of the satellite, so that the rate of change of

the orbital elements depends linearly on the mass, with

a time scale for a given rate of change in an orbital

element varying inversely with the mass. Whereas the

rate of change of the orbital elements varies as the mass

of the disturbing body, the torque acting on the Earth

varies as the square of the mass of the disturbing body.

The time scale in the many-moon case is determined by

the mass of the largest moon with a multi-moon system

tidally evolving more slowly than the present system.

An additional restriction follows from the fact that

the orbital plane of the Moon is inclined to the ecliptic,
while the tidal torque tends to reduce this inclination.

Thus in the near past the Moon's orbital plane was
farther out of the ecliptic than it is now.

The combined gravitational, thermal, and dynamic

considerations suggest the following model for the forma-

tion of the Moon. The Earth and a proto-moon aggre-

gated as a binary system, with the proto-moon having a
mass on the order of 1/4 to 1/.2 that of the present Moon.

The orbit of the proto-moon was regular and nearly

circular, with a low inclination and a semimajor axis

substantially less than the present. Associated with the

original binary system were a large number of smaller

masses, which were gradually swept up by both the
Earth and Moon. The binary system also captured a

small number of objects with masses comparable to the

proto-moon but having orbits of varying inclination and

eccentricity level, with semimajor axes larger

of the proto-moon. No detailed calculations of the

process have been carried out but it would appear more

likely than an initial binary system would be more suc-

cessful in capturing other objects than would the Earth
alone. The multi-moon system thus developed would

evolve under tidal forces with the most massive proto-

moon moving out more rapidly. Collision and capture of

the smaller moons by the proto-moon would increase the

mass of the largest moon, which in turn would move out

more rapidly. The collisional processes between the large

objects would lead to the large-scale density inhomoge-

neity inferred from the orbital and rotational data.

The many-moon hypothesis outlined above could ac-
count for both the time scale deduced from the present

rate of tidal deceleration and for the present orbital

elements. The many-moon hypothesis, unlike other

hypotheses of lunar origin, supposes that the surface of

the Moon is relatively young, with the last major collision

having taken place 1.5 to 2.0 × 10' years ago.

The complex model outlined above has within it

numerous problems. What are the details of a capture

by a binary system: Can a tidally displaced object collide

and _ggregate with another object somewhat sm_i _ in
mass. Can the present remarkably regular orbitIpthe

Moon result from such a series of events?

Observations to be made in the near future are certain

to provide critical data ill testing the many-moon model

as well as other models. The age of the outer surface of

the Moon is of critical importance. The determination

of the gravitational field will allow us to decide whether

the observed gravitational irregularities are due to an

irregular aggregation or to internal processes. If the

nonequilibrium form is due to random density variations,
then the higher terms in the gravitational field should

be of the same order as the nonequilibrium second-order
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terms. Seismic observations will lead to an estimate of

the radioactivity of the interior of the Moon and provide
information as to the degree of differentiation. This list

of important new observations is long and it is certain

that in ten years our models of the Moon will be much

more sophisticated than the present primitive versions.
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I. Introduction

The known internal structure of the Earth is the logi-

cal starting point for discussions of the terrestrial planets
and the Moon. Until we have direct data, the most rea-

sonable assumption regarding these bodies is that they

are similar in composition to the Earth.

Several recent developments in geophysics have im-

mediate implications for the other planets. These are:

1. The evidence that the upper mantle low-velocity

zone is essentially a world-wide phenomenon, is

more pronounced, and extends much deeper than

previously supposed.

2. The dew_,lopment of techniques to detect and inter-

pret the free oscillations of the Earth, thus permit-
ting a direct determination of density.

3. Shock-wave data on rocks at pressures in excess of

those existing in the Earth, thereby permitting the

free oscillation densities to be interpreted in terms
of composition.

.

.

.

Laboratory and seismic evidence for abrupt phase

changes in the upper mantle, indicating that plane-

tary models based on self-compression equations of
state are invalid.

The now conclusive evidence favoring an iron-rich

core rather than a silicate phase change.

The redetermination of the average radio_'e
abundances in the Earth, which suggest that the

chondritic analogy is not appropriate for the Earth

and, presumably, also not appropriate for the inner

planets and the Moon.

Any one of the developments listed above would jus-

tify a re-examination of present conclusions regarding
the structure and composition of the inner planets. By

combining all of this new information into the discus-
sion to follow we hope to update the study of planetary

interiors to the present level of knowledge regarding the

interior of the Earth.
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The Moon is of particular interest because of the ap-

parent paradox of its observed high mean moment of

inertia. Surprisingly enough, however, if conditions
within the Moon are comparable to those at the same

pressure level within the Earth, then a density decreasing
with depth is predicted for the lunar interior.

II. Equation of State

An equation of state for the Earth, which does not

depend on the Adams-Williamson adiabatic and hydro-

static assumptions, has been determined from free oscil-

lation and shock wave data. The equation implies that

l_]ensities are associated with low seismic velocities;
tl_ls also implicit in the velocity density relation of

Birch. The study of the upper mantle of the Earth is

particularly pertinent to the problem of planetary inte-

riors since pressures at the center of the Moon and Mars

correspond, respectively, to depths of only about 150

and 650 km within the Earth. This region of the Earth

is anomalous on all counts, involving reversals of seismic

velocities, densities, and probably the maximum depar-

tures from adiabaticity and hydrostaticity and the closest

approach to the melting point. It is only at a depth
below some 1000 km that the Earth starts to behave as a

self-compressed ball.

The low-velocity, low-density zone is an important

feature of the upper mantle of the Earth but its contri-
bution to the overall mass and moment of inertia are

slight. If conditions in the Moon are comparable to those

at the same pressure level in the Earth, then the lunar

low-density zone will dominate the properties of the

Moon. In fact, a density decreasing with depth in
the Moon is a feature that is difficult to avoid.

Figure 25 shows the free oscillation equation of state

in terms of density vs pressure. For comparison we show

t_.tandard Bullen density models and the shock wave
d_ption of state for iron. Below the curve for iron is a

curve that shows the equation of state for the core, which

represents a mixture of pure iron and mantle silicates.

Note the discontinuities, which represent upper mantle

phase changes. The arrows at the top of the figure are the

minimum central pressures in the Moon, Mars, and
Venus.

Figure 26 shows how the free oscillation equation of

state is used with shock wave data to determine composi-
tion in the Earth. The curves are in terms of the

seismic parameter, q_,which is a measure of compressibil-
ity and density.

III. Application to the Moon

The simplest assumption regarding the Moon is that

the physical properties are identical to those at corre-

sponding pressure levels in the Earth. Figure 27 shows

the equation of state variable <I,, which is directly mea-

sured for the Earth and its implied variation with depth

in the Moon under the assumption above. Note that the

pressure at the center of the Moon, about 52 kilobars,

corresponds to a depth of about 150 km within the
Earth. The seismic velocities in the Moon are related to

the square root of cI, and the density is some fractional

power of _. A low-velocity, low-density region is then im-
mediately predicted for the interior of the Moon.

An alternate approach to the density structure of the

Moon is to estimate the present temperature from thermal

history calculations and allow for the effects of ther-

mal expansion and compression. Figure 28 shows the

condition for a constant density in the Moon. The change

of density with depth is due to increasing pressure

(first term, line 1) and increasing temperature (second
term, line 1). Together this leads to an estimate of

0.8 C/km as the critical temperature gradient for con-

stant density. Thermal history calculations suggest that

this gradient is exceeded, at least to a depth near 400 km,

where the melting curve is intersected. One can see that

the melting point gradient itself is less than the critical

gradient. Any partial melting and consequent upper

migration of molten material will tend to smooth out

the gradient and it is possible to exceed the critical

gradient throughout the Moon, giving a decreasing den-
sity from the near surface to the center.

Table 10 gives the density gradients and the total

change of density in the upper and lower Moon which

result from thermal history calculations. The density de-

creases by about 4% in the upper 400 krn and increases

by about 3% from 400 km to the center, thus never re-

covering its initial value.

Table 10. Density gradients in the Moon a

Upper Moon
(0-400 kin) Lower Moon

dp

dh

£sp

--0.32 (g/cm3)/1000 km +0.064 (g/crn3)/1000 km

"t-0.086 g/cm s--0.128 g/cm _

all partial melting occurs, the densities in the Moon will be lower than the
values presented here.
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Fig. 26. Equations of state for metals and rocks as a function of mean atomic weight. Also shown are

the free oscillation results for the mantle and the core
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Fig. 28. Condition for constant density in
the Moon

The densities that result from the two approaches

above are shown in Fig. 29. The solid curve represents

basically a decompressed Earth and involves only an im-

plicit effect of temperature, i.e., the assumption that the

ehange of temperature with pressure is the same in
the Moon as it is in the Earth. The dashed curve is the den-

sity estimated from an explicit allowance for the tempera-

ture from thermal history calculations. The results arc

similar and both require an extensive low-density region
in the Moon and central densities that are less than the

near surface densities.

Seismic experiments will supply the most direct evi-

dence regarding the interior of the Moon. However_c
decrease in velocities with depth that are predieted_l
the Earth-decompression analogy will make interpretation
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of standard seismic body wave data less straightforward

than for "standard" Moon models that have previously

been discussed. In regions where the velocity decreases

inward, the seismic ray paths will be bent downward and
defocused.

The theoretical periods of free oscillation of our new

Moon model are important in the design of a lunar

seismic experiment. These periods are shown in Table 11.
These periods, when observed, will clearly differentiate

between various models. Our new model has periods sig-

nificantly longer than the others shown. A long-period

lunar seismometer should, therefore, have a capability

oscillations as long as about 16 min in period.

Table 11. Theoretical periods of free spheroidal
oscillations of the Moon for several models

Periods of spheroidal oscillations, minutes

Order, n

Homogeneous Self- Density
compression reversal Heavy core

14.6

9.8

7.7

5.6

15.1

10.2

8.0

5.8

15.7

10.6

8.2

5.9

12.5

8.8

7.2

5.5

IV. Thermal History Calculations

Wasserburg et al. (1964) have recently shown that the

radioactive abundances in the Earth are quite different
from those in chondritic meteorites. Chondritic abun-

dances have previously been used in thermal, calculations

for the other planets. However, the potassium-uranium

ratio is eight times smaller and the uranium content is

possibly four times larger in the Earth than in chondrites.

To be consistent, therefore, with our general approach,

redo the thermal history calculations. This has

been done by Phinney and Anderson (1965) and

the results are shown in Fig. 30, along with results for a

chondritic Moon. Note that the Moon heats up more

rapidly with the new abundances, intersecting the melt-

ing curve at a time 1.6 × 109 years after formation, as-

suming that it started at a constant temperature of 273°K

throughout. These calculations are incomplete in the

sense that the latent heat of melting and heat transferred

by mass movement during the source of differentiation
are ignored. For the present, however, we are simply

comparing Moons of differing radioactivities. The con-
clusion is simply that a Wasserburg Moon will start to

melt and differentiate earlier and more completely
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Fig. 30. Thermal history calculations for initially cold

(273°K) chondritic and Wasserburg Moons.

Extensive melting at depth is predicted
for both models.

than a chondritic Moon. The surface features of the

Moon are therefore probably older than would be as-

sumed with the chondrite analogy. The effect of the la-

tent heat o£ fusion would be to keep the temperatures at

depth on the melting curve; the effect of heat transfer

by mass movement would be to smooth out and lower

the gradient in the upper part of the Moon.

The calculations indicate that the Moon underwent

severe radial differentiation some 3 billion years ago.

Partial melting or differentiation does not imply homo-

genization of the lunar interior or large-scale regular

convection cells. The Moon probably has an irregular

sialic crust approximately 10 km thick in the highlands,

overlying a more basic mantle. This estimate is based on
the observed relief on the Moon's surface and is con-

sistent with a degree of differentiation comparable to that

having occurred on the Earth.

V. The Terrestrial Planets

It is commonly maintained that the differences in the

mean densities of the inner planets imply that they all

have different compositions.

Ramsay (1948), Bullen (1949, 1957), Lyttleton (1963),

and Levin (1963) have maintained that the terrestrial

planets have the same composition, but their conclusion

requires that if any internal core is present it is composed
of a high-density modification of the mantle silicates

rather than an iron-rich alloy. On the other hand, Urey

(1952), MacDonald (1962) and others have presented
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detailed calculations supporting the view that the Moon

and the terrestrial planets differ markedly in composi-

tion. These calculations suppose that any planetary cores

are chemically distinct from the mantle material.

Using the seismic eqnations of state for the Earth's
mantle and core, it is possible to design undifferentiated

protoplanets by lnixing the iron core into the silicate
mantle and suitably comhining the individual equations

of state• The resulting body, of course, has the same

average composition as the Earth. It can be shown that

the mean density and moment of inertia of Mars are satis-

fied by an Earth-like protoplanet that has undergone no
differentiation.

Table 12 shows the elliptieities for Mars that result

from various degrees of differentiation. Only the undif-

ferentiated Mars gives the proper mean density, and
ellipticity.

Table 12. Properties of partially differentiated
Mars models

Distribution of

material

Differentiated

80% core into mantle

90% core into mantle

80% mantle into core

97% mentle into core

Radius, C/MR:
km

3309 .3449

3306 .3784

3305 .3828

3307 .3787

3309 .3836

_/ e -1

.4568 231.2

.1686 205.0

.1332 201.7

• 1664 204.3

• 1289 200.3

• The "differentiated" model is geometrically similar to the Earth and repre-

sents a chemically differentiated model. The observed inverse ellipticlty for

Mars is 200, indicating that it is a chemically undifferentiated body; i.e.,

there is no core.

Thermal history calculations, Fig. 31, show that tem-

peratures in the Earth will exceed the melting point of

iron early in its history, thereby producing a heavy
central core. The melting points of the silicates are ex-

ceeded later, thus giving a ernst and a differentiated

mantle. However, temperatures in Mars with the new

radioactive abundances will never exceed the melting
point of iron. Mars, therefore, will not be able to dif-

ferentiate its iron into a central cure. Since dynamo ac-

tion in a molten iron core is believed responsihle for the

Earth's magnetic field, by analogy, Mars will have no

magnetic field.
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Fig. 31. Present-day temperatures from thermal history

calculations for Mars, Moon, and Earth. Mars will
not melt or differentiate a core downward nor

continents upward. Both the Earth and the

Moon go through a hot stage and
will differentiate.

VI. The Strength of the Moon

It is often asserted that the irregular shape of the

Moon requires great strength and therefore the Moon

must be a cold body. Caputo (1965) has recently com-

puted the strength required to support the hmar bulge

under various assumptions regarding the size of a pos-

sibly liquid core. If the Moon is a solid body through-

out, a strength of 18 bars will support the figure; if

75% of the Moon is molten, a strength of 28 bars is re-

quired in the remaining solid portion of the Moon.
Similar calculations for the Earth show that the mantle is

supporting stress differences on the order of 30-160 bars.

If the Moon has the same strength as the Earth, it should

be able to support stress differences at least 12

larger than those existing on the Earth, or
360-2000 bars. This is due to the lower gravity on the

Moon. The fact that less than 30 bars is required to sup-

port the irregular shape of the Moon implies that it is a

weaker, presumably hotter, body than the Earth.

VII. Summary

The differenees in the lnean densities of the terrestrial

planets is usually taken as a compelling argument for the

inhomogeueity of this part of the solar system. This con-

clusion is re-examined in the light of the latest informa-

tion regarding the distribution of density in the interior
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of the Earth. Mars must have its iron more evenly dis-

tributed than the Earth but it is not necessary to conclude

that Mars differs from the Earth in overall composition.

It is possible to design models for Mars and Venus that

have the same uncompressed density as the Earth and
that satisfy the available data concerning these planets with-

out assuming that the Earth's core is a phase change of

the silicate mantle, as argued by Levin, Bullen and

Ramsey. Thermal history calculations show that an undif-

ferentiated protoplanet having the composition of the Earth

and the dimensions of Mars will not heat up to the

melting point of iron or silicates in 4.5 X 109 years and

will, therefore, not differentiate an iron core or a crust.

M_will, therefore, have no magnetic field and no

c_ents or mountains.

The pressure at the center of the Moon is about 52

kilobars, which corresponds to a depth of about 150 km

in the Earth. Conditions down to this pressure level in the

Earth are anomalous--namely, the seismic velocities and

the density decrease with depth. Conditions in this re-

gion are not adiabatic nor hydrostatic and the viscosity

is anomalously low. The low-velocity zone is an im-

portant feature of the upper mantle of the Earth but its
contribution to the overall mass and moment of inertia

is slight. If conditions in the Moon are comparable to

those at the same pressure level in the Earth, then the low-

velocity zone controls the overall properties and the

Moon will appear to be a very anomalous body.

An equation of state that is appropriate for the Earth

predicts a density decreasing with depth in the lunar

interior, thereby giving a high moment of inertia.

Thermal history calculations using the new Wasserburg

radioactive abundances also predict a density decreasing

with depth and, in addition, suggest that the Moon is a
differentiated body.

Seismic travel-time curves and periods of free oscilla-

tion are computed for the new Moon model. The decreas-

ing seismic velocities with depth make the standard seis-

mic ray methods difficult to apply and interpret because

of the defocusing effect. The periods of free oscillation

will be the most important data to attempt to obtain in

any seismic experiment designed to determine the in-
ternal structure of the Moon.
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TEKTITES

One avenue toward the exploration of the Moon's sur-

face is undoubtedly furnished by the fragments of that

surface which, on any theory, must fall on the Earth.

Because it has no atmosphere, the Moon is exposed to

bombardment by particles at velocities up to nearly 80

km/sec. Laboratory experiments show that at these ve-

locities, ejeeta will be produced which will travel at

speeds in excess of the escape velocity from the Moon,

2.3 km/see, and which, in the absence of an atmosphere,

will leave the Moon and eventually, at least in part, find
their way to the Earth.

Since the time of the Dutch mining engineer R. D. M.

Verbeek (1897), it has been suspected that tektites form

a portion of the debris from the Moon. The idea has been

advanced in recent years by the discovery of E. C. T. Chao

et al. (1962, 1964) that the nickel-iron spherules that are

the hallmark of impact in some terrestrial glasses are also

present in tektites. It has also been advanced by the work

of D. R. Chapman and H. K. Larson (1963) and E. W.

Adams and R. M. Huffaker (1962), who have deduced
from the forms of the australites that the bodies arrived

in the Earth's atmosphere with trajectories that are in-

consistent with a terrestrial origin but not inconsistent

with an origin on the Moon.

Recently, important new light has been shed on the

problem by the study of the Muong Nong-type tektites.

This name was given by Virgil Barnes (1961a) to a class

of tektites, found chiefly in Thailand and Indo-China,

that have the characteristic that the internal structure is

layered. The layering is of somewhat the same nature as
the contorted, fluidal structure seen in almost all tektites;

but in the Muong Nong material, the structure is ar-

ranged in parallel layers and is accompanied by a re-

markable appearance within each layer to which Barnes

has given the name of "shimmering." The Muong Nong

materials have been clearly shown by analysis by Barnes

and Pitakpaivan (1962) to be chemically identical with

the other tektites (to which Barnes has, for contrast,

given the appropriate name "splash-form tektites") ex-

cept for a minor difference in a state of oxidation of the
iron. The resemblance is close enough so that we may be

sure not only that the Muong Nong materials are gen-

uinely tektites, but even that they belong to the Far

Eastern strewn field. Barnes (1961a) further found that

the splash-form tektites, when examined as whole bodies

between crossed nicols, show a pattern of

fringence that indicates that each one cooled as

There is no such overall strain pattern associated with

the Muong Nong material. This fact suggests that Muong

Nong tektites are fragments of larger bodies. The same

idea is suggested by the fact that Muong Nong tektites
are generally found in large associations (Barnes, 1963)

weighing tens of kilograms and covering a few tens of

square meters. Further support comes from the external

shapes of the Muong Nong tektites, which are generally

chunky fragments and contrast sharply with the splash-
form tektites. The latter, when complete, normally take

the forms found in liquid rotating masses: spheres, spher-

oids, rods, dumbbells, tears, and so forth.
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T!iere is every reawn to subscribe, therefore, to Barnes’s 
thesis that, in a fundamental way, the ?rluong Song ma- 
terials are more primitive than other tektites and point 
the way to their origin. 

Recently. Barnes (1964) drew attention to the presence 
of angular \yoids in some of the l luong Song tektites, 
particularly those from Kan Luang Dong. His photo- 
graph is shown in Fig. 32. The voids appear black because 

0 

t 

Fig. 32. Angular bubbles observed in a Muong Nong tektite from Kan Luang Dong. Courtesy of V. Barnes. 
The black marks are voids. 
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the light is deflected by the bubble surface, except 
for the central part of some of them, where light can 
enter the bubble. The significance of the angular voids 
was pointed out by Barnes, who remarked that they 
clearly indicated that these tektites had once been some 
kind of clastic, that is, fragmental material whose grains 
had been incompletely welded together. The angular 
voids, therefore, represent the spaces between grains. 
Barnes pointed out that this implied that these tektites 
had never heen thoroughly melted, since it is well known 
that voids in a liquid, even ;i viscous liquid. are spherical 
or cllipsoidal. 

Now this at once opcwcd the way for a decisive test of 
the thcoricls of the origin of tcktites. If tektites are fused 
snndstonc as claimed by Barnes himself (1958), by H. C. 
Urey (1959), and by S. R. Taylor (1965), then in the Kan 
Luang Dong tektites we would expect to find the min- 
erals that normally compose a sandstone (Pettijohn, 
1957, p. 318), namely, quartz, chert, feldspar, mica, clay, 
and other minerals existing as separate chemical entities. 
It is, of cotirsc’, entirely possible that each of these min- 
erals might have been converted to a glassy form; for 
instance, quartz to Irchatclierite or feldspar to maskely- 
nite as a rcsiilt of shock. But thew materials should. 

Fig. 33. Microphotograph of a portion of a Muong Nong 
tektite from Phaeng Dang, showing internal struc- 

ture. The two large black spots are inclusions. 
The small, streaky black lines are voids 

between shard-like glass bodies. The 
voids do not extend through the 

section. 

nevertheless, remain chemically distinct. From the ap- 
pearance of Fig. 32, it is clear that the grain size of the 
source material was on the order of 50 p. In Fig. 33, we 
see an enlarged portion of a similar Muong Nong tektite, 
from Phaeng Dang. It  is evident that this tektite is com- 
posed of separate pieces of material that were pressed 
together while soft. The region chosen contains two in- 
clusions; these permit easy orientation in the subsequent 
figures. Actually such inclusions cover about 15% or less 
of the arca of this portion of this tektite. 

In Fig. 34, we see the results of a microprobe scan, 
using the K, line of potassium over the region between 
thc two large spots. (The region was chosen so as t er- 
mit easy orientation: the incliisions actually covc@ly 
about 15% of thc section.) The uniform nature of thc, ilia- 
terial is obvious. Remelted bits of feldspar would have 
shown up as bright spots. Figure 35 is the same kind of 
thing for silicon; here the silica in the inclusions shows 
up. Figure 36 is for aluminum; it is uniform outside the 
black spots (in the inclusions, the voids have become 
filled with grinding compound, A1,0:,, which thus 

Fig. 34. A portion of the same region as Fig. 33 in the 
line of the potassium K, line prepared by micro- 

probe scanning using X-ray fluorescence. The 
image i s  reversed compared with Fig. 33. 

Note the homogeneity of the material 
outside the black inclusions. 
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Fig. 35. The same as Fig. 34, for silicon. A network ap- 
pears in the spots because these are largely com- 

posed of vesicular SiO, (frothy lechatelierite). 

Fig. 36. The same as Fig. 34, for aluminum. Note that the 
voids in the silica have become blocked up with 

alumina from the grinding powder. 

Fig. 37. The same as Fig. 34, for calcium 

forms a pattern compleincmtan to the silicon). Figure 37 
shov-s a similar pattcm for calcium; a similar pattern 
for iron is too faint to reproduce. 

For comparison, the same techniques \\.ere employcd on 
a chemically similar tcm-estrial specimen kindly supplicd 
h y  E. A.  King, Jr. It  is a portion of a tuffaceous sandstone 
or siltstone, baked by natural fires in an underlying lig- 
nite bed. The chmiical composition is given by Kin? 
(1952). who pointed out that it rescnil,les the coniposi- 
tion of a tvktite (in pxticular, a bediasite). 

In Fig. 3s are similar cathode ra! d i q h y s  for K. Fe, Si, 
and -41 on the Texas dtstonc E x h  figure is 90 ,U acro5s. 
it is e\ident that the microprobe hac more than enough 
resollition to a h o ~  the heterogeneous character of this 
material, if the grain 5ize is of the order of 50 ! I .  

\\-e. set' that the Kan I-miiig  don^ material is chcwi- 
icnlly honiogcweous and iinlike fused soil. 

\f7hilv thcscl st1idic.s rrerc. p i n g  on. Dr. I,. \\7altcir 
(\\.altcr. 196.5) a t  the Goddard Spaceflight Center made 
lvhat is perhaps tlic most fiindamcmtal discoven in the tck- 
titc, problem. IIe c.\;aminc.d some small incltisions to \vhich 
Rariics has gi\vii the iiaiiit~ "froth!. Iecliatclierite," which are 
foiind in the Sfiiong Song inaterial nnd which. in the 
s lx~imens he esamined. formed perhaps 1% or less 
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Fig. 38. Microprobe scans for the elements potassium, iron, silicon and aluminum on a sample of Texas 
siltstone. Note the inhomogeneity as compared with the tektite. Each figure i s  90 p across. 
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of the total volume. Walter discovered that the brown

central portions of these inclusions contain coesite, which

is a high-pressure form of silica, unstable at ordinary

temperatures. Since the pioneer work of Chao, Madsden,

and Shoemaker (1960), it has been believed that the

presence of coesite in a natural rock is an indicator of

impact by a meteorite. This interpretation is a very

natural one in the present case because of the already-

mentioned existence of the nickel-iron spherules. It con-

stitutes a welcome confirmation and eliminates for good

the arguments of some doubters who thought that per-

haps the nickel-iron spherules were the result of some

process of chemical reduction in the glass.

the coesite has a more fundamental significance

_e of its instability and especially its tendency to

turn into cristobalite. The presence of coesite and the

absence of cristobalite constitute, in Waiter's phase, a

"seal" that guarantees that the material has not been sub-

stantially altered since the impact. The kind of heating

that would be required to convert a sandstone, for ex-

ample, into the kind of glass that we observe in the

MuorLg Nong material would convert some of the coesite

to cristobalite. In Fig. 39, we show a theoretical calcula-

tion of the rate at which a grain of tektite glass would

diffuse into a glass matrix compared with some measures

by Dachille et al. (1963), of the rate at which coesite

disappears. A single observation by Barnes that lecha-

telierite particles in bediasites are half gone in 1/_ hour at

1600"C is plotted as a cross. It is clear that we are not

likely to get rid of the quartz grains without producing

cristobalite.

This theoretical conclusion is fully substantiated by

experiment. The problem of dissolving quartz grains in

a glassy melt is one of the fundamental problems of glass

making. It is known to be a difficult problem, especially

in a viscous melt, and one that requires hours, if not

days. Recently, Coming Glass Works prepared an artifi-

cial tektite glass; it is my understanding that they em-

ployed a temperature of 1900"C for 16 hours. By contrast,

the maximum quench time permitted by the studies

of Muong Nong coesite is about 10 sec at 1700"C. This

conclusion is certainly what we would expect. The de-

struction of the coesite demands no more than the dis-

ordering of a crystal lattice, while the dissolving of the

quartz grains demands migration of the silica molecules

through distances of tens of microns.
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Fig. 39. Production of cristobalite vs destruction of lechatelierite particles
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In fact, this migration has not even begun, as can be
seen by examination of the borders of these inclusions,

(see Walter, 1965, Science, p. 1029); the transition from

tektite glass to silica glass takes place in a very short dis-
tance, much less than the diameter of the particle.

• From these data, Walter (1965) drew the vitally im-

portant conclusion that the Muong Nong material was

glass or finely crystalline before the impact took place.
This conclusion is, as Walter has pointed out, difficult to

reconcile with the origin of tektites from terrestrial mate-

rial. Glasses of tektite chemistry are not found at the sur-

face of the Earth. The kind of major changes that would

be required to convert a terrestrial rhyolite into a tektite,

are, if anything, more difficult to reconcile with the pres-

ence of coesite than the melting process that we have

already discussed. It is highly probable that, as Taylor

(1965) has pointed out, an impact by itself has little effect

on the chemistry of the struck material and, in particular,

is not competent to convert a rhyolite into a tektite glass.

We are thus led to conclude that the impact took place

on a glass whose composition was not that found on the
Earth.

There is a chain of argument that says that if the tek-

tites are not from the Earth, they must be from the Moon.

The argument is based first, on the lack of A1 26 (Viste

and Anders, 1962), which should have been produced

by primary cosmic ray bombardment if the tektites had

been in space for a long time. It is also based on the dis-

tribution of tektites, which is best understood as the result

of fallout from an orbiting satellite. It is extremely dif-

ficult to see how a body could get into a satellite orbit

around the Earth unless it were an impact fragment from

the Moon. In what remains, we shall therefore discuss the

Muong Nong tektites as samples of the lunar surface.

What was the nature of the glass that formed the

Muong Nong tektites? From the remarks of Barnes

about the angular voids, we are led, in a logical way, to

suppose that the glass consisted of some kind of frag-

mental or clastic material. Clastic glass is called by geolo-

gists a tuff. Thus the Muong Nong material is a tuff.

In most specimens of Muong Nong material there are

few voids. This could logically be explained if we imag-

ined that the fraginents have been welded together as

sometimes happens with terrestrial tuff. Then the shim-

mery structure, to which Barnes has drawn attention,

would represent the former boundaries of the bits of
glass that formed the ash. If the material is tuffaceous

and welded, then it is what we call a welded tuff.

It is possible to make direct comparisons between

Muong Nong material and terrestrial welded tuff. In

the Muong Nong material, the glass particles are rounded,

and the voids are spiny, while in terrestrial welded tuff,

it is the glass particles which are spiny.

On the Earth, welded tufts are normally produced by a

process known as ash flow (Ross and Smith, 1961),

a volcanic eruption in which the tiny ash particles, in-

stead of floating downward through the cold air and ar-

riving at the ground in the solid state, are immersed in

the hot gas and arrive at the final point of deposition

still hot. Two modes of transport are possible. In some

ash flows, such as the great explosion of Mont Pe_l _, in

1902 (Lacroix, 1904) there is a great volume of g_nd
very little ash. The small amount of ash, nevertheTess,

provides coherence for the gas by impeding the spread

of the gas molecules in all directions and provides weight

for the gaseous mass. The mixture of gas and dust be-

haves like a fluid, moves toward the lowest point of the

topography, and there settles out. Deposits of this kind
on the Earth are not normally welded and are, on the

Earth, relatively unimportant.

A second mode of transport may be called the dense

phase. In the dense phase, we have mostly solids and very

little gas. The gas is just sufficient to separate the parti-
cles from one another so that the friction is greatly re-

duced or disappears. The mass behaves like a liquid
with a more or less definite upper surface and a density

of the order of 1 or 11f2 g/cm :_.This pseudo-liquid moves

across the topography, finds a suitable bed, stops, and

then collapses, first through the escape of gas from the

solid particles and then through the compression of

the solid particles one on the other. The solid particles

when emplaced are still at a temperature of 850"C, ac-

cording to the estimates of Boyd (1961). They are still

plastic; welding can and does take place.

The application of these ideas to the Moon mi

first sight, seem impossible since it might seem that in a
hard vacuum, the gas would immediately escape. It was

first pointed out by Lyman Spitzer (1941), that the

escape of gas from particles in a vacuum is a much slower

process than we would have thought. It is delayed, in

part, by the charging up of the solid particles at the

expense of the gas. The resulting difference in charge

means that very large voltages will develop if there is

any significant separation of solids from gas. The in-
ternal particles, therefore, in seeking to escape from the

gas, will encounter not only the solid particles but also

the charged gas molecules to obstruct their way.
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A physical analysis by O'Keefe and Adams (1965)
shows that the behavior in the dense phase is not unlike

that in the terrestrial fluidized material. The differences

between the lunar and the terrestrial case are mostly in

favor of the process of fluidization. The lower gravity

means that the solid particles are more easily carried. It

also means that as we go down through the ash flow,

the pressure increases less rapidly than in a terrestrial

flow. Hence the density also increases less rapidly. Now

it is a paradox of the kinetic theory of gases that the

viscosity of a gas is independent of its density. Since

the gas viscosity is the principal agent responsible for

supporting the particles, it follows that a low-density gas

carport as much solid matter as one of higher den-
si._nere is, of course, a limit. When the mean free
patti-becomes of the same length as the width of the

passages between solid particles, the viscosity and thus

the supporting power of the gas breaks down. But for

ordinary levels of density, the lower pressures of the

Moon and the resulting lower densities are pure gain.

That, in coniunction with the lower weight of the par-
ticles, means that then a given amount of gas will fluid-
ize about 30 times as much solid matter on the Moon as
on the Earth.

As we approach the top of the densely fluidized layer,
the diminishing pressure and diminishing density must

be compensated by an increasing gas velocity in order

to carry off the flux of gas that has been generated be-

low. Hence the gas density cannot go to zero; ff it did,
the velocity would have to go to infinity. The limit is

reached when the upward velocity of the gas exceeds the

terminal velocity of the small solid particles, which are

then carried upwards from the dense phase into the dilute
phase we previously mentioned. Because of the absence

of a lunar atmosphere, we will always have a dilute phase
above a lunar ash flow; calculations seem to show that

this dilute phase may carry a substantial amount of the
material.

this gives us a fairly good explanation of the
softening that has been observed in the outlines of lunar

craters from the Ranger photographs. This softening is

often attributed to erosion but there are powerful nu-

merical reasons for thinking that erosion will not do

the trick. We need at least 20 or 30 m of softening power

even over craters that must be relatively recent; but from

considerations of the radiation darkening of the Moon

(Wehner, 1965) it appears unlikely that the Moon's sur-

face is being eroded at a rate greater than about 1 meter

per billion years. It is of no use to say that the erosion

rate might have been more rapid in ancient times, be-
cause the cratering rate would also have been greater in

those ancient times. What we observe on the Ranger
photographs is that there have been 20 or 30 m of soften-

hag since the majority of craters in the range of 50 to 500

meters were formed. It is quite logical to explain this

softening in terms of a layer some 20 or 30 m thick spread

over the existing craters. Quite possibly this layer is not

unique; no doubt there were a number of layers, as, in

general, there are a number of separate flows in any large
deposit of welded tuff. The important point is that the

flows had a definite and limited thickness so that large

craters in this region retained their original shape while

the middle-sized craters were softened or even partly
destroyed. Craters of less than 50 m in diameter are, it

appears, completely obliterated by the flow. You will

see that this implies that the flow was of the type that I

have called a dilute flow, that is to say, it was a dusty gas.

Had it been a dense flow of the nature of a liquid, then

the hollows would have been completely filled with

liquid as long as there was enough to cover the high-

lands. If, however, we are dealing with a pseudo-gas,

then the amounts of solid material per square centimeter

would be approximately the same, over the smaller ter-

rain features. The amount of gas in a crater 2 or 3 hun-

dred meters deep would be only a few times the amount

on the level ground if the scale height in the gas were a

few hundred meters as calculated by O'Keefe and Adams
(1964).

After the deposit of the ash, new craters were formed

that were naturally unaffected by it. We see these as the

smaller craters on the lunar surface simply because there

are always more little craters than big ones, but the
little craters that occurred before the ash flow have been

effaced. It is a striking phenomenon in the study of the

Ranger photographs that craters in the range of a few
meters look more like those in the range of a kilometer or

so than like those in the range of a few hundred meters.

The large craters were too big to be smoothed; the lit-
tle ones, too recent.

In connection with ash flows, we should like to draw

attention to the interesting possibility that the red spots,

which have been observed by Kozyrev, Greenacre (1963),
and others, on the Moon, may be manifestations of a sort

of lunar lightning. There are two observations of the

spectra of these spots, both by Kozyrev. The first of

these (Kozyrev, 1958) indicated a spectrum that might

be explained by C,_,.The second (Kozyrev, 1963) was con-

siderably more detailed and indicated the presence of

the molecule H.,. The latter is in all ways more plausible,

especially because it gives rise to a red illumination.

Water is the principal gas emitted in volcanic outbursts.

In his 1963 paper, Kozyrev stated that the source of the
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Hz could not be water since this would dissociate into

H and OH, while he did not observe the lines of H. On the

other hand, the excitation of water vapor is one of

the standard methods of producing the H_ spectrum. The
OH bands are not obvious in the visible spectrum.

It appears possible, in spite of the absence of atomic hy-

drogen lines, that the H2 is due to water vapor, provided
that we can find a suitable method of excitation.

On the other hand, there is a serious problem arising

from the fact that the bands of the H._, molecule that are

visible in this spectrum come from levels 15 v above the

ground. The production of such a large amount of high-

energy quanta is a genuine puzzle. The difficulty can

perhaps best be seen by keeping in mind that the red

spots have been seen on the bright portion of the Moon's
surface. It follows that, over the areas on which they are

seen, the amount of light coming from the red spots was
a substantial fraction of the total amount of sunlight

being reflected by the Moon at these points. It is known

that the reflection efficiency of the Moon is on the order

of 7%. The energy supplied by the Sun is on the order of

1.3 million ergs/sec cm _. The light reflected by the Moon

is therefore perhaps 100,000 ergs/sec cm z and the light

supplied by the red spots would have to be a substantial
fraction of this. The total amount of radiation supplied

by the Sun in the ultraviolet region where 15-v quanta
are available is of the order of 10 ergs/sec cm 2. The

energy supplied by particles in the form of the solar
wind is likewise of the order of 1 or 2 ergs/sec cm 2. Thus

the Sun is utterly incapable of supplying the necessary

energy. If, however, we suppose that the source of the

energy is some kind of volcanic outburst, then it is ob-
vious from terrestrial experience that the energy flux

may greatly exceed the flux from the light of the Sun.
In a terrestrial volcanic outburst, a portion of the en-

ergy goes into lightning through mechanisms which are

interpreted as static electricity but whose precise nature
is not known. It turns out that whenever a suspension of

small solid particles is produced in a gas we are very

likely to have manifestations of static electricity. Exam-

pies, in addition to thunder storms and volcanic light-

ning, are the lightning associated with dust storms and
the manifestations of static electricity in dusty

It is perhaps significant that the observations of the

red spots are associated with regions that appear to ex-

hibit contemporary volcanism. These morphological in-

timations are so strong that Mrs. Cameron (Cameron,

1964) predicted the appearance of red spots near the
Cobra head in advance of Greenacre's report. Near A1-

phonsus, the Ranger IX photographs show plainly that
recent volcanism has been at work.

We conclude therefore by suggesting that the hypo-

thesis of ash flow processes on the Moon provides at the

same time a reasonable explanation of the structure of

the Muong Nong tektites, the morphology of some

lunar craters, and the observations of lunar red spots.
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SUMMARY REMARKS ON THE MOON

Harrison Brown

California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

In spite of the beauty and remarkable clarity of the

Ranger photographs, the attitudes of the eleven invited

speakers on the Moon differed markedly, indicating the
truth of Professor Gold's remark (as quoted by Profes-

sor Urey) to the effect that the Ranger pictures are a

mirror in which every man sees himself. The participants

in the discussion appeared to agree that there really is a

Moon. But beyond that single statement of fact, near-

unanimity of opinion was not often evident.

Concerning the great majority of lunar craters, it is

now widely agreed that they were formed by meteorite

impact. The curve of frequency of craters as a fnnction

of size follows, in a general way, that which one would

expect on the basis of the observed sizes of terrestrial

meteorite falls. It was emphasized, however, that among

the smaller craters there are large numbers of secondaries

presumably formed by ejected material. It was also em-

phasized that, in some areas, the numbers of smaller

craters appear to be in a "steady state"--that is, old ones

are disappearing as rapidly as new ones are being
formed.

There was considerable discussion and debate concern-

ing a variety of other lunar surface features including

crevasses, dimple-craters, features thought to result from

collapse, and features thought to result from erosion, as

well as some that might have had their origin in tectonic

activity. The existence of caves at the bottoms of some of

the Ranger photo craters was suggested. Lava flows

were discussed at some length as possibly accounting for

certain apparently smooth areas, but in general it

conceded that it is difficult to prove beyond re_

doubt the volcanic origin of any particular lunar surface

feature. This listener emerges from the discussions with

the distinct impression, however, that with the exception

of impact craters and related features, it will be some
time before the scientific community achieves something

approaching a consensus concerning the origin and evo-
lution of a substantial fraction of those surface features

of the Moon that can now be identified in photographs.

The fragmentary nature and diversity of the forma-
tions on the lunar surface are emphasized by Earth-based

radio and optical observations. Heat scans of the Moon
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during eclipses and during the lunar night show that on

the whole the lunar surface is highly insulated, but that

there are wide variations in conductivity. Different maria

appear to have different thermal properties. Numerous

"qlot spots" have been found that do not necessarily

correspond to the distribution of craters. Craters that

appear exactly the same in photographs may have quite

different thermal properties. There are also systematic

differences between maria and highlands.

The thermal behavior of the Moon indicates that al-

though the surface is very heterogeneous, about 99% of

it must be covered by at least 1 mm of dust. Lunar radio

e/on, too, shows that there is a systematic difference
in111_issi_ity between the maria and highlands.

Measurements of radar scatter as a function of polari-

zation indicate that there is a layer, in most areas 25 cm
or more in thickness, of dielectric constant much lower

than that of solid rock. It was stressed, however, that

radar scattering data from the Moon can often be inter-

preted to support almost any model.

Recent researches reported by colleagues from the

USSR suggest a porous layer on the Moon some 3--10 m

in depth and an internal heat generation per unit mass

some 4-5 times greater than that from the Earth.

This great heat generation, if it is real, can only be
accounted for if it is assumed that the concentration of

radioactive elements in the Moon is 4-5 times greater
than in the Earth.

Conflicting views were presented concerning the na-

ture of the lunar interior. Two views were expressed to
the effect that a molten state of the lunar interior is in-

compatible with the observed deviation of the figure of

the Moon from hydrostatic equilibrium. On the other

h__ new thermal history calculations using revised
ances for radioactive elements in the Earth indicate

that the Moon might have started melting fairly early in

its life and that it might have undergone severe, radical

differentiation some 3 billion years ago. An equation of

state appropriate for the Earth predicts a density decrease
with depth in the lunar interior.

One participant believes that the Moon and Earth

have identical compositions and that Earth's core is com-

posed of liquid silicates. Another has given evidence

strongly indicating that the Earth's core is metal and that

the Moon and Earth are quite different in their chemi-

cal make-up.

There was no consensus as to the mode of origin of the

Moon. Participants agreed that it could have been formed

elsewhere, then captured by the Earth; that it might

have escaped from the Earth; or that it might have been

formed together with the Earth in a two-body system.

In short, the participants raised questions far more

than they indicated generally acceptable answers.

In the view of this participant many of the questions
that were raised and that are still with us will not be

answered satisfactorily until we make new kinds of ob-

sera,ations with new lunar probes. Some of the questions

that badly need answering include:

1. What do lunar landscapes look like in selected

maria and in selected areas of the highlands?

2. How old are the major lunar features?

3. How thick are the layers of lunar dust and porous
unconsolidated materials?

4. Is there really volcanic activity of sorts on the Moon

as indicated by observations in the USSR?

5. What is the chemical composition of the lunar crust

and how does it vary?

6. Do one or more groups of meteorites have their

origin in the Moon, ejected by collision with asteroi-

dal or cometary bodies?

7. Is it possible, as suggested by one participant, that
tektites come from the Moon?

8. What are the causes of the color differences noted
on the Moon?

9. What is the heat flow through the lunar crust?

10. Is there seismic activity on the Moon?

I1. Will seismic experiments reveal that the Moon is dif-
ferentiated?

12. Will we find that the density within the Moon in-

creases or decreases with depth?

Not unl_l we answer such questions will we really
understand the Moon in relation to the Earth and the

other terrestrial planets.
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RECENT RADIO OBSERVATIONS OF JUPITER

Max M. Komesaroff

University of Maryland

CollegeP_rk,Mmryland

I. Introduction

During the ten years that have elapsed since it was

_covered that Jupiter has unexpected properties when

observed at radio frequencies, a considerable amount of

observational data has accumulated. In describing some
of the more recent results, it is convenient to discuss the

Om_. aations below 40 Me/see separately from those

bore about 200 Me/see, since the characteristics
of ffie radiation in the two frequency ranges are mark-
edly different.

In the decameter wavelength range the radiation is

sporadic, elliptically polarized, and frequently extremely
intense. At any one time the radiation source is con-

siderably smaller in angular size than the planetary disk.
By contrast, from about 200 Mc/sec to several thousand

megacycles, the nonthermal intensity component is

steady and amounts to only a few flux units. The pre-

dominant polarization is linear, and the radio source is

several times more extended than the planet. The high-

frequency radiation is thought to be fairly well under-

stood, but this is not so for the decameter bursts.

II. The Decameter Radiation

A. Time Variations

1. Dependence on System III longitude. Soon after

Burke and Franklin (1955) _scovered the decameter

radiation, their discovery was confirmed by Shain (1955

and 1956). Using records going back to 1951, Shain was

also able to demonstrate a periodicity in the Jovian

emission only some seconds shorter than the optically

determined System II period, which corresponds to the

observed movement of clouds in the nonequatorial belts

of Jupiter. Cart et al. (1961) and Douglas (1960) have

used data extending over nine years to derive a more

accurate period, and their estimates differ from one

another by only 0.02 see. Commission 40 of the

International Astronomical Union (IAU) has recom-

mended the use of System III longitudes for the presen-

tation of Jovian data. This system has a rotational period
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of 9h55m29_.37 and coincides with System II at Oh UT on

January 1, 1957. Observations of the Jovian microwave

source have indicated that it, too, rotates with the

System III period, which is taken to be the rotation

period of the planetary magnetic field.

Figure 1 shows the frequency of occurrence of Jupiter

activity as a function of _m for several frequencies. It is

due to Smith et al. (1965), and indicates that near

20 Mc/sec the greatest probability of Jupiter's radiation

occurs when the longitude range 220* to 260* is pre-

sented towards the Earth. Subsidiary peaks occur for

Xm _ 130" and ),,_ --_ 330*. The three peaks on this
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Fig. 1. Histograms of probability vs System III (1957.0)

longitude for the 1962 observations made

in Chile (Smith et al., 1965). (From The

Astrophysical Journal, 1965,

Vol. 141, p. 463)

histogram will be subsequently referred to as the

"main peak," the "early peak," and the "late peak."

Figure 2, also due to Smith et al. (1965), shows the

System III longitude of the main peak at 18.0 Mc/sec

since 1952. It would seem to indicate that in early 1960

a substantial change occurred in the rotation rate.

2. Short-period fluctuations. On a much shorter time

scale, fluctuations are observed whose durations vary

from several milliseconds (Kraus, 1956; Douglas and

Smith, 1961) to some minutes. More usually the durations

are between a few tenths of seconds and several seconds.
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Fig. 2. Ca) Drift of main source in System III (1957.0)

coordinates; (b) drift of the Great Red Spot in a

special longitude system designed to minimize

its motion from 1945 to 1959 (Smith et al.,

1965). (From The Astrophysical Journal,

1965, Vol. 141, p. 471)
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Simultaneous observations at different observing sites

(Gardner and Shain, 1958; Douglas and Smith, 1961;

Smith et al., 1960) have indicated that some of this

structure is imposed by the terrestrial ionosphere. How-

ever, the results of Douglas and Smith (1961) indicate
that the radiation contains at least some of the burst

structure when it impinges on the ionosphere.

Recent observations reported by Smith and Douglas

(1962) and Douglas (1964) indicate that many of the

bursts may represent an effect due to the interplanetary

medium. At times when there was good general correla-

tion between the burst structure recorded at separate

site_they found a consistent relative delay in the arrival

tir_f the bursts at the two sites. Furthermore, they
found that the sense of this delay reversed near opposi-

tion. Their interpretation is that pulses of duration of

about one second are produced by diffraction in inter-

planetary electron clouds. Near opposition the clouds'

component of drift velocity perpendicular to the

Earth-Jupiter line might be expected to reverse.

can be discerned (presumably corresponding to the

"bursts" seen on single-frequency records), usually ex-

tending over only a few megacycles.

Warwick found that the whole band of activity may

drift with time toward higher or lower frequencies and

that this drift depends on the central meridian longitude.

For longitudes above 200* the drift is toward lower fre-

quencies, whereas for )ti_i ---_ 140" the drift is in the op-

posite sense. Warwick (1963) found that individual

speelral features (or "landmarks") tend to recur at the

same longitudes, so that records taken on different days

can be superimposed on the basis of these "landmarks"

to yield surprisingly good coincidence in their longitude

scales. Figure 3 shows the longitudes of radio '`land-

marks" plotted as a function of time from opposition

260

240

B. Source Size Measurements z2o
03

The evidence for interplanetary scintillations implies _2oo

a small angular diameter for the source. Slee and Higgins __
_9
Z

(196,3) have made source size measurements using a q la0
wide-based radio link interferometer. The most recent

set of observations, reported by J. A. Roberts at the _ 16o
Areeibo Symposium on Planetary Atmospheres and _

Et
Surfaces, was made with a base line of 19.,700 )L They _ 14c
found that the apparent source size varied between _
15and 115seconds of are. _ =2c

C. Spectral Characteristics

Referring again to Fig. 1, we see that the main peak

of emission, which is very pronounced near 20 Mc/sec, de-

creases at the lower frequencies, and that at 5 Mc/sec

byfly_outtWo of roughly equal amplitude separatedpeaks
180 in longitude. Similar results have been

obtained by MeCulloch and Ellis (as reported by Ellis

at the Arecibo Symposium). Ellis has shown that if the

quantity plotted is mean power rather than occurrence

probability, the histograms are similar, except that the

peaks are more pronounced.

Detailed spectral studies have been made by Warwick

(1961, 1963) using a dynamic spectrum analyzer. His

records show that at any one time the Jupiter radiation

may extend over a frequency bandwidth as wide as

20 Me/sec, and that within this band short-lived features
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DAYS

Fig. 3. Relation between _.lli (1957.0) longitudes of radio

special landmarks and time in days from opposition.

Only 1961 data enter the relation for negative-drift

emission, the upper of the two groups of points. The

negative drifts define a horizontal line within the

precision of measurement, while the positive drifts

define a line of decreasing longitude as time in-

creases during the apparition (Warwick, 1963).

(From The Astrophysical Journal, 1963,

Vol. 137, p. 45)
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for data taken in 1961 and 1962. It illustrates two inter-

esting facts:

1. The scatter of points about the least-squares lines

shows that the radiation is sharply beamed into a

cone of half angle only about 9".

2. Whereas features in the main peak (Xni _ 230*)

remain essentially fixed in longitude, those in the

early peak drift toward lower longitudes through

the time of opposition.

Point 2 presumably explains the broadness of the early

peak as shown in Fig. 1. It should be noted that the sense

of the drift in longitude is opposite to what would be

expected if the radiation were stimulated by solar radia-

tion as suggested by Shain (1956).

Warwick (1963) has pointed out that the stability of

the spectra evidently rules out an explanation of the

spectral features in terms of plasma frequencies in an

assumed Jovian ionosphere. Such an explanation would

imply that Jupiter's ionosphere is vastly more stable than

the Earth's. Thus, current theories (Ellis and McCulloch,

1963; Ellis, 1965; Warwick, 1961, 1963) have related the

frequencies of emission to the gyrofrequencies of elec-

trons streaming along the Jovian magnetic field lines.

D. Polarization

Observations showing a high degree of circular or

elliptical polarization support the idea that magnetic

fields are intimately connected with the radiation process.

Above about 20 Me/see, the sense of rotation is almost

exclusively right-handed circular. This is true whether
the measurements are made in the northern or southern

hemisphere, indicating that the polarization is not im-

posed by the terrestrial ionosphere. Franklin and Burke

(1958) found some 22 Me/see bursts associated with the

early longitude source that had the left-handed sense of

rotation. Barrow (1962, 1963) and Sherrill and Castles

(1963) found an increasing proportion of left-handed
bursts below 20 Mc/sec. At 10 Mc/sec, Dowden

recorded both senses, the right-handed sense bein

ciated with the main peak and the left-handed predomi-

nantly with the early peak.

E. Solar Correlations

There have been several reports (Kraus, 1958; Can" et al.,

1960; Warwick, 1963) suggesting a positive correlation of

Jupiter emission with solar activity occurring some days

previously. However, there is some conflict between con-

clusions drawn by the various observers, and it seems
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Fig. 4. 22.2-Me/see main source occurrence probability (heavy dots with error flags) compared with provisional
sunspot number (open circles). Also shawn (without ordinate scales) are declination of Earth seen from

Jupiter (x's) and sub-Jovian latitude on the Sun (line). Range of sub-Jovian latitude on the

Sun is about ___90;range of declination of Earth is about ±3* (Douglas, 1964).
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that insufficiency of data prevents firm conclusions being
drawn.
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Dependence of Jupiter's ¢lecametric radio emission

on the position of the satellite Io (Bigg, 1964).

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4 (due to Douglas,
1964), there seems to have been a long-term anticorrela-

tion between Jupiter activity and sunspot number. As

Douglas (1964) has pointed out, however, this result must

be treated cautiously since the sunspot cycle and Jupiter's
period of revolution are almost equal. Fig. 4 indicates

that over the same period there is a positive correhtiou

between Jupiter's activity and the Earth's declination as
seen from Jupiter. It should also be remembered that the

Sun's declination, as viewed from Jupiter, is very similar
to that of the Earth, so that the data could also be taken

to indicate solar stimulation of a Jovian source.

F. Correlations With Io

Perhaps the most unexpected recent discovery was that
made by Bigg (1964), who showed that the probability
of emission is a strong function of the position of the

satellite Io relative to the Earth-Jupiter line. (Io is the in-

nermost of the large satellites.) The occurrence proba-

bility has two maxima, one when Io's longitude is about

90* earlier than its passage across the Earth-Jupiter line,

and the other 60* after it has passed this line. Bigg's

results are shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. He has shown that

the effect of Io is even more marked ff only events show-

ing emission above 30 Me/see are included (Fig. 7).
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III. The Decimeter Radiation

A. Discovery

A few years after the discovery of the decametric emis-

sion by Burke and Franklin, Sloanaker (1959) o£ the

U.S. Naval Observatory measured unexpectedly intense

radiation at 10 cm. Sloanaker had previously measured

an apparent disk temperature of 145 ± 20*K at 315 cm,

which was in good agreement with the infrared tempera-

ture, but at 10 cm he found the disk temperature to be

about 600* K, or more than four times greater.

Subsequent measurements (Drake and Hvatum, 1959;

McClain, 1959; Epstein, 1959; Roberts and Stanley,
1959) confirmed this result and also indicated that the

flux remains substantially constant from 10 to 70 cm, so

that the effective disk temperature appeared to increase

with wavelength, apparently exceeding 5 X I@°K at
70 cm.

It seemed unlikely that the high temperature could

result from thermal processes alone, and suggestions

were advanced that the radiation was produced by elec-

trons spiralling in the assumed magnetic field of the

planet. Drake and Hvatum (1959) suggested, by analogy

with the terrestrial Van Allen Belt, that the radiating
electrons were moving at relativistic velocities and emit-

ting synchrotron radiation. Field (1959, 1960, 1961) also

discussed this case, but considered in greater detail the

possibility that the electron energies were subrelativistic

and that the electrons were emitting the local cyclotron

frequencies in a dipole magnetic field.

Later observations of the polarization and angular ex-

tent of the radio source have supported the synchrotron

rather than the cyclotron model, but, as will be shown,
the observations still show a number of features that

await explanation.

B. Spectrum

The combined observations of a number of observers

(Gower, 1963; Golnev et al., 1964; Haddock and Dickel,

1963; Kazes, 1964; Mayer, 1961; Roberts and Komes_,
1965; Roberts and Ekers, 1965; and Thorntonlpl

Welch, 1963) show that between 178 Mc/sec and nearly

3000 Mc/sec the flux density has a substantially constant

value of between about 5 and 7 flux units. Beyond

3000 Mc/sec the flux density rises to some hundreds o£

flux units at 37,000 Mc/sec.

On the assumption that the radiation combines two

components, a thermal contribution from the disk at a

temperature of 130°K, and a nonthermal component

with a flat spectrum from the Van Allen Belt, we should

expect a rise at the higher frequencies, but in fact the

observed rise is too great to be explained in this way.

However, Berge (1965) has reported evidence that the

disk component at 10 cm is about twice as high as would

be expected from the infrared temperature of 130°K.

The flat spectrum below 3000°K also presents a prob-

lem. Assuming that the major part of the radiation comes

from relativistic electrons that have an isotropic velocity

distribution and gyrate in the planet's magnetic field,

and making the usual assumptions of synchrotron theory,

we require that the electrons have a differential energy

spectrum proportional to E -1 (where E is the electron

energy). For the Earth's Van Allen Belt, the spectrum is

proportional to E -5. It is not clear why there shoul /
a relative deficiency of low-energy electrons in _tre

Jovian Belt.

C. Polarization

1. Linear polarization. If the Jupiter radiation is pro-

duced by electrons gyrating in a magnetic field, a high

degree of linear polarization might be expected, and so,

following the suggestions made by Drake and Hvatum

and by Field, linear polarization studies were undertaken

at the California Institute of Technology. Radhakrishnan

and Roberts (1960) found that the radiation was about

30% linearly polarized at 31 cm, with the maximum
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E-vector in the planetary equatorial plane. Morris and
Berge (1962) confirmed the 31-cm result and found a

similar result at 22 cm. They also found that the more

extended components of the source are more highly
polarized.

Subsequent observations by Roberts and Komesaroff

(1965) showed that the degree of polarization is essen-
tially constant between 300 and 2650 Mc/sec at about

22%, or somewhat lower than reported previously. Above

3000 Mc/sec, the polarized component decreases.

The constancy of polarization with frequency up to

3000 Mc/sec certainly contradicts predictions based on

depending on cyclotron radiation from nonrela-

electrons. However, even using synchrotron the-

ory, which predicts a broad spectrum of emission from
the individual electrons, it is difficult to construct a

plausible model that gives a spectrum of polarized emis-
sion as broad as that observed.

Another important discovery by Morris and Berge was

that the direction of polarization rocks through about

± 10" as the planet rotates. This finds a ready explana-

tion ff it is assumed that Jupiter's magnetic axis, like that

of the Earth, is tilted with respect to the rotational axis,

since synchrotron theory predicts that the direction of

polarization is determined by the directions of the mag-
netic field lines.

Detailed polarization studies by Roberts and

Komesaroff (1965) using the Parkes pencil-beam instru-

ment have confirmed the Morris and Berge result and

have also shown that the period of the rocking agrees

with the IAU System III (1957.0) period to within 0.5 sec.

Roberts and Komesaroff also find that the dependence

of position angle on )tin shows distinct departures from

the sinusoidal form that would be predicted from a

simple dipole model. At both 21 and 11 cm, the second

h a_fic term in the "rotation curve" has an amplitude
of _II_veen 5 and 10% of the fundamental. The most

plausible explanation of this effect at the moment is in

terms of nondipolar components in the magnetic field con-
figuration. Explanations of the decametrie burst charac-

teristics have also required nondipolar field components.

2. Circular polarization. Roberts and Komesaroff (1965)

attempted to detect circular polarization at 960 Mc/sec,

using circularly polarized feeds based on a design devel-

oped by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The technique

involved observing one sense of circular polarization,

then changing the feed and observing the other sense.

One set of measurements occupied 2 to 3 hours. Although
the observations indicated that the long-term mean cir-

cular polarization does not exceed about 1%, they did

not exclude the possibility of a component varying with

the planetary rotation and having an amplitude of up
to 3%.

Some recent observations by Berge and Morris (1964),
appear to have demonstrated the existence of such a

variable component. The aim of the measurements was

to investigate the possibility of a displacement in posi-
tion between the visible planet and the radio source.

Their technique was to measure the interferometer visi-

bility function, first with parallel feeds having their

E-vectors parallel to Jupiter's rotational axis, and then

with crossed feeds at 45* to the axis. The first config-

uration accepts almost exclusively unpolarized radiation,
which includes thermal radiation from the disk. The ob-

servers were able to determine the spacing at which the

fringe amplitude xvith this feed orientation corresponds

to the first null in the visibility function of the nonther-

mal component alone. At this spacing the fringe ampli-

tude corresponded to the disk component alone, which
was unresolved.

In the crossed horn configuration the only contribution

must come from the polarized, nonthermal radiation.

Therefore, assuming all the polarization is linear, any

difference in the phase of the patterns in the two con-

figurations at the spacing described above must be due

to a spatial displacement between the disk and the non-

thermal source. In fact, Berge and Morris found such a

phase difference; it comprised both a constant compo-

nent and a component that varied quasi-sinusoidally with

kin. They initially interpreted this as a displacement of

the radio source from the center of the planet, the con-

stant component representing a shift in declination and

the variable component representing a shift (of about 0.4

of the planetary radius) from the axis of rotation. How-

ever, Roberts and Ekers (1965) measured the position of

Jupiter relative to a nearby radio source and concluded

that any displacement of the radio centroid from the
axis of rotation is less than 0.15 radii.

As reported at the Arecibo conference, Berge now be-

lieves that the interferometer result may be due to a

small component of circular polarization, a result that

would explain the variation with )qii. On this inter-

pretation, Jupiter's magnetic moment has the opposite

orientation to that of the Earth, in agreement with a

result deduced by Warwick (1963) from decametric
burst observations.
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D. Variability

A number of authors have reported long-term varia-

tions in the Jupiter radiation, and some have suggested
variations that correlate with solar activity.

From observations at 11 and 21 cm made between

1962 and 1964, Roberts and Komesaroff (1965) found no

long-term variations in the total flux greater than the

possible experimental error. They did find a distinct
variation of about 15% with planetary rotation. How-

ever, for the same values of )tin, the total flux remained

constant to within 4%.

The variation with _,xxi showed two minima per revo-

lution, one near AHI = 198" and a shallower one near

18". Between November 1963 and November 1964 the

period of the variation agreed with the System III period
to within 0.8 see.

This variation can be explained ff it is assumed that a

beaming process causes the radiation to be emitted in

the direction of the magnetic equator (Gary, 1963;

Bash et al., 1964; Roberts and Komesaroff, 1965). In that
case the tilt of the rotational axis toward the Earth, as

well as the inclination of the magnetic axis with respect

to the rotational axis, would account for the main fea-

tures of the variation. Since the beaming of synchrotron

radiation depends on the electron pitch angles, these

data, together with the polarization data, provide infor-

marion about the pitch angle distribution. Roberts and
Komesaroff have shown that the observations are consis-

tent with a two-component model of the electron popu-

lation, one component having very flat helices (and

therefore being concentrated toward the magnetic equa-

tor), and the other much more widely distributed. Mea-

surements of the detailed brightness distribution made

by Berge also seem to point to such a two-component
model.

The simple analysis above does not explain all features
of the observations. It is found that the observed de-

gree of beaming with magnetic latitude depends on

whether the Earth is north or south of the magnetic

equator. This is additional evidence supporting the idea

of nondipolar terms in the Jovian magnetic field.

IV. Conclusions

The following rather general conclusions may be

drawn:

. Both the decameter bursts and the decimeter radia-

tion indicate the existence of a Jovian magnetic

field. The decimeter radiation shows that the di-

polar component of the field has its axis inclined

at about 10" to the planetary rotational axis, but

both types of observation indicate substantial non-

dipolar terms.

. The electrons responsible for the decimeter ,_s-

sion appear to occur in two distinct belt_e
widely distributed in latitude, and the other More

closely confined to the magnetic equator.

. The decameter observations seem to provide the best

chance of estimating the magnetic field strength.

The observed elliptical polarization and the con-

stant association of spectral features with System III

longitudes strongly suggest that the emission fre-

quency is close to the local electron gyrofrequency.

This would imply that field strengths in the emit-

ting regions are as large as 10 to 20 gauss.

. The following argument suggests that the decame-

ter emission originates in the planetary exosphere.
Both the burst occurrence probability histograms

and the dependence of polarization axial ratio on

System III longitude show a greater degree of sym-

metry at 10 Mc/sec and below than they do at
20 Mc/sec. These effects would be expected if the

lower frequencies originate at greater distances

from the surface of the planet, where the total mag-

netic field strength is lower and where the dipolar

component predominates over the higher-order field

terms.

The development of large decametric arrays may

provide an answer to this question by permitting
measurements of the burst source position relative

to the planetary disk.
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INTERFEROMETRY OF JUPITER IN THE DECIMETER RANGE

Glenn L.Berge

California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

In the last few years a great deal of information has

been obtained about the integrated source behavior for

Jupiter: for example, the very complete and accurate

data of Roberts and Komesaroff (1965). On the other

hand, high-resolution information about the source has

been lacking. Until two years ago, only a rough angular
size determination was available. Because the source is

small, the only type of instrument capable of resolving

it in the decimeter-wavelength region is an interferom-

eter such as we have at the Owens Valley Radio

[Vntatory. Through the use of this instrument, a large
of long-baseline, high-resolution work at 10.4

and 21.2 cm has been done on Jupiter in the last two
years. Most of the observations were made in late 1963

and early 1964.

Some of the results were mentioned in the review

paper, but I would like to discuss them in more detail.

Most observations were made using east-west baselines

ranging up to 4800 wavelengths. In addition, some ob-
servations were made with north-south baselines be-

tween 3000 and 4000 wavelengths. The object was to

determine the angular brightness distribution and the
polarization distribution of the source. The observations,

usually made over a large range of hour angles, consisted

of repetitions of successive orientation combinations of

the linearly polarized feeds. The data eousisted of the

fringe amplitudes and the relative fringe phases of sue-

cessive observations. The main difficulty was that the

source changes in orientation, in flux density, and prob-

ably in apparent structure as Jupiter rotates. Therefore,

the data are divided according to the longitude of the
central meridian.

The visibility functions obtained indicate qualitatively

that there is a significant thermal contribution from the

planetary disk at 10.4 em, that the nonthermal emission

has a very symmetric distribution, which, however, may

not be centered exactly on the disk, and that the polari-

zation properties are roughly what one would expect

for synchrotron emission in a dipole magnetic field. In

order to determine the brightness distribution from the

visibility functions, a rather elaborate model-fitting pro-

cedure was used. This procedure used the visibility func-
tions for all the feed combinations and assumed that the

orientation of the plane of polarization across the source

is indeed what one would expect ff the radiation were

produced in a dipole magnetic field.
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Figure 8 shows the result of this work for a wavelength

of 10.4 cm and lm (longitude of the central meridian in

System III) = 20*.

In general, the distribution of the emission among

various regions and the overall dimensions shown are

probably quite accurate. However, the smaller details
are not so well determined. The resolution available is

indicated by the brackets. They represent the separation

of a double source, in the direction of the baseline orien-

tation used, whose visibility function would be at its
first null at the largest baseline.

It is not possible to say much about the change of

apparent structure as Jupiter rotates, because the effect

that this would produce is masked by the effects of the

changing source orientation and changing flux density.

The brightness distribution at 21.2 cm seems to be

nearly identical with that found for 10.4 cm except for

differences that are obviously due to the disk emission.

One rather unexpected result concerned the disk emis-

sion: at these wavelengths it seems to be about twice as

large as would be expected for the disk temperature
inferred from infrared and 3-cm measurements. In order

to explain the parallel feed horn observations at 10.4 cm

it is necessary to have more emission from the central

regions of the source than can be explained by the radia-

tion belt emission. At 21.2 crn, however, this problem is

hardly noticeable, and the conclusion is that the extra
central emission has a thermal spectrum. Thus it was

identified with the thermal disk emission, making an

equivalent disk temperature of about 260"K. The situa-

tion may be similar to that of Saturn, where the 10-cm

disk temperature is about twice the infrared temperature.

The last major result of this investigation was the

detection of a small and variable circularly polarized

component in Jupiter's decimeter emission. If there is

such a component, the interference fringes it produces
with crossed horns are 90* out of phase with respect to

those produced by a linearly polarized signal and also

90* out of phase with respect to the fringes prodtl_d

with parallel horns. The phase can either lead or la_

90*, depending on the sense of the circular polarization.

Figure 9 shows the data from which the existence of

the circularly polarized component was first recognized.

The points were obtained for a wavelength of 21.2 cm

and an antenna spacing of 290 ), east-west. They repre-

sent the difference in phase between a crossed-horn mea-
surement with the E-vectors of the feed horns at 45* on

either side of Jupiter's equatorial direction and a parallel-
horn measurement. Two different cases are shown, one

with the parallel-horn arrangement aligned along the

polar axis and the other with it aligned along the equa-

torial direction. The systematic deviation of the phase

difference from zero is interpreted as being due to a

i'0
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Fig. 8. The 10.4-cm brightness distribution determined for IIII = 20". The scales, in minutes of arc, refer

to a distance for Jupiter of 4.04 AU.
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Fig. 9. The upper graphs show the evidence for circular

polarization at 21.2 cm (290 X E-W, January-

February, 1964). The filled circles are the data

points, the x's are means for each 40 ° of

longitude, and the curves are least-

squares fits of a sinusoid to the
data. The lower curve shows

the magnetic declination

(or latitude) of the
Earth.

small, variable amount of circularly polarized radiation

adding in phase quadrature to the linearly polarized

radiation. The variation is due to the rocking to and fro

of the magnetic axis as Jupiter rotates. Similar measure-
ments made since at 10.6 em have shown a similar effect.

very difficult to explain this result by instrumental

or by an intrinsic asymmetry of the source rotat-

ing with the System III period. A similar effect has been

reported by Berge and Morris (1964) for a wavelength

of 10.4 cm and an antenna spacing of 2200 X east-west.

It was found that the effect could be explained by having

a displacement of the radiation belt away from the

center of the planet by almost 0.7 radii. However, there

are now several reasons for rejecting this explanation in

favor of the circular polarization interpretation. One is

that the suggested displacement cannot explain the

short-baseline observations, but the presence of circular

polarization can explain both the short- and long-baseline

observations. The long-baseline observations indicate

that the circularly polarized component, when it appears,

is a rather well-defined double source with a separation

of about 5 equatorial radii.

From a knowledge of the place of origin, the sense of

the circularly polarized radiation, and the direction in

which the magnetic axis is tipped, all at some given

longitude, we can determine that the magnetic pole in

Jupiter's northern hemisphere is a north magnetic pole.

This is opposite the polarity of the Earth's field.

For a synchrotron emission source one expects an ap-

preciable degree of circular polarization only when the
width of the emission cones for the electrons is not

negligible compared with the scale of variation of the

pitch angle distribution. For Jupiter the relativistic

energies are comparatively low so that the emission cones

are of the order of degrees in width. It is also known that

the pitch angle distribution of the electrons is sharply

peaked at 90*. Using the analysis of Roberts and

Komesaroff (1965) for monoenergetie electrons and the

pitch angle distribution given by Thorne (1965) we can

solve for the field strength and electron energy. The re-

sults are about 1.7 gauss in the regions of interest and

12 Mev for the 21-cm radiation. The errors are large

and we must allow an uncertainty of a factor of ten

each way in the value for the field strength. Despite this

large uncertainty, the result is of interest because the
method used is the most direct one available for mea-

suring the field strength. The range obtained agrees

with what was previously suspected for the field strength
from other considerations.

When the present investigation was begun, the pre-

viously determined size information, although sketchy,

proved to be very useful in deciding what sort of mea-

surements to make. In the same way, future observations

with high resolution will be guided by what is now

known about the source. In order to visualize this point,

see Fig. lO, for example. Here we have a contour dia-

gram of the visibility function for the Stokes parameter

Q as predicted from Fig. 8, assuming a dipole magnetic

field. The baseline components s_ and sy are measured

along the major and minor axes of the source, respec-

tively. The heavy straight lines show the baselines used

in the present study. This visibility funetitm is almost
what is obtained with crossed feed horns with the

E-vectors at 45" on either side of the equatorial direction.

However, because of the existence of some circular po-

larization, the nulls will, in general, be filled in a bit and

the phase differences will not be exactly 180" when this
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Fig. 10. A contour diagram of the two-dimensional visibility function for the Stokes parameter Q, as predicted

from Fig. 8, assuming a dipole magnetic field. The baseline components sx and sy are measured

along the major and minor axes of the source, respectively. The normalization is

such that the contour at the origin is 1.0.
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horn combination is used. Future observations in which

the baseline range cuts the diagram in other ways will

yield new information. It appears, for example, that it

would be valuable to use large north-south baselines

and track over a large hour angle range. Any deviations

from this diagram will enable one to improve the details

of the distribution shown in Fig. 8. The corresponding

visibility functions for other horn combinations also have

regions of special interest when plotted in the manner of

Fig. 10.
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THEORY OF THE JOVIAN STRUCTURE

JamesW. Warwick

University of Colorado

Boulder, Colorado

As J. N. Douglas puts it, "theory and observations

[of Jupiter's decametric emission] are . . . difficult to

compare.., because of the great complexity of the ob-

servational problem." In one hour's time, I can't hope to

do justice to all the facets of Jupiter radio structure.

Furthermore, I'm not quite sure what meaning we can

place on "theory" in this context, where we are at present,

and are likely to be for a long time to come, far from

a deductive formalism based on simple physical premises.

Rather than even attempt that sort of thing, I've tried

to organize my remarks around my own! appraisal of the
quality of the largely heterogeneous facts now available

about Jupiter's radio phenomena. We can have great

confidence concerning quite a few observations and
derivative "theoretical" conclusions. Other data are still

not completely confirmed, and some deductions are, as

well, not unassailable. Finally, some results are, to a

greater or lesser extent, extrapolations at present. Beyond

that, I will conclude by commenting on a number of

studies that may suggest fruitful researches to come.

Often I will have to mention decimetric radio emission

as well as decametric radio emission. These are mouthfuls

in which so much has the same flavor that you might not

quickly sense the difference. To distinguish them sharply,

I am going henceforth to refer to them as DIM and DAM

respectively.

I. Well-Established Phenomenology

With supreme confidence we know that Jupiter has a

magnetic field; equally confidently, we assert that

Jupiter's field is not that of a centrally located dipole, nor

even azimuthally symmetric (e.g., poloidal). The rotation

rate of this field is close to System II, and defines a radio

period and longitude scale, called System III (19_
the period is 9h55m29.'4. This value (actually with

instead of 29.4 sec) is the conventional one adopted by

radio astronomers for ephemerides, and corresponds to

the average over the decade 1950 to 1960.

There is energetic particle "radiation" trapped within

the magnetic field.

The satellite Io, at 6R z_, interacts observably with
DAM.

DIM is produced by synchrotron emission from highly

relativistic trapped electrons.
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DAM is coherent emission produced either by bundles

of particles or through interactions of nonelectromagnetie

waves that produce electromagnetic waves. The emission

source is small, less than 5 seconds of arc.

DAM lies below about 40 Me/see; its lower spectral

limit is certainly no higher than 4.8 Me/see, and may be

much lower. Its flux roughly parallels the increase of

galactic noise towards low frequencies. The speetnma

can be broadband, often with a sharp high-frequency

cutoff; especially above 15 Me/see it is frequently

narrowband, with bandwidths of only a few per cent

of the central frequency. At high DAM frequencies the

_ ._an is characteristic of the radio longitude at central
passage (Xnr-CMP), and to a lesser extent, of

the aspect of Io in its orbit. Positive spectral drifts tend

to occur in the range of 0 to 180", and negative ones from
180 to 360*.

DAM is fight-handed elliptical at all )tm-CMP. This
holds above 15 Me/see; below 15 Me/see, DAM becomes

left-handed in the range of 300 to 120" (the early part of

the early source) and right-handed the rest of the way.

DAM contains very little randomly polarized component

(< 10%).

DAM occurrences fall in peaks at XIxr-42MP values

near 130, 240, and 300 ° . Another peak appears in dynamic

spectra from 050*. These peaks are narrow in longitude,

spanning perhaps 40* between half-intensity points (for

the peak at 240*). Spectral structure indicates still

narrower peaks, less than 10 or 20* broad.

DAM shows terrestrial quasi-longitudinal (QL)

Faraday effect. The fact that a similar Faraday effect at
Jupiter lies unobserved below the low threshold of de-

tection sets limits on the region of generation and/or the

mode of propagation of the radiation at Jupiter. DAM
shows burst-like time variations reminiscent of

radio star scintillations. Customarily there ap-

pear 1- to lO-sec bursts (decasecond bursts), but occa-

sional millisecond bursts are recorded, and, especially

at superior conjunction, deeaminute bursts.

We must assume that whenever Jupiter's magnetic

pole swings past Io there is DAM in both sources,

inasmuch as during these times DAM is then practically

a certainty, in both the early and main sources (i.e., 130

and 240* Xur-CMP). It would be incredible to assert that

Io creates whatever instability process leads to DAM

only when Io and Jupiter face, so to speak, the Earth.
Furthermore, there is no real reason to suppose that the

slightly tilted moment should be nodded towards Io for

the instability to occur. The instability must continuously

be generated as Io moves around Jupiter.

The X_Ir-CMP range associated with Io is broader by a

factor of 4:1 than the range of Io's position over which

Io is effective. The Io mechanism, by strong implication,

generates a sheet of emission, rather than pencils of

emission. This sheet wraps around Jupiter in longitude,

but covers only a narrow range in latitude. That is, it is
not a thick sheet, or we would see continuous emission

from early through main sources. In other words, the

steady Io effect leads to emission falling in general above

or below the ecliptic direction containing the Earth.

Within the global pattern there exists a subtle, but

definite, fine structure of emission in longitude and

frequency, which depends sensitively on the position of

Io. This is shown both by sequential dynamic spectra

with Io longitude as the parameter, and by comparison

of the contour plots of DAM occurrence on Io-Xm coor-

dinates. These plots, for data at single frequency, char-

acteristically exhibit lanes that can be described as the

locus of a point moving in real time across the Io--)q.

pla_ae. These lanes do not appear on similar plots of

dynamic spectral data.

II. Strong Conclusions

A very strong, but not rigorous, ease can be made for

the assertion that at high frequendes DAM originates in

and near Jupiter's ionosphere. The argument is similar

in character to, but stronger than, the arguments in the

original literature, which were based on the narrow peaks

in the DAM profile. The permanent dynamic spectrum

describes emission oc_mng repeatedly at the same

frequency and ),ur-CMP. The available parameter to

provide the necessary stability would be the magnetic

field. However, the magnetosphere lines of force cover a

great range of field strength and direction, At Jupiter's

surface the field has a unique and nearly permanent

value at a given zenographic position.

A further argument tending to confirm this analysis

is the change in DAM polarization to right-handed

elliptical, at all Xur-CMP, for high enough frequencies.

The frequency of DAM is the electron gyrofrequency
_0ge for similar reasons. The electron gyrofrequency is

well-defined, must play a prominent role in plasmas

undoubtedly involved in DIM and DAM, and is perma-

nent_ that is, independent of plasma density. Harmonies

or subharmonics of o,ge are not involved.
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DAM data from Arecibo showed a few cases (out of a

total of 19) where right-handed and left-handed waves

alternated with each other as a function of frequency

(and time as well). The right-handed waves showed

stronger fringes than the left-handed ones. Also, simul-
taneous observations with a rotating linear antenna dis-

closed the characteristic terrestrial Faraday effect. The

effect can be synthesized if we assume DAM propagates

in a region where the magneto-ionic modes are substan-

tially elliptical (NB, not linear). When the wave fre-

quency o_>>o, ge (Y<<I), as for these waves in our

ionosphere, the modes are either circular (QL case) or

linear, the quasi-transverse (QT) case. The transition

region is very thin, and, furthermore, QT is restricted

(on our nights at Arecibo), to within a few minutes of arc

of the perpendicular to the lines of force. Elliptical

modes at Jupiter must in general represent an extremely

specialized angular relation to the lines of force. Just the

fact of elliptical radiation carries the same implication.

On the other hand, if ,o_0ge (Y_I), QT and QL are

not restrictive, nor especially significant. There is a broad

region over which the ellipticity changes gently. I pro-

pose to call the resulting Faraday effect the Y- One effect.

DIM is consistent with a poloidal field; the source is

3 times wider in the equatorial than in the polar direc-

tion. There are no links or sharp discontinuities in DIM's

profile in longitude.

For DAM, the asymmetries are more pronounced; for

example, the radiation is right-handed at all longitudes,

and has a one-peaked occurrence histogram in longitude.

My argument for a dipole field, whose source was dis-

placed from Jupiter's center, depended on the wide

longitude range through which the dynamic spectrum

exhibits a consistent drift pattern, first positive, then

negative, and spanning ranges of as much as 100" of
),m-CMP.

Rather than conclude now on a displaced dipole, I

think it is more rigorous to conclude merely that the data

show a nearly axisymmetric field, e.g., a poloidal field,

for which the dipole is only one of many cases (see the
discussion under Section V).

DAM must be sharply directive, if the longitude profile

is so finely determined by the dynamic spectrum. The

plasma cutoff beaming discussed ten years ago does not

appear effective; instead, we are dealing with the

electromagnetic generation mechanism, including espe-

cially the coherence properties of the source. Two special

directions lie naturally at hand. They are the equatorial

plane of the field and the field direction itself. With a

poloidal field, equatorially beamed radiation must propa-

gate into a wide longitude range. If there is a slight

tilting or distortion of the field, as Jupiter rotates the

equatorial sheet will cross the direction of the Earth and

be visible for a moment whose duration depends on the

angular width of the sheet in the co-latitude direction

and on the angle between the local field and the rotation

axis of Jupiter. For example, if the field line were parallel

to Jupiter's rotation axis, and if it lay in the plane of the

sky, we'd see the emission for > 180" of longitude.

If we assume that a typical angle between

rotation directions is 10", and that the range of

for which a given point is visible is 10" also, the emission
must have been beamed into a sheet of width 10" sin

10" _ 2*. In other words, equatorial emission stresses an

extremely narrow beaming.

It may be easier to explain the beaming effect along

the field lines, where the pencil of radiation would cover
10", instead of 2*.

DAM must involve two physical processes, generation

of the phenomena-particles or waves-that excite the

electromagnetic radiation, and secondly, the wave excita-
tion itself. The existence of the Io effect reinforces this

argument.

Most dynamic spectra made with sufficient resolution

show the QL-Faraday effect, but do not show the Y- One

Faraday effect. Instead, the right-handed and left-

handed channels show fringes that coincide in frequency.

The effect may be generated through interaction of direct

and reflected modes at Jupiter. It is not an antenna mis-

match or local ground reflection effect.

III. Somewhat Hypothetical Conclusions

While Io certainly creates a disturbance in

magnetosphere, the detailed type will depend on un-

known parameters, such as Io's conductivity, possession

of insulating surface material (if any), and inherent

magnetism, and the long-term properties of Jupiter's

field. (Does it reverse? How rapidly?)

Io, one will hazard, does not have a fluid core. Its field

comes to it rather through a diffusion process such as

described for the Moon by Gold. With the same constants

as Gold used, we conclude, as he did, on a diffusion time

constant of a few years. If Jupiter's field variations are

only small-scale ones over periods like those in which
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the Red Spot rotation varies, then we ought to conclude

that Io moves in a region of nearly constant field strength

and direction. (Almost certainly it lies within Jupiter's

magnetosphere.) A major problem is to establish the size

and shape of this equilibrium field.

The observed DIM lies within 3Rzf of Jupiter. My

estimate of the magnetic moment of Jupiter sets the

value of the field there at about 1/2 gauss, correspond-

ing to a gyrofrequency of about 1 Me/sec. This may be
the lower limit of DAM. Observational confirmation

would be important.

Io lies on dipole field lines that intersect Jupiter's

at high magnetic latitudes, >70*. The fact that Io

DAM at 90 and 240", Io longitude, suggests

that the centroid of the active lines of force lies nearly

in the plane of the sky. If the emission occurs equa-

torially, this geometry may be plausible. If the emission

propagates along the lines of force, it will not be ob-
served on the Earth. In the latter case, we should assume

that somehow the excitation moves from the high L-shell

containing Io to a lower one more likely to emit towards

the Earth. In other words, sharp L-shell crossing may be

involved (see Section V below).

One of the merits of the displaced dipole theory is that

it predicts 0.5 gauss in the DIM source. If we had a

strong higher-order pole, then DIM's field might turn out

to be much less. The theory of DIM is, however, suffi-

ciently open at present to allow considerable latitude

of this type.

Another merit of the displaced dipole model is the fact

that, with a southern displacement, it gives qualitatively

the right kind of asymmetry shown by the polarization

profile of DIM. Quantitative results still await computa-

tious based on DIM's brightness distribution_ etc.

However, there is a tendency for the centroid to ap-

pff_placed, in the average around all longitudes,

the south. This tends to emphasize the physical

distortion. This is a result of the displacement of the near

side belt emission towards the south, when the dipole is

tipped towards us at clockwise cross-over, and towards
the north at 180" later. Since less of the far side emission

is occulted at clockwise cross-over than at counterclock-

wise cross-over, the average effect is to shift the emission
centroid towards the south.

Near-side belt emission shifts towards the north when

the dipole's north end is tipped towards us (clockwise

crossover), and towards the south 180" later. Since more

far-side emission is occulted at clockwise crossover, the

average effect is to shift the apparent eentroid
northwards.

Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto move in orbits farther

from Jupiter, but perhaps still within the magnetosphere.

They are dynamically a unit, linked by strong perturba-
tions that include Io. The Io effect extends at least as far

back as 1956. In the High Altitude Observatory at
Boulder we have not found effects from the other Galilean

satellites.

That such effects may occur is reasonable and may

eventually clarify some important points, for example,

concerning L-shell drifts. Because the Io effect is so

slron_, a cautious, long-term analysis will be required.

Io affects a wide longitude range of )_nr-CMP values.

At the same time, Io must lie within a much narrower

longitude range (by three or four to one; this is not an
effect of the 4:1 ratio of Pio to PIH!). Io's influence from

time to time can cover different longitudes than it occu-

pies itself. Gradient drifts of electrons (proportional to

B × AB), are only a few cm see -1 at Io, and are wholly

inadequate to explain the effect. Does Io distort the field

over a 40* range of its orbit? If it did, we would hardly

find that it influenced DAM only within a 10" range.

In Boulder, we have again observed steady, low-

frequency emission (below _20 Mc/sec) this summer.

In 1960 we reported similar emissions, but we had not
seen them since. Is this a broad source, not sensitive to

scintillation phenomena?

IV. Suggestions For Further Studies

Important questions on the variation of rotation rates

of DAM have recently been discussed. It is now impor-

tant to relate these questions to the rate of DIM as well.

DAM surely slowed, by about a second, in the early
I960"s, and is now back almost to where it was before.

DIM's rate has been reported now by several workers.

These data need systematic intercomparison to establish

differences, if any, between DIM and DAM rotation.

Suppose that DAM originates in a quadrupole com-

ponent of Jupiter's field, and DIM in a dipole. We

shouldn't assume that their rotation rates will vary

identically.

Our Arecibo data are beautiful to behold, but on three

occasions were made with perhaps one order of magni-

tude too slow a sweep rate. It is important to repeat this

experiment with good sensitivity, complete polarimetry,

a broader sweep range, and a 1-msec sweep rate.
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Low-frequency data, to establish the lower cutoff
value, should be made from the Moon, eventually, or by

satellite. They should extend below 1 Mc/sec, should

have positive identification, and should include polariza-
tion.

Jupiter flyby data become of highest solar system

priority, it seems to me. They should measure the dipole

field strength, the trapped spectrum, and Io's perturba-

tion of the magnetosphere.

For DIM the clear essentials now are high-resolution

observations made in real time with pencil beams, in-

cluding full determinations of the polarization. If we

start immediately, we may have these data in 10 years.

V. Speculative Discussion

The deeasecond bursts are very likely produced from

originally smooth radiation, perhaps the decaminute

structures, through a scintillation mechanism in the space

between Jupiter and our receivers.

Direct source-size measures of DAM show it to lie in

the range of 5 to 15 seconds of arc, the apparent size of a

source already broadened through scintillations. The few

degrees width of the dynamic spectra can be translated

into a source size, a 10" source subtending about
4 seconds of arc at CMP.

With this size of source, TB for DAM is 1013 to 101'*K;

10S-ev electrons, the most energetic perhaps to be found

in the DIM source, correspond to only 1012"K. DAM

therefore is highly collimated and highly intense, and

must be coherently excited. Further evidence in this
direction comes from its narrow bandwidth and its fixed

spectrum and polarization.

The millisecond bursts pose a puzzle, unless they mea-

sure the basic instability time of the electromagnetic

generator or exciter generator. However, not many DAM

events have millisecond structure, which implies that the

majority of DAM does not consist of overlapping myriads
of these short bursts. The millisecond bursts are so

intense that, with their short duty cycle taken into

account, they still have the same average power as the

longer bursts.

Suppose the basic exciter fluctuates on a decaminute

scale, corresponding to the superior conjunction data.

The decasecond bursts are produced by scintillation

effects. The millisecond bursts, we shall assume, are pro-

duced when coherent excitation of a large area of the

planet takes place. The speed of the bursts then measures

the angular spacing between the "side lobes," so to speak,

of a gigantic natural antenna near the surface of Jupiter.
Its dimensions are measured in thousands of kilometers.

(Fortunately, they are not bigger than Jupiter itself.)

The Y-One effect seems to have appeared only on

these millisecond burst records. The present explanation

for the bursts offers a natural reason why this is so. A

Faraday effect at Jupiter, which involves 10,000 km aeross

the planet's face, requires a constant radiofrequeney

phase over this large an area. If the phase were not
coherent, then different parts of the wave front would

suffer different Faraday effects, not in average
rotation so much as in exact phase of rotation at a

frequency. This would destroy the effect we observe.

My final remarks concern magnetic field asymmetries.

I have argued for a displaced dipole model of the field

and tried to show just how the observations might fit
such a model. The DIM measurements made at present

do not yet, in my opinion, disprove the model, as I men-
tioned earlier. Time will, I hope, eventually give us

definitive answers.

The spirit I had in mind in advancing the model was
that since DIM and DAM suggest a dipole, we should

work hard with a dipole model, all the more so since this

represents the simplest field that nature can produce.

In fact, as I also mentioned earlier, the evidence bears

really on a poloidal field, that is, a field that is azi-

muthally symmetric in some modest approximation.

Going to more complicated matters, we might introduce

on top of our dipole a certain amount of axisymmetric

quadrupole. Beyond that, we have the horror of unsym-

metric quadrupoles, and even still higher poles, which I

shall not contemplate at all.

An axisymmetric quadrupole will have lines of force

like this:

NORTH

Co- 
SOUTH
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which are to be added to dipole lines of force like this:

NORTH

SOUTH

I have labeled North and South on both diagrams to

indicate the positions I will give these poles to repres6mt

Jupiter. For the indicated orientations, the total field will

b%I£1atively weak in the north and strong in the south

(i_e quadrupole is sufficiently small), while the
een-'ff'oid of DIM, which depends sensitively on field

strength, should be shifted south by a small amount. This

then should represent the displaced dipole picture, but

in terms of central multipole fields.

The detailed structure of the total field has some

curious features worth mentioning here. Suppose that the

quadrnpole is strong enough so that at or near Jupiter's

surface, quadrupole and dipole are in a rough balance

with one another. This will occur, of course, only within

a thin stratum. Along the northern polar axis there will

oozur a zero of the field, which is a singular point (see

Fig. 11). The lines of force avoid this singularity and

concentrate instead into a belt lying in equatorial lati-

tudes. This would give an alternative to the L-shell drifts
I mentioned earlier.

I have prepared this review not for publication as a

formal paper, but just as a verbal report to be given at

this conference. The style at times is therefore quite

CENTEF

NEUTRAL

POINT
(AT 3/2)

Fig. 11. Lines of force, dipole plus axisymmetric and

parallel quadrupole (the unit of distance is the ratio

of quadrupole to dipole moment strengths)

informal, and the argumentation often suggestive. Also,
as is appropriate to a paper read under these circum-

stances, I have not included a bibliography. Many people

have made the researches that I have summarily reported

here. Finally, I would like to single out my own two

immediate co-workers, Mark Gordon and George Dulk,

whose efforts underlie much of my report, and who have

been a source of continuing inspiration to me.
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JOVIAN ROTATION PERIODS AND THE ORIGIN OF THE DECAMETRIC

BURST STRUCTURE*

Alex G. Smith, G. R. Lebo, C. N. Olsson,

W. F. Block,** N. F. Six,t and T. D. Carr

University of Florida

Gainesville, Florida

I. Rotational Periods

Considerable interest was aroused by the discovery

that Jupiter's decametric sources had increased their

apparent period of rotation near 1960 (Douglas and

Smith, 1963). This interest was heightened when one of

us (A.G.S.) called attention to the fact that a similar

change had occurred slightly earlier in the period of the

Great Red Spot (Smith, 1964; Smith et al., 1965). Because
most theories of the radio sources link them to the

planetary magnetic field, and thus by presumption to

Jupiter's core, such changes are of obvious significance in

formulating models of the planet.

For example, Hide proposes that the Red Spot is the

visual manifestation of a hydrodynamic vortex or

"Taylor column" generated by the slippage of Jupiter's

atmosphere over an irregularity in the mantle (Hide,

*Sponsored by the National Science Foundation, the Army Re-

search Office (Durham), the Office of Naval Research, and the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

**Now at Florida Presbyterian College, St. Petersburg.

tNow with the Brown Engineering Co., Huntsville, Alabama.

1963). To account for the pronounced long-term varia-

tions in the Spot's period of rotation (Fig. 12), Hide sug-

gests that the core and the mantle undergo opposed

torsional oscillations. Clearly this would lead one to

suspect that changes in the radio period and the Red Spot

period should be in opposite directions, a prediction not

borne out by our earlier investigations. Recently Runcorn

(1965) and Dulk (1965) questioned this finding, claiming

from optically derived rotational periods that the period

of the Red Spot had in fact altered in the opposite

from that of the radio sources. It is the purpose

present note to re-examine this important point more

critically.

To establish long-range perspective, note in Fig. 12

that during the past 134 years the Red Spot has oscillated

more than __+600* in the most favorable longitude sys-

tem that can be devised, reflecting fluctuations of as

much as 17 sec in its rotational period. The accelerations

of current interest appear only as an almost impercepti-

ble "wiggle" at the upper end of this long-term curve.

When we turn to the other extreme, Fig. 13 presents a

very short-term picture of the Spot's motion. Evidently
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Fig. 12. Long-term oscillations in the longitude of the Great Red Spot (updated from Peek, 1958).
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Rg. 13. Short-term accelerations of the Great Red Spot (after Reese and Solberg, 1965). These

photographic measurements are probably the most accurate yet available.
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the Spot is subject to rapid accelerations that can produce

six "periods" differing by as much as 8 seconds, all within
a span of 7 months. There is visual evidence (Peek, 1958)

that such accelerations can be caused by temporary
interactions with other atmospheric features, which is to

say that these accelerations may well be superimposed

on a long-term drift of entirely different origin. Pre-
sumably it is this long-term drift that would be of interest
to radio observers, rather than the brief meteorological

effects.

Figure 13 illustrates the hazard associated with accept-

ing an instantaneous "period" as representative of the

Spot's motion over even a moderate interval of time.

(Perhaps some of the recent questions have arisen

through a tendency to confuse the behavior of the first

derivative with that of the function itself!) We have felt

that a sounder approach is that of systematically plotting

the longitude of the Spot from the best available data,

DATE

1965.0

1955.0

1945.0

MOTION OF

T=9 h 5 5m 41 .s I 15------_
RED SPOT

T=9h 55m42

_-'-T = 9 h 55 m4 IS.550

PERIOD OF SYSTEM Tr"

T= 9 h 55m40 .=632

150" 200* 250 ° 300* :560* 50*

LONGITUDE, SYSTEM Tr

Fig. 14. Recent movements of the Red Spot in System II

coordinates. The points through 1952 are from Peek

(1958); the remainder are from W. E. Fox; E. J. Reese?

Reese and Solberg; P. W. Budine; H. P. Squyres

and Reese; and Reese and R. G. Brooke. In

a number of instances the later points

represent weighted averages from

several different references.

as in Fig. 14. Such a plot can be compared directly with
the motions of the radio sources; or if desired, average

periods can be derived for intervals long enough to per-

mit meaningful comparison with the radio observations, a

Notice that the pertinent part of Fig. 14 can be approxi-

mated by three periods, with breaks near 1959 and 1962.

Figure 15a shows the Red Spot data since 1945 re-

plotted in a special longitude system rotating at the mean

period of the interval 1945-1958. Here the breaks near

1959 and 1962 are more conspicuous. For comparison,

the location of the principal radio source, A, is shown in

Fig. 15b in System III coordinates. The increase in the

Red Spot period near 1959 was followed rather closely

by a similar increase in the radio period. HowevQe

abrupt decrease in the Red Spot period in 1962 doer"not

ZThe deviation ±T of the period from System II is given by

AT = 0.1124 _k see, where _ is the drift in degrees per year in

System II coordinates (Smith, 1964; Smith et al., 1965).

(o) (b)

DATE RED SPOT RADIO SOURCI_ A (18MC/SEC)
' I i i I ' , i ,

1965.C

1960.0

1955.0

o

o

1950.0 -
0

0

o_

5.4 /Y R._

(-0.'603)

(+0":7981

0

)

o

o

' o

(LONGITUDES AT

OPPOSITION)

o

1945.0

200 °

l,--o-

,-8-,

_YR.

--0...--I

,,----I

(WHOLE APPARITION

MERGED- STATION

DATA EXCEPT POINT

FOR 1965.19)

220* 240 ° 220* 240* 260* 280*

SPECIAL LONGITUDE LONGITUDE, SYSTEM Trr (1957)

SYSTEM WITH T_r=9 h 55m29s35

TRs = 9 h 55 m 41.S530

Fig. 15. A comparison of Red Spot drift with the drift of

_the principal radio source. The radio data for 1951

are those of C. A. Shain, while the data for 1955

are from K. L. Franklin and B. F. Burke.

The remainder of the radio data are

from the University of Florida.
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1966.0 i , i i 1 i

DRIFT OF SOURCE A IN SYSTEM TIT
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,965. bp/ 
1964.C •
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1962.(?

:. F,A.
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1961.0 // = CHILEJ
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1960.0 I | I I I I

210 220 ° 230 = 240 ° 250" 260 ° 270 ° 280"

LONGITUDE, SYSTEM TIT

Fig. 16. Drift of source A based on partial-apparitlon histograms. Point "a" is given low weight because

of poor statistics in the data; there is no obvious explanation for the unusually lane
deviation of point "b."

seem to be reflected in any significant change in the

subsequent motion of the radio source. The radio points

in Fig. 15b are derived from statistical analyses of entire

apparitions. Fig. 16 shows the results of a study in which
the radio data were broken down into shorter intervals

of time; there is no convineing evidence of short-term

drifts exceeding the scatter of the points.

While the preceding work was based on the 18-Me/sec
observations, which are the most numerous and most

reliable, similar investigations have been made at several

other frequencies. Fig. 17 shows the mean rate of drift

of source A in System III coordinates for 15, 18, 22.2, and

2_rlc/sec. The solid curve is based on least-squares

solll_ons for all data up to 1965, while the dashed curve

was derived earlier from visual fitting of a smaller
quantity of data. In both cases there is evidence that the

observed source drift is frequency-dependent, implying

that the drift may be a virtual effect, perhaps related to

the mechanism of escape of the radiation.

II. Origin of the Burst Structure

We now turn to a different investigation, aimed at

throwing light on the origin of the well-known burst

structure in the Jovian deeametrie radiation. Since the

earliest observations there has been evidence of a strong

ionospheric influence (Gardner and Shain, 1958; Smith

et al., 1960) and some workers have even attributed the

entire burst structure to the local ionosphere. We have

now compared the Jovian radiation with scintillation

phenomena known to be local in origin-in this case,

signals from radio stars and from the S-66 beacon satel-

lite. A Jovian "pulse character," C, was defined in such a

way that C = 1 corresponds to very long pulses

(duration _ 10 see), C = 2 to normal pulses (duration

,_ 0.5 see), and C = 3 to the rapid "spitting" pulses

(duration _ millisee). A comparable index, S, was de-

fined for the S-66 data: S = 0 corresponds to no scintilla-

tion, while S = 2 represents scintillation strong enough

to obliterate the normal periodic modulation due to

Faraday rotation. Comparisons were also made with the

radio star data of Hewish (1952) and of Koster and

Wright (1963).

Figure 18 shows the usual diurnal variation of radio

star and satellite scintillation. On the other hand, the

Jovian index follows no sueh trend. In other studies,

C failed to display the normal seasonal and zenith angle
effects found in the S-66 and radio star data. The most

direct comparison involved simultaneous 20-Me/see ob-

servations of Jupiter and S-66 when the two were near

appulse; Fig 19 shows that once more C and S appear to

be uncorrelated. All of these comparisons suggest that
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Jovian pulse character is not determined by the same
factors that control the scintillation of satellite and radio

star signals. This conclusion is consistent with the sug-
gestion of Douglas (1965) that the pulses are formed in

interplanetary space. However, it is important to note
that our study shows for the one year thus far analyzed
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Fig. 19. Comparison of Jovian pulse character C
S-66 scintillation index S near appulse,

October 1964-June 1965

a marked dependence of C on System III longitude

(Fig. 20). The principal effect is a tendency for the milli-
second pulses to occur when source B is on the central
meridian.

On the assumption that these pulses originate at

Jupiter, an effort is being made to determine the mean
electron density of the intervening interplanetary medium
by measuring the delay in arrival time between two
frequencies 200 kc apart at 18 Mc/sec. The initial result
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of 23 electrons/cm s is dearly high in comparison with

other methods. It is possible that a substantial part of

this dispersion occurs as the radiation escapes along ion

ducts in the Jovian magnetosphere.

We are indebted to W. A. Morton for most of the S-66

observations. R. Hayward and J. May contributed to the

Jupiter data, while W. W. Richardson and H. W.

Schrader prepared the figures.
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THE EFFECT OF IO ON THE RADIO

EMISSION OF JUPITER

George A. Dulk
University of Colorado

Boulder, Colorado

I will discuss Io's effect in somewhat more detail and

present some ideas on how Io could exert its effect. This
will then serve as a basis for further discussion by

Dr. Davis and Dr. Field.

Io seems to induce about 50% of the radio emission at

high decameter frequencies (16 to 40 Mc/sec) and almost

90% of the emission above 35 Mc/sec. That is, 50% of
the 16- to 40-Mc/sec emission occurs when Io is within

-+-20* of either of two favorable points in its orbit. The

emission probability approaches 100% when Io's position

and Jupiter's longitude are simultaneously favorable. I

will not discuss the emission that occurs independently

of Io's position.

The geometry of the emission pattern is important to

the interpretation of the Io effect. The emission seems

to leave Jupiter's vicinity in two cones. As is shown in

Fig. 21, one cone is centered 90* to one side of Io, and
the other cone is centered 60* to the other side of Io.

As we heard this morning, the Jupiter longitude

Xlzz = 200* contains the north end of Jupiter's tilted

magnetic dipole. That longitude is important in the Io
effect. We now consider what occurs ff we take the point

of view of an observer on Io and watch Jupiter rotate:

When the 200* meridian reaches a position 90* ahead

of Io (labeled "a" in Fig. 21), 4th source emission begins

in the early and 4th source cone. Slightly later, main
source emission begins in the other cone. Emission then

goes simultaneously into the two cones until the

200* meridian approaches a position 90* behind Io

(labeled "o") and then it ceases. Positions of the_ll_°
meridian when there is maximum emission proballlRy

for the four sources are labeled in Fig. 21. (Because of

the low frequency of 3rd and 4th source emission and the
existence of interference, emission from these sources is

seen on spectrograph records less often than is main and

early source emission. It remains possible that 3rd
and 4th source emission occurs each time that conditions

are favorable.)

The sequence just described recurs every 13 hours as

Jupiter rotates under Io. There is no corresponding
emission associated with the opposite (20*) meridian of

Jupiter.
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EARLY

3 b

EARLY AND 4TH SOURCECONE

Fig. 21. Emission pattern of Io-related emission from the

four sources as seen by an observer on Io. Fourth

source radiation starts when, as Jupiter rotates, the

200 ° meridian reaches "'a;" the radiation reaches
its peak when the 200 ° meridian is near "4,"

and ends when the 200 ° meridian is near

"main." Main source emission begins when

the 200 ° meridian is near "'4," reaches

its peak near "main," and ends near

"'early." Similar sequences occur

for the early and third sources.
Emission ceases when the 200 °

meridian reaches "b."

More details of geometry and spectrum of main and

early source emission are shown in Fig. 22, again from

the point of view of an observer on Io. In Fig. 22, _ is the

angle from the Jupiter-Io line to the direction of

emission, and a is the angle from the Jupiter-Io line to

the 200* meridian (labeled "magnetic axis"). The spee-
trurn of emission into the two cones is shown for values

of a between -60 ° and +60". Note that the direction of

the emission cones as seen by our observer on Io is fixed,

even though Jupiter rotates by 70*. This indicates that

the direction of the emission cones is controlled by Io,

but since the speebxtm changes considerably as Jupiter

rotates, the spectrum is controlled by conditions on or

near Jupiter.

Now I turn to means by which Io may exert influence

on the decameter emission. I will list a few parameters
important to the discussion:

.

.

,

Io has a circular orbit at 6 R z_ in the equatorial
plane of Jupiter, and hence is nearly in the

ecliptic plane (within 3.5*). Io's period is approxi-

mately 42 hours and Jupiter's rotational period is
approximately 10 hours.

The sunward boundary of Jupiter's magnetosphere

is somewhere near 50 R z_, so that Io is well inside.

In Io's vicinity, B _ 0.1 gauss, the Alfv_n velocity

is = 101° em/sec, Io's velocity is _ 50 kin/see rela-

tive to the field lines of Jupiter, and the particle

drift velocity is = 1 m/see.

Several means have been suggested by which Io might
influence the radio emission:

.

.

Io distorts Jupiter's field lines in its vicinity, thus

disturbing the orbits of particles trapped on these

field lines and causing them to precipitate into

Jupiter's ionosphere or atmosphere, where they

generate the radio emission. The radio emission is
beamed into a cenical sheet and is observed at the

Earth only where the sheet intersects the ecliptic.

Io would affect a larger volume of space ff it had its

own magnetic field, the existence of which seems

unlikely, but judging from results presented at the

lunar sessions of this conference, not impossible.

A difficulty of this explanation lies in the tight
binding of particles to the local field lines, so that

it may be difficult to continually resupply the

depleted field lines near Io. J. W. Warwick has cal-

culated that large regions of the magnetosphere

must be replenished every 6 min during a radio

event lasting a few hours.

Shock waves emanate from Io and disturb trapped

particle orbits in regions remote from Io. This

mechanism was suggested by James Witting, who

considered the hydromagnetic wave velocity as it

varies with direction in the magnetic field. Despite
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Fig. 22. The permanent spectrum of emission into the emission cone for Io-related early and main source

emission as Jupiter rotates under Io. The spectrum of emission of each source is shown as a function of

(the angle between the Io-Jupiter line and the direction of emission) for five different values of

(the angle between the Io-Jupiter line and the 200 ° meridian of Jupiter). The frequency scale

for each spectrum runs from 10 to 40 Mc/sec, and the relative intensity is shown by shading.

.

,

Io's sub-Alfv_nic velocity, Witting found that shock

waves can propagate in some directions. G. R. A.

Ellis proposed a similar mechanism to bring Io's

effect to the central meridian, where, according to

his theory, the radiation is generated.

George Lebo and A. G. Smith proposed tidal effects

to explain Io's influence. Since Dr. Smith is here,

I will let him explain this mechanism if he desires.

Io might act to accelerate particles in its vicinity

rather than simply to disturb them. In a manner

similar to the one Gold suggested for the Moon, Io

may collect a magnetic tail by dragging out field

.

lines during its motion through Jupiter's field. Near

the end of the tail, a neutral point may exist where

magnetic field energy may be dissipated into

particle energy, which in turn goes partly into radio

energy. Adequate energy is available in the form of

Io's potential energy in its orbit.

Finally, an electric field may exist between Io and

Jupiter, which could accelerate particles as they

travel along field lines between the bodies. The

potential difference might be maintained by the

accumulation of protons at Io. Because of their

larger gyroradii, more protons than electrons would
collide with Io.
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COMMENTS ON THE DISCUSSION OF JUPITER*

Levereff Davis, Jr.

California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

This afternoon I would like to present a complete ex-

planation of all these interesting observations; but,

unfortunately, no matter how much I would like to, I do

not know how to do it. But the patterns that are begin-

ning to emerge, particularly those connecting the position
of the satellite Io with the decametric radio emission,

seem to be so full of information that it should not be

long before the basic mechanisms begin to be discovered.

To start the discussion, I would like to present yet

another way of organizing the data, although at present

it enables us only to ask questions, not answer them.

itially, it was natural to describe the phenomena as

from the Earth and to use coordinate systems based

on the position of the Earth and the Sun. But, as we have

just seen from Dr. Dulk's beautiful work, ff we look at

the decametric'radiation from the point of view of an

observer on Io as it moves in orbit around Jupiter, we

discover a very significant effect. The radiation in the

Jovian equatorial plane tends to be concentrated in direc-

tions that are either 90* ahead of the position of Io or
60* behind it. Whether or not radiation is emitted de-

pends also on the position of Jupiter's magnetic axis.

*This work has been supported in past by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration under Grant NsG 426.

Dr. Dulk has a beautiful diagram that shows this very

clearly. It contains all the geometric information and

even contains the spectral information. However, in its

frame of reference, Jupiter, with its eccentric magnetic

field and all its belts of trapped radiation, rotates. This

gives us a very complicated moving structure. It seems

better to take the point of view of a hypothetical inhabi-

tant of Jupiter and use a coordinate system in which

Jupiter and its basic magnetic field are stationary. In this

system a variety of things do move, but they are mostly

simple things that are relatively easy to keep track of.

In the first place, Io moves around in an essentially

circular equatorial orbit. We can think of this as a moving
source of excitation. The Earth also travels around,

making one revolution in about 12 hours, and slowly

scanning over a zone extending 3.5* on each side of the

equator. We can think of this as a means of sampling
the radiation emitted under all circumstances and in all

directions in this zone. But we display the statistical

results developed in this way in the Jovian reference

frame. We must not forget that there is one more thing

that moves rapidly in this coordinate system, and this is

the outermost part of Jupiter's magnetic field, its mag-

netopanse, magnetic taft, and bow shock. These axe

essentially stationary in a system oriented toward the

Sun, and they rotate in the Jovian system. Since
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the Earth is always nearly in the direction of the Sun, we

have no observational way of knowing whether this outer

structure affects the radiation pattern. However, this

outer structure should begin to be apparent only beyond

a distance of 25 to 30 Jupiter radii from the planet, and

since it appears very plausible that all the phenomena we

are considering originate well within 10 or 15 radii, this

complication can be ignored for the present.

Now consider Fig. 23, which is redrawn from one of

Dr. Dulk's figures to show how the main decametfic

radiation appears in this Jovian coordinate system. Let

4' be the angle from the plane containing Jupiter's mag-
netic axis around to the position of Io. As Io moves in its

orbit in the range from 4' = 300* (or -60") on around to

60* (it appears to move backward because Jupiter

rotates more rapidly than Io revolves), radiation is

emitted in the equatorial plane relatively infrequently.
But when Io comes to where 4' = +60", decametric

radiation is usually emitted in the equatorial plane in the

directions and over the frequency range indicated by

the spectrum labeled 4' = + 60*. As Io moves along to

4' = +40", the spectrum moves over to the position

correspondingly labeled. With continued motion of Io,
the radiation continues to be emitted about 60* ahead of

Io until 4' = 10", when radiation begins to appear 90*

behind Io as well as 60* ahead, the diagram showing two

regions marked 4' = 10". This double pattern slides

around with Io until after it passes 4' = 0"; but over the

range - 20" > 4' > - 60", radiation in the equatorial plane

is only found regularly 90* behind Io. Thus there is a
shift from radiation ahead of Io to radiation behind it.

Observations from the Earth let us cheek the e/
equatorial plane, but tell us nothing about radiatiotl_"l

directions well out of this plane, although presumably
there is radiation in some of these directions. The fact that

radiation is observed in two directions for 4' = 0 to 10"

suggests that it is emitted in a curved sheet that
connects the two observed directions. It can not be

Fig. 23. The permanent spectrum of emission into the emission cones as Io rotates around Jupiter. The spectra

of early and main source emissions are shown for eight different positions of Io, each spectrum showing the

direction of emission in the plane of the ecliptic with respect to Jupiter's System III and its magnetic

axis plane. The positions of Io are indicated by value of the angle 4'. The relative intensity of the

emission is shown by the shading, and the frequency range, on a scale running from 10 to

40 Mc/sec, is denoted by the radial extent of the shading.
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emitted in a complete cone more or less centered on Io

and moving continuously, perhaps northward and south-

ward as well as in longitude, since there would then be
either two or zero directions in which radiation could

be observed in the equatorial plane for most positions
of Io.

Since Io is dearly connected with the radiation, one

might think that the radiation is emitted from the neigh-

borhood of Io or from its wake in the magnetosphere. But

out at the Io orbit, six Jupiter radii from the center of the

planet, conditions should be reasonably uniform all

the way around Jupiter and it is difficult to see why

ra_ll_n is not emitted nearly as copiously from points
onlF back side of Jupiter or why, when it is beamed

into directions 60 or 90* away from the radius to Io,

it doesn't always appear on both sides when it appears

on one. Even a long wake does not appear to give an

obvious answer to these questions.

Alternatively, consider the possibility that the radiation

originates near the surface of the planet but only on the

feet of the lines of force that pass through Io, or through
a short section of its wake near Io. This model has a

number of attractive features already pointed out by

Dr. Warwick. Among other things, the radiation can now

take place in a region where the field is reasonably strong

and the radiation can be emitted at the cyclotron fre-

quency. Thus as Io moves around in the equatorial plane,

there will be a small radialSng spot, or perhaps two, one

in each hemisphere, moving around in the (magnetic)

polar regions. If Jupiter has a reasonably eccentric and

inclined dipole field, it is easy for phenomena to be quite

different at different longitudes and for the radiation to

come from only one hemisphere.

Now consider some questions that can be asked con-

cerning this model. Is the radiation produced in a narrow

,_., perhaps along the field lines, and do we see it only

the field lines are directed toward the Earth? Or
does the radiation start in this way but then get refracted

by the inhomogeneous magnetoaetive plasma? In either

case, the answer is likely to be "No," since it appears im-

probable that such a beam would be directed into the

equatorial plane so much of the time. The presence of

two beams when _ is near O* could be explained by

supposing that they originate in opposite hemispheres,

but it would still be very hard to explain the observed
directions.

Suppose next that the radiation is emitted nearly

normal to the field lines at a level relatively close to

Jupiter. When the source region is in the plane of sym-

metry containing the magnetic axis and the rotation axis,
the disk of directions normal to the field lines will not

be parallel to the equatorial plane. It will be more nearly

parallel to the surface just below, although tipped down
on the side away from the magnetic pole. Thus radiation

in the plane of symmetry will go out of the equatorial

plane and can not be observed at the Earth. But in the

directionsnormal to the plane of symmetry, the radiation

will be emitted roughly parallel to the equatorial plane

as observed. As Io moves around Jupiter, this emitting

disk moves around correspondingly. Why do we not

continue to see radiation in two directions in the equa-

torial plane? As Io moves away from the plane of sym-

metry, the emitting region tends to circle the magnetic

pole rather than Jupiter's spin axis. The geometry is
somewhat complicated, but when it is disentangled, one
finds that one of the two directions that are both normal

to the field direction and in the plane of the ecliptic now

passes through Jupiter. The remaining direction in which

radiation can escape and be detected at the Earth lies in

approximately the right direction. It is both on the proper

side of Io's position and, by a cancellation of various

disturbing factors, appears to move around more nearly
at the same rate as Io than would appear possible at first

glance. So this model does seem to explain some features
of the observations. The fact that the two beams in the

equatorial plane are separated by 150" rather than 180"

might be explained by refraction, or it might be that the
radiation is emitted in a shallow cone rather than a disk.

The fact that Io does not lie just halfway between the

two beams could be explained ff the excitation involves a

wake of Io in the more rapidly rotating Jovian magneto-

sphere.

Among the questions that still remain are whether one

or both polar regions are involved, and why no radiation

is emitted when Io is on the opposite side of Jupiter. It

may be that the eccentricity, tilt, and quadrupole terms
in the field could explain these features. Because of the

3.5* inclination of Jupiter's axis of rotation, the Earth

scans a zone 7* wide during the ll.8-year Jovian orbital

period. This could produce systematic changes in the

angle from Io to the beams of radiation observed at
the Earth. These changes could serve as a test of the

model ff it is not too difficult to disentangle them from

effects related to the solar cycle.

The main questions, of course, are "What is the mecha-
nism of radiation?" and 'ZVhat does Io do to the mag-

netic tubes of force that it passes through to produce the

radiation?" It has been suggested that the energetic

particles trapped on the magnetic L-shells may be
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involved, and the question has been raised whether diffu-

sion across the L-shells is rapid enough to replenish the

particles if they are used up or lost. The rate of diffusion

can well be large since it depends more on the amount

and kind of perturbations that are present than it does

on the drift velocity, which can be slow for the high field

strengths involved. If Jupiter has a nearly static field, the

diffusion is likely to be slow and it will be difficult to

maintain a high trapped-particle density if there is a

substantial loss rate. But if the field is frequently dis-

turbed by fluctuations in the density and velocity of the

solar wind, by fluctuations in conditions in Jupiter's

magnetic tail, by waves generated by the rotation of

Jupiter inside its magnetosphere, or by the irregularities

in the transition region between Jupiter's bow shock and

magnetopause, there may be enough perturbations to

produce substantial diffusion. In any case, Jupiter's

magnetosphere does not appear to be a particularly

quiet place and the possibility of a considerable amount

of diffusion seems quite plausible. I think that this prob-

lem should be turned over to those who study similar

phenomena in the Earth's magnetosphere, where we can

get more information on what is happening. It is a very

significant and important problem in both regions.

Let me make one last speculative comment in closing.

In its outer regions, Jupiter's magnetic field is certainly

swept back by the solar wind and there must be some

kind of enormous tail behind the magnetosphere that we

have heard discussed so much. It may not be hard to

arrange the geometry of the tail of a planet with a skew

magnetic axis so that the lines of force in the tail

close to those that make up the L-shell that

through Io's orbit on the front side. In this case one might

have a copious source in the electrons that come in from
the tail.
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George B. Field
University of California

Berkeley, California

The interaction of Io with Jupiter's magnetosphere has

been discussed by Dulk at this meeting. It appears to me
that a model in which the lines of force in the wake of

Io's motion are severely distorted from the vacuum field
is untenable, since such distortions could occur only by

virtue of currents in the medium. Such currents would

lead to forces that would modify the hypothetical distor-

tion very rapidly, at speeds approaching the Alfv_n speed

(several thousand kilometers per second). Since this

speed is far higher than the motion of Io with respect to

a large distortion could not persist in the steady

John Rather, a graduate student at Berkeley, has dis-
cussed with me some calculations he has made on the

simple assumption that the interaction is a direct one

resulting from the collisions of trapped particles with the

satellite. Because the bounce period for electrons is less

than the time for the satellite to move through its own

diameter, the lines of force intersecting Io are quickly

drained of electrons. In this way, a barrel-shaped shell at
about L = 6, whose radial width equals the diameter of

the satellite, is cleaned out in one revolution of Io in the

)tin coordinate system (which takes about 13 hours). If

the dipole field of Jupiter is eccentric, the width of the

shell is increased to twice the displacement of the dipole

in the equatorial plane of the planet, which may be as
much as 0.1 Rj.

The "moat" in the radiation belt that is thereby set up

would not appear to be of great interest for the decame-

ter problem unless we postulate that the energetic elec-

trons observed through their decimeter emission around

L = 3 in fact got there by crossing the moat from parts of

the radiation belt outside Io. That this may indeed be the

case is suggested by two things: that the boundary

of the magnetosphere, where solar wind energy disturbs

the magnetic field, is at L _ 50, and that some current

theories ascribe particle acceleration to diffusion of

particles into the higher fields near the planet, with ac-

companying increases in energy by the betatron effect.

The diffusion is postulated to be due to disturbances in

the magnetic field.

Rather accepts the basic Warwick model, which
ascribes the decameter radiation to instabilities near the

gyrofrequency in the energetic electron population. He

further postulates that the field lines active at 20 Mc/sec
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are primarily at L _< 6. The intensity of 20-Me/see radia-

tion should then reflect the density of electrons on such

field lines, and this in turn is to some degree affected by

the ability of electrons to cross the moat at Io.

One way of interpreting the emission data is to say
that emission occurs at times when both the Earth and Io

are at certain favorable values of Am. This suggests that
one should look to the diffusion across the moat in the

wake of Io's passage as the effect that introduces Io into

the probability of emission. If the diffusion time

across the moat is of the same order as Io's period in

)_,H coordinates (13 hours), the particle density in the

moat would be greatest just before Io's passage, and zero

just after. Although the diffusion problem for the mag-

netosphere inside Io's orbit has not been investigated, it

appears that the asymmetry at L = 6 would be propa-

gated, in attenuated form, down into the region nearer

the planet, resulting in a nonaxisymmetric density distri-

bution on the field lines that radiate at 20 Me/see, the

maximum in this distribution rolling around the planet

with the same period in X,ii coordinates as Io.

One specific prediction can be made. Since the net
effect of diffusion is an inward flux of electrons, the shells

outside Io would be less affected by that satellite, so that

if there is a tendency for lower (or higher) frequencies

than 20 Mc/sec to originate on shells with L > 6, the Io

modulation would be reduced for such frequencies. It

would then be interesting to see if Europa modulates

them in turn. If this picture is correct, we may find out

something about diffusion rates at various distances.

The small satellite V would produce a sweeping effect

similar to that of Io with two exceptions. First, its small

size would provide a greater chance for high-energy par-

tieles with large Larmor radii to miss the satellite. Sec-

ondly, the satellite never reaches the magnetic equator,

owing to its proximity to Jupiter. Hence particles with

mirror points near the magnetic equator are contained

with impunity. This is consistent with the observation of

the plane-polarized component of the decimeter emissions.

One other point, concerning the nature of Jupiter's

magnetic field. I believe that it cannot be primordial
because an estimate of the electrical resistivity of impure

metallic hydrogen due to the presence of helium gives a

Joule dissipation time of about 107 years. How, then, does

it arise? One possibility is that the mechanism is related

to that described by Babcock for the Sun. A polo_l
field is stretched by differential rotation into a pow_
toroidal one. If convection exists (and Peeble's intefl'br

models are consistent with this assumption) it can per-

haps twist the toroidal field and realign it poloidally, at

least locally. Reconnection of field lines then reestab-

lishes the original relatively weak poloidal field. Since

the basic mechanism is axisymmetric, there seems to be

no way for the poloidal field to be grossly eccentric, as

suggested earlier by Warwick. We are therefore inter-

ested that the recent measurements imply a smaller

eccentricity.

If this mechanism is to operate on Jupiter we require
differential rotation-and indeed we have it in the form

of a considerable relative velocity between Systems II

and III (meters per second). We may expect cyclic varia-

tions in the configuration of matter and magnetic field,

and these may be present in the wanderings of the Red

Spot with a period of 50 years and the accelerations of

the magnetic field configuration implied by changes in

P,I. It is interesting to note that the time for an Alfv6n

wave to cross Jupiter is 50 years if the field strength is

50 gauss.
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SUMMARY REMARKS ON JUPITER

G. J. Stanley
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

The discussions at this meeting were largely confined

to the various aspects of radio emission from Jupiter and

their interpretation. Much of the material was also pre-

sented at the very recent conference in Puerto Rico, spon-

sored by the International Scientific Radio Union and

the International Astronomical Union, and there were

few new developments to report since that date. I can

add very little to the excellent general presentations of
the various aspects of the centimeter and decameter radi-

ation and their interpretations presented by Komesaroff,
Warwick, and Haddock.

In the afternoon discussions, some attempts were made

by Dulk, Davis, and Field to interpret the recent discov-

ery of the influence of the satellite Io on Jupiter's deca-
meter radiation. Much of this discussion would seem to

be of a tentative nature, as it would appear that more

experimental evidence is needed before a satisfactory
explanation of the effect can be advanced.

Most of the discussion of the other features of Jupiter's

radiation was surprisingly unanimous. In the discussion

one was more conscious of problems that had not yet
been attempted rather than those for which the solution

was arguable. A few such problems, selected at random,

might be:

1. The influence of Io on decimeter radiation.

2. The relationship between the decimeter and deca-

meter rotation periods.

3. The influence of solar radiation on the decameter

emission.

4. The explanation and further investigation of the ab-

really high disk temperature at 10 cro_

5. A more accurate measurement of the displacement

of the magnetic dipole.

6. The explanation of the asymmetrical ettrve of plane

of polarization vs lm found by Komesaroff and
Roberts.

7. Higher-resolution studies of the planet at decimeter

and centimeter wavelengths.

These are a few random examples of the problems

that I hope we will have at least partial answers to in

the next few years.
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BALLOON TELESCOPE STUDIES OF VENUS

John Strong

Johns Hopkins University

Baltimore, Maryland

In this presentation I intend to review the work on

Venus carried out by the Johns Hopkins University

balloon astronomy group. This work has been reported

by Bottema et al. (1964a and 19641)).

My approach to the problem of Venus represents a

minority opinion about the interpretation of the available

data, the radio emission data in particular. I would like

to keep open the question of the origin of the radio emis-

S_lk.beeause I believe that it is not entirely surface

_ion but that some nonthermal process such as that
suggested by Tolbert and Straiton (1962) is active. How-

ever, before going into this question, I wish to describe

the evidence for the existence of ice-crystal clouds in the

upper Venusian atmosphere as obtained by our balloon

astronomy group.

I. Determination of Water Vapor in the
Atmosphere of Venus

Venus was observed with a 30-cm telescope suspended
from a balloon at an altitude that was above 99.9% of

the Earth's water vapor and 97% of the Earth's CO2. The
telescope was oriented with a Sun tracker and a star

tracker. Radiation was measured in the band at 1.13 t_,

with a grating spectrometer of 2 A resolving power. This

portion of the spectrum was scanned once every 10 see
with a set of 21 exit slits arrayed to match 21 H20

absorption line groups. The radiation passing through

was received by a chilled photomultiplier with S-1 sur-

face, and its response was recorded on paper.

From 120 such records we have determined that the

modulation produced by the water absorption, when

the line groups were scanned, was 1021 _ 0.5 %. By
calibration, this modulation is the same as that produced

by 9.8 × 10 -s grn/cm 2 of water vapor at atmospheric

pressure. We were also able to measure the influence of

the doppler shift on our recorded data. At one point in
each scan cycle a mercury-discharge spectral line at

11287 A was passed through one of the exit slits and was
recorded as a modulation in the reference-level spectrum.

Measurements from this fiducial line to the Venus water

dips, taken from 20 scans, exhibit a doppler shift of

0.49 _ 0.05 A, in agreement with a shift of 0.495 A
calculated from the orbital motions of Venus and the

Earth.
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The pressure at the cloud level is poorly known but is

thought to range between 90 and 600 mb. The amounts

of water vapor calculated from our data for gravitational

atmospheres at these base pressures are:

22.2 x 10 -s gm/cm 2 for the 90-mb case

5.2 X 10-s gm/cm 2 for the 600-mb case

The respective mixing ratios would be 2.5 x 10 -4 and
0.87 × 10 -5.

II. Determination of the Existence of Ice Clouds

A second balloon experiment was carried out in

October 1964 with a low-dispersion grating, utilizing

three detectors in place of slits. The following scans were
carried out:

40 scans of the Venus spectrum

12 scans of the spectrum of adjacent sky

10 scans of a tungsten lamp

18 scans of the solar spectrum

The spectra, which covered a range from 1.7 to 3.4 /z,
were corrected for water vapor using the results of our

previous measurements to obtain an absorption spectrum

of water vapor above the cloud tops. The work of Kuiper
was used to correct for the CO,,. Our observed and cor-

rected spectra are indicated by the solid line in Fig. 1.

Also shown in Fig. 1 is the reflection spectrum of a

-39"C laboratory ice cloud. The agreement is excellent!

These corrections not only strengthen our inference
that the Venus clouds consist of ice but also confirm our

prior determination of the quantity of water vapor above
them.

The existence of water vapor and ice clouds allows an

explanation of one of the mysteries of the observations of

Venus: namely, that the temperature of the shady side

of the planet does not fall more than a few degrees

short of the temperature of the sunny side as measured

in the 8 to 14/_ band, even though the shady side has
several months to cool off. This is a circumstance that

model builders have been somewhat more complacent
about than we have. The failure to cool is due to the

-- GROSS REFLECTIVITY OF VENUS (I)"TF ---- VENUS CLOUD LAYER (2)

i • • • LABORATORY ICE CLOUD (3)

I 'TR'ANSMISSIONOr-I_ HIGH VE_NU_;A'FMOs_PHI_R_E_ ---r-_T "7
Ir_',,= -_.< ,, ---,, ........

'COz _ t
i COz t |

OI t i J * J * , I I i _. ./ i I L i L -t-- I
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Fig. 1. Reflection spectrum of Venus clouds, showing

correction for upper Venusian atmosphere. (From

the Journal of Geophysical Research)

liberation of latent heat of H=O vapor, of about 620 calo-

ries per gram, as that vapor condenses to form clouds.

Menzel and Whipple (1955) have pointed out in their

discussion of the atmosphere of Venus that the Schaefer

point is -39* C, the temperature below which saturated

water vapor cannot be cooled without spontaneous nu-

clearization and crystalization. This temperature is pre-

cisely the temperature assumed by many high-level

cumulus clouds on Earth. Menzel and Whipple calculate

13.0 X 10-3 gm/cm 2 of saturated water vapor above the
Venus clouds.

We interpret the work of Clark and Kuzmin on the

radio emission of Venus assuming that the measured

brightness temperature is due in part to surface emission

and in part to emission of the clouds. Our calculations

show that Tb would be reduced by 168"K and the aver-

age temperature would be 238* C.

In summary, it seems to us that Venus is becomin

more interesting planet now that the Mariner IV photo-

graphs have lessened the romance that Lowell had fas-

tened so securely on Mars. The data that are now coming

in must be criticized harshly, and modem methods

should be used to consider all possibilities, or we will not

be on time or even live to see the day when the mysteries
of Venus are resolved.
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COMMENTS ON THE DETECTION OF WATER AND
ICE CLOUDS ON VENUS

Diran Deirrnendjian

The RAND Corporation

Santa Monica, California

Because of circumstances, I have been unable to pre-

pare an adequate discussion of the recent observations

described by Dr. Strong. Instead I propose to comment

on the detection of Venusian clouds, particularly the

problems of interpretation of the data, and to suggest

some additional observations that may help clarify the

nature of the clouds without recourse to actual sampling.

By now it is generally agreed, I believe, that the

Venusian atmosphere contains large amounts of particu-

late matter that appears to be in permanent suspension.

This material must certainly be related to the observed

planetary brightness, polarization, and spectrum, not only

in the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared region, but in the

near microwave region as well.

Two years ago in Liege (Ref. 1), I proposed that this

particulate matter could very well be composed of the

condensation products of water substance. In a subse-

quent article (Ref. 2) I elaborated on several lines of

reasoning in support of this hypothesis, which I advanced

in the face of the then current arguments favoring a

rather dry atmosphere based on the near-infrared spectra

of the planet, and prior to the announcement by J. Strong
and co-authors (Ref. 3) of their balloon detection of the

X 1.13 _ H20 bands.

The more recent balloon detection, also by Strong and

his collaborators (Ref. 4), of ice particles in the upper

atmosphere of Venus indicates the existence of at least

two phases of water substance in the atmosphere

planet. The spectroscopic detection of ice particles

pears to be the only direct observational evidence of this
kind, ever since B. Lyot's (Ref. 5) nearly 40-year-old

analysis of the polarization curve in terms of water cloud

droplets. If we accept the more recent evidence, the

question still remains: how much water is there in
the form of vapor and condensation products below the

"visible" surface? I assert that this is still very much an

open question.

First, let us take at face value the estimate of about

10 mg of water vapor per cm 2 above the "top" of the

clouds, assumed to be around 100 mb, according to
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the analysis of the x 1.13 _ observation (Ref. 3). This

spectral region seems to be a good choice for the vapor

detection since liquid water and ice show no strong

absorption bands there. We then observe that the 100-mb

pressure level is found at a height of about 16 km on
Earth, somewhere between the levels of formation of

high cirrus clouds and mother-of-pearl clouds. The de-

duced Venusian water vapor mixing ratios are actually

higher than those observed for the terrestrial stratosphere

above 12 kin! On this basis alone, one might surmise that

the amounts of atmospheric water substance on Venus

and Earth are comparable. However, we note that

Chamberlain (Ref. 6), has pointed out some serious

un_amties regarding the level of formation of the
x W _ bands.

Next let us consider the evidence for the existence

of ice clouds on Venus. The Johns Hopkins group

(Refs. 4, 7) base their deduction mainly on a comparison

of the infrared spectrum of ice clouds produced in their

laboratory with those of Venus. They have not published

details on the laboratory experiment. 1 From our knowl-

edge of the extreme difficulties in reproducing high

cirrus cloud particles in the laboratory, and the fact that

the infrared optical constants of ice are known only for

bulk ice, we have to qualify this kind of experimental

evidence. On the other hand, a theoretical prediction of

the spectrum of diffusely reflected infrared sunlight on

a cloud of nonspherical ice crystals of unknown shape,
size, and size distribution is even more difficult. The

best kind of test at present would therefore be a com-

parison with directly observed spectra of actual terres-

trial ice clouds under similar conditions. Fortunately, this

kind of evidence has just become available.

I refer to sunlit cloud spectra taken from a high-flying

aircraft over terrestrial cloud systems, a kind of observa-

tion that has only recently been carried out, despite the

evident need for it. The results are so far available only

inJ_l[ form of an unclassified report 2 by H. H. Blau and

R_Espinola (Ref. 8). The work appears to have been
care-fully conducted, with infrared spectra obtained with

resolution as high as, or higher than, those of the balloon

instrument, and the well calibrated spectra are given in

absolute units and for specified angles of illumination

and observation. The most interesting results, for our

purposes, are the average of eight spectra of dense cirrus

clouds (Ref. 8, p. 102). These are uncorrected for path

absorption and solar energy density. To compare them

'Added in proof: See, however, R. Zander, 1966, I. Geophys. Rev.,

Vol. 71, pp. 375--378, which appeared after this Conference.

=See, however, R. P. Espinola and H. H. Blau, 1965, 1. C, eophys.

Rev., Vol. 70, pp. 626,.q--6264, also published after this Conference.

with the Vennsian spectra, I read off the terrestrial

values from the published graph and simply divided by

the corresponding spectral solar constant values. The

result is shown in Fig. 2. The full and dashed curves are

the Venusian spectra (Refs. 4, 7), the dashed line as cor-

rected for water vapor absorption by the authors. The

dash-dot curve is the terrestrial cirrus spectrum, reduced

as above, and plotted in arbitrary units so that the maxi-

mum around )t 2.3 _ coincides with the Venusian curve.

Considering this very preliminary reduction, the simnari-
ties between the terrestrial cirrus cloud and the Vennsian

features are striking indeed. Note in particular that a

water vapor correction around )t 1.86 #_ would further

improve the similarities.
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Rg. 2. Comparison of Venusian and terrestrial

ice cloud spectra

Other terrestrial spectra in the report (Ref. 8), taken

over dense water droplet clouds, are quite different.

They show conclusively that in this ease the same spec-

tral region is dominated by the water vapor absorption

bands around )t 1.86 t_. The difference between the

spectra of water clouds and those of ice clouds could be

explained in terms of (1) the effects on the albedo of

single scattering, (2) the absorption bands in the water

or ice phase depending on the size and size distribution

of the responsible particles, and (3) the abundance of

water vapor between particles.

The remarkable thing is that this kind of differentia-

tion between the effects of vapor absorption and particle

absorption, in the case of clouds, is likely to occur only

in the infrared region in question, i.e., X 1.5 to 3 tL. In

other words, the Johns Hopkins group, either by design
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or accident, chose to look at this significant part of the

spectrum to obtain clear evidence of the existence of ice

particles. Thus from a cursory comparison of the terres-

trial and Venusian reflected spectra we can tentatively

conclude that the latter represent infrared sunlight dif-

fusely reflected by a dense, unbroken Venusian ice cloud

layer. It would be hard to deduce any information on

the presence or absence of a lower layer of water clouds

from these data alone. I do have some suggestions on
how to obtain such information.

First, allow me to make a few statements about the

formation of absorption bands by scattering alone, and

on cloud scattering in general. You will have to take my

word for these until the appearance of detailed work,

which I am in the process of preparing, on the nature of

the scattering functions for various clouds, inside and

outside regions of liquid water absorption.

For a given absorption band in the bulk material

(water or ice):

. The resultant absorption coefficient per particle de-
pends very much on its relative size, the variation

not being monotonic as a function of size.

. The albedo of single scattering and hence the ab-

sorption coefficient per unit volume of polydisperse

particles changes with the predominant size and the

size distribution of the particles.

. Multiple scattering may have two opposing effects

on the intensity of an absorption band produced by

scattering: In regions of strong absorption, the

albedo of single scattering per unit volume is low,

multiple scattering is suppressed, and the band will

have essentially the central intensity given by the

single-scattering process, but may show some broad-

ening. In the region of very weak and narrow

bands, the albedo of scattering is high, and multiple

scattering will take place to some extent, resulting

in some apparent deepening of the band at the
center.

. Since the degree of multiple scattering depends also

on the available radiation, and since the scattering

of infrared by cloud particles can be highly aniso-

tropic (Ref. 9), there is also a virtual anisotropy in
the albedo of single scattering and hence in the

band shape and intensity. Therefore, for whole-

disk spectra, these features will change with the

planetary phase. If the disk can be resolved, there

will also be a change with position on the disk.

All the remarks above apply to a hypothetical cloud

with no humid air between particles; that is, the effects

of water vapor absorption have not been mentioned.

When we consider that in some regions the liquid and

ice spectra are displaced with respect to the vapor spec-

trum, it becomes clear why it would be difficult to

deduce liquid water and water vapor amounts from

the spectra of sunlit clouds, without some rather

sophisticated analysis. Chamberlain (Ref. 6) has recently
discussed some of these difficulties in considering the

problem of band formation on diffuse reflection.

As regards water droplet clouds, I have shown else-

where (Ref. 9) that even in polydisperse clouds, c_lhin
features in the angular scattering pattern, at wavele_pis

where there is no absorption, are retained in the inte-

grated single scattering phase function despite the many

superpositions. Thus, for example, the cloudbow and the

glory. Observation on natural clouds shows that these

features are not quite suppressed by multiple scattering

either, e.g., the commonly seen glories around the shadow

point of aircraft overflying water clouds. I emphasize

that these features are not possible with nonspherical

particles; for example, randomly oriented prismatic ice
crystals would not do. Hence, to determine whether the

Venusian ice cloud overlies a lower deck of water clouds,

I propose the following type of observation.

The object is to detect the glory that occurs in a ring

about one degree wide and 2 to 5* radius around the

subsolar point. To observe it one must have a large angu-

lar field of the medium available; in other words, it

would be difficult to detect by terrestrial telescopy be-

cause the entire planet would be smaller than the feature.

It is here that a flyby platform, similar to Mariner H and

IV, with the planet subtending several tens of degrees

rather than seconds of arc, would have a distinct advan-

tage over terrestrial observations. It would be very easy

to obtain the subsolar point and have a narrow-apelillllie
photometer scan the area several degrees on either_.

With a polarizer in two or three positions the experiment

would be even more reliable since the glory has a defi-

nite polarization of opposite sign to that of the cloud-

bow occurring at about 38 deg from the subsolar point

(Ref. 9).

As to the question of spectral region, if the visible

spectrum is used, the chances of detecting the glory

through an upper, optically dense, and unbroken ice

cloud layer would be small. However, water-cloud

glories exist also in the infrared in nonabsorbing regions.

Choosing a narrow region around, say, )t 1.6/_ or )t 2.25/_,
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where neither vapor nor liquid water has significant ab-

sorption bands, the chances of detecting the infrared

glory are much improved, particularly in regions and at

times of thinning of the Venusian ice cloud.

Such a deceptively simple experiment is well worth

trying, because ff any kind of glory-like phenomenon is

detected, it would supply us with rather reliable evidence

of the existence of water droplet clouds below the visible

surface, and hence of considerable water substance in

the atmosphere. If, on the other hand, the results of the

experiment are negative and the existence of ice particles
is confirmed, we must conclude that the Venusian ice

layer is optically dense in the infrared and we have

of other methods of finding out what lies below
it. We cannot think of alternate methods, however,

short of actual probing of the clouds. By terrestrial
analogy it is difficult to conceive a dense, unbroken ice

cloud surrounding the planet without assuming a lot of

water substance in the lower, denser, and warmer re-

gions of the atmosphere.

Finally, let me refer to a recent paper by A. D. Kuzmin

(Ref. 10) 3 which has just become available in English
translation. In it the author arrives at the conclusion that

the particulate matter is composed of aerosols of a polar
liquid in the form of "functional derivatives of methane,

ethane, and benzene." Considering the complex radiative

processes in a sunlit atmosphere containing large par-
ticles, we can hardly justify his derivation of funda-

mental properties of the particulate substance, such as

the relaxation time of the assumed organic molecules,

on the basis of the observed planetary spectrum unless

there are other convincing and concurring pieces of evi-

dence. Granted that the microwave region could be thus

interpreted, the particles must still act as strong scatter-
ers in the visible and infrared to fit the observations.

view of our present ignorance of the nature of the

of the Venusian atmosphere, and as I tried to argue

elsewhere (Refs. 1, 2), the assumption of water substance

(including water drops measuring a few millimeters in

diameter) seems to be the most logical and natural one

so far, capable of explaining most observables, including

the microwave brightness. Extensive and detailed model-

making at this stage cannot be very productive without

3See also Dr. Kuzmin's "Some Remarks Concerning the Radio-
astronomical Observations of Venus" in these Proceedings.

more reliable data, I therefore merely sketched a ten-

tative concept of the watery atmosphere, suggesting

that an overall water content of 10 gm cm -2 is sufficient

as a working hypothesis. I even went so far as to suggest

that the existence of three distinct particulate layers

would not contradict the observations: a lower, liquid

water cloud with an optical thickness of the order of 100

in the visible and infrared; separated from this by a few

kilometers of "clear" air, an intermediate ice cloud layer

of optical thickness 10 -1 to 1 in the same spectral region;

and a superior layer several tens of kilometers above the

ice cloud, in what may be the coldest region of

the Venusian atmosphere, with an optical thickness

of 10 -3 or less in the visible, responsible for the well

known elongation of the horns of Venus.

Note that the assumption of a certain number of

raindrop-size water particles in suspension is an essential

feature of our conceptual model (Refs. 1, 2). This assump-

tion, by the way, could provide an alternate explanation

for the apparent temperature differences between the

sunlit and dark hemispheres, deduced from the microwave

brightness, and between the "polar" and "equatorial"

regions, deduced from the differential polarization at

)t 10.6 cm, recently observed by Clark and Kuzmin

(Ref. 11). One merely has to consider the temporal or

spatial variations in the amount of these larger hydro-

meteors over the planetary surface and their ability to

attenuate and polarize the microwaves emitted at the

surface by absorption and scattering (Ref. 12). This is

without even considering hailstone-sized particles, which

might very well exist under these conditions, and

which would further affect the emergent microwave
radiation.

In conclusion, may I reiterate my belief that it is not

possible to derive the nature of the gaseous component

of the Venusian atmosphere from the observed spectrum,

brightness, and polarization alone, without definite

knowledge of the nature of the particulate component.

Along these lines, and as early as July 1960, we had sub-

mitted formal and detailed proposals to the pertinent

NASA agencies for a Venus flyby photopolarimetric

experiment in narrow spectral bands covering the visible

through the infrared up to )t 2.5 t_- A similar experiment

incorporating also the glory scan outlined above should

be within the capabilities of a new Venus flyby package

and still worth the moderate effort involved, in view of

the scientific payoff.
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The reflection spectra obtained from dispersed media

-both clouds and powders-depend on the monochro-

marie single scattering albedo, the single scattering phase

hmetion, the particle size distribution, the total optical

and the albedo of the underlying surface. A sue-

analysis of observed spectra should extract most

of the foregoing parameters from the observations. We

now describe a method for calculating the fraction of

monochromatic radiation reflected, transmitted, and

absorbed by a layer of dispersed particles having arbi-

trary characteristics; we then apply the method to an
examination of the clouds of Venus.

For wavelengths at which the cloud particles are large

compared with the wavelength, the particles may scatter
a very large fraction of the radiation into the forward

hemisphere; in this case, isotropic scattering is a poor

assumption. For expected particle sizes of dust grains,

ice crystals, or water droplets, anisotropie scattering will

be important in the visible and near infrared. The appro-

priate equation of radiative transfer for monochromatic

radiation nonconservatively and anisotropieally scattered

by a dispersed medium is

dI f d_"d--_--= -I + I p -_- (1)

where I is the specific intensity, r the optical depth,

fl' the solid angle, arc cos/z the angle between the direc-

tion of propagation and the local planetary normal, and

p the scattering phase function (cL, e.g., Chandrasekhar,

1950); the integration is over all solid angles. In the fol-

lowing discussion we will be concerned only with fluxes;

i.e., with such quantities as the reflectivity integrated

over all angles of incidence and reflection. Accordingly,
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it is sufficient to rewrite Eq. (1) in the Schuster-

Schwarzschild, or two-stream, approximation, which pre-

serves anisotropies in flux:

dL
3 -'/= _ = -L + L "do(1 - 13) + L "_o/3

&

(2)

dL
-3 -_/2 -- = -I_ + L'go (1 -- t3) + L'go/3

dr

where _o is the single scattering albedo, I+ is the average

specific intensity in the +dr hemisphere, and I_ is the

average specific intensity in the -dr hemisphere. The

factor/3 is a measure of the fraction of radiation singly

scattered into the backward hemisphere of the incident

radiation. It equals 1/2 for isotropic scattering and about

1/15 for ice crystals _ 10 t* in radius and for visible

radiation; t3 is related to other scattering parameters

below. Note in Eqs. (2) that the backward hemisphere
is in the -dr direction for I+, but in the + dr direction

for I_. The factor 3-1/= in Eqs. (2) represents the appro-

priate average value of I* in the two-stream approxima-

tion (Chandrasekhar, 1950).

Equations (2) are two coupled, linear, first-order dif-

ferential equations with constant coefficients and may

be solved in closed form by well-known techniques.

Let o{, IR, and _ be, respectively, the fraction of the
incident radiation absorbed, reflected, and transmitted

by the dispersing medium. For the boundary condition

of negligible surface albedo, the solution of Eqs. (2) is

(u + 1) (u - 1) [exp(..,) -
= (3)

(u + 1) =exp(r, tt) - (u - 1) 2 exp(-r,tr)

4u
= (4)

(u + 1)2 - (u - 1)2 exp(- ,rl)

ol = 1 --._ --2 (5)

where

1 -- _'0 + 2/3"go
u2 = (6)

1-%

and

r, ll = 3 _/2 u(1 - go) rl (7)

In Eq. (7), rl is the total interaction optical depth of the

clouds; i.e., exp(-rl) represents the fraction of the inci-

dent radiation which experiences neither absorption nor

scattering during its traverse of the clouds; when the

average particle size exceeds the wavelength, it is a

wavelength-independent quantity. When the average

particle size is smaller than the wavelength, rl generally

decreases with increasing wavelength. Equations similar

to Eqs. (3)-(7) have been obtained previously by

Neiburger (1949), who used, however, a factor of 1/2 for

the average value of g in Eqs. (2). The factor /3 takes

account of the marked forward-to-backward asymmetry

of the phase function.

We now compare our approximate solutions (3) and (4)

with exact solutions in a variety of limiting cases. As we

have already emphasized, our calculations refer to flux

ratios, averages of the specific intensity over all angles

of incidence and all angles of reflection. These flux ratios
will be related to the actual observations of Venus-which

are, of course, not integrated over all angles-below.

To exhibit the functional form of the averaging more

explicitly, we first consider the fraction of sunlight
transmitted and the fraction reflected from the sunlit

hemisphere of the planet. The latter is the Russell-Bond

albedo. Let L (g, 4,; g0, 4,o; rl) be the specific intensity
directed downward at the bottom of the clouds when

sunlight falls from the direction (g0, 4,0). Then the flux

of sunlight transmitted through a unit area of cloud

tilted in the direction (g0, 4'o) to the solar beam is given

by

if+ (go, 4,0; r_) = / I+ (g, 4,; go, 4,0; rx) gdf_ (8)

The total power of sunlight transmitted through the

clouds is the integral of Eq. (8) over the illuna_d
hemisphere. The transmissivity is then obtaine'1_by

dividing by the power of sunlight incident. Thus,

f_+ (_, 4,0; r_) R 2 df_o

_r = (9)
rrF _rR2

where r_F is the flux of incident sunlight passing through

a unit area oriented normal to the beam, and R is the

planetary radius. A similar equation holds for the reflec-

tivity .q_ and the absorptivityJ.
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In a second case of interest, infrared radiation is emit-

ted by a hot opaque atmosphere below the clouds and

is incident on the cloud bottoms. If we adopt an appro-

priate angular average of the emitted intensity we derive

just the same equation-Eq. (9) and its reflectivity and

absorptivity analogues-as in the case of incident sunlight.

Employing Eq. (9), we first compare our results with

an exact solution for a limiting ease of speeial interest.

Piotrowski (1956) has obtained 5_÷ (tt0, _0; rl) for the spe-

cial case "_o = 1 and exp [-rl/_0] < < 1. When his

solutions are introduced into Eq. (9), we find

1.33
= (10)

rl (1 -- ½"_1) + 1.42

where _1 is the coefficient of the Legendre polynomial

of first order in a Legendre polynomial expansion of

the scattering phase function. For isotropic scattering,

Eq. (10) reduces to the result obtained by van de Hulst

(1964), employing different methods, for large rl.

In the same limiting cases that Piotrowski has used,

our Eq. (4) reduces to

1.16
= (11)

2/3 rl + 1.16

Because of the difficulty in obtaining appropriate an-

gular averages directly from the Schuster-Schwarzschild

approximation, we will infer the relation between/3 and

_'x directly from a comparison of Eqs. (10) and (11). The

comparison is constrained by the boundary condition

that/3 = 1/_ for the isotropic case _'_ = 0. We then infer

2/3 ,_ 1 -- ½_I (12)

the accuracy of our approximations,

Eqs. (3)-(7) and Eq. (12), we now compare our results
with exact solutions for five special cases, and with two

categories of laboratory results. Just as in the preceding

discussion, we employ Eq. (9)--or its analogue ford l-

to perform angular averages of known solutions. The

results of the comparison-for Rayleigh scattering; for

conservative isotropic scattering; for isotropic scattering

with infinite optical depth; for the phase function

p = "_o (1 + cos o) with infinite optical depth; and for

the case exp(--rx) < < 1 with conservative scattering--

are presented in Table 1. This comparison shows that
our approximate formulae are accurate to 5 or 10% in

absolute value, and a few percent in relative value.

Further, the comparison of Table 1 provides us with
correction factors which reduce still further the error in

absolute value.

An empirical justification of our approach is given by

the good fit of the theoretical reflectivity curves with the

corresponding laboratory measurements for ice. This cor-

respondence is displayed in Figs. 3 and 4, and is dis-

cussed more fully below.

If the real and imaginary parts of the index of refrac-

tion are known for a given material, "_'0 and "_1 can be

obtained from Mie scattering calculations. Dr. William

Irvine has kindly supplied us with exact values of'_o and

T1, obtained with an IBM 7094 for spherical ice crystals

in the 0.2 to 156 i, wavelength interval (el Irvine, 1965).

The coefficients of the zeroth and first-order Legendre

polynomials are functions of both particle radius a and

wavelength X. When a > > X, we find that the exact

Mie theory solution for this single scattering albedo is

represented to sufficient accuracy by

1 1
_"o= -- + -- exp(-2 kx a) (13)

2 2

where kx is the volume absorption coefficient of the par-

ticle. This equation has physical significance. The first

term represents the diffraction part of the scattering, and

the exponential factor represents the fraction of radiation

that is absorbed while traversing the particle. The geom-

etry of the particle enters only as the coefficient of kxa

in the exponential, and it is clear that substantially simi-

lar results will apply for nonspherical particles as well.

Equation (13) permits us to compare theory and ob-

servation for the limiting case _'0 = 1/2. The observed

albedo will be a function of rl, of'_'0 (a), and of/3 (a). In

the 3--3.4 tL region there is a very strong water absorption

band in the spectrum of ice. We therefore expect, from

Eq. (13), that "_o = !/2 at these wavelengths; for any

appreciable thickness of ice crystals we also expect

rl _ 0o. Thus the albedo will be a function of /3 (a)

alone. In this wavelength range,'_'0 is varying much more

rapidly than _1. If we adopt the Mie theory value for'_l

for spherical ice crystals (where a is within an order of

magnitude of 10 iz), use Eq. (12) of obtain/3, and insert

in Eq. (3), we reproduce the value of the albedo mea-

sured in the laboratory at 3-3.4 tL. This exercise is a test

of Eq. (12) and an example of the applicability of Mie

theory for spherical particles to other shaped particles-

the laboratory ice crystals are probably hexagonal

prisms-in problems involving fluxes.
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Having discussed the application of our approxima-

tions to a case where _'o = 1/_, we now discuss an appli-

cation to the opposite exl_eme, "_o = 1. Both Rayleigh

scattering and conservative isotropic scattering are inde-

pendent of _'1. However, Rayleigh scattering shows a

functional dependence on _'_ which conservative isotropic
scattering does not. For _o = I and the same value of

rl, we expect, from Eqs. (12) and, e.g., (4), that the trans-

missivity should be independent of _. Comparison of

the exact solutions for Rayleigh scattering and for con-

servative isotropic scattering in Table 1 shows the iden-

tity of _ for these two scattering functions. Thus, the

approximations remain valid in this example of vanishing

_'_ small optical depth. Because of the success of our
al_bdmations in such a wide range of cases, we have
some confidence in applying them to Venus.

The quantities._R, _, and,_, as given by Eqs. (3)-(5), re-
fer to ratios of fluxes, and, as such, contain no informa-

tion on the angular variation of reflected or transmitted

specific intensities. The quantity _ for example, corre-

sponds to the Russell-Bond spherical albedo. Fortunately,

however, Russell's phase law implies that the refleetivity

of a planet at phase angle 50* is a fixed constant times

the Russell-Bond albedo; the constant is very closely

independent of the phase law for the albedo (see,

e.g., de Vaucouleurs, 1964). Thus the ratio of the reflee-

tivities for two wavelengths at phase angles near 50* is

equal to the ratio of the Russell-Bond albedos for these

wavelengths. This circumstance allows us to apply

Eq. (3) to relative albedo measurements made near

phase angle 50", or, alternatively, to obtain the Russell-

Bond albedo at a desired wavelength, Xl, from the

Russell-Bond albedo at another wavelength, )t2, and a

measurement of the ratio of the albedos at Xl and X2 mea-

sured near phase angle 50*.

Observations of Venus by Moroz (1964) and by Bottema

(1965) strongly suggest that the Cytherean clouds
mposed of ice crystals, a suggestion made earlier

(Sagan, 1961) on other grounds. Excluding for the mo-

ment the wavelength interval around 2.0 _ where the

correction for Cytherean CO2 is rather uncertain, several

features have been observed that are diagnostic for ice:

a stepwise decrease of albedo from 1.2 to 1.8 to 2.3 _; a

very sharp decline from 2.3 to about 3.2 _; and relative

ma_frna at 1.8 and 2.3 #. At all these wavelengths gaseous

absorption by CO2 and H_O in or above the Cytherean

clouds can be neglected; these refleetivity measurements
must pertain to the clouds. The identification of the

clouds with ice is further supported by Bottema et al.'s
(1965) excellent match of the observations with the re-

flectivity of an ice cloud produced in the laboratory.
Both the observations of Moroz and those of Bottema

et al. were made near phase angle 50*.

These identifications do depend on the assumption

that appropriate allowance for the effects of overlying

absorption have been made. We now examine this con-

tention in somewhat more detail. Between 3.0 and 3.4

and between 2.2 and 2.5 t_, there is little CO_ or water

vapor absorption; these segments of the spectra observed

by Bottema et al. can be accepted as intrinsic to the

clouds, with little reservation. The correction for H20

vapor near 1.8 /_ can be checked against the work of

Moroz (1964), who observed between 1.7 and 1.8 _ and

also near 2.3 # where there is little gaseous absorption.

Moroz' ratio of 1.8 to 2.3 tz albedos agrees with the deter-

mination of Bottema et al. This check on the water vapor

correction performed by Bottema et al. near 1.8 t_ lends

support for the similar correction they performed be-

tween 2.5 and 2.65 t_.

The primary remaining ambiguity lies in the region

around 2.0 tt, where absorption by Cytherean CO2 is ex-

pected. Kuiper's (1962) ground-based near-infrared spec-

tra, performed with a resolution much superior to that of

Bottema et al., exhibit prominent carbon dioxide bands

at 1.6 tL. If they originate at about the same atmospheric
level as the 1.6 t_ bands, the 2.0 _ CO_ bands should

appear even stronger in the Venus spectrum. Along with

the neighboring hot and isotopic bands, it is possible

that they account for the minimum observed near 2.0 t_

by both Kuiper and Bottema et al. On the other hand it

is difficult to exclude the possibility that the observed

2 # minimum is partially due to carbon dioxide absorp-

tion and partially due to a lower intrinsic refleetivity of

the clouds. Such a lower refleetivity implies that the

2 t_ CO2 absorption takes place at higher altitudes than
would otherwise be the case.

However, even if we exclude the region around 2.0 t_,

the fit of the laboratory ice cloud to the Cytherean spec-

trum is very impressive. Both clouds are produced by

atmospheric saturation in the presence of condensation

nuclei; the detailed correspondence in the wavelengths

of dips and rises and in the overall shape of these spectra

denotes detailed agreement, not only in the indices of

refraction, but also in the particle size distributions of the

Venus and the laboratory particles. The influence of size

and composition on the reflection spectrum will be dis-

cussed below, where we show that several independent

methods for determining the mean particle radius from

the observations yield very similar results, provided the
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clouds are assumed to be composed of ice. In summary,

there appears to be good evidence that the clouds of

Venus are composed of ice.

The interaction optical depth of the clouds, rl, can be
found from the Venus albedo in the 4000 to 13,000 A

interval. In this wavelength range, the albedo is found

to have a high, nearly constant value (Sinton, 1963;

Yessipov and Moroz, 1963; Moroz, 1964). These observa-

tions are remarkable, because in the same wavelength

interval, the absorption coefficient of ice, water, and

most other materials is changing by many orders of mag-

nitude. The results can be understood only ff _'0 is suf-

ficiently close to unity that the cloud albedo is controlled

only by rl; e.g., a change in %'0 from 0.9999999 to
0.99999 would then have little influence on the observed

albedo, while a change from 0.99 to 0.50 would have a

major influence (see Eqs. 3, 6, and 7, for the case of

slowly varying 13). The deduction that 1 - %'0 < < 1 at

these wavelengths is supported by the values of _0 de-

duced either from Mie theory or from Eq. (9) for par-

ticles in the expected size range. From Eqs. (3), (6),

and (7) and the Mie theory values of /3, we obtain a

value of 71 for Venus between 18 and 43; the uncer-

tainty in rl is chiefly a consequence of the observa-
tional error in the visible and near-infrared cloud albedo.

These values of rl are much larger than the values that

would have been obtained for isotropie scattering

(/3 = 1/2) from the same albedo observations. The differ-

ence illustrates the highly forward scattering behavior of

ice crystals at these wavelengths.

At longer wavelengths, the single scattering albedo

decreases significantly below unity and becomes the

dominant factor in Eq. (3). There is then little depen-

dence of overall reflectivity on r_, since the derived
values of _ are close to the values for a semi-infinite

cloud layer. Through Eq. (9), we can then extract from

the observations several independent estimates of the

mean particle radius _.

We obtain _ from (1) the absolute value of the albedo

at 2.5 _; (2) the ratio of the albedos at 1.2 and 1.75 _; and

(3) the relative albedo variation between 1.75 and 3.4 tL.
The observational value of the Russell-Bond albedo at

2.5 _ was obtained from the Russell-Bond albedo at 0.55

(Sinton, 1963), the albedo ratio near 50* phase angle of

observations at 0.55 and 2.2 /_ (Moroz, 1964), and the

albedo ratio near 50* phase angle of observations at 2.2

and 2.5 tt (Bottema et al., 1965). The observed albedo

ratio at 1.2 and 1.75 _ was obtained from Moroz' (1964)

data. Comparisons of theory and observation are pro-
vided for the first two methods in Table 2, and, for the

Table 2. Comparison of theoretical and observed values
of the albedo of Venus

A (2.5 /z) A (1.75 #)/A (1.2 #)
Mean particle

radius, #
• 1 = 18 "r_ = 43 Minimum _ Maximum _'_

Theoretical values

I

2

4

6

7.5

10

12.5

15

20

0.41

0.61

0.51

0.44

0.39

0.32

0.27

0.24

0.19

0.56

0.64

0.52

0.44

0.40

0.32

0.27

0.24

0.19

0.980

0.967

0.944

0.903

0.862

0.816

0.773

0.737

0.666

0.958

0.933

0.894

0.832

0.728

0.684

0.650

0.589

Observed value

0.34 ± 0.05 0.81 ± 0.04

NOTE: Minimum 1"1 and maximum 1"1 are the minimum and maximum values

for _'l implied by the 0.4 to 1.3 /_ albedo for a given particle size. For

__ 7.5 #, the values are I"1 _ 18 and 43. For other particle sizes, the

values of q'l are slightly different.

third, in Figs. 3 and 4. In the figures, the region near

2.3 t_ carries little weight, because kx is relatively poorly
known in this low-absorptivity region. We see from the

table and the figures that all three methods yield a mean

particle radius for ice crystals,

7.5 _ < ff < 10 _ (14)

The mutual agreement of the results of these indepen-

dent methods supports the identification of ice

principal constituent of the clouds of Venus. Even

water differs significantly from ice in its values of kx.

Bound water of crystallization should exhibit even larger

deviations in absorption coefficient; and while dust con-

taining water of crystallization will exhibit some similari-

ties in reflectivity with ice, a detailed agreement is not

to be expected.

Our estimates of _ are compatible with the vahes of

___ 1 _ found from polarization measurements (Dollfus,

1961). We believe the difference in values of _ can be

attributed to two causes. First, the weighting function in

the averaging over the particle size distribution to derive
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Fig. 3. Comparison of theoretical and observed normalized infrared reflectivities of Venus for particle
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ff is different for polarization than for reflectivity and
will lead to more of the small end of the distribution

function being sampled during polarization measure-

ments. Secondly, since multiple scattering depolarizes,

the polarization measurements refer chiefly to photons

scattered once, or at most a small number of times. If

there is any tendency for particle size sedimentation in

the Cytherean clouds, the polarization measurements will

refer to higher levels in the clouds, where mean particle
sizes are smaller than they are at the levels probed by

reflectivity measurements.

The location of relative maxima and minima in the

spectra of Bottema et al. (1965) also permits a crude

estimate of temperature to be derived. The balloon ob-

servations unambiguously show relative maxima at wave-

lengths of approximately 1.82 and 2.28 tz. These peaks

correspond well to minima in kx, and, therefore, maxima

in _'0 for ice crystals, but are distinctly longward of the

corresponding peaks for liquid water (1.67 and 2.22/_) at

room temperature. But temperature declines will shift

both minima and maxima to longer wavelengths. Thus

we may conclude that the observed albedo is a conse-

quence of multiple scattering in regions of the Cytherean

clouds that were below 0*C, in agreement with the ex-

pected thermometric temperatures of the clouds (Pollack

and Sagan, 1965).

The foregoing estimates of composition, rl, and _ per-

mit us to determine the optical properties of the clouds

at all wavelengths. We find that between 20 and 50%

of the sunlight absorbed by the planet reaches the sur-

face; the remainder of the absorbed sunlight is accounted

for in approximately equal parts by the clouds and by the

underlying atmosphere. Owing to absorption by water

vapor and carbon dioxide and to the high surface pres-
sures and temperatures, the Venus atmosphere is fairly

opaque beyond 1 _. The clouds have an enormous opac-

ity beyond 2.65 _. Because they are poorly absorbing and

anisotropically scattering in the visible and photographic

infrared, but strongly absorbing and almost isotropically

scattering at longer wavelengths, the clouds provide the

additional differential opacity required to establish an

effective greenhouse effect and maintain surface tem-

peratures _700*K (cf. Sagan, 1960; Ohring and Mariano,

1964). The clouds serve chiefly by plugging holes in the

principal atmospheric infrared windows. The value of

the surface temperature is determined by the

of the ice clouds in the convective Cytherean atmo_

this height depends, in turn, on the total atmospheric

water vapor content. Our calculations show that the

cloud bottoms have a quantity of supercooled water

droplets (_0.1 g cm -2) too small to influence the reflec-

tion spectrum significantly, but adequate to account for

the general features of the millimeter-wavelength spec-

trum of Venus. These and related consequences of the

water clouds of Venus are discussed in greater detail

elsewhere (Sagan and Pollack, 1966).
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VENUS RADAR INVESTIGATIONS

Duane O. Muhleman •

Jet Propulsion Laboratory:

Pasadena, California

Echoes from the surface of Venus were first detected

by groups at JPL and Lincoln Laboratory in the spring
of 1961. Since that time Venus has been faithfully ob-

served radarmetrically at all times when detection was

possible by the JPL group. Considerable information has

been obtained from the data concerning the motion and

rotation of the planet, the scattering properties of its

surface, and the nature of the surface material itself. I

shall review these results in this paper.

I. The Motion of Venus and the Astronomical Unit

The motion of Venus relative to that of the Earth is

well described by planetary theory, particularly in the

work of Newcomb. As is well known, the position of

Venus may be found by reference to the Fundamental

Ephemerides of Venus and the Earth contained in
Newcomb's Tables. These tables allow one to determine

the angular coordinates of the planet and distances ex-

pressed in astronomical units. The tables were con-

structed by a theoretical study of all the major bodies

*Now at the Department of Astronomy, Cornell University.

of the solar system in conjunction with the empirical

determination of the parameters of the theory from angu-

lar observations. The accuracy of the table depends on

the mathematical integrity of the theory and the quality
of the observations. If the tables were precise the astro-

nomical unit could be determined by measuring the dis-

tance between the Earth and Venus in laboratory units

such as light seconds or kilometers, a task best carried
out with radar. Since the distance in AUs would be pre-

cisely determined by the tables, the unit of length

easily determined from a measurement of radar

or velocity.

However, the tables are not precise. A comparison of

the distance or velocity in astronomical units with the

radar measurements yields different values of the AU at

different times. Consequently, the AU can only be deter-
mined after the tables have been corrected with new

observations and/or theory. It can be shown that the

radar observations themselves, taken over a long arc, can

simultaneously correct the ephemerides and yield an esti-

mate of the AU. This is a long and laborious task. Our
results to date are shown in Table 3. The determinations
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Table 3. Astronomical unit determinations from

radar observations of Venus _

Source of data AU, km Other parameters

_, _c

Good radar methods _ (1961 )

Muhleman et ah

Pettengill et al.

Muhleman (revision of

Pettengill's value)

Marginal radar methods

(1961)

Thomson al.
et

Maron et al.

Kotelnikov

USSR (1964) (Kotelnikov)

Complete parameter solu-

tions c

JPL doppler ('61, '62,

'64)

JPL range ('62, '64)

JPL doppler and range

JPL doppler, range, and

optical (1934-1949)

149,598,640 ± 250

149,597,850 ± 400

149,598,100 ± 400

149,601,000 ± 500

149,596,000

149,599,500 ± 400

149,598,000 ± 400

149,598,106 ± 18

149,598,333 ± 10

149,598,388 ± 5

149,598,439 ± 5

8.7941379 ± .000015

8.7941849 ± .000026

8.7941705 ± .000026

L _, sec of arc

0.86

0.95

0.94

0.96

ac = 299,792.5 exactly.

bGood radar methods are those that were used to observe Venus over a suf-

ficiently long arc to remove the major part of the errors of the ephemerides.

eSimultaneous solution for AU and corrections to the orbital parameters of the
Earth and Venus.

in 1961 were, of course, limited to a short arc and yield

somewhat discordant results. However, my present work

utilizes the JPL observations from 1961 through 1965

a stable solution is beginning to appear (the lower

part of Table 3. The major error in the ephemerides

is in the longitude of Venus relative to that of the
895Earth, L9 , which appears to amount to ALo _ • •

Corrections to almost all of the orbital parameters of the

two bodies have been found, but will not be reported

here. The best estimate of the AU is apparently

149,598,439 ±10 km

based on c = 299,792.5 exactly. The uncertainty is a

formal mathematical result and undoubtedly is at least
a factor of 10 too small.

The precise determination of the AU and the orbital

elements for the Earth is hardly an academic matter,

since precise interplanetary guidance and proposed

checks on the general theory of gravitation demand an

exact knowledge of the position and motion of the Earth.

II. Basic Radar Concepts

I believe that it will greatly aid in understanding all

the radar discussions of this symposium ff I present the

fundamental ideas of planetary radar techniques. The ra-

dar approach derives its power from its ability to almost

completely control the illuminating radiation. This is

done, of course, with modulation techniques; a partieular

scheme of modulation, or coding, being appropriate for

a particular experiment. The possibilities range between

no modulation at all (CW) to very narrow pulses of

width on the order of microseconds. The response of a

planet to a narrow pulse is most easily understood and is

illustrated in Fig. 5. At a time r after the pulse has en-

countered the sub-Earth point, the pulse has illuminated
an annulus of width df_ in a time increment dr at an

angle of incidence _. Thus the shape of the elongated

returned pulse is a direct measure of the backscatter
characteristics of the surface as a function of incidence

angle. The measured pulse shape is called the backscatter
function.

If the planet is illuminated with a pure CW signal, the

rotation of the body will spread the signal in frequency,

\
\

k

\

Fig. 5. Geometry for the planetary pulse response
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creating the CW spectrum. The geometry is illustrated

in Fig. 6. The points of constant doppler shift form a
semicircle centered on the instantaneous axis perpen-

dicular to the plane formed by the rotation vector and
the vector to the radar. Thus, the doppler spectrum is a

map of the returned power as a function of equatorial

angle for the illumination integrated at angles of inci-

dence from ® to 7/2. The CW spectrum is related to the

backscatter function by an integral equation and they are

equivalent.

,¢

9"

f

TO RADAR

R : RADIUS OF SPHERE

_" = ANGULAR VELOCITY VECTOR

8' = EQUATORIAL ANGLE FROM THE LIMB

q_ = AZIMUTHAL ANGLE

= POLAR ANGLE FROM SUBRADAR POINT

/_ = VECTOR NORMAL FROM SCATTERING ELEMENT

.._ = UNIT VECTOR TOWARD RADAR

Fig. 6. Geometry for the planetary continuous-

wave response

In practice, the pulses have finite width and the

spectra are measured to a finite frequency resolution.

Thus, convolutions with the surface are involved.

If the spectrum and pulse response are measured

simultaneously (through modulation techniques) we get

the doppler-range maps as shown in Fig. 7. The power at

any one frequency on a given spectrum of the set is a

measure of the echo from the region corresponding to the

intersection of the corresponding range annulus and

doppler strip. Resolution on the order of tens of kilo-

meters has been obtained for Venus in this way.

TO EARTH

ROTATION
AXIS

CONTOURS OF CONSTANT TIME DELAY
AND OF CONSTANT FREQUENCY SHIFT

Fig. 7. Geometry for the simultaneous response

in doppler and range

III. Power Reflectivity

The power reflectivity is defined as the ratio of the

CW power received from the planet to the power that
would be received from an equivalent smooth conducting

sphere with the same geometry. It is a difficult quantity
to measure on an absolute scale since the uncertainties

of all of the radar parameters enter, particularly the

antenna gain. Published values of the reflectivity are
listed in Table 4.

Except for the value at 3.6 cm, the data suggest little

if any variation over wavelength. The most reliable re-
suits are those at 12.5, 23, and 70 cm, all of which are in

excellent agreement. The hypothesis has been put

forward by the MIT group (Morrow, 1964) that the very

Table 4. Published reflectivity values

Wavelength, cm Reflectivity, % Conjunction 1

3.6 (MIT)

12.5 (JPL)

23 (MIT)

43 (USSR)

68 (MIT)

70 (AIO)

6 m (NBS)

7.8 m (MIT)

0.9 ± 0.3

11 ±3

9.5+2

12.0-- + 1

13.0

12-18

19

10

14

20

20

1964

1961

1962

1964

1964

1962

1964

1961

1964

1962

1964
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low reflectivity at 3.6 cm is due to absorption in the

Venusian atmosphere. It is not clear as yet whether or

not such an explanation is consistent with the microwave

emission observed at that wavelength. I will return to

this subject in the section on the backscatter behavior of

Venus. The radio brightness temperature of Venus shows

a clear indication of falling off in the meter region

(Drake, 1965). If the decrease in emission at the long

wavelengths is due to surface phenomena we would

expect to observe an increase in radar reflectivity. It can
be seen from Table 3 that the evidence of such an effect

is weak.

significant variation of reflectivity with time or

phase angle has been found. The reflectivity

with data for the 1962 and 1964 conjunctions is shown in

Fig. 8. The data were taken by the JPL group. The dif-

ference in mean levels is apparently due to an error in

gain calibration for the 1962 system. Thus the results

suggest a homogeneous surface structure with a dielectric
constant of about 4--5.
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Rg. 8. The comparison of an early Venus spectrum
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same radar equipment
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IV. Planetary Rotation

The first report of a period of rotation on the order of

250 days was made by Muhleman (1961) in collaboration

with R. Carpenter of JPL, and was based on the data

shown in Fig. 9. The figure shows the overlay of a Venus

spectrum with a lunar spectrum taken with the same

equipment. The frequency axis of the lunar spectrum was

scaled to match the Venus spectrum at 1/2 power and the

corresponding lunar libration rate was scaled accordingly.

This procedure led to a result of 250 ± 100 days, the

uncertainty being related to our confidence in the as-

sumption of the similarity of the lunar and Venus scatter-

ing laws. No comment could be made concerning the
direction of rotation.
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Fig. 9. The 12.5-cm roflectivity of Venus, measured

in 1962 and 1964 by the JPL radar group

A plot of total doppler bandwidth with date led

R. Carpenter to suggest that the rotation of Venus was

retrograde, see Fig. 8. JPL observations of 1962 confirmed

this hypothesis (Goldstein, 1964; Carpenter, 1964) and a

repeat of the experiment in 1964 led to a reliable deter-
mination of the Venusian rotation vector. The best result

available at the time of this report is (Carpenter, 1965)

P=-250+_I days

+10

a = 255 - , deg

= 68 ± 4deg
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Essentially identical results have been obtained by

Goldstein (1965) and Dyce (1965).

It is of considerable interest to notice that if the period

were -244 days, Venus would manage to show the
identical face to the Earth at each inferior conjunction.

The study of Venusian surface areas that cause anoma-

lous radar echoes is closely related to the question of the

planet's rotational vector. If a local area on the planet

were an abnormally strong reflector because of, e.g., a

high value of dielectric constant, its presence would be

manifested in the observed CW spectra. A region of

higher power density would appear in the spectrum on

the side corresponding to the approaching limb as the
area became visible to us on Earth. Since the area would

be sharing the rotation of the planet relative to us, it

would appear to move across the face of Venus with

time. Correspondingly, the region of high spectral density

would move across the observed spectra. The exact

motion of the phenomena in the spectra would be due to

the following factors: the Venusian latitude of the

area, the orientation of the rotational vector and its rate,

and the orbital geometry of Earth-Venus. Since the latter

is known, the former can be found from such observa-

tions.

4

N

3

2

o

Indeed, a number of such spectral features have been

observed and followed by the JPL group. Carpenter

S

Fig. 10. A preliminary radar map of Venus showing the

regions of anomalous reflectivity at 12.5-cm wavelength

(1965) and Goldstein (1965) have discussed these ob-
servations in detail. In each case, the observed features

have confirmed the rotational vector determinations.

Two major anomalous areas have been located in lati-

tude, and a longitude system has been defined for Venus,

based on the most prominent feature. A preliminary map,

due to Goldstein, is shown in Fig. 10, which shows these

features (which have been named "Goldstone a and fl"

by persons outside the JPL group). The critical test for

this work will occur at the next inferior conjunction of

Venus (January 1966) when these features should re-

appear at predicted positions and times.

The ultimate way to study the anomalous features_o

utilize simultaneous range-gating and spectral antis,
which allows one to locate a region in a spec_dTed

doppler-range box. Data of this type have been obtained

by Goldstein, one example of which is shown in Fig. 11.

• v

!

o

FREQUENCY, cps
JUNE 13, 1964

293

46-mile ZONES

Fig. 11. Typical Venus doppler-range gated spectra

showing the spectra at increasing range depths
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An asymmetry can be located in both doppler frequency
and depth back from the sub-Earth point, which should
yield a much stronger and indeed, a unique determina-
tion of the rotational vector. These data are being

analyzed in detail by Dr. Shalhav Zohar of JPL. Similar
measurements are being carried out by Dyce and
Pettingill at the Cornell University Arecibo facility. Some
of this work is reported in another paper by Dr. Dyce
in this symposium.

V. The Radar Backscatter Function

Perhaps the most difficult problem in the radar studies

t_anUS is the interpretation of the backscatter function
ppears in the measurement of the planet's pulse

response or doppler spectrum shape. At present, these
curves can only be measured with rather poor range or
doppler resolution, e.g., 15 km and 1% of the total
spectral width, respectively. Even in the case of the
Moon, where work is being carried out with pulses
(or the equivalent) of 1-/z sec width (300 m) the interpre-

tation is far from complete. Numerous workers have

developed statistical theories to explain the scattering
behavior of the Moon, but nothing has been published

as yet concerning Venus.

The author (Muhleman, 1964, 1965) has been able to
show that the scattering behavior of Venus is mathe-

matically similar to that of the Moon at 12.5 cm. How-
ever, the statistical parameters from the theory, such as
the mean slope, are considerably smaller for Venus.

A typical half-spectrum of Venus is shown in Fig. 12,
along with a fit of Muhleman's scattering function

1%) =
a 3 COS ®

(sin 0 + a cos O)3

where

2R

T - 9 (1 - cos e)
C

(a) VENUS
JPL, dUN 17, 1964
12.5 cm
RESOLUTION = I cps
8 T = 55 cps

>_"-iz _. °
Z

c3 -16
_J
<_
rr

n° -24

-28

-52
0 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1.0 I.Z

NORMAL FREQUENCY

-5

-IO

.a -15

.-c

-20

-25

-50

-35
I0 20

qb, decj

50 40 50

Fig. 12. (a) Typical observed Venus spectrumwith a scattering law model; (b) X 43-cm pulse
responsewith the same model
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with a = 0.10. The function appears to fit well across the

Venusian disk. The a-parameter should be interpreted as

a one-dimensional mean slope, effective at 12.5 cm.

All of the observed backscatter functions available to

the author are shown in Fig. 13. The curve for k 3.6 cm

is theoretical and is based on the reported result that

Venus appears as a Lambert scatterer at this wavelength.

The )t 12.5 cm is Muhleman's function as fitted to his

observed spectra with a = 0.10, and then convolved with

a 100-tLsec square pulse. The _ 23, _ 43, and X 70 cm are

40-, 150-, and 100-/zsec observed-pulse responses, respec-

tively. It can be seen that they all have the same mathe-

matical form.

One would intuitively expect that Venus would appear

smoother with increasing wavelength. The data in

Fig. 18 confirm this, but the picture is very much con-

fused by the use of varying pulse widths.

The Soviet workers, e.g., Kotelnikov (1965), have ac-

tually published two Venus backscatter curves, which

are shown in Fig. 14. Kotelnikov has pointed out the

difference between these two curves and offers the

interpretation that the backscatter function of Venus

varies by the amount shown in the picture. This appears

completely incorrect to me. A careful study of the Soviet

report appears to show that the 1962 curve was obtained

with the equivalent of a 500-_sec pulse, while the peak

for the 1964 curves utilized a 150-/zsec pulse. My com-

putations show that with this assumption the curves are

identical.

It appears that the proper way to obtain thel

backscatter function, independent of particular pulse

shapes, is to hypothesize a backscatter function, which

can then be convolved with a specific pulse shape for

comparison with the corresponding observations. These

computations are in progress.
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Fig. 13. Venus hackscatter functions measured

at various wavelengths
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SOME RADAR CHARACTERISTICS OF VENUS AT 430 MHz

R. B. Dyce

Cornell University

Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory, Puerto Rico

I. Introduction

The observations to be described were made during

1964 at the Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory (AIO) using

the 1000-ft-D reflector and a pulsed 430-MHz radar

system.

By coincidence the Venus conjunction of June 1964

occurred at a declination that could be ideally viewed

within the pointing constraints of the antenna system.

Observations were also made from March to August 1965,
although the echo was much weaker than in 1964 because

Venus was undergoing superior conjunction during the
latter period.

The large antenna area is an important asset in the

struggle to obtain a strong signal-to-noise ratio for ac-

curate range and doppler measurement over as much of

each planetary orbit as possible. A principal purpose

of the AIO program has been to measure departures

(on the order of 50-/_see accuracy) from a working
ephemeris so as to improve knowledge of the orbital

parameters, the Earth's motion, the planetary radius, and

the astronomical unit. This joint AIO-Lincoln Laboratory
program will not be treated here.

A second byproduct that will not be discussed here

concerns the disruption of Venus and Mercury echoes

when they are viewed through the solar corona.

II. Equipment and Procedure

Although principally intended for ionosphere studies,

the Arecibo radar can be employed for radar astronomy

and radio astronomy. The principal radar characteristics

are given in Table 5.

The antenna is continuously directed at the app

position of the planet for a period of time that

upon the declination but can be as long as 2.5 hours. A

train of coherent pulses is transmitted for a duration of

time equal to the round-trip delay (less than 30 min).

The transmitter is then stopped and the receiver turned

on for a corresponding period of time. The echo is

sampled with respect to a time base that is moved so as

to follow the ephemeris position of the planet to an

accuracy of a few microseconds. In most cases the re-

ceiver was arranged to give two quadrature outputs

simultaneously so that the phase as well as the amplitude

of each sample could be digitally recorded on magnetic

tape. At a later time, samples taken at a given delay with
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Table 5. Characteristics of the Arecibo planetary radar

Characteristic Value

Location

Antenna diameter

Gain

Beamwidth

Sky coverage

Transmitted frequency

Typical peak power

Maximum duty cycle

T / pulse width

R_r front-end

System temperature

Doppler compensation

Range change

compensation

Data recording

18020'46 " N:66°45'11" W

1000 ft (304.8 m)

56.25 db in zenith

9 min of arc at half-power points

Within 20 ° of zenith (approx _ = 0 ° to _ = 380

430.0 MHz (X = 0.69 m) in coherent pulses

2.0 Mw

6.25%

0.1 to 10 msec

Uncooled Adler tube pumped at 862 MHz (1964)

Uncooled Varactor Paramp pumped at 4 GHz

(1965)

220 +_ 40°K (1965)

Preset for each run using a local oscillator

synthesizer

Obtained from phase shifter driven by preset

digital counter

8-bit A/D converter, computer, magnetic tape

respect to the planet were processed for frequency infor-
mation. This resulted in excellent resolution on the order

of 0.1 Hz selectable by choice of computer instructions.

For Venus and Mercury the ambiguity at the pulse repe-

tition frequency is-of no consequence. By such "coherent

processing," both the range and the frequency informa-

tion are simultaneously available.

III. Reflectivity

Previous workers have found values for the fractional

cross-section lying between 10 and 20%, with the higher

values generally associated with longer wavelengths. All

the measurements indicate a significantly higher reflec-

than that of the Moon, which is about 7%. If one

the same analysis used for the Moon, one finds a

surface dielectric constant of between 4 and 5, not incon-

sistent with a surface composed of dry material such as

terrestrial rocks. Large areas of liquid water at the sur-

face are apparently ruled out. The AIO data for 1964 are

plotted in Fig. 15, showing an average of about 14%.

As was observed by James and Ingalls (1964) the
Arecibo data show variation with date that are believed

to exceed all equipmental variations. These variations

could be due to differentiation on the planet as various

portions of the planet pass across the subradar point on

the planet (see Section V).

i i i
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Fig. 15. Reflectivity of Venus as a function of date,

obtained by the 430-MHz Arecibo Ionospheric

Observatory radar

IV. Angular Scattering Law

A pulse of a width that is short compared with a Venus

radius will be returned from the planet with a decay

at the tail of the echo. If adequate sensitivity is available,

the dependence of the backscatter on the angle of inci-

dence to the planetary surface can be measured. The

curve shown in Fig. 16 is typical. (The "planetary radius"

scale can, of course, be converted into angle of incidence.)

Workers of several countries agree that the Venus echo
resembles that of the Moon in the sense that the bulk of

the echo is related to quasi-specular or coherent reflec-
tion from the smooth areas of the surface near the center

of the disk (subradar point). In the case of Venus, the

surface appears to be significantly flatter than that of

the Moon. For greater delays, the rough scattering com-

ponent for Venus strongly resembles the lunar law.

Although the Moon shows a sharper angular scattering

law at low radar frequencies, the Venus behavior at

430 MHz appears identical to recent data at 1295 MHz

(J. V. Evans, private communication).

V. Surface Markings at 430 MHz

The JPL preliminary data for the Venus conjunction

of June 1964 indicate two regions, called "Alpha" and

"Beta." Examined in frequency, without range resolution,

these features drift across the planet. Their longitude and

approximate latitude can be deduced, based on the chang-

ing frequency of each feature with respect to the central

frequency of the planet (Goldstein, 1965).
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Fig. 16. Venus echo power vs delay observed in 1964 at 430 MHz at the AIO. The solid curve represents

the corresponding behavior of the Moon, scaled to the Venus radius. Note the similarity between the

two laws, holding except for the region near the center of the disk where Venus appears
smoother and more reflective than the Moon.

In the course of range-doppler processing of the

Arecibo data, a variety of Venus enhancements have

been evident. Specifically, the Arecibo data have been

examined for confirming evidence of the Alpha and Beta

regions. Region Alpha showed clearly on 23 July, 1964,

which, by coincidence, was the day that it passed across

the central meridian (see Fig. 17). Region Alpha has some

detailed structure but is not wider than 900 km. The

longer dimension must be in excess of 3800 km (0.62 of a

radius). Note that Alpha is a long, narrow region that

happens to be approximately parallel to the frequency

strips. On an earlier day (July 9, shown in Fig. 18)

the feature was located on the approaching side of the

planet, still exhibiting a linear nature. The line might

have been longer on this date but was limited

unfortunate termination of the sampling at

delay and limited by confusion with the "wing" corre-

sponding to 2-msec delay. (Incidentally, this motion

yields about 240 days sidereal period ± 20%.)

Region Beta is more extensive (shown earlicr by JPL)

and consequently, with 1-msec resolution, appears as a

complex region in the Arecibo data. To make this more

evident, a contour map of echo strength is presented in

Fig. 19 as a function of delay and doppler (viewed from

the northern celestial hemisphere). So far, no attempt has

been made to resolve the northern and southern hemi-

sphere ambiguity. The JPL study suggests that Region
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Fig. 17. Appearance of Venus disk to 430-MHz radar with resolution in range and frequency. Peaks of reflec-

tivity are denoted by the dots near the central meridian. This corresponds to the JPL "Region Alpha.'" Only

half of the disk is presented because of the two-fold ambiguity present in a single observation. JPL work

indicates that Region Alpha is in a single half of the disk.
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Rg. 18. Appearance of Venus disk showing positions of 430-MHz enhanced echoes associated with Region

Alpha. The open circles indicate that the echo strength was less than three standard
deviations above the noise level.

Beta lies above 10 deg irt the northern hemisphere. Data

for June 12, 15, and 30 also should be similarly treated

A cursory examination suggests that the individual

detailed structure had altered with changing orientation,

but that Region Beta remained a strongly backscattering

al'ea.
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Fig. 19. Contours of echo strength measured in units of standard deviations above system noise level as

function of range and doppler frequency shift. Seventy-two spectra were summed, each with a frequency

resolution of 0.2 Hz and a range calculation every 0.5 msec. The curvature of the planet can be readily

observed. Region Beta appears as a group of "islands" on the left side of this figure.
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Fig. 20. Plot of limb-to-limb doppler spread vs date observed for Venus at the AIO during the

inferior conjunction. The solid curve represents the least-mean-squares fit to the data and

corresponds to the rotation axis specified.

VI. Rotation Measurements

The apparent rotation rate of a spherical planet at a

given time can be unambiguously computed from a mea-

surement of frequency spectra at a known delay (usually

measured with respect to the leading edge of the plane-

tary echo). Using this technique, Goldstein (1964) has
obtained from the 1962 conjunction observations a retro-

grade rotation of 248 days, with an axis orientation

approximately normal to the orbital plane. Data taken

at the Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory during the 1964

conjunction confirm the 1962 results and lead to a

sidereal rotation rate of 247 ±5 days retrograde with an

axis 6 ° from normal to the orbital plane. Twenty-one

measurements are shown in Fig. 20, together with the

curve fitted by the method of least-mean-squares with
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three degrees of freedom. This value is preliminary and

may be readjusted by as much as 1% in the final analysis

(Dyce, Pettengill, and Shapiro, in preparation).
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RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF VENUS AT JODRELL

J. H. Thomson

University of Manchester

Nuffield Radio Astronomy Laboratories, Macclesfield, England

BANK

Planetary radar at Jodrell Bank has been confined to

observations of Venus. Two separate systems have been

used, pulse and CW, both with the 250-ft Mk I radio

telescope as transmitting and receiving aerial. The pulsed

system was operational during the 1959 close approach,
but genuine echoes were first obtained in 1961. The CW

system was built between the close approaches of 1961

and 1962 and was used in 1962 and 1964. The parameters

of both systems are given in Table 6, and the following

sections list the operations and main results obtained

at each close approach.

I. 1959 (Evans and Taylor)

The 408-Mc/sec pulsed system with a peak power of

50 kw and a 30-msec pulse length was used. One pulse

per second was transmitted for a period of 5 rain, fol-

lowed by 5-min reception. The receiver had eight inte-

grating channels in range moved along the time base

to follow the changing range of the planet by a semi-
automatic system. As the channels covered 240 msec

and the interpulse period was 1 sec, not all possible

ranges could be covered, and ranges corresponding to
the value of the astronomical unit obtained in 1958 at

MIT were selected. Integration for 583/4 hours of opera-

tion revealed a 21/_ standard deviation rise in the channel

corresponding to this range. It was estimated that there

was an 8% chance that noise alone caused this result,

and in the light of subsequent work this would seem the

probable explanation of this early result.

II. 1961 (Thomson et al.)

Basically the same system as in 1959 was used, with

improvement in noise figure obtained by the use of an
electron beam parametric amplifier. Echoes were first

detected on April 8, by which time the new MIT value
of the AU was available. Nevertheless, 660 msec of the

time base was searched, sufficient to cover all likely

values of the AU, and the echo was found to confirm the

MIT value, giving 149,600,000 ___5000 km. An attempt

to measure the spectral width of the return failed.
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Table 6. Radar equipment parameters

Parameter Value

Continuous wave radar

Frequency

Power

Aerial

Ef[ectlve area

Transmiffed polarization

Received polarization

System excess noise

erature

r bandwidth

Integration time

Frequency stability

Pulse radar

Frequency

Peak power

Aerial

Effective area

Transmitted polarization

Received polarization

System excess noise

temperature

Receiver system

Integration time

410.25 Mc/sec

5kw

250-ft, fully steerable paraboloid

2500 ms

Right circular

Left circular

1100°K (1962), 200°K (1964)

Eleven channels 1 cps wide and 1 cps apart

Up to several hours

Better than 2 parts in 101_

,108 Mc/sec

50 kw

250-ft paraboloid

2.500 m_

Right circular

Left circular

1200°K (1959), 200°K (1961)

Eight channels in range, each 30 msec long

Several hours

III. 1962 (Ponsonby et al.)

The entirely new CW radar system at 410.25 Mc/sec

was used with a transmitter of power 5 kw CW. The

receiver had eleven integrating channels in frequency,

each of 1 cps bandwith at 1 cps spacing. The central

frequency of the receiver was digitally controlled to

follow a computed frequency ephemeris to about 0.1 eps.

The basic quantities measured were the doppler shift

and the spectrum of the returned signal. From the

doppler shift a value of the AU of 149,596,600 ±900 km

was computed, and an upper limit of 1 cps was put on

the width of the spectrum to half power throughout the
observations, which were made for about 6 weeks after

closest approach. It was concluded from the spectral

width observations that the period of rotation was of

the same order of magnitude as the orbital period, and
of undetermined sense.

IV. 1964 (Ponsonby et al.)

The same CW system was again used, with increased

sensitivity obtained by the use of a parametric amplifier,

which brought the predetector signal-to-noise ratio to

about ½. Doppler shift was again measured to about

±0.1 cps, and actual spectral widths, rather than upper

limits, were obtained. These showed a minimum at

closest approach and confirmed the rotation to be retro-

grade with a period of between 100 and 300 days. The
signal to noise ratio, when corrected for distance, showed

an rms deviation of 0.75 db and indicated a radar

cross-section compatible with other measurements.
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RECENT RADIO OBSERVATIONS OF THE PLANET VENUS*

F. D. Drake

Cornen University

Ithaca, New York

I. Introduction

Very significant advances in our observational knowl-

edge and theoretical understanding of the radio emission

from Venus have recently occurred. Probably the most

significant steps have been (1) A great improvement in

knowledge of the Venus radio spectrum; (2) The success-

ful detection and measurement of the polarized radio

emission from the Venus surface; (3) Improvements in

observational data concerning the variation of the Venus

radio emission with time, therefore phase angle, and the

development of a successful theory explaining these ob-

servations; (4) Broad and sophisticated studies of a

multitude of models of the Venus atmosphere and

surface, and a critical and enlightening comparison of
the results with the observational data.

II. The Radio Spectrum

The development of large radio telescopes of good

resolution for the longer microwave wavelengths, and

the construction of high-sensitivity millimeter wave in-

struments, have made possible the extension of the Venus

spectrum to both higher and lower frequencies than
heretofore. Accurate measurements of the Venus radio

* This paper appears here in abstract form.

emission are now available at closely spaced wavelength

intervals from 1.3-mm to 68-cm wavelength. (The ob-

served radio spectrum of Venus is shown in Fig. 21.)

At the shorter wavelengths, there is a significant drop

in the equivalent disk black-body temperature from

about 600*K at 2-cm wavelength to about 350"K at
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Fig. 21. The observed radio spectrum of Venus. The error
brackets are omitted in the regions where the

points cluster closely together, but those

shown are generally typical.
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8-mm wavelength. The disk temperahtre then falls

gradually to about 300*K at 1.3-mm wavelength. This

decrease in the equivalent disk temperature is presently

ascribed most widely to attenuation by cooler particles in
the clouds of Venus.

On the long wavelength end of the spectrum, the data

now seem to confirm that the spectrum drops from

typically 600*K at 20-cm wavelength to 500*K at 68-cm

wavelength. No satisfactory explanation of this phe-

nomenon has been forthcoming. It has been suggested

that this behavior may be explained by a model in

which the longer-wavelength emission comes from such
,th below the surface that it encounters an interface

two dielectric materials as it approaches the
surface. This dielectric interface will reflect some of

the radio energy and thus cause the effective emissivity

to be les_ at the longer wavelengths. This possibility is

supported weakly by the radar data, but the latter do

not give quantitative agreement with the radio reflec-

tivity implied by this hypothesis and the observed

spectrum. Further observations are necessary to clarify
this situation.

The abundance of water vapor in the Venus atmo-

sphere plays a key role in the choice of the most plausible

model for the Venus atmosphere and surface. Stimulated

by this, investigators have conducted many searches for

the water vapor line at the 1.35-cm wavelength. All have

produced essentially negative results, with an upper limit

of about 10% being placed on the strength of the line.

This implies, using a reasonable model for the atmo-

spheric temperature profile, a total precipitable water

content in the atmosphere of less than a few tens of

centimeters. This result conslxains many models of Venus

and keeps alive the difficulties inflicted on theories of

solar system evolution by the apparently ve]T low Venus

water abundance (see Fig. 22).
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III. The Polarized Radio Emission

Despite the intrinsic difficulties of the experiment,

accurate measurements have been made by Clark and

Kuzmin of the polarized brightness distribution of the

decimeter emission. The greatest significance of such

emission is that it is the strongest evidence so far gath-

ered that the observed radio emission actually is emitted

from the planetary surface. This, in turn, implies strongly

that the very high observed disk brightness temperatures

are close to the surface thermometric temperature. All

models of Venus must account for this high temperature,
a difficult feat.

The measurements of the polarized brightness distribu-

tion allow a much more accurate picture to be drawn of

the temperature distribution over the disk, the size of the

radio disk, and the orientation of the rotational pole

of the planet. The results of such measurements are

consistent with estimates of the same quantities made by

other means. The polarized brightness distribution also

indicates that the dielectric constant of the surface is 2.5,

a value inconsistent with most compacted solid materials,

but not inconsistent with the granulated forms of some

common terrestrial materials. This suggests that Venus is

covered in the main by loose material.

IV. The Venus Phase Effect

Excellent phase effect data have now been obtained

at 8-mm wavelength, providing satisfactory phase effect

information on 0.8-, 3- and 10-cm wavelengths. It has
been noted that the 3- and 10-cm data correlate with the

declination of Venus, suggesting the possibility that the

data have been influenced, perhaps strongly, by instru-

mental effects. However, review of the observations by
the observers has shown that the data have not been

deteriorated by undetected instrumental effects. Some

observations by Dickel have indicated that the 3-cm-

wavelength equivalent black-body disk temperature rises

sharply when Venus is near superior conjunction; this re-

sult would have an important bearing on interpretations
of the phase effect. However, because of the difficulties

in making such observations, they need confirmation.

Taking the best phase effect information at 0.8, 3 and
10 cm, Muhleman, Pollack and Sagan, and Troitsky have

shown that these data are entirely consistent with the

thermal and electric behavior of a typical planetary

surface as predicted by the theory of Piddington and

Minnett. Applying this theory, they show that the be-

havior of the surface does not define the probable sur-

face material well. However, the data are again most

consistent with a surface of expected planetary materials

in granulated form. The results also are consistent only

with a retrograde sense of rotation for the planet, a situa-

tion already indicated by the phase effect and established

by the radar data.

V. Models of the Venus Atmosphere and Surface

Barrett and Staelin, Pollack and Sagan, Basharinov,

and Welch have all explored in detail various plausible

models of the Venus atmosphere and surface. Perhaps

the main point to emerge so far from such studies is that

there is a wide range of quite different models that can

be adjusted so as to produce observational effects con-

sistent with the actual data. In particular, absorption by

carbon dioxide, dust from the surface, or ice crystals can

produce the magnitude and spectrum of the attenuation
observed at the shorter radio wavelengths. It is clear

that the short-wavelength spectrum must be even more

accurately defined if this unfortunate situation is to
be resolved.

However, perhaps the model that fits best all of the

known conditions, particularly the high surface tempera-

ture and the greenhouse effect required to sustain it, is
the model in which the major role is played by liquid or

solid water particles, which are presumed in the model

to constitute the well-known Venus clouds. Although this

model places a large water abundance in the clouds, with

a concomitant appreciable water vapor pressureAdl[te
water vapor implied is just permitted by the neg1_e
results of the search for the Venus water vapor line. It

is clear that it is important to improve the observational

data on the strength, if any, of the 1.35-cm line.
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SOME REMARKS CONCERNING THE RADIOASTRONOMICAL
OBSERVATIONS OF VENUS

A. D. Kuzmin

P. N. Lebedev Physical Institute

Moscow, USSR

The purpose of my report was to make a comment

about Drake's survey report. But Drake's report includes

all the statements of B. Clark's and my investigation of

Venus' surface, and I have no intention of criticizing
this result.

Therefore I would like to add only some short com-

ments about models of Venus' atmosphere. It is well

known from optical measurements that in the atmosphere

of Venus there are many aerosols and, therefore, I ask

myself this question: Is it possible to explain the radar

astronomical results of the spectra of Venus by absorp-

tion by these aerosols? It seems to me that it is better

and more fruitful to solve this question in a general form,
i.e., not to investigate, for example, water or some other

component to satisfy the radio astronomical data, but

rather to investigate what must be the general properties

of such aerosols in order to satisfy the data. The results of

such an investigation show that the radio astronomical

data may be satisfied by aerosols containing polar liquid

dielectric if the relaxation time of this dielectric is equal

to 1.5 × 1012 to5 X 10 -12 sec. It is necessary to have
about 0.1 to 0.2 g/cm _ of such an aerosol. The investi-

gation suggests, for example, that if there is one gram

per cubic meter of such an aerosol (which is reasonable)

similar to the quantity of water droplets in dense Earth

clouds, then heights of such clouds of from 1 to 2 kilome-
ters are obtained, which are not high enough. Then, if

we know what types of aerosol satisfy these data, we can

easily get some reference book on physics and chemistry

and find what substances would satisfy the data. The

data are satisfied, for example, by supercooled water and

by some types of hydrocarbons such as CH3OH, C6H5C1,

etc. In Fig. 23, theoretical curves are shown, calculated
for such an aerosol model. Experimental data

shown here and they are in good agreement.

I would also like to say a few words about the inter-

pretation of long wave emission. I made an attempt to

explain the measurements by Drake and Kellermann at

wavelengths from 20 to 48 cm by involving the iono-

sphere, but such an ionosphere that has an electron tem-

perature less than the temperature of the surface. In

Fig. 24 are shown calculated curves for electron tem-

peratures of 400 ° and 300*K, together with experimental
results. Because this wavelength is not long enough, it is

necessary to have electron densities that are not so high

as those in a classic ionosphere model.
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I am more skeptical of the phase variation measure-

ments discussed by Dr. Drake than he is, and I should

like to point out a few features. The phase variations

cited by Drake were obtained by wide extrapolation of

the measurements near inferior conjunction of Venus. It

may be expected that the more accurate data will be

obtained by direct comparison of Venus'brightness tem-

perature near inferior and superior conjunction. There

are a few such measurements near the 10-cm wavelength

made by Drake, Kellermann, and myself. The results of

this measurement are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Measurements of Venus'brightness

temperature at 10 cm

Investigator

Drake (Ref. 1)

Kuzmin (Ref. 2)

Kellermann (Ref. 3)

"TBt oK

Dark

hemisphere

580

58O

6O5

Illuminated

hemisphere

610

555

629

The table shows that all these measurements are in

fair agreement and they show that the temperature dif-

ference between the illuminated and unilluminated parts

of Venus does not exceed 5_. But all these measure-

ments are in some disagreement with Drake's phase

variation, because the difference between illuminated

and unilluminated parts in Drake's result (Ref.

about 13%. It seems to me today that this situation

clear, and it is possible to say only that the temperature

difference between illuminated and unilluminated parts

is not large. I believe that it is necessary to obtain more

observations.
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CONTRIBUTION AU COLLOQUE CALTECH-JPL

SUR LA LUNE ET LES PLANETES: VENUS

Audouin Dollfus

Observatoire de Paris

Meudon, France

I. Detection de la vapeur d'eau dans

la haute atmosphere de V_nus

La lumi6re de V_nus est renvoy6e par les parties

rieures de la couche n,u.agense et elle traverse la
atmosphere de la planete. J ai cherche _t d6celer la

vapeur d'eau dans ces r6gions sup6rieures de l'atmosph_re

de V6nus, grace _t la bande d'absorption produite dans
le spectre _ 1,40 microns.

Le spectrophotom6tre photo_lectrique _t filtre polari-

sant r6alis6 dans ce but a d6j_ 6t6 d6crit, ainsi que le

t61escope sp6cial de 50 cm de diambtre auquel il a 6t6

(1)(3)(4)(5).

Le filtre polarisant isole, selon le principe de Lyot, la

bande 1,4 microns de la vapeur d'eau. I1 a 6t6 6tudi6 de

teUe fa_'on que les raies d'absorption du C02 les plus

intenses de l'atmosph6re de V6nus ne soient pas trans-

mises par le filtre, et que les plus faibles soient r6parties

de faqon _ se compenser. L'instrument n'est donc prac-

tiquement sensible qu'au spectre de la vapeur d'eau. La

mesure consiste _ annuler le signal grace _ un eompensa-

teur 6talonn6 directement en quantit6 de vapeur d'eau

exprimde en gr/cm 2 _ la pression atmosph6rique ordi-

naire. L'6talonnage est peu sensible _ la valeur de la

pression atmosph6rique sur la plan&e, ear l'61argissement

de la bande sous l'effet de la pression donne un signal

ndgatif qui compense presque exactement l'accroissement

correspondant de l'intensit6 de la bande.

On mesure la quantit6 d'eau en observant alternative-

ment V6nus et des astres de comparaison voisins tels que

la Lune, et le Soleil convenablement affaibli; les dif-

f6rences caract6risent alors la vapeur d'eau de ratmo-

sphere de V_nns.
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La bande 1,4 microns de la vapeur d'eau se sature

toutefois pour une quantit6 d'eau voisine de 0,10 gr/em'-'

de sorte qu'il est n6eessaire d'observer dans des condi-

tions telles que notre atmosph6re contienne moins d'eau

que cette limite. Cette condition n'est jamais r6alis6e au

niveau du sol.

J'ai d'abord observ6 en ballon libre, notamment dans

la nuit du 22 au 23 Avril 1959 au tours d'une ascension

en cabine 6tanche jusqu"_ l'altitude de 14.000 m6tres (6).

J'ai observ6 aussi en haute montagne, en hiver, lorsque la

temp6rature trbs basse abaisse la teneur en eau au-dessous

de la limite de saturation de la bande. Le meilleur

r6sultat a 616 obtenu fi la faveur de l'occultation de V6nus

par la Lune, les 21 et 22 Janvier 1963, ,1 la Station Scicn-

tifique du Jungfraujoch en Suisse ?_ l'altitude de 3.000

m6tres.

Les r6sultats des mesures, d6j'_ publi6es par ailleurs

(2)(3)(6), ont donn6 la qnantit6 d'eau sur V6nus au-dessus

du niveau des nuages, soit 0,7.10 -2 gr/cm'-'. Cette valeur

correspond '_ 70 microns d'eau pr6cipitable.

I1 est vraisemblable que les nuages de V6nus sont

constitu6s de trbs fines particules d'eau glae6e; la

r6flexion sur les petits eristaux de glace donne un faible

signal n6gatif dans notre instrument: la valeur 0,7.10

gr/em-' devrait 6tre tr6s 16g6rement augment6e dans ce

cas. On peut estimer la quantit6 d'eau de la haute atmo-

sphbre de V6nus comprise entre 70 et I00 microns d'eau

pr6cipitable, au-dessus de la eouehe nuageuse visible.

Cette valeur peut _tre rapproch6e de celle que j'avais

mesur6e pour la stratosph6re terrestre au-dessus de

l'altitude de 13.000 m6tres au tours de rues ascensions en

ballon, soit 1,0.10 '-' gr/cm _ (1). La teneur en eau de la

haute atmosph6re de V6nus est comparable _ celle de

notre propre stratosphbre.

On peut encore comparer cette valeur _ celle calcul6e,

en supposant la couche nuageuse form6e de cristaux

d'eau '_ une temp6rature de -40°C, avee saturation, le

gradient thermique vertical au-dessus de la touche 6rant

voisin de 10°/km et l'hnmidit6 relative d6croissant avec

l'altitude. Les valeurs nmn6riques correspondantes sont

donn6es dans le tableau 8 et conduisent "_ une quantit6

d'eau de i15 microns, dont l'ordre de grandeur est tr6s

voisin de celui observ6.

Dans la suite, le Prof. J. Strong a r6ussi '_ d6celer

la vapeur d'eau sur V6nus 5 l'aide d'un instrument

matique port6 par ballon (voir le chapitre correspondant

du pr6sent ouvrage). La valeur qu'il a obtenue est tr6s

voisine de la d6termination pr6c6dente.

II. Etude des adrosols en suspension dans
la haute atmosphere de V_nus

Au-dessus du niveau sup6rieur de la touche nuageuse,

l'atmosphbre de V6nus n'est pas parfaitement limpide,

mais ellc conticnt en suspension des a6rosols r6siduels

qui diffusent plus de lumi6re que les mol6cules.

Cette 16g6re pollution des couches 61ev6es de l'atmo-

sph6re de V6nus s'observe depuis la Terre au moment

des conjonctions inf6rieures, lorsque V6nus est vue sons

l'aspect d'un fin croissant trbs effil6. Les extr6mit6s des

cornes du croissant s'allongent alors au-delfl de leurs

limites g6om6triques. Lorsque l'angle de phase d6passe

176 °, le croissant d6g6n6re en un filin lumineux qui peut

devenir une aur6ole compl6te (figure 25).

Tableau 8

Tranches d'air au-dessus

des nuages, km

0,0 - 0,5

0,5- 1,0

1,0 - 2,0

2,0 - 3,0

3,0 - 7,0

Au-dessus de 7,0

Temp6rature, °C

Quantlt6 d'eau saturante

dans la tranche, g/cm:

Humidit6

estim6e, %

Quantit6 d'eau da_k__1
la tranche, g/cm _

-- 4O

-- 45

-- 50

-- 55

(- 60)

0,0060

0,0040

0,0040

0,0030

(0,0040)

100

6O

30

20

20

0,0060

0,0024

0,0012

0,0006

0,0008

(0,00O5)

Total............ 1,15. 10 '-'g/cm _
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Fig. 25 : Photographie du croissant de VBnus 
le 21 Juin 1964 a 8h40 

Observation ‘a la conjonction infe‘rieure de Ve‘nus en 1964 

Les circonstances se presentaient ainsi le 19 et le 20 
Juin 1964 : j’ai obsenk le phenomhie h l’Obsen-atoirc du 
Pic-du-3Iidi a\-ec E. Maurice (7) .  Nous utilicions le 
refracteur de 60 cm adapt6 sp6cialement par Lyot h 
l’ktude des plan;ltes en 1943 (figure 26). L’astre etant t r e c  
proc‘he du Soleil. les observations ktaient pratiqubes en 
plein jour, lorsque le ciel ktait trPs pur. Un &ran circu- 
laire de 80 cni de diamttre a 6tk place a I’extrkmitir d u n  
mat extensible de 13 m6tres de longueur maximum fix6 
au rebord de la coupole (figure 27). Ce grand parasoleil, 
prPpar6 sous la direction de J. Rowh,  etait nianipule par 
un treuil afin de porter onibre sur l’objectif de la lunette. 
On hvitait de la sorte les reflets de la lumitre solaire 

cte entre les faces de l’objectif. ainsi que la diffusion ab es poussitres et les dkfauty du verre, qui auraient 
14 uii fond lumineus trts brillant, perturbant gra\ e- 

m m t  les observations pour les angle5 de phase inf6rieurs 
b 170“. 

Entre le 6 Juin et le 4 Juillet 1964. nous a\.ons bbnGficik 
de 20 journkcs d‘obsermtion et recueilli 29 sPries de 
clichks au foyer direct de 1523 cm du rPfracteur. (Voir 
figure 25.) Ccs clichks portaient des marques d’t.talon- 
nage photom6triques esprimkes cn jdeurs  absolues de 
luminances, c’est-a-dire comparbes directement A I’eclaire- 
m i i t  E , ,  donnk par le Soleil. Dans ce but. aprts chaquc 
serie de poses sur Yknus, I’objectif principal de la lunette 

6tait rccou\Tert d’un petit diaphragme d’environ 2 cm de 
diami.tre seulement, assoeik une lame de verre absorbant 
99:: de la IumiPre; la lunette etait pointee vers le Soleil 
et des sdries dexpositions supplkmentaires de dur6es 
croissantes 6taient effectuees sur la photosphhe solaire 
prks du centre du disque. 

Soit a = 0” l’azimutli du rayon du disque planktaire 
dirisk B I’oppos6 du Soleil, selon les conventions de la 
figure 2s. a = +goo correspond B la come Nord et 

= -90” B la corne Sud. Les clichks one ktk mesurks 
radialement au niicro-densitoniPtre. en m6me temps que 
les marques d’ktalonnages, pour des angles 0 croissant de 
5” en 5” tout autour du disque. 

Lintensit6 de I’aurbole est exprimke par la largeur 
Pquivalente du profil photometrique pour un petit arc 
La sous-tendant 1 ; elle est rapportke B l’kclairement E,, 
don& par le Soleil h la distance de la Terre; on obtient 
ie rapport 

B ( a  = 1”) 
E,, (1 U-4) 

Q, = 10-13 

La figure 2s donne les mesures obtenues pour ce 
rapport a’, en fonctioii de I’angk de phase V, pour quatre 
directions de l’a7imuth a. h go”, 80”. 60” et 45’; on a 
report6 seulenient les moyennes entre les mesures re- 
cueillies sur les deux conies Sord et Sud. Les \deurs  de 

se liscmt sur 1’t.chelle d’ordonnee de droite. 

Diamktre des particules en suspension 
dans la haute atmosphere 

Divisons I’atmosph6re de \’ifnus en couches concen- 
triques d’altitudes z croissantes. Lorigine des altitudes 
z = 0 kni correspond au nk-eau superieur de la couche 
nuaseuse visible; si les nuages ont une structure com- 
plexe, ce ni\-eau correspond aux sommets les plus klev6s 
des formations nuageuses. puisque celles-ci sont w e s  au 
bord du disque sous l’incidence rasante. L’aurkole 
provient de la diffusion par les particules r6siduelles en 
suspension dam ces hautes regions de I’atmosphere. 
Chaque couchc contierit S( z )  particules par unite de 
volume; ces particules ont un coefficient de diffusion 
Rjl’) qui depend de l’angle de phase 1’ et que nous 
snpposons indkpendant de l’altitude. Chaque couche 
contribue A l’kclat de I’aurPole proportionnellement B un 
trajet T(\’,n,=) que nous avons calcul6 numeriquement 
en fonction de z pour differentes valeurs de N et de 1’. 
Chaque couche donne done la lumii.re diffuske 
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i 

Fig. 26 : lunette de 60 cm du Pic-du-Midi 
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E0(0,72m 
0 

Fig. 27 : Le parasoleil pour I'Ctude de VBnus au Picdu-Midi 

E o(l u.a.) 
-6 . 

180. V 150 160 170 

Fig. 28 : Etude photomhtrique de cornes du croissan de Vinus 
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¢_(V,a,z) = R(V) . N(z) . t(V,_,z). En n6gligeant l'absorp-

tion propre et ]a diffusion multiple, l'intensit6 totale de
l'aur6ole sous l'azimuth a vaut:

f_O °°

• (V,_) = R(V) N(z). T(V,a,z). dz

avec

E )1z0 = r 1-- cos _ cos=

r 6tant le rayon de V6nus.

Pour les cornes exactes du croissant (a = +90 ° et

-90 °) le trajet optique s'exprime par T = 2k/'_-z-. Ce

trajet demeure ind6pendant de l'angle de phase V de

sorte que la courbe en trait plein de la figure 28 re-

produit, & un facteur pr6s, l'indicatrice de diffusion

moyenne R(V) des particules en suspension dans la haute

atmosph6re de V6nus au-dessus du niveau sup6rieur des

nuages.

Cette indicatrice de diffusion moyenne R(V) r6vele une

tr6s forte concentration de lumi6re pour V = 180% c'est-

_t-dire _ l'oppos6 de la direction du Soleil; l'intensit6

d6croit tr6s vite lorsqu'on s'6carte de cette direction

privil6gi6e et tombe d6j_ _ pr6s du centi6me de sa valeur
maximum _t 20 ° de cette direction.

I1 est connu que de telles propri6t6s de diffusion

caract6risent des particules de tr6s petites dimensions,

dont le rayon ne vaut que quelques longueurs d'onde.

Supposons que ces poussibres soient opaques; la formule

de la diffraction S = 1,22. _./2a donne un diam6tre

moyen de particules 2a voisin de 2 microns. Supposons

les particules transparentes avec un indice de r6fraction

voisin de 1; la th6orie de la diffraction par des petites

sph6res, donn6e par Mie, a 6t6 calcul6e par Van de Hulst

(8). On trouve un diam6tre moyen 2a = 1,5 microns.

Dans tousles cas, les particules en suspension dans la

haute atmosphbre de V6nus ont en moyenne des dia-
m6tres voisins de 1,5 ou 2 microns seulement.

R_partition verticale du nombre des partieules

Pour les azimuths 80 °, 60 ° et 45* de plus en plus

61oign6es de ]a pointe du croissant g6om6trique, les
intensit6s diminuent vite selon la figure 28. La lumi6re

provient en effet de couches de plus en plus 61ev6es dans

l'atmosph6re de la plan6te et les particules y deviennent

plus rar6fi6es. Nous avons calcul6 les parcours et les

intensit6s correspondantes, pour deux valeurs de l'angle

de phase 170 ° et 175°, et pour quatre hypoth6ses sur la

r6partition verticale N(z) du nombre de particules par
unit6 de volume :

1. Le nombre de particules d6croit proportionnelle-

ment _ la pression atmosph6rique :

N(z) = No exp [(-mg/KT)z] = No exp (-z/8 kin)

2. Le nombre est constant jusqu'_ l'altitude de 10 km
et nul ensuite.

3. Le nombre est constant jusqu'_ l'altitude de
et nul ensuite.

4. Le nombre d6croit deux fois plus vite que la

pression atmosph6rique :

N(z) = No exp [(-2 mg/KT)z] = No exp(-z/4 kin)

Les courbes sont reproduites dans la figure 29; le
meilleur accord est obtenu dans le dernier cas.

t
4

3

2

I

0

5

4

3

2

i i t r i

N(z__2..-__ v.17s___:/

NO 8kin /

0.2 0.4 0,6 0,8 I_cosN

4

i i | l i

•N.___=)1 V='175" /
• No /_,,"

Julqu'hlOkm /

0,2 0,4 0,6 0.8 1_eos_

_ l i i I

lU_lU'h7..5 km /,

0 02 0,4 0,6 0,8 1_cos= 0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1_cos=

Fig. 29 : Calcul de la r6partition des a6rosols de la haute

atmosphere de V4nus en fonction de I'altitude
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Naturellement, les paxticules peuvent former soit des

brumes r6guli_res, soit des voiles clairsem_s, soit des

colonnes verticales surmontant de part en part la couche

nuageuse; mais dans l'ensemble, leur nombre moyen

d6croit rapidement au-dessus du niveau sup6rieur des

nuages correspondant _ z = 0, dans un facteur e tous les

4 km, soit h peu pros dans un facteur 2 tousles 2,8
kilometres.

Coefficient de diffusion par centimetre cube

En supposant la r6partition verticale moyenne pr6c6-

dente, l'expression de _ (V,_) donn6e ci-dessus s'6crit,
comes du croissant a = 90* :

fo a°

q, (V) = R(V) . No. exp [(--2 mg/KT)z] 2_ dz

L'int6grale, calcul6e num6riquement, donne 2.1020 cm 3.

R(V)No est le coefficient de diffusion par cm 3 _ l'alti-
tude z = 0 km, soit

/3(cm3z = 0)

E0(0,72 UA)

exprim6 en stilb, phot -1, cm -3. _ (V) repr6sente l'intensit6

globale de l'aur6ole pour les 2.1020 cm 3, vue de la Terre,

rapport6e _ l'6elairement solaire Eo (1 UA) _ la distance

de la Terre. Cette valeur, rapport6e _t l'6clairement Eo

(0,72 UA) sur V6nus, devient _ (V) . (0,72) 2. Pour 1 cm 3

_t z = 0 km, cette intensit6 par unit6 d'_clairement s'_crit :

(0,72) 2
(V) 2.1020 candela, phot -1, cm -_

A
L_ninance est l'intensit6 par unit6 d'angle solide; on

a "-""d-6hc la valeur du coefficient de diffusion par 1 cm 3

z = 0 km, en multipliant par le cart6 de la distance do

de V6nus _ la Terre exprim6e en cm:

B(cm 3 z = 0) d 2
= _ (V). (0,72) 2 4.1020Eo(0,72 UA)

= • (V). 2,2.10' stilb, phot -1, cm -1

On a report6 les valeurs correspondantes sur l'6chelle

d'ordonn6e de gauche de la figure 28.

Dans la direction oppos6e au Soleil, e_ (180") = 6.10 -13

et par suite

B

Eo (V = 180") = 2,6.10 -8 stilb, phot -1, cm -_

Le calcul pr6c&tent ne donne qu'un ordre de grandeur;

les irr6gularit6s variables de l'6clat des comes et les

nodosit6s lumineuses passag_res observ6es le long de

l'aur6ole indiquent que l'abondance des particules peut

varier de plus d'un facteur 5 d'une r6gion A l'autre de la

haute atmosphere de V6nus et au cours du temps.

Conclusions sur la purete" de la haute atmosphbre de
Vehns

La valeur trouv_ 2,6. 10 -8 stilb, phot -1, cm -_ est tr_s

faible. Pour comparaison, 1 cm 3 d'air parfaitement pur

la pression atmosph6rique ordinaire diffuse dans la

direction oppos6e _ la source 1,1.10- 8 stilb, phot -1, cm 4.

Comparons la teneur en poussi_res de la haute atmo-

sphere de V6nus avec celle de notre stratosphere terres-
tre; les mesures de la luminance du ciel ?a faible distance

du bord solaire, effectu6es A diff6rentes altitudes par

ballon (9) (10) montrent que notre stratosphere est

16g_rement pollu6e par de petits a_rosols de diam_tres

voisins de 1 _ 2 microns, comme dans le eas de V6nus.

A 10" du bord du Soleil, on aurait sur V6nus, d'apr_s la

figure 28, B(170") = 1,0.10 -8 . E0 pour 1 cm de parcours

z = 0 km. Pour l'ensemble de l'atmosph_re _clair6e

au-dessus de cette altitude lorsque le Soleil est au z6nith :

f_o

B _ 1,0.10 -8 . exp(-z/4,103 . dz)
Eo

= 4,0.10- 3 stilb, phot -1

Le disque solaire sous-tend 5,8.10 -_ st6radians, et donne

nne luminance Bo = Eo (10_/5,8) stilb.

L'6clat apparent du ciel A 10" du Soleil pour un

observateur situ6 dans l'atmosph+re de V6nus _ l'altitude

z0 correspondant au niveau sup6rieur de la couehe

nuageuse, serait 4,0.10- 3 • 5,8.10 -3 = 2,3.10- _ lois la

luminance du disque solaire. Cette valeur est tr+s faible;

selon les mesures recueillies en ballon pour la strato-

sph+re terrestre par G. Newkirk et J. A. Eddy (9)(10); il

faut s'61ever dans notre atmosphere jusque vers l'altitude

de 10 km pour trouver une brillance du ciel _ 10" du
Soleil aussi r6duite.
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On voit donc que la haute atmosphere de V_nus

acquiert au-dessus du niveau des nuages la limpidit_ de

la stratosphere terrestre. Une tr_s faible pollution r_sidu-

elle est rendue d_celable par l'aur_ole tr_s brillante qu'elle

produit lors des conjonctions sup_rieures de la plan_te;

elle provient de particules de 1 _ 2 microns de diam_tre,

comme dans notre propre stratosphere; la concentxation

de ces particules d_croit verticalement plus vite que la

pression atmosph_rique et leur _clat global rappelle celui

de notre propre atmosphere _t l'altitude de 10 km.

III. Pression atmosphdrique au niveau

supdrieur de la couche nuageuse

La diffusion par les particules devient inappreciable

selon la figure 28 lorsque l'angle de phase V devient
inf_rieur _t 155"; les cornes du croissant cessent alors

d'etre allong_es et deviennent inf_rieures au seuil de

sensibilit_ photom&rique de l'_mulsion qui vaut _t peu

pros

,I_ seuil (V=155") = 0,3.10 -1_ .Eo (1 cm) pour A a = 1"

Cependant l'atmosph_re mol_culaire pure devrait encore

se manifester, si la pression atmosph_rique _tait suffisante.

Soit no le nombre de molecules de gaz _ l'altitude

z = 0 km correspondant au niveau sup_rieur de la couche

nuageuse observ_e tangentiellement, R la constante de

Rayleigh-Cabannes de la diffusion par ce gaz et son

coefficient de d_polarisation. On a, aux comes extremes

du croissant pour lesquelles a = 90" :

no,. (v) =. R. e. no(1 + --
1-P

cos2V)
I+P

oo
• exp[(- mg/KT)z] 2V'2-_. dz stilb, cm -1

L'int_grale vaut num_riquement 4,3.1020 cm 3 pour un

segment d'aur_ole de zxa = 1". Pour l'air terrestre,

1 = 0,04 et R = 5,5.10 -_ stilb, phot -_ dans les conditions

normales de pression et temperature (STP). A la distance
0,72 UA de V_nus au Soleil, on aurait:

Ba,,, (155") = 5,5.10 -_ _ 1,85 × 4,3• 102o
n(STP)

Eo (1UA) no
- 8,5.10 _: -- Eo stilb, cm -_

(0,72) 2 n(STP)

Vu de la Terre, h la distance do = 4,17.10 _2 cm:

¢_atm (155°) "_" 8,5 . 10 _2

no Eo

n(STP) (4,17.10_2) 2

no

= 0,5.10 -'_ -- Eo (1 UA)
.(STP)

Nous avons vu que le seuil d_celable 6tait 0,3.10 -13 Eo

(1 UA), donc :

n 0,3• 10 -13
--< - 0,06
n(STP)- 0,5.10 -'2

La densit6 de l'air au niveau sup6rieur de la

nuageuse de V6nus observ6e horizontalement est donc
inf6rieure _t 6% de ceUe de notre air au niveau du sol.

L'attraction de la pesanteur &ant sensiblemertt la

m_me que sur Terre, et notre atmosphere ayant une
hauteur dans les conditions STP d'environ 8 kin, l'6pais-

seur de l'atmosph_re de V_nns au-dessus des nuages

correspond _t moins de 0,06 × 8000, soit 480 m&res dans
les conditions STP. La pression atmosph6rique _t ce

niveau doit _tre inf6rieure _ 60 millibars. Cette pression

s'observe, dans notre atmosphere terrestre, _t l'altitude de

20 km.

Des mesures polarim_triques obtenues par ailleurs

indiquent que les valeurs de la densit6 et de la pression

de l'air ne doivent pas _tre tr_s inf6rieures aux limites
maximales d6termin6es ci-dessus.

iV. Etude polarime'_rique de la nature des nuages

La nature et les dimensions des particules qui com-

posent les nuages de V6nus peuvent _tre pr6cis6es, dans
une certaine mesure, par l'6tude de la polarisation de

leur lumi_re. La proportion de lumi_re

I1 -- I
P _

I_ + Iz

est mesur6e pour diff6rents angles de phase de la

planbte; on reconstitue finalement la "courbe de polarisa-
tion" donnant la variation de P en fonction de l'angle de

phase V.

B. Lyot (11), _t l'aide de son polarimetre visuel _t

franges, avait donn6 en 1929 la courbe de polarisation de

la plan_te V6nus pour la lumi_re de l'ensemble du disque
et de l'ensemble du spectre visible. Lyot compara cette
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courbe avec de nombreuses d6terminafions qu'fl effeetua

au laboratoire sur des a6rosols artificiels, et montra que

les nuages de V6nus pouvaient 6tre constitu_s de petites

particules d'eau mesurant de 2 _ 3 microns de diam6tre
seulement.

En 1955, j'avais publi6 les premiers r6sultats dune &ude

de la r6partifion de la lumi_re sur le disque de V6nus,

sous plusieurs angles de phase (12); depuis cette date,

j'ai continu6 _ recueillir de nombreuses mesures (18).

La figure 30 donne les courbes de polarisation de

V6nus 3 domaines spectraux centr& sur 0,47 tt, 0,55 # et

Ces mesures ont 6t6 r6alis6es avec un polarim6tre

franges de B. Lyot, adapt6 _ un r6fracteur de

30 cm _t l'Observatoire de Meudon, ainsi qu'au r_fmcteur

de 60 cm du Pic-du-Midi (figure 26). Pour les angles

de phase inf_rieurs _ 25* et sup_rieurs _ 155", fl faut

observer en plein jour, faire usage du parasolefl repr6-

sent6 sur la figure 27 et interposer apr_s le polarimetre le

compensateur de polarisation atmospl_rique dont j'avais

donn6 la description en 1955 (12).

La polarisation de la lumi6re est tr6s variable dun

point h l'autre du disque ainsi que nous le verrons plus

loin; les mesures de la figure 30 sont localis6es dam le

plan &luatorial de la plan&e, _t mi-distance entre le limbe

et le terminateur apparent.

Les observations pour V < 25" ont 6t6 relev_es lors de

la conjonction sup6rieure de V6nus en Octobre 1950; on
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Fig. 30 : Courbes de polarisation de V6nus 6 0,47, 0,55 et --0,65 microns
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remarque une rapide d6formation des courbes selon le

filtre color6 choisi; de telles variations spectrales carac-

t6risent g6n&alement la diffusion par des particules

petites et transparentes.

Les mesures pour V > 155" furent recueillies _ la

conjonction inf&ieure de Juin 1964. La plan_te se pr6-

sentait alors comme un tr_s fin croissant, selon les aspects

des figures 25 et 34. La polarisation est alors fortement

influenc6e par les diffusions multiples anisotropes dans

l'atmosph_re de V6nus, selon un m6canisme qui sera

expliqu6 plus loin. Cette diffusion multiple donne, le

long de l'6quateur, une composante polaris6e positive

qui doit alt6rer les mesures; il est possible que les formes

de courbes que donnerait la diffusion simple par les

particules ne pr6sentertt pas de branches positives vers

V = 160" et poss_dent une tangente horizontale avec

polarisation nulle pour V = 180°.

La figure 31 donne les courbes de polarisation de

V6nus dans l'infra-rouge pour 3 domaines spectraux

centr6s sur 0,84/_, 0,95 /_ et 1,05 /z. Ces mesures corre-

spondent _ la lumi_re globale de l'astre recueillie dans

un orifice de diam&re plus grand que celui de la plan_te

et mesur6 _ raide d'un polarimetre photo_lectrique. Le

principe du polarimetre a d6j& 6t6 d6crit (15)(16). Pour

cette application particuli_re, les cellules 6talent des

photo-multiplicateurs _ cathodes de caesium sur argent

oxyd_, r6alis6s _ l'Observatoire de Paris par le Prof.

Lallemand; elles &aient refroidies avec de la
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Ce polarimetre photo_lectrique a 6t6 utilis_ avec le r_flec-

teur de 100 cm de l'Observatoire de Meudon (17) et avec
le r6flecteur de 107 cm du Pic-du-Midi. Les mesures

deviennent assez dispers6es lorsque l'angle de phase
d6passe 110", en raison de la difficult6 croissante de

l'observation dans le cr6puscule, et parce que le fin

croissant montre des variations locales de polarisations
assez fortes.

Les r6sultats pr6c6dents sont r6sum6s sur la figure 32.

On y trouve aussi la variation en fonction de la longueur

d'onde de l'angle pour lequel la polarisation s'annule (aux

environs de 23*). Cette variation est assez directement

diambtre des particules diffusant la lumibre.

En 1959 et 1960, T. Gehrels (13) avait recueilli des

mesures photo_lectriques de la polarisation sur V6nus _t

travers plnsieurs filtres color6s couvrant l'infra-rouge

9.800 A jusqu'_ l'ultra-violet 3.590 A. Les mesures infra-

rouges ne s'accordent pas parfaitement avec les pr6sents

r6sultats qui donnent pour V = 60* et ), = 9.500 A une

polarisation n6gative plus faible, laquelle diminue encore

lorsque la longueur d'onde augmente.

On pourra interpr6ter les courbes pr_c6dentes par le

calcul de la diffusion de Mie sur de petites particules;

T. Gehrels et J. Coffeen ont d6j_ entrepris un travail de

cette nature. D. Deirmendjian (14) a retrouv6 _ peu prbs

la courbe de polarisation de Lyot pour un brouillard de

petites particules di61ectriques 16gbrement absorbantes
ayant un indice de r6fraction M = 1,353-0,0059 i et

diff6rents diambtres voisins de la valeur moyenne 1,0 t*.

V. D_viations de la direction de la

lumi_re polaris_e

La polarisation de la lumi_re n'est pas r_partie de

uniforme ou progressive sur la surface du disque;

observe des r6gions limit6es qui manffestent des

proportions de lumi_re polaris_e diff_rente des r_gions
voisines.

Ces r6gions particulibres sont temporaires et semblent

se modifier rapidement de sorte qu'il n'est g6n6ralement
pas possible de les reconnaltre au bout de 24 heures;

leurs comportements rappellent ceux des nuages mobiles

et variables que l'on observe en photographiant la planbte

en lumibre ultra-violette. Vers la quadrature, les taches

sombres en ultra-violet correspondent quelquefois avec

des r_gions pins fortement polaris6es dans le sens n_gatif

mais eette tendance n'est pas toujours confirmbe.

Les r6gions de polarisation anormale montrent souvent

des d6viations de la direction polaris6e. Ces d6viations

deviennent particulibrement bien visibles lorsque l'angle

de phase est voisin de la valeur V = 23* correspondant

l'annulation de la polarisation moyenne. La figure 33

illustre ce cas et donne les mesures de polarisation

relev6es en lumibre verte (_ gauche), en lumibre rouge

(au centre) et les dessins des taches visibles sur le disque

(_ droite). Les hachures indiquent la direction de la

vibration avantagbe; elles sont d'autant plus serr6es que

la polarisation est plus forte; la proportion de lumi_re

polaris6e

I1 _ 12

p-
I1 + I2

est exprim_e en millibmes. On voit que les taches

polarisbes sont g6n6ralement les m6mes en lumibres

verte et rouge. Sous ces angles de vision, la polarisation

de la lumibre diffus6e une seule lois sur les particules

est nulle ou trbs faible et ne peut donner une direction

avantag6e que parallble ou perpendiculaire _ la ligne

des comes. Les taches polarisbes montrent au contraire

des directions privil_gibes orient6es dans des directions

les plus diverses. Cette polarisation ne peut donc pro-
venir de la diffusion simple par les particules composant

les nuages; il semble qu'elle provienne de la diffusion

multiple entre ces particules, sur des nuages ayant des

structures en stries parallbles.

D'autre part, la direction de la lumibre polaris_ a

g6n6ralement tendance _ 6tre d6vi6e le long du limbe;

elle semble pouvoir se d_composer alors en deux polari-

sations qui se combinent: d'une part une composante

principale qui est celle de l'ensemble du disque et dont

la direction de vibrations avantag6es est, saul dans les

r6gions off il y a d6viation, parallble ou perpendiculaire

_t la ligne des comes. D'autre part, une composante

localis6e le long du limbe, d'autant plus forte que l'on

observe plus prbs du bord du disque, et dont la direction

avantagbe est tangente au bord du limbe. Lorsque l'angle

de phase devient sup6rieur _ 165", la planbte prend

l'aspect d'un trbs fin croissant, la polarisation principale

s'affaiblit et la composante tangente au limbe devient

pr6pond6rante. La figure 34 illustre ce eas.

Cette composante toumante ne semble pas pouvoir

s'expliquer par la diffusion multiple dans l'atmosphbre

au-dessus de la couche nuageuse; celle-ci donnerait en

effet une vibration perpendiculaire au limbe. La com-

posante observbe peut s'expliquer comme il suit: La
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POLAR I SAT I 0 N 
LUMlERE VERTE 

POLAR!SATlON 
LUMIERE ROUGE 

OBSERVATION 
VISUELLE 

5 OCTOBRE 1950 d e  8 h  6 9 h  
6 OCTOBRE 1950 d e  8 h  6 9 h  
8 OCTOBRE 1950 d e  7 h 3 0 m  6 8 h 3 0 m  

12 OCTOBRE 1950 d e  7 h 3 0 m  6 8 h 3 0 m  
14 OCTOBRE 1950 d e  7 h 3 0 m  6 8 h 3 0 m  
I 8  OCTOBRE 1950 d e  8h30m 6 9 h 3 0 m  
2 0  OCTO6RE 1950 d e  8'1 C 9 h 3 0 m  

Fig. 33 : RCpartition de la lumiere polarisk sur la 
surface du disque de V h u s  
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polarisation des nuages de l'atmosph_re de V_nus

montre souvent des d_viations de direction qui peuvent

provenir de la diffusion multiple sur des structures

nuageuses en bandes ou en rouleaux. Admettons qu'il en

soit ainsi, plus g_n_ralement, _ une _chelle de dimensions

inf_rieure au pouvoir s_parateur de notre polarim&re. Au

centre du disque, les polarisations diversement orient_es

se compensent en moyenne et se d_tnaisent; au bord du

disque, _ la distance plan&ocentrique 0 du centre, elles

sont vues obliquement, et la r_sultante est une com-

posante polaris_e proportionnelle _t cos _ 0.

Selon les observations pr_c6dentes, les nuages de

sembleraient donc pr6senter tr_s souvent des

en bandes ou en rouleaux parall_les, soit sur

de tres grandes 6tendues, soit sur des r_gions plus
limit_*es.

Nos nuages terrestres pr_sentent aussi ce caract_re, qui

apparalt sur de nombreuses photographies infra-rouges

des formations nuagenses terrestres obtenues par les

satellites m6t6orologiques. Ces structures r6sultent des

stratifications thermiques dont l'atmosph_re est le si_ge,

lesquelles sont provoqu6es principalement par les

changements d'_tat de l'eau sous forme solide, liquide et

vapeur.

De telles structures ne semblent pas pouvoir apparaltre

dans une atmosphere dont les voiles seraient dus seule-

ment _t des poussi_res solides.
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SUMMARY REMARKS ON VENUS

Duane O. Muhleman m

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, California

The availability of observational data concerning Venus

has greatly increased during the period from 1960 to the

present. Perhaps 1960 appears to be a turning point in

this regard since passive radio emission measurements
became available at that time. These measurements by

Mayer, MeCullough, and Sloanaker at wavelengths of 3

and 10 cm indicated a temperature of 600*K and a

thermal-emission spectrum. The radio observations have

been extended down to the submillimeter region and up

to the meter region with significant variations from
in evidence. The radio observations also showed

g dependence on the solar phase angle relative to

the Earth, particularly at 8 ram.

H. Spinrad, from his study of old Mount Wilson plates,

found indications of atmospheric pressures on the order

of from 2 to 5 arm deep in the Venusian atmosphere but

little trace of water vapor, perhaps less than 10 g. Inves-

tigators at Mount Wilson had, of course, reported the

apparent lack of water many years earlier. However,

A. Dollfus in France and J. Strong's group did find spec-

tral information to suggest about 100 t_ of water vapor

above ice-crystal clouds.

*Now at the Department of Astronomy, CorneU University.

The question of the rotational rate of Venus was essen-

tially cleared up by the radar work of R. Carpenter,

R. Goldstein, and D. Muhleman; a circumstance that now

makes it possible to carry out qualitative calculations of

heat conduction, cloud building, etc., for the planet.

Radio measurements from Mariner H supported the

wealth of Earth-based radio measurements and gave a

clear indication of limb darkening, which, in turn, sup-

ports the well established idea that the surface of Venus

itself has a temperature on the order of 600*K.

It was in the atmosphere of this information that the

symposium on Venus assembled. The discussions began

with the presentation of the balloon astronomy work car-

ried out by Strong and his co-workers at Johns Hopkins

University. Strong reported that the observations of

Venus were made with an automatic 30-cm telescope

supported by a balloon at 26.5 km above the Earth. The

radiation was measured in the 1.13 tt bands with a grat-

ing spectrometer of 2 A resolving power. The effect of

the Venus water vapor absorption was the same as the

calibrated effect of 98 _ of water at 1 atm pressure.

The effect of the water in the Earth's atmosphere
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above the telescope was just a few percent. Strong's

group measured the reflection spectrum from the top of

the cloud layer in a subsequent balloon flight within the

spectral range from 1.7 to 3.4 _. A comparison with

the reflection spectrum in the same wavelength interval

of an ice-crystal cloud at -39"C (prepared in the labora-

tory) was shown to be in excellent agreement with the

Venus spectrum. The Venus spectrum was corrected for

the amount of water vapor above the Venus clouds found

from the previous balloon measurements and for CO2

found by earlier investigators. Strong reminded us that

the significance of a cloud top temperature of -39°C

was noted by Menzel and Whipple in a 1955 paper:

namely, that -39" C is precisely the temperature as-

sumed by high-level cumulus clouds in the Earth's atmo-

sphere because this temperature is the lowest at which

water can still exist in the liquid state.

Strong believes that his results offer an explanation for

the observed equality of the dark and light hemisphere

infrared temperatures found by early workers and more

recently by B. Murray and his co-workers here at Caltech.

He believes that the temperature of the dark side is main-

tained by the heat of condensation. Water vapor from

the sunlit hemisphere, as it is carried convectively to the

dark hemisphere, will cool, condense, and freeze with

the release of over 600 calories per gram.

D. Deirmendjian reported that he has compared

Strong's spectrum with spectra obtained from high-flying

airplanes over dense cirrus-ice clouds on the Earth and

found excellent agreement. It was reported that the ob-

servations of Strong suggest that the disposition of water

in the high Venus atmosphere is similar to that above

16 km on the Earth. Deirmendjian reiterated his belief

"that the Venusian atmosphere contains large amounts of

particulate matter that appears to be in permanent sus-

pension." Furthermore, he believes that it is not possible
to derive the nature of the gaseous component from the

observed spectrum, brightness, and polarization alone,

without definite knowledge of the nature of the particu-
late matter.

Discussions from the symposium as a whole lead to

the general agreement that the work of Spinrad with the

early Venus plates was sound. His analysis of the Venus

spectral lines yielded a rotational temperature on the

order of 400°K and pressures of about 2 atm, which

surely must mean that he was looking deeply into the

Venusian atmosphere. As is well known, the major result

of this work was the identification of only about 10 _ of

water at these depths. This is clearly in conflict with the

information provided by the work of Strong and Dollfus

and, in my opinion, a paradox clearly exists.

Dollfus reviewed his 1959 balloon work and reported

70 t_ of water vapor above the clouds. He also reviewed

for us a considerable collection of photometric and po-
larimetric observations of the Venus clouds. The photo-

metric data were shown to match the responses of an

atmosphere with a scale height of 2.8 km, a grain size of

2 _, and a number density on the order of 3 × 108 cm -3.

Variations in thepolarization of the reflected light sug-

gest to Dollfus the presence of water clouds as opposed
to dust clouds.

C. Sagan reported some of the results of exten "
calculations, carried out in collaboration with J.

of a model atmosphere employing water clouds. They

performed exact solutions to the Mie theory problem

utilizing an arbitrary single-scattering albedo and an

anisotropic phase function to reconstruct theoretical
curves to match the Venus observations. Their calcula-

tions support Strong's identification of ice as the "prin-

cipal constituent" of the clouds. The mean radius of the

cloud particles was found to lie between 7.5 and 10 t_.

Clouds with these properties allow a sizable fraction

(20 to 50%) of the incident sunlight to penetrate the

surface, but are extremely opaque to radiation thermally

produced by the planet. Thus, according to Sagan, an

efficient greenhouse effect is operative. The calculations

of Sagan and Pollack predict a small absorption dip at

1.3 cm in the microwave spectrum that has not been ob-
served in the measurements of Welch, Barrett, Drake, or

Jones. This writer believes that this is a true discordance

between theory and experiment. The amount of water

required by Sagan and Pollack is modest by terrestrial

standards but more than that reported by Spinrad.

The radar observations were reviewed by Muhleman,

who reported an average reflection of the Venus surface

in the wavelength range from 12 cm to 8 m of a_l _

12 to 14% with some indication of increased reflectg
at the long wavelengths. A reflectivity of 1% at 3.6 c_,

measured by Karp and coworkers at the Lincoln Labora-

tory, was reported. They have interpreted this measure-

ment as an indication of a high opacity of the Venus

atmosphere in the 3-cm region. Since this result is very

important to model calculations and was somewhat mar-

ginal owing to the difficulties of the measurement, a

confirming experiment is vital.*

*Between the time of the symposium and the publication of these
Proceedings, a confirming radar experiment has been carried out
with positive results. This is new information of considerable
importance.
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Muhleman reported the most current results of the work

of Carpenter and Goldstein concerning the rotational

rate of Venus as determined by radar. A retrograde rota-

tional period of 250 ±5 days with the rotational pole at

a right ascension of 80* and a declination of -68* have

been obtained (about 6 or 7* from the pole of the Venus

orbit). Similar results were reported to the symposium
by R. Dyce from work at the Cornell Arecibo Observatory

and by J. Thomson at Jodrell Bank.

Muhleman's study of the radar backscatter function of

Venus from pulse response and radar spectral analysis

indicates that Venus is considerably smoother than the

at radar wavelengths, perhaps by a factor of 2 in
of mean slopes. Highly significant surface features

have been found by Goldstein and Carpenter and have

been verified by Dyce and Pettengill. This work has

enabled Goldstein and Carpenter to construct the begin-

nings of true surface maps of Venus.

The passive radio measurements were reviewed by

F. Drake. The microwave spectrum has been extended

by F. Low to the submillimeter region, where a tempera-
ture of about 300*K is found to be consistent with the

millimeter work. Measurements at wavelengths longer

than 20 cm indicate that the brightness temperature falls

off from the high values of 600--700°K. Drake reported

that the suggested increase in radar reflectivity at

these wavelengths would partially explain these effects.

A. Kuzmin has proposed a cold ionospheric model as a
possible explanation. Detailed measurements around the

microwave water vapor line show no clear indication of

such a line in the Venus atmosphere. Drake reviewed the
radio interferometric work of Clark and Kuzmin, which,

he believes, most strongly supports the conclusion that

the high radio brightness temperatures arise in the

Venusian surface. Clark and Kuzmin found a tempera-
ture of 630"K at the center of the disk and 470"K toward

the poles. These measurements have been interpreted

as the thermal emission from a dielectric sphere with
dielectric constant E = 2.2-2.5. These values are consid-

erably below the values obtained from the radar reflec-
tivities; this is the same situation that arises in the case

of the Moon.

Drake also reported the work by Muhleman and by

Pollack and Sagan on explaining the microwave phase
effect. Their calculations show that the observed effect

in the centimeter region is explained by the emission at

various depths into the Venusian surface from materials

of low thermal conductivity and in a granulated state.

The proper delay in the time (phase) of the temperature

minimum and the amplitude of the temperature varia-

tion under these conditions with a 250-day retrograde

rotational period is exhibited. This method offers a

powerful tool for the study of the Venusian surface
materials.

Finally, A. Barrett reviewed his extensive work on

model calculations in an effort to explain the microwave

spectrum. He showed that a wide range of models involv-

ing high-pressure COs, dust, water clouds, etc., would

explain the observations. Barrett pointed out the great

dangers in using laboratory line widths and shapes, etc.,

for the application to the Venus problem. Furthermore,

he expressed the great need for the close exploration of

Venus by space probes. I believe that the agreement on

this point was, for once, unanimous.
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PART IV. MARS
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THE ATMOSPHERE AND SURFACE OF MARS--A SELECTIVE REVIEW

D. G. Rea

University of California

Berkeley, California

I. Introduction

Our knowledge of the Martian environment has been
growing at an ever increasing pace the past few years.

This growth is directly related to the major space pro-
grams initiated by the United States and the Soviet Union.

The plans for observing Mars from flybys, orbiters, and

landers have stimulated not only spacecraft experimental
development but also ground-based observations. The

latter have used traditional astronomical telescopes, in

some instances applying recent technological advances,
with the newer radio telescopes. Laboratory

have helped in interpreting these observations.
While the major space programs are essentially localized
in only two countries, their stimulus has extended to

many others, and significant contributions are coming
from scientists in many lands. Today I will gather
together _e published reports of this work and construct

a framework to which the subsequent papers can be

related. I will attempt to present a unified picture, but
one that includes more than one interpretation for the
same phenomenon where the correct one is not dearly

indicated. Older data and interpretations, where no
longer valid, will be mentioned at most only in passing.
Anyone interested in pursuing the historical background

further should consult the excellent book by
de Vaueouleurs (Ref. 1). Another fascinating, but less
general, work is Mars, The Photographic Story, by Slipher
(Ref. 9.).

Some important characteristics are summarize-d "x.m

Table 1. The mass has been determined by measuring
the orbits of the two satellites, Phobos and Deimos. Both

are very small and their diameters have perforce been

derived from their observed brightness, assuming their
reflecting power to be identical to that of the parent
planet. The values so found are 23-30 and 11-14 km
respectively. Their orbital radii are respectively 9,340

and 23,500 kin, and Phobos is distinguished among the
planetary satellites by having its orbital period, 7 hours
39 rain, shorter than the rotational period of the parent.
Phobos has also been singled out for attention as a

possibly artificial satellite since its orbital elements
appear to indicate a secular acceleration (Ref. 3). This
was attributed by Shklovsky (Ref. 4) to atmospheric drag,
whose effectiveness is enhanced by a very low density
associated with a hollow structure put in orbit by intel-
ligent Martians. This proposal conflicts with the wide-

spread belief that a highly intelligent and technological
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Table 1. Some physical properties of Mars and Earth

Property

Mass, g

Diameter, km

Average density, g cm -3

Surface gravitational acceleration, cm sec -2

Mean distance from Sun, km

Angle between rotation axis and orbital plane.

deg

Length of year, days

Length of southern spring, days

Length of southern summer, days

Length of southern fell, days

Length of southern winter, days

Length of day, hours

Mars Earth

0.646 × 10 _7 .5.98 × 1027

6800 12,800

3.96 .5.52

370 981

228 × 106 150 × 10 _

24.5 23.5

687 365

146 91

160 87

199 93

182 94

24.6 24

Martian life has never developed. Other explanations

proposed for the secular acceleration of Phobos are

tidal effects (Ref. 5) and conventional atmospheric drag

(Ref. 6). The latter explanation used an atmospheric

model with a surface pressure of 85 mb, roughly an

order of magnitude higher than our best current esti-

mates. This suggests that the drag theory is probably

no longer tenable. The writers on this subject have all

recognized the inadequacy of the raw data and have

suggested that the effect itself may be fictitious.

The diameters, equatorial and polar, of Mars have

been measured by several observers with somewhat dis-

cordant results. The most recent determinations, by

Dollfus (Ref. 7), using a birefringent micrometer, give

Deq = 6790 km and Dpoz = 6710 km, the optical flatten-

ing, (Deq - Dpoz)/Deq, then being 0.0117. He observed

no difference in diameters for red and blue light, in con-

trast with some previous workers, notably W. H. Wright,

who obtained diameters that were 2-3% greater in the

blue than in the red. The difference may be due to

greater limb darkening in the red, or to a blue scattering
haze layer in the atmosphere.

The optical flattening of 0.012 is significantly different

from the value of 0.0051 obtained by an analysis of the

satellite orbits. MacDonald (Ref. 8) has argued that

0.012 is improbably high for reasonable strengths of the

Martian rocks. The possibility that an atmospheric effect

is responsible hr, s been advanced by Kuiper (Ref. 9), who

proposed an equatorial haze layer at an altitude of
ca 17 km. This idea has been criticized by de Vaucouleurs

(Ref. 1) on two counts: (1) the maximum altitude of the

haze layer is 17 km, at the estimated tropopause, whereas

a layer at 70 km is required to account for the difference,

and (2) a haze layer can not affect the flattening mea-

sured by Wright's method of following surface features

as they cross the disk. Moreover the haze layer should

have a greater effect in the blue than in the red, whereas
the oblateness is not found to be wavelength-dependent.

Another possible explanation is that the optical flattening

is real and that the density of the material in the equa-

torial bulge is lower than that in the polar regions (Ref. 7).

The orbital parameters differ somewhat from
The mean distance from the Sun is 228 × 106 km, com-

pared with 150 × 106 km for Earth, resulting in a mean
solar constant at Mars which is 0.43 that at Earth. In the

course of a Martian year of 687 Earth days, the planet

travels an elliptic orbit with an aphelion of 248 x 106 km

and a perihelion of 208 × 106 km. The seasons are ac-

cordingly unequal in length, and, since the tilt of the
rotational axis is such that summer in the southern hemi-

sphere occurs near perihelion, this season is shorter and
hotter than summer in the northern hemisphere. The

seasons, however, are essentially similar to ours since
the inclinations of the rotational axes of Mars and Earth

to their orbital planes are nearly identical.

II. The Atmosphere

Important properties of the atmosphere of Mars in-

clude pressure, composition, and particulate content, as

well as the presence of clouds.

A. Pressure

Early estimates of the surface pressure were drawn

principally from photometric and polarization
tions. Thus the brightness and polarization were

sured as a function of wavelength, position on the disk,

and phase angle. Certain assumptions were made about

the composition of the atmosphere and the reflecting

properties of the surface, and the atmospheric pressure
was then derived. A set of such values is given in

Table 2, taken from de Vaucouleurs (Ref. 1), p. 124 (the

comments in the "Remarks" column are his). After

evaluating the various attempts, he decided that the

pressure was 85 ±4 mb. This was the value in general
use until 1963, when a new and powerful technique,

based on infrared spectroscopy, was applied to the

problem.
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Table 2. "Old" determinations of the surface pressure

No. Year Author

1 1926i Menzel

2 1929 Lyot

3 1934 krabascheff

4 1940 Barabascheff

5 1941 Scharonow

6 1944 Syfinskiya

9_ Fes._nkoff
945 Vsucouleurs

9 1948 Hess

10 1948 Dollfus

11 1951 Dollfus

12 1951 Dollfus

Method Pres- Remarks
sure, mb

Visual end photographic -- Rejected

albedo

Visual polaHmetry -- Rejected

Photographic photometry 50 Doubtful

116 Doubtful

120 Indirect

112 Doubtful

_ 125 Illusory

Visual photometry 93 Approximate

Theoretical meteorology 80 Illusory

Visual polarimetry 80 Preliminary

l 95 Approximate
q 83 Final

On the night of April 12/13, 1963, a high-resolution,

near-infrared spectrogram of Mars was obtained by

Spinrad on the 100-in. coud6 spectrograph at

Mount Wilson. He was attempting to detect Martian

water vapor and was successful in that quest. But the

plate surprisingly showed lines of the 5 v3 band of COs at

8700 A, Fig. 1. Since the lines were very weak, their

equivalent width was affected only slightly by the pres-

sure and a COs abundance, essentially independent of

the pressure, could be derived. This was done in an

analysis by Kaplan, Miinch and Spinrad (Ref. 10) and a
value of 55 -4-20 m-atm was found. This abundance was

then used to obtain a pressure from the pressure-

sensitive 2 tL bands of COs as measured previously by

Kuiper and by Sinton, Fig. 2. The resultant 25 ±15 mb

was much lower than the previously accepted value of

85 mb and created quite a stir, not only in the scientific

community, but also in that part of the NASA charged

with landing a laboratory on the surface of Mars. When

the pressure is so low, a significant fraction of a lander's

weight is consumed by the spacecraft, which must have

a large drag coefficient to slow it down so that a

tD

"_ I I I. I

--¢0

- 50

- 40

tO

®
I

-25

- 20

-15

Fig. 1. A microphotometer tracing of the R-branch in the 5 v3 CO= band of Mars. The measured lines J = 8, 10, 12, and

two solar lines are shown (Ref. 10). (From The Astrophysical Journal, 1964, Vol. 139, p. 4)
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below the curve are for various telluric air masses, ,7, above the curve for Earth plus

Mars from Sinton ($) and Kuiper (K), upper and lower limits (Ref. 10).

(From The Astrophysical Journal, 1964, Vol. 139, p. 9)

parachute can be deployed for a soft landing. Since the

engineers would, of necessity, be conservative in their

design, it was mandatory to confirm this new estimate

and to reduce its error limits if at all possible.

The desirability of refining the pressure determination

is dramatized in Fig. 3, kindly supplied by C. F. Campen

and J. A. Stallkamp (Ref. 11). The weights apply to a

particular landed capsule designed to operate with

uncontrolled entry orientation, for entry angles from

grazing (20*) to vertical (90"), and with a single subsonic

parachute for terminal descent. The useful landed pay-

load includes power, communications, structures, and

scientific instruments (ca 5-10% of the useful landed

payload). A more precise knowledge of the atmosphere

will also permit an orbit to be chosen that has a periapsis

closely matched to the actual atmospheric structure and

the desired apoapsis and lifetime, Table 3. This dearly

facilitates the reconnaissance function of the orbiter, by

inereasing the spatial resolution attainable.

Accordingly, for scientific and agency reasons, several

groups initiated programs to confirm and refine the

spectroscopic pressure determination. These efforts have

been critically reviewed by Chamberlain and Hunten

(Ref. 12) and by Cann, Davies, Greenspan and

Owen (Ref. 13). The latter have made some small cor-

rections and have re-evaluated the uncertainties, with the
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Fig. 3. The effect of atmospheric pressure on a particular

capsule design (Ref. 1I)

results shown in Table 4. Both groups have re-examined

the polarimetric pressure determination and have pointed
out the numerous critical assumptions in the deductive
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Table 3. Computer periapses for a Martian orbiter

Periapses at designated lifetimes, km

Apoapsls, km

50 yr 10 yr S yr 1 yr 0.5 yr

"Conservative" atmosphere

55O0Circular

5,000

10,000

20,000

30,000

50,000

Circular

5,000

I0,_

_,_

30,000

50,_

3100

2100

1800

1500

3100

20O0

1400

1100

1000

990

24O0

1450

1100

9OO

8OO

750

1600

85O

700

625

60O

550

"Realistic" atmosphere

1410

690

550

46O

42O

380

IOO0

430

350

300

280

240

9O0

35O

290

25O

230

210

65O

240

210

190

180

170

1,100

70O

600

550

50O

4.50

56O

210

190

180

170

160

chain leading from the observational data to the calcu-

lated pressure. They are in essential agreement with

DoUfus' comment in his original work that his pressure

is only "an order of magnitude estimate."

Low pressures have also been derived by Musman

(Ref. 14) and Evans (Ref. 15) from Martian u]la'aviolet

albedos. Musman used an albedo for the total disk ob-

tained photoelectrically by de Vauconleurs. For a phase

angle of 21" and ;t = 3300 A, an albedo of 0.032 was

found. Assuming that (1) there are no particles in the

atmosphere contributing to the albedo, (2) there axe no

bing atmospheric constituents, and (3) the surface

ivity is zero, Musman calculated surface pressures

of 27 mb for a pure N2 atmosphere and 19 mb for a

pure CO2 atmosphere.

Evans has used an Aerobee rocket to obtain an ultra-

violet spectrum between 2400 and 3500 A, Fig. 4. In

deriving a pressure he makes the following assumptions:

(1) the surface reflectivity is 1% at 3000 A and 0 at

2500 A, (2) a haze due to ice spheres 0.2 tt in diameter

reflects 2% at 3000 A and 2.5% at 2500 A, and (3) the

various reflectivities add. The results are 6 ±3 mb for

pure CO2, 9 ±4 mb for pure N2, and 13 ±6 mb for pure

A atmospheres. There is no evidence for band structure

Table 4. Recent spectroscopic determinations of

Martian surface pressure

Author

1. KMS _

2. OK

3. Moroz

4. Hanst and

Swsn

Original

estimate,

mb

25 +15

17 ±3 (pe)

+10
15

--5

56 ±31

Revised

estimate,
mb

33 _301

37

(upper

limit)

-I-25
13

--8

Remarks

Revision based on Martian CO=

abundance of 45 ±25 m-otto.

Based on Martian CO_ abundance

of 28 ± 13 m-etm.

• KMS--Kaplan, L. D., MGnch, G., and Spinrad, H., 1964, Astrophys. J., Vol. 139,

p.l.

OK--Owen, T. C., and Kulper, G. P., 1964, Communications of the Lunar and

Planetary Laboratory, Vol. 2, p. 113.

Moroz--Moroz, V., Astron. Zh., Vol. 41, p. 350.

Hanst and 5wan--Hanst, P., and Swan, P., 1965, Avco Report.

in the spectrum as one would expect ff gaseous absorbers

were present. If there is atmospheric absorption in this

region it would have to be continuous and would
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Fig. 4. The geometric reflectivity of Mars. Solid line, rela-

tive data adjusted to 0.04 at 3400 A; -t-, absolute

reflectivity determined by comparison with

Leo, plotted independently. The dashed

lines below 3400 A represent the

error range applied to the

relative data (Ref. 15).

probably be due to suspended solids. Actually the simi-

larity of the spectrum to that expected from a pure

Rayleigh scattering atmosphere suggests strongly that

atmospheric absorption, if present, is very slight. This

point is reinforced by the close agreement between

Evans' results and the most recent ones obtained by the

spectroscopic and occultation techniques.

The best pressure estimates, as available in the litera-

ture prior to this meeting, are gathered in Table 5.

Table 5. Current literature estimates of

Martian surface pressure

Kaplan, MUnch, Spinrad

(revised by Cennet al.)

Owen and Kuiper

(revised by Cann et el.)

Moroz

(revised by Cann et al.)

Hanst and Swan

Musman

Author Technique Pressure, mb

33 ± 30

Evans

Near-lnfrared

spectroscopy

Ultraviolet albedo

(3300A)

Ultraviolet spectrum

(2400-3500A)

37 (upper limit)

+25
13

--8

56 ±31

t 19(pure CO:)27 (pure N:)

t 6 ±3 (pure CO2)
9 ±4 (pure N2)

13 ±6 (pure A)

B. Composition

The first molecule to be identified in the Martian

atmosphere was COs. Kuiper (Ref. 9) noted that the

1.575 and 1.605 _ COs bands were stronger in Martian

spectra than could be accounted for by the telluric COs.

Early estimates of the abundance were based on the

atmospheric pressure of ca 90 mb and have now been

superseded by abundances based on the 5 v3 band. The
initial value of 55 ±20 m-atm of Kaplan, Miinch, and

Spinrad (Ref. 10) has been revised by Cannet al. (Ref. 13)
to 43 ±24 m-atm. The latter authors have re-analyzed a

determination by Owen and arrived at 46 -+-20 m-atm.

It is repeatedly stressed by the workers in this area that

all the CO2 abundance measurements, and accord l,
the pressure determinations, are based on only one

of the 5 v3 band of Martian COs. This situation has been

rectified, and additional measurements of the Martian

band will be reported later today. Parenthetically it

might be noted that 45 m-atm of COs corresponds to a

partial pressure at the surface of 3.3 mb.

The only other molecule yet detected in the gas phase
is H_O. The detection of water vapor is credited to

Spinrad, Miinch, and Kaplan (Ref. 16) who used the

doppler shift, produced by the high relative velocity of

Mars with respect to Earth at quadrature, to shift the

Martian lines onto the wings of the much stronger telluric

lines, Fig. 5. An analysis of the line intensities gave an
abundance of 14 ±7 _ precipitable water, averaged

over the entire planet. This is not very much and, if

present in a constant mixing ratio in the atmosphere,

would give relative humidities at the surface of 8.5 × 10 -5

and 1.4 × 10 -5 at 273 and 300* K respectively, and a

dew point of -80* C. As might be expected, the water

vapor abundance is not constant, but varies both in time

and space. Observations of these variations will be

presented by H. Spinrad at this conference.

For other possible atmospheric constituents, only u_l_r
limits are available. A proposal that the oxides of ni_

system could explain several Martian phenomena (Ref. 17)

has provoked a certain amount of debate, and attempts
have been made to confirm the initial work. These have

failed, but they have served to decrease the upper limit

on the NOz abundance to ca 0.01 mm-atm (Ref. 18, 19).

This is far below the level necessary to produce the

phenomena postulated by Kiess et al., so that their

proposal must be rejected.

A pair of molecules whose upper limits have also been

recently reduced are Oz and O3 (Ref. 15). Evans has set

an upper limit on O3 of 4 /_ atm. Using photochemical
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Fig. 5. Doppler-shifl_l Martian H20 lines (R_. 16).

(From The A_roghy._cal Journal, 1963,

Vol. 137, p. 1320)

equilibrium calculations of Marmo and Wameek, he

then derives an upper limit for O2 of 9. cm-atm. This is

considerably lower than the 70 cm-atm estimated by

Kaplan et al. (Ref. 10) from the absence of doppler-

shifted Martian lines in the 7600 A band of 02.

Another compound that has been the center of some

speculation is acetaldehyde, proposed by Colthup

(Ref. 20) to exphin certain features of the infrared

spectrum. In the subsequent section on the Martian

surface, the spectral evidence will be discussed and it

will be noted that there is no evidence for ascribing

absorption at acetaldehyde frequencies to the Martian

atmosphere. This implies an upper limit on this molecule

of ca 60 t_ arm (Ref. 21).

Kuiper (Ref. 22) has continued his near-infrared

spectrometric studies and determined the following

upper limits: CO, < 1 cm-atm; CH4, < 1 ram-alan;
NH3, < 1 mm-atm; N20, < 0.8 ram-arm; NO, < 20 em-

atm; H2S, < 7_ cm-atm; H2CO, < 0.3 em-atm; COS,

< 0.2 cm-atm. Moreover, he has tentatively determined

an O18/O 16 ratio "larger" than that on Earth and is cur-

rently making a precise determination.

The abundances of the various detected and con-

sidered components are listed in Table 6. Two molecules,

N2 and A, are missing from the table, although they have

been used frequently to make up the discrepancy be-

tween the partial pressure of CO2 and the estamated

Table 6. Molecular abundances in the Martian atmesphere

Molecule Abundance

C02

H:O

O,

O:

45 +---25 m-aim

14 --+7 # precipitable H20

(variable in time and space)

<2 cn_tm

<4 tt-atm

CH:CHO

CO

CH4

NH:

NO,

N_O

NO

HzS

H2CO

COS

<60 #-aim

<1 cn_itm

< 1 mm-_tm

<1 mm-a_

<10 F-_nn

<0.8 mm-etm

<20 cm-atm

<7.5 cm-_tm

<0.3 cm-a_

<0.2 ctr_tm
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total pressure. In view of the current state of flux of

estimates of these two quantities, it seems preferable to

omit them from the table and simply state that they are

likely candidates for any difference that may exist.

C. "Permanent" Particulate Content

The existence of a more or less permanent load of

particles in the atmosphere has been suspected as the

cause of the lack of contrast in blue pictures, Fig. 6. The

most likely prospects for the aerosols are ice or carbon

dioxide crystals, or dust particles, with diameters in the

submicron region. Recently Kuiper (Ref. 22) has briefly

re-examined the problem, noting the unusual polarization

effects observed by Gehrels at X = 3200 A. For instance,

over a 7-day period at a phase angle of 43.*3, the polar-

ization changed from 1.5 to 9.8%, evidently reflecting a

change in the particle size distribution. Kuiper has ex-

amined Gehrels' data in conjunction with calculations

based on Mie scattering theory and believes that the data

favor submicron ice spheres. He stresses that this is only

tentative and that extensive photometric and polarization

observations at ca 3200 A are very desirable. This wave-

length is particularly appropriate since the surface re-

flectivity is low and the Rayleigh scattering by the

atmosphere has not begun to dominate. Moreover, it is

accessible from Earth-based observatories, a very con-
venient circumstance.

It should be noted that the increased amount of CO2

now estimated on Mars increases the probability that the
particles are composed of CO2. I know of no observa-

tional data that exclude CO2, and a simple calculation

indicates that crystallization of COs at altitudes of

ca 20 km is not improbable (Ref. 23). If the particles are

ice crystals, then there should be a correlation between

the blue clearings and the amount of water vapor in the

atmosphere. The latter apparently varies widely so that

this correlation should be quite alcparent. If one does not

exist, then the possibilities can be narrowed to COs

crystals or dust particles.

D. Clouds

Three types of clouds have been discussed-blue, white,

and yellow (Refs. 1, 2). The latter, almost certainly due
to dust storms, will be discussed in the Surface section.

The blue clouds are evident as bright spots on blue

pictures, but are not seen on pictures in the red, while

white clouds may be seen throughout the visible range.
There seems little doubt that the two are related and are

clouds of crystalline H.,O or COs. A recent survey

(Ref. 24) suggests that white clouds occur most fre-

quently over bright areas and adiacent to dark areas.

Wells has proposed that these are analogous to clouds

produced on Earth where moisture-laden winds blow at

right angles over a mountain range. Downwind of the

range there are regions where the air is at a low pressure,

and the adiabatic expansion cools it sufficiently to permit

condensation. If this is occurring on Mars, it implies that
at least some of the dark areas are elevated, and that the

winds blow from the dark to the bright areas during
the time when clouds are observed.

III. Surface

Principal observations and their interpretation
cussed in this section.

A. Principal Observations

The visual appearance of the planet (Refs. 1, 2) pre-

sents areas that are bright ochre, dark, and white, Fig. 7,

with the bright areas concentrated in the northern

hemisphere, the dark areas in the southern hemisphere,

and the white areas near the poles.

I. The white areas at the poles. When winter occurs in

a particular hemisphere, a white shroud forms about its

pole and extends to cover a significant portion of the

hemisphere. In southern winter the white cap extends to

ca 42 ° S and in the northern winter the corresponding

cap goes to ca 57 ° N. As a result of polarization studies

by Dollfus, infrared spectral work of Kuiper (confirmed by

Moroz, Ref. 38), and considerations based on the local

temperature and the partial pressure of gaseous con-

stituents over them, the caps are now believed to be

a thin (ca 1 mm) coating of finely divided ice crystals,

similar to hoar frost. They wax and wane with the

seasons in a manner completely analogous to our own

snow caps.

2. The bright areas. The hue of the bright areas is gen-

erally accepted as reddish or ochre and is close to that

observed by the naked eye for the integrated planetary

light. Its spectrum, Fig. 8, merely confirms this fact. Not

all areas are equally bright, with Hellas being the

brightest. Hellas is distinguished by being the southern-

most extension of the south polar cap, and is at times

very bright, suggesting it is temporarily covered with a

deposit (frost?). It has been concluded that Hellas must

then be an elevated plateau (Ref. 27), and it is thus one
of two areas to which an increased or decreased eleva-

tion can be assigned with some degree of certainty. The
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Fig. 6. Comparisons of yellow and blue photographs showing the presence of the obscuring blue haze 
together with partial clearing (Ref. 2) 
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Fig. 7. The visual appearance of Mars in 1954 (Ref. 25) 
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other is the Mountains of Mitchel, which manifest them-

selves as isolated white spots when the south polar cap
recedes.

O.3O

O.25

O.20

.05

0
40OO

BRt C,-4,4T AREAS /

.... i . , , = I | | i i i .... i , . , . I

4500 5000 5500 6000 6500

Fig. 8. The spectra of the bright and dark areas (Ref. 26)
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Fig. 9. The polarization of the bright areas vs phase
angle as reduced for a Rayleigh scattering molecular

atmosphere with a pressureof 90 mb. The dots
represent laboratory measurements of

pulverized limonite (Re_. 28).

Polarization observations have been carried out by
Dollfus (Ref. 28) for the range of accessible phase angles
and for the various seasons. No seasonal variation was

observed, but a highly characteristic dependence on the
phase angle was discovered, Fig. 9.

The material covering the bright areas is evidently fine
dust, since dust storms of the same color are frequently
observed. They may be localized in extent, or cover a

major fraction of the planet, Fig. 10. Ryan (Ref. 29) has
made a detailed study of some of the problems associated

with dust on Mars: (1) the winds necessary to raise dust
off the surface, (2) the vertical winds required to elevate
the dust into the atmosphere, and (3) the settling time for
particles of different sizes. A calculation of particular
interest to engineers designing Martian landers is the
range of surface wind velocities that may be encountered.

For a 25-mb pressure and a model surface that is prob-
ably most applicable to Mars, the minimum winds esti-
mated to initiate grain motion are 145-190 km hr -1 at an
altitude of 1 m, and 230-270 km hr -x at an altitude of

100 m. These velocities will scale roughly as pressure -1/2,
so that for a pressure of 10 mb they are ca 2zq0-3(D km hr -1
and 360--430 respectively, and for a pressure of 5 mb
ca 320--420 km hr -_ and 510-600 km hr -x. These are all

much higher than the winds of up to 100 km hr -a
deduced from the cloud movements. Assuming the
surface model is reasonable, the only explanation is one
proposed by Ryan wherein "... the clouds are initiated
in transient cyclonic systems."

Temperatures have been measured from the emitted
infrared radiation by Lampland (data reduced by

Gifford, Ref. 30), Pettit and Nicholson (Ref. 31), and
Sinton and Strong (Ref. 32). Maps have been produced
by Gffford showing the variation of the noon-time tem-
peratures as a function of latitude, longitude, and season,
Fig. 11. The diurnal variation has been measured most
precisely by Sinton and Strong, Fig. 12, who deduced
therefrom a thermal inertia, (k_) a/2, of 0.004. This is

comparable to values observed for dry, finely divided,
uncompacted samples of dust. In calculating the thermal
inertia, the effects of the atmosphere were considered in
a semiquantitative fashion. While a more precise con-
sideration of heat exchange between it and the surface
via radiation and conduction will change the derived

value, it would be surprising ff the general conclusion
were altered.

3. The dark areas. The dark areas are probably the

most fascinating of the many Martian enigmas, since
their appearance and behavior have stimulated many
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Fig. 10. The great dust storm of 1956 (Ref. 2) 
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Fig. 12. Theoretical and observed diurnal temperature variation at the equator

(Ref. 32). (From The Astrophysical Journal, 1960, Vol. 131, p. 466)
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scientists to propose there is life on Mars. They consist

of three distinct classes-maria, e.g., Syrtis Major; canals;

and oases 1, where several canals may intersect, Fig. 13.

When seeing conditions are good, the maria are split up

into collections of dark nuclei on a lighter background

(Ref. 25), and the canals are resolved into disconnected

areas more or less aligned, e.g., cf. Focas (Ref. 33) and
Dollfus (Ref. 34). The intricate system of over 400 canals

described by Percival Lowell has not withstood the test

of time, but a complex system of disconnected aligned

dark spots has taken its place, Fig. 14. It should be

noted that the connecting lines lie close to, or on, great
circles, that several may intersect at an oasis, and that

they commonly connect oases with nearby oases and

with the "tips" of the extended areas.

1This is a convenient designation although nobody today believes
there are Martian areas similar to our seas, canals, and oases.

The colors of the dark areas have been debated at

considerable length. Visual observers have cited almost

the entire spectrum, from red to blue. However, there

has been no objective confirmation of many of these

and the only shade recorded spectrographically

that is reddish, but less so than the bright areas,

The visually reported colors have been ascribed to bad

seeing (Ref. 35) and to a contrast effect with the adjacent,

more reddish, bright areas. Until positive evidence to the

contrary is produced, I prefer to ignore the reportings of

blues and greens, which have been used to form a part
of the case for life on Mars.

Polarization studies have been as fruitful in examin-

ing the dark areas as the bright areas. Just as for the

latter, the polarization vs phase angle has a distinctive

appearance, Fig. 15. A provocative seasonal effect that
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Fig. 15. The polarization vs phase angle for the dark

areas. The filled circles are for equatorial mark-

ings, the open circles for markings in the

northern hemisphere at Martian

spring (Ref. 28).

was discovered will be discussed in the following para-

graph on the darkening wave.

As the season in a particular hemisphere changes from

winter to spring, the polar cap recedes. As it begins to

do so, the dark areas adjacent to the cap become darker.

As the season progresses the darkening moves towards

the equator and ultimately crosses it. Behind this darken-

ing front is a brightening front, so that there appears to

be a wave of darkening moving along the planet, Fig. 16

(R_28, 33). Associated with the decrease in brightness
is_p_ange in the polarization, with the negative branch

becoming more pronounced and the inversion point

shifting to higher angles, Fig. 15.

Not only is there a seasonal change in the appearance

of the dark areas, but secular changes also occur, Fig. 17.

Two regions where such changes have been particularly

marked over the past several decades are SoiLs Lacus and

the Thoth-Nepenthes canal system.

A promising means of studying a surface is to observe

its infrared spectrum in the hope of detecting vibrational

bands that will be indicative of the composition. This

q.160°240 32000040 ° 120 °
I I I I I i I I I..
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_6 0
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Fig. 16. Brightness of the dark areas vs heliocentric longi-

tude. South-ls at the top, north at the bottom (Ref. 33).
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Fig. 17. Pronounced secular changes in the Thoth-Nepenthes region (Ref. 2) 
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CH 4 H20 H20

Fig. 18. Spectra of the Sun and Mars recorded
at Mt. Palomar in October 1958 (Ref. 36).

(From Science, 1959, Vol. 130, p. 1235)

approach was taken by Sinton (Ref. 36) when he ob-

tained spectra in the 3-4 _t region, Fig. 18. His initial

observations were that minima existed at 3.43, 3.56, and

3.67 it, that they were more pronounced for the dark

areas, and that they strongly suggested the presence

of organic matter thereon. As noted earlier, Colthup

(Ref. 20) believed that one band, that at 3.67 u, may be
due to acetaldehyde. However, after a critical re-

examination of the data, it has been concluded that the

bands at 3.56 and 3.67 _ are almost certainly due to HDO

own atmosphere (Ref. 37), Fig. 19. The band at

has not been questioned, but it requires con-

firInation, especially since it is on the shoulder of a

strong telluric CH, band. Moroz (Ref. 38) has also re-

ported a minimum at 3.43 Iz, together with others at

3.53, 3.59, and 3.69 t_. The reported resolution of the

features at 3.53 and 3.59 u conflicts with his stated

spectral band width of 0.09 it. In view of this discrepancy

the confirmation of the 3.43 tt feature should be re-

garded as only tentative. If it is real, it may be due to

surface carbonates or organic material (Ref. 39).

Temperatures of the dark areas have been found to be

somewhat higher than those of the bright areas. Speeffi-

cally, "the maximum temperature at a favorable opposi-

tion for a desert area near the equator of the planet

appears to be close to 25* C, and for a dark area it is

about 8* hotter" (Ref. 32). This difference is roughly

what one would expect owing to the difference in

albedos if the thermal inertia of the dark areas is low,

comparable in magnitude to that of the bright areas.

4. MCcrowave observations. During the opposition of

1963, Jet Propulsion Laboratory scientists observed Mars

with their 12.6-cm radar for a total of 65 hours (Ref. 40).

A spectral analysis of the returned signal, Fig. 20, showed

the signal to be coming predominantly from a small area

near the center of the disk, implying that the surface is,

in fact, quite smooth. However, the data were too noisy

to justify any attempt to quantify the roughness. A plot

of signal vs Martian longitude suggested a higher signal

from the Syrtis Major region, but again the noise was too

high to enable positive statements to be made.

Passive observations have been carried out by several

workers, most recently by Kellermann (Ref. 41). At

h = 21 cm, Davies (Ref. 42) had derived a temperature

of 1140 ±50* K, which presumably would have to a,_e

from radiation belts. This was not confirmed by Keller-

mann, who has reported the temperatures in Table 7.

These agree very well with previous data of Giordmaine,

Alsop, Townes, and Mayer, and of Drake. Because of the

lack of confirmation of the high temperature, and

the absence of a magnetic field and radiation belts as

determined by Mariner IV, it seems reasonable to reject
Davies' result. The data of Kellermann are consistent

with a planet whose microwave radiation comes from

depths where the temperature is constant, with no

diurnal variation. This is equivalent to stating that the

microwave temperature is equal to an infrared tempera-

ture calculated from the average flux emitted by the
entire disk.

5. Mariner IV pictures. The most exciting event for

students of Mars has undoubtedly been the flight of

Mariner IV and the information it has provided on the

Table 7. Microwave Martian temperature measurements
of Kellermann

_,, cm T, °K

6.0

11.3

21.3

192 -----26

162 ±18

190 ±41
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Fig. 19. Spectra of the Sun recorded at Denver on May 12, 1955 (Ref. 37).
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Fig. 20. A spectrogram showing the average 12.6-cm
radar echo from Mars obtained over several weeks

(Ref. 40).

planet. This will be discussed in detail in a later session;

at present, I will restrict myself to a few remarks on the

TV experiment (Ref. 43). The outstanding point that it

has introduced is the large number of craters (of an

apparent impact nature) that dot the surface, Fig. 21.

These are evidently even more numerous than for the

average lunar surface, Fig. 22. The high crater density

has been interpreted as indicating the Martian surface

is very old, perhaps 2-5 billion years. This in turn im-

plies that erosive forces over this period have been

slight and that liquid water as surface bodies and as
rain has been rare and probably absent. This conclusion,

important to exobiologists, must be regarded as tentative
for two reasons: (1) only 1% of the surface was photo-

graphed, and (2) the proximity of Mars to the

belt may make the frequency of impact higher
the Moon. But the observation that the crater density

on Mars is high is an important one, and must play a

significant role in the construction of models depicting

surface phenomena.

6. The radiation environment. The flux of ultraviolet

radiation and charged particles at the surface is an im-

portant parameter to consider when discussing the

viability of living organisms and also perhaps when

examining the mineralogical state of the surface. The

COs in the atmosphere is sufficient to absorb completely
the ultraviolet radiation with X < 1700-1750 A, and water
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Fig. 21. Frame 11 of the Mariner IV N series (Ref. 43). 

vapor when present at a level of 14 p precipitable H,O 
will absorb efficiently with dissociation for X < 1850 -4 
(Ref. 23). From Evans' ultraviolet spectra (Ref. 15) it 
appears that there are no significant absorbers at longer 
wavelengths, and that only Rayleigh scattering is active 
in reducing the ultraviolet flux at the surface. At 
X = 2000 A, he estimated that for a solar zenith angle of 
60" at  least 70% of the direct solar radiation will reach 
the surface. This will increase at longer wavelengths. 
He notes that the evident ultraviolet fluxes at the surface 
would be lethal to terrestrial organisms. 

Yagoda (Ref. 44) has estimated particle fluxes at the 
surface, but for a pressure of 85 mb. His results must be 
extensively revised to take account of the low pressures 
now accepted. 

B. Interpretation 

In discussing the variety of interpretations put forward 
for surface phenomena I must of necessity restrict myself 
to a manageable number. I will then make a critical 
selection, choosing for examination those that have 
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aroused the greatest controversy or that have the greatest

promise. It should be noted that the two categories are
not identical.

1. The composition of the bright areas. The spectrum,

polarization, and thermal inertia of the bright areas and
the characteristics of the dust clouds have been used in

speculating on the composition. It is generally accepted

that the latter three properties testify to finely divided

material, with grain sizes ranging from 100 to 1 _. It must

also be uncompacted, and since bodies of liquid water

have probably been absent for periods up into the

billions of years, the aeolian erosion must have resulted

in large quantities of dust, which, in places, may now

form a very deep surface covering.

As for the mineralogical composition, very little can
be said with certitude. A considerable number of ob-

servations, both spectral and polarimetric, are in the

literature, which also contains some positive conclusions

based on these data. However, a general criticism may

be laid against almost all of this work, since only rarely

was the material studied in the laboratory characterized

in any but the most general manner. Investigators have

examined the spectral and polarimetrie properties of a

wide range of minerals, but the state of aggregation has

seldom been specified. This is distressing, since both

parameters depend critically on the particle size and the

presence or absence of a surface coating. Some observa-

tions reported have been made on rock surfaces, a sur-

face that must be rare and may be completely absent in

the Martian bright areas. Moreover, the mineraloi1
composition of the samples has never been adequIFy
given. A substance mentioned frequently as the bright

material is limonite, but this is one of the most poorly

characterized substances in mineralogy. Hovis (Ref. 45),

in his spectral study, has given the most complete de-

scription of his samples, Table 8. While it is not complete,

e.g., the elemental composition is not given, it serves to

demonstrate the range of materials that geologists group

under the term 'qimonite." And his spectra reflect this

range in their details. I would like to stress this point of

sample characterization, which is important not only

for its implications on the Martian surface, but also for

checking between terrestrial laboratories. Thus Coulson

(cited by Cann et al., Ref. 13) attempted to check

Dollfus' polarization data on limonite, but failed. This

was presumably due to the fact that different samples

were examined by the two investigators.

With this preamble let us look at the materials that

have been suggested. The reddish color and the cosmic

abundance of iron led the early investigators to propose

a highly oxidized surface containing iron in the ferric
state. Polarization and unpublished spectral measure-

ments of Dollfus led him to conclude that the ma_Itl
was essentially limonite. However, the polari_n

curve was derived from the observed by subtracting out

a component that would be expected for a Rayleigh

scattering atmosphere of terrestrial composition and with

U.S.N.M. Specimen No.

109590

109592

18274

Table 8. Three samples of limonite examined by Hovis

Locality of origin

Certersville, Georgia

Alabama

Caracas, Venezuela

Iron oxide minerals

Goethite

Goethite

Goethite

Percent other minerals

27

5.3

47

Other minerals

More than 90% quartz, minor mica group minerals

Quartz

More than 90% quartz
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bright areas. (a), observed; (b), (c), derived for atmo-

spheres containing aerosols of different distribu-

tions; (d), pulverized limonite (Ref. 46).

a surface pressure of 90 mb. This is clearly over-

corrected in view of our present knowledge of the atmo-

sphere, and moreover, ff aerosols are present, the

correction can be exactly the opposite (Ref. 46), Fig. 23,

and a variety of materials can then fit the reduced curve.

The visible and near-infrared spectrum was used by

Kuiper in arriving at an identification of felsiUe rhyolite.
However, it has been noted that the surface examined

was old and may have had a weathered coating of

limonite (Ref. 47). The spectrum of limonite, cited so

commonly, is similar to those of other ferric oxides in

exhibiting a minimum at 8750 A, Fig. 24. The absence of

this minimum, or its weakness ff present, in the Martian

spectrum argues strongly against a covering that is pure

ferric oxides and their hydrates, a point recognized by

Adamcik and his co-workers (Ref. 48). They prepared a

synthetic mixture of goethite (Fe203oH20), kaolin

(AlzO3 • SiO2 • 2H20) and hematite (Fe203) in the weight

ratio 16 : 100 : 16 and added "a few percent" of a black

material (magnetite). The resulting spectrum closely
resembled Mars'.

This demonstration relieves one of the necessity of

postulating mechanisms for producing a spectrum equiva-

lent to "pure" limonite. One such proposed was a surface

covering, or paint, on silicate particles (Refs. 47, 49).

Another was a concentration of the fine, soft limonite

particles on the surface, resulting from fractionation

during settling after dust storms (Ref. 50). My personal
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Fig. 24. The laboratory spectrum of pulverized Iimonite samples (Ref. 45)
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opinion now is that the bright areas are oxidized, the

color is due to the Fe ÷_ ion, and the Fe/Si atom ratio
need be little different from the solar value of 1:3.5

(aef. 51).

2. The nature of the dark areas. This is the topic that

has generated the greatest heat, owing to its possible

association with a Martian biota. In treating it, I will

divide it into sections dealing with the biological and

nonbiological interpretations. Some of the latter invoke

life phenomena, but their main features are nonbiological.

The biological interpretation. This theory reached its

culmination in the hands of Lowell, who peopled the

planet with intelligent beings capable of constructing an

intricate system of irrigation canals. As our knowledge

has improved and we have become aware of the desic-

cated state of the surface and atmosphere, the low

atmospheric pressure, the lack of oxygen, and the possi-

bly high radiation flux at the surface, an element of

sobriety has entered into the deliberations. Still, one

should certainly not exclude the possibility of a Martian

biota and, accepting this, it is natural to try to explain

some of the observed phenomena on this basis.

The darkening wave moving from the poles towards

and across the equator is the most intriguing effect to

explain. On a life basis it is handled in the following

manner. On Earth, organisms have plenty of water, so

that temperature is the critical factor in their growth.

Accordingly a terrestrial darkening wave exists, but

moves from the equator towards the poles as the season

progresses from winter to summer. On Mars, however,

while the temperatures are certainly not benign, it is the

availability of water that is critical. When the polar caps

begin to sublime and recede, the water released moves

towards the equator and becomes available to organisms

present in the soil. They then proceed to proliferate,

darkening the surface and changing its color. Then as the

relative humidity decreases, owing to the passage of

the wave of moisture, the organisms become dormant

and the areas brighten. An attempt by Dollfus to dupli-

cate the polarization behavior by terrestrial organisms
failed, but then life has manifold forms and one can

always conceive of some hypothetical form that has the

desired properties. The secular changes in the dark areas

are considered to be the expansion of organisms into a

previously barren region, or a regression of them from

one previously fertile.

I have been skeptical of this model in the past (Ref. 52)
and have not altered in this respect. The range of non-

reddish colors, in particular greens and blues, are doubt-

ful and may well be artifacts introduced by our own

atmosphere and our psychological processes. The tem-

peratures prevalent in at least some of the dark areas

during the darkening process also argue against an asso-

ciated biological activity. Thus, Depressio Hellespontica,

located at 60--65"S latitude, participates prominently in

the darkening wave and yet attains a maximum summer

temperature of -23* C, and a temperature at the height

of the darkening wave of only -28* C, Fig. 25. This is

a measured brightness temperature and should be raised

about 2-3* to allow for an emissivity of ca 0.95. There

may be a certain experimental error, and there may be

localized areas where the albedo is lower and, as a_-
sequence, the temperature higher. Still, the surface_wn-

perature will probably never exceed 0* C, even on the

hottest day. This seems extraordinarily low to permit a

proliferation of life based on water as solvent. It is true

that salts, in particular alkali and alkaline earth halides,

if present in large concentrations, can significantly lower

the freezing point of water. Therefore an unequivocal

rejection of a biological explanation for the darkening of

Depressio Hellespontica cannot be made, but I regard it

as highly improbable. It is only natural then to extend

this conclusion to other areas participating in the dark-

ening wave, and to conclude that the biological interpre-

tation for the wave itself is improbable.

The secular changes, or at least some of them, also are

difficult to explain by biological activity. The area Hellas,

normally bright, was dark during the 1954 opposition,

but in 1956 returned to its normal appearance. Since it

covers an area of 290,000 square miles, any organisms

that can quickly extend over it sufficiently to change its

visual appearance so drastically must be unique.

Finally must be mentioned the ability of the dark areas

to regain their original appearance after a dust sJ_a.
Opik (Ref. 53) argued that the only means of accoml_n-

ing this was by invoking vegetation that would grow

through the dust layer. This is a possibility and is per-

haps the most telling argument for interpreting the dark

areas as being vegetation-covered.

It should be noted that no terrestrial life forms have

been demonstrated to have the requisite hardiness and

proliferation to explain the Martian phenomena. Kuiper

(Ref. 9) has suggested lichens as the Martian cover be-

cause of their ability to live in very hostile environments,

and because of the range of colors they may possess.

Salisbury (Ref. 54) has criticized this proposal, noting
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Fig. 25. Observed temperatures at the height of the darkening wave

that the growth rate of lichens is far less than that re-

quired. Not only lichens, but also certain strains of bac-

teria, are hardy, but populating a planetary surface with

such organisms to the level required to explain the

Martian phenomena seems ludicrous. If a Martian biota

is responsible for these visual effects it must have prop-

erties quite different from any species with which we are

familiar. Of come, this is only to be expected, since any
existing Martian life would have to evolve to fit into the

developing ecological niches. Since these are so different

any on Earth, the organisms would in all probability
nite unfamiliar.

The nonbiological interpretations. In this category I

want to single out work by four authors who, in my opin-

ion, have proposed ideas that have considerable merit.

They are Tombaugh (Ref. 55), McLaughlin (Refs. 27, 56),

Kuiper (Ref. 35), and Smoluchowski (Ref. 57). I will first

describe briefly the salient points of their proposals and

then extract certain ideas and meld them into a descrip-

tion that has the greatest appeal to me.

Tombaugh suggests that the shrinkage of the planet
has produced a "tetrahedral deformation" with the maria

lower than the bright areas, a result that he states is in

conformity with the evidence available. The oases are

depicted as craters formed by the collision of small aster-

oids, and the radiating canals are cracks in the crust

resulting from the impact. The colors and seasonal be-

haviors are "undoubtedly due to the growth of vegeta-

tion" with the "fractured zones," i.e., the canals, giving

'_naven to a hardy vegetation in regions of unfavorable

environment." The mechanism of this is not spoiled out,

and it is not clear whether he regards the canals as val-

leys or as the loci of volcanic activity, either of which

could provide the necessary haven. The vegetation part

of this hypothesis and the idea that the dark areas are

depressed I find difficult to accept. Specifically, I know

of no good evidence suggesting the dark areas are de-

pressed. It is believed that Hellas is an elevated plateau,

but this need not imply that all of the bright areas are

elevated. In view of the widespread dust storms it would
seem more natural that the low areas would be covered

with this dust and hence would be bright.

In his two papers McLaughlin developed a volcanic

model to explain the maria and certain of the canals. The

peculiar tendency of the maria to be concentrated near
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the equator, to have "triangular" or funnel-shaped estu-
aries, and to trend in a south-east north-west direction

suggested to him that they are the result of volcanic

action. If, at the point of the funnels, there exist vol-

canoes, the expected prevailing trade winds in the south-

ern summer will blow the ash in just the right direction

to explain the extended areas. In northern summer the

planet is further from the Sun and the counter winds will
be much weaker. Rather than produce long dark areas,

they blow the ash into the thin streams that we see as

canals radiating from the volcanic tips. McLaughlin states

that the volcanoes all lie close to a great circle inclined

at 25* to the equator and likens this to Earth's circum-

Pacific volcano belt. However, when the volcano posi-

tions are plotted on a stere.graphic projection, it is seen

that between 0-180" aereographic longitude his state-

ment is valid, but that between 180-360" they scatter

about the equator, Fig. 26. The canals are attributed to

a variety of possible causes, of which ash deposit from

active volcanoes is only one. They may be (1) linear

chains of small volcanoes along major crustal fractures,

(2) major fault zones in which the surface irregularities

have trapped drifting volcanic ash, (3) rift valleys related

to fault zones, or (4) igneous dikes. The seasonal changes

may be due to (1) moistening of the surface, or (2) a new

fall of ash. Secular changes can arise from an increase

or decrease of volcanic activity. The concept that vol-

canic activity has played, and maybe still plays, a major

role in shaping the surface is intriguing, although some

of the details are difficult to accept. Continuously active

volcanoes required for the seasonal changes are iml_ib-
able, and the humidity is too low for any moistenit_f
the soil that is more than transient. Explaining some

of the canals as ash deposits from a central volcano at an

®®
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Fig. 26. A stere.graphic proiection of presumed Martian volcanoes
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oasis is improbable in view of their narrowness relative
to the extended areas and in view of the fact that in

general several canals intersect at any one oasis. The

attribution of canals to valleys has already been criti-

cized, and associating them with faults seems unlikely

because of their tendency to intersect. Not only do they

meet at oases, but they also intersect with no apparent

influence on one another's path. This behavior has not

been reported for faults on Earth, and certainly appears
unusual.

A different proposal was advanced by Kuiper (Ref. 35)

after making extensive visual observations during the

opposition. He suggests the dark areas are lava

and that the dust cover is variable, depending on
the seasonal winds. Secular changes are the result of

secular changes in the wind pattern. The regenerative

power is due to the ability of the wind to blow the dust
particles off the lava. He believes that some of the re-

ported green colors are valid observations and includes

in his model "a partial cover of some very hardy vegeta-

tion." He gives no further details of his model, in par-

titular he makes no proposal regarding the relative

elevations of the dark and bright areas, nor of the actual

behavior of the presumed vegetation.

The possibly high ultraviolet ()t > 2000 A) flux at the

surface prompted Smoluchowski (Ref. 57) to suggest that

UV-produced color centers may explain some of the

Martian phenomena. The high flux may produce color

centers whose population is temperature-dependent. In

winter the centers would be depopulated, while in sum-

mer they would be populated and the material would be

darker. Secular changes could be the result of extraor-

dinarily high irradiation due to photons and corpuscular

matter from solar flares. No mineralogical systems were

advanced as demonstrating these phenomena, and no

effort was made to explain the regenerative property of

areas. While the hypothesis is interesting it

seem to predict a wave that moves from equator
to pole since this is the direction in which the maximum

daily temperature increases, and it is this temperature

that presumably is most critical in the kinetics. The ob-

served wave appears to be correlated more with the

atmospheric transport of water vapor, a factor not con-
sidered in Smoluchowski's treatment.

Finally, I would like to extract some ideas from these

works, add one or two of my own, and present a picture
that seems most reasonable, at least to me. It is essen-

tially an extension of some previous ideas (Refs. 52, 58).

First, the dark areas are considered to be elevated, and

the bright areas depressed and dust covered. The obser-

vation by Slipher (Ref. 2) of temporary dark areas adja-

cent to yellow clouds is interpreted simply as areas from

which the dust cover has been temporarily removed dur-

ing the storm. His explanation invoking a wetHng of the

soil by precipitated water is untenable in view of the dry-

ness of the atmosphere. The maria are probably the

deposits of volcanic ash, wind-blown from volcanoes at

their vertices. The oases are most likely impact craters

and the canals strings of small volcanoes aligned along

crustal fractures linking the impact craters with them-

selves and with the major volcanoes. The possibility that

the canals are ejecta thrown out from the primary crater

was considered, but was rejected because (1) they would

probably require too much material for their formation,

and (2) they would not be expected to connect oases and

volcanoes to the degree apparent. The darkening wave

may be due to (1) small dust particles seasonally trans-

ported on and off the dark areas, or to (2) a seasonal

darkening of a permanent surface, due perhaps to a re-

action with H20 vapor that is promoted by the high

radiation fluxes. The polarization changes may be a result

of a change in particle size or of the decrease in bright-

ness. The influence of the latter may be an intrinsic sur-

face effect or a consequence of an increased relative

contribution of aerosol scattering (Ref. 46). Secular

changes may be ascribed to changes in the wind pattern,

to volcanic activity, or to both. The regenerative ability

results from the settling of the dust into the lower areas.

The dark material is essentially unweathered volcanic

ash, the bright material the products of its weathering.

Even though liquid water is rare, if present at all, a slow

weathering may still occur (Ref. 56) and may in fact be

facilitated by the incident energetic radiation.

IV. Concluding Remarks and Acknowledgment

This is a highly selective review. It is intended to illus-

trate recent important advances in our knowledge and

to provide a critical appraisal of the current theories on

the atmosphere and surface. Encyclopedic coverage has

not been attempted, and I sincerely hope that no papers

of significance for the present purpose have been omitted.

Much of the appraisal has benefitted from collabo-

ration and discussion with several colleagues, notably

W. J. Welch, M. Calvin, T. Belsky, B. T. O'l__ary, and

R. A. Wells. I am particularly indebted to J. Nieholls

for assistance in evaluating the work on the surface

phenomena.
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JPL RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF MARS*

Richard Goldstein

Jet Pmpulslon Laboratory

Pasadena, California

Recent radar experiments at JPL's Goldstone Tracking Station have "mapped"

the roughness and/or reflectivity of the Martian 21 ° N latitude circle. A very

smooth, strongly reflecting region was found, extending 20 to 30* in longitude

about Trivium Charontis. Laocoontis was found to be a similar, but rougher,

region. Elysium was a poor radar reflector, as were the dark markings Aseraeus

Laeus and Albis Lacus. The large "desert" region Amazonis was also a poor
reflector. Mars, as a whole, is smoother than Venus (to 12,5-cm radiation). The

average reflection coefficient of Mars was measured to be 8.6%.

*Abslaract of paper.
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CO: BANDS AND THE MARTIAN SURFACE PRESSURE

Donald M. Hunfen

Kitt Peak National Observatory

Tucson, Arizona

The surface atmospheric pressure on Mars is a matter

of great current interest, primarily for two reasons con-

nected with the space program. First, as Dr. Rea has just

pointed out, the design of a landing vehicle is critically

dependent on this figure; second, the beautiful radio-

occultation experiment with Mariner IV has just given us

a precise new source of information. The preliminary re-
sult, reported in this week's Sc/ence by Kliore et al.

(1965), is a surface pressure of 4 to 7 mb, with a mean

molecular weight of around 40. The ground-based spec-

troscopic measurements are now suggesting CO2 partial

pressures in the 5- to 13-rob range; the molecular weight
of CO2 is 44. Chamberlain keeps telling me that this looks

like a bandwagon effect, and I have to admit that it does

look suspicious, because only a few months ago the

spectroscopic measurements suggested a total pressure of

20 to 30 mb, only 10% or so being CO_. However, I can't

help what the measurements say, and what they seem to

say to me is that carbon dioxide is the major constituent,

perhaps the only important one, with a surface pressure
of 5 to 10 mb.'

lit is only honest to record that several of the later speakers pre-

ferred to jump off this bandwagon, although the highest spectro-

scopic pressure suggested was only 13 mb, 30% CO2.

Until about 2 years ago, the accepted value of the

pressure was higher yet, around 85 mb, and there was a

great deal of reluctance about accepting even the 20 or

30 given about that time by the first spectroscopic mea-

surements. At the request of NASA, Chamberlain and I

reviewed the subject, and the published version of our

conclusions appeared recently (1965). I would like to be

able to say that we foresaw the current situation, but I

have to admit that we did not. Just the same, we found
that the method at best contained uncertainties of a

factor of 3, and at worst could be completely vitiated by

violation of certain assumptions. I shall now pres_

summary of that review, with a few comments

here and there in the light of the current state of knowl-

edge. Dr. Michael Belton and I have been measuring a

CO2 band ourselves at Kitt Peak, and although our reduc-

tions are not complete, the preliminary results will be

presented for comparison with those of the other

speakers.

A brief discussion of pressure units may be in order

here. Probably the only gravitational unit still in common

use by physicists is the tort, or millimeter of mercury.

However, this has such obvious potentialities for con-

fusion that it is quickly abandoned in discussions of other
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planets. The absolute unit, the millibar, contains no

gravitational fields in its definition. However, it is helpful

to recall that the relation between pressure and integrated

density does involve the local gravitational acceleration g:

v = gf,, dz

Thus, a given mass of atmosphere exerts only about a/a

the pressure on Mars that it does on Earth.

Aside from the spectroscopic technique, only two

ground-based methods have been found to give useful

v / of the Martian atmospheric pressure. They are the
ptl_'_metric and the polarimetric methods, based on dif-

ferent aspects of the Rayleigh law of molecular scatter-

ing. Visible effects of the presence of an atmosphere are

described in almost any elementary textbook of astron-

omy. Surface features are difficult to distinguish,

especially near the limb, and are sometimes blotted out

by haze or dust; practically no detail can be distinguished

in blue and violet light; polar caps appear and disappear.

One is left with the feeling that the Martian atmosphere

should be not much less dense than the terrestrial; the

old pressure of about 1/12 atm seemed surprisingly low,

if anything, and the new value of 1/100 or less surprising
indeed.

This qualitative evidence is all very well, but how can

one hope to get a quantitative result from it, in the pres-

ence of the strong scattered light from the surface? It is

first necessary to measure as much as possible about the

photometric properties of the surface itself; usually this

information is supplemented by measurements on similar

terrestrial materials. One then uses either the wavelength

variation or the polarization known to be characteristic of

Rayleigh scattering to disentangle the wanted compo-

difficulty is well illustrated by the recent result

that, at the center of the disk, the atmospheric

component is only 0.9,% of the total. The spectroscopic

and space-probe measurements suggest that even this

figure is too large by a factor of about 8.

The photometric method depends on photographic or

visual measurements, as a function of wavelength, of the

brightness of selected spots on the planet as they rotate

to different positions on the disk. The best measurements

are those of Sytinskaya and de Vaucouleurs. With the aid

of the X-" variation of the Rayleigh law, and some as-

sumptions about the scattering properties of the surface,

the component scattered by the atmosphere was esti-

mated. Some allowance for permanent haze gave a pres-

sure of about 90 mb; the haze component seemed to be
about half the total.

A more refined method, applied by Dollfus, is to make

use of the characteristic polarization of Rayleigh scat-

tering at different angles. In principle this technique is

far more discriminating, but again the problem is to

determine the surface polarization accurately enough so

that it can be subtracted with assurance. The required

measurements are made both on the planet and on

analogous terrestrial materials. The atmospheric scat-

tering is assumed to follow the Rayleigh law; any contri-

bution from aerosols must be neglected, and the

justification is that only those observations made under

unusually clear Martian conditions are used. The original

result reported by Dollfus was about 85 mb, but it is

interesting to compare a current value given by him at

this meeting. A new reduction of the old data, with im-

proved allowance for the light from the surface, reduced
the result to 40 mb. Recent measurements over a much

wider wavelength range (0.4 to 1/z) at the center of the

disk give a still lower value of _ mb. Dollfus stresses

that this is on the unproved assumption that no haze is

present when the atmosphere is clearest. If half the scat-

tering is by small particles, smaller than the wavelength

so as to imitate Rayleigh scattering, no serious disagree-

ment with the spectroscopic value would remain. In any

case, our review suggests that a possible error of a factor

of 3 is likely for this method, even under optimum condi-

tions. And there is still the doubt about how accurately

the light from the surface has been subtracted.

The spectroscopic method is based on the possibility of

observing vibration-rotation bands of COz having widely
different transition probabilities. The first strong band,

at 1.6/_, was discovered in 1947 by. Kuiper; shortly after,

the presence of still stronger ones near 2 _ was demon°

strated. These bands, being heavily pressure-broadened,

give a value for the product (CO0 abundance) × (total

pressure). The pressure so found corresponds to a mean

height in the atmosphere, but it is conventional to refer
it to the surface. The COz abundance can be determined

from the weak bands at 8689 and 10,500 A. With a sur-

face pressure of 85 mb, these bands could be predicted
to be far too weak to observe, and the discovery of the

8689 A band by Spinrad was made on a plate exposed

for another purpose. Kaplan, Miinch, and Spinrad

quickly showed that the corresponding pressure was only

10 to 40 mb. The flurry of observations at the 1965 oppo-

sition is the direct result of Spinrad's discovery.
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These recent results suggest an even larger abundance,

and the corresponding pressure is so low that the chief

pressure-broadening agent may be the CO_ itself. The

first realistic treatment of the pressure-broadened bands

was given in 1955 by Grandjean and Goody, and two

years later Goody pointed out that a lower limit to the

pressure could be derived in this way. At the time, and

until very recently, this was considered an interesting but
academic result, but now it shows strong signs of be-

coming an independent, useful determination. The first

explicit suggestion that the pressure could be found from

the CO_ bands is due to Kaplan, but it is implicit in the

earlier work just mentioned.

The accepted value of the pressure-abundance product

has fallen steadily as the measurements improved. Proba-

bly the chief difficulty has been in defining the level of
the continuum, since the low sensitivity of the PbS cell

does not allow resolution of individual rotational lines.

In addition, there is an appreciable terrestrial component,

since the high pressure enhances the absorption of the

small amount of CO,. The interpretation of the observa-
tions must also take account of the fact that the broaden-

ing by CO_ itself is slightly greater than that by N2. (The

factor 2.2 has been used quite a bit recently, but Spinrad

has just pointed out to me that the laboratory value is

actually 1.2.) For simplicity, I shall quote the results in

terms of the Goody limit for a pure CO_ atmosphere;

this does not necessarily imply that no other interpreta-

tion is possible or even likely. Measurements of the 2 /_

bands by Kuiper and by Sinton suggest a pressure

of about 10 mb, on this interpretation; the early results of

Kuiper at 1.6 _ give about the same value. However, the

more recent measurements by Owen and Kuiper of

the 1.6 /_ bands suggest about 6.8 mb, and this is un-

doubtedly more reliable. Since this figure is not far from

the one suggested by the weak bands, the atmosphere

may indeed be mostly CO_.

Instead of giving any kind of impartial review of the

weak-band measurements, I am going to give you the de-

tails of one particular program, by Dr. Michael Belton

and myself at Kitt Peak (Belton and Hunten, 1966). Sev-

eral other groups have been working on the problem,

using data taken at the recent opposition, and you will
be hearing from them this afternoon. Although our re-

ductions are not completed, they have gone far enough

that I can give you some preliminary answers. We felt that

photoelectric scanning would have advantages over

the photographic method used by all the other workers.

We used the 60-inch solar telescope with its large spec-

trograph, scanning repeatedly over a range of 8 A and

accumulating the photoelectron counts in a 400-channel

memory device. In fact, we did not get as smooth a

continuum as would be expected from counting statistics

alone, and we were unable to see the lines of the 8689 A
band at all. But the photomultiplier has another strong

point: its spectral sensitivity extends to the considerably

stronger band at 10,500 A, which is very difficult to

observe photographically.

Fig. 27 shows our composite spectrum, plotted out

by the computer after smoothing by a suitable weighted
running mean. The individual scans covered about
one-third of the total range; they have been shifted

appropriately in wavelength before averaging

together. We are still not satisfied with the method
to define the continuum, and the equivalent widths

still be considered preliminary. The uncertainty in the

abundance is considerably greater, because many of

the lines are nearly saturated. The temperature deter-

mination is seriously affected as well, and at present we

can give only rough values.

With the 15 or so line intensities available, we have

enough data to fit a curve of growth. It is readily shown
that all the lines are on the doppler part of the curve,

and this part can be constructed with adequate accuracy

even if only a rough temperature is known; we used
200* K. The theoretical relative intensities were cal-

culated from the standard formula for an R branch:

I Bhc 1I(1) =const(]+ 1) exp -_1(1+ 1)

In a detailed analysis, account will have to be taken of

the fact that there is a temperature gradient in the atmo-

sphere, and a suitable average taken. Once the curve of

growth is fitted to the observed points, the line-of-sight

CO2 abundance can be deduced, and our current

mate is

r/if/= 340 m-atm

Here _ is the actual Martian abundance, and ,/is the

path-length multiplying factor. The observations were

made with an image-slicer that accepted nearly the

whole disk, and the value of ,/ is estimated to be 3.4.

Thus, the abundance is _ = 100 m-atm, which corre-

sponds to a surface partial pressure of 7.1 mb. This is

actually a bit higher than the maximum value required

by the pressure-broadened bands, but of course the

possible errors can easily account for the discrepancy.
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However, the results suggest an atmosphere in which

CO2 is the major constituent, if not the only important

one. It seems likely that the partial pressure of other
gases is not over 3 or 4 mb. 2

My confidence in the picture of a nearly pure CO2

atmosphere is greatly strengthened by the Mariner IV

results• The scale height is so small as to require a mean

]mmo_elular weight of at least 40 (or else an unacceptably

mperature). The surface pressure for a pure CO_

is 4 to 6 mb, in remarkably good agreement with

the lower spectroscopic results; with 50% argon, the

range is 5 to 7 mb. As the experimenters point out, their

pressure is not necessarily for the average surface, but

refers to whatever point on the horizon actually occulted
the radio waves.

Finally, let me mention the preliminary value of the

rotational temperature indicated by our measurements.

=The other measurements, reported in the later papers, all gave a
lower CO2 abundance, with partial pressures ranging from 4 to
6 rob. The corresponding total pressures were as high as 13 rob.

It is 160 to 180 * K, again remarkably closer to the Mariner

value of 180". As I have mentioned, we hope to be able

to refine this determination considerably. 3

To sum up: the spectroscopic measurements suggest a

surface partial pressure of COz in the range 4 to 7 mb

and a total pressure of 13 to 7 mb. The strong possibility

that COz is the major constituent is reinforced by the

Mariner IV results suggesting a high molecular weight

and a pressure of 4 to 7 mb. The old photometric and

polarimetric result of 85 mb is completely discredited,

and indeed a new polarimetric value of 25 mb was

aNote added October 1965. The final reduction of the 10,500 A
spectra has now given a projected abundance _-_ = 207 m-all,
probably good to about 20%. An improved estimate of 7, allow-
ing for the phase of the planet, gives about 8.0, so that the abun-
dance is _'L = 69 m-all. The corresponding partial pressure is
4 rob. These figures are still consistent with a pure CO= atmo-
sphere, but if taken literally suggest the presence of a few milli-
bars of other gases. The temperature determination is now greatly
improved and yields an average value of 194 ° K; this has yet to
be corrected for the temperature gradient in the atmosphere.
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given at the meeting. It is still not established whether

the discrepancy is due to additional scattering by aerosols

in the atmosphere, or to the inherent difficulty of sub-

tracting all the effects of light from the surface.
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SPECTROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS OF MARS, 1964-5"

Hyron Spinrad

University of California

Berkeley, California

Spinrad, R. Schom, H. J. Smith, L. P. Giver, and R. Moore have found doppler-

shifted Martian water vapor lines on high-resolution coud6 spectrograms of Mars

taken at McDonald and Lick Observatories during the 1964-5 season. Affiliations

of investigators are: Schom, JPL; Smith, University of Texas; Giver, University of

California; and Moore, RAND Corp.

*Abstract of paper.
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X_ MARS EC 4287

CLEAR PLATE

Rg. 28. A portion of the Mars spectrum at the 5 u3 CO_ band. Positions of the weak rotational lines of COz

in the R and P branches are indicated. The original dispersion was 4 A/mm. Note

the clearly visible R12, 10, and 8 lines.
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The amount of water vapor on Mars again seems quite small, averaging about

15 _ precipitable when it is detected. The location of the Mars H20 apparently

varies with Martian season; the weak lines first appeared over the subliming

North Polar Cap and then migrated south over the planet.

We have also redetermined the Mars CO2 abundance using the 5 va COs band

at 2,8700. Our preliminary result is wc% = 80 m-atm COs, which gives a carbon
dioxide partial pressure near 6 mb. Combining this result with recent data of

Kuiper and Owen on the saturated CO2 band at 1.6 _t, we find the total Mars

surface pressure Ps = 8 +_ mb. Carbon dioxide therefore is the major constituent.
(See Fig. 28.)
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RECENT OBSERVATIONS OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC

SPECTRUM OF MARS--A PRELIMINARY REPORT

Tobias Owen

lit Research Institute

Chicago, Ininois

I. Introduction

A series of spectra of Mars at wavelengths ranging

from 4000 to 11,000 A was obtained at the McDonald

Observatory in March 1965. The violet region of the

spectrum was examined for evidence of NO2 absorption

and N2 ÷ emission. The results were negative, supporting

Marshall's (1964) conclusion that an upper limit of

8 t_-atm may be placed on the abundance of NO2 in the

Martian atmosphere. The upper limit on N2 + has not yet

been evaluated, but it is not anticipated that this will be

a sensitive test for the presence of Nz.

main effort of the spectroscopic program was
concentrated on a redetermination of the Martian CO2

abundance by means of observations of the weak bands

at 8689 A and 1.05 tz. Four plates of the 8689 A band
and three of the 1.05 _ band were obtained. Three of the

spectra of the 8689 A band recorded measurable absorp-
tions for lines in the P branch as well as the R branch.

The best of these plates is reproduced in Fig. 29. Only

one of the 1.05 tt band spectra included measurable

P branch absorptions.

At this writing, the reduction of these plates is not yet

complete. However, sufficient data are available to per-

mit a preliminary report on the results. Equivalent widths
for all the lines that could be measured have been deter-

mined from densitometer tracings. Additional tracings

should permit greater precision, since at least two non-

overlapping tracings can be obtained from each plate. In

addition, direct comparisons will be made with synthetic

spectra obtained by using sunlight as a source of illumi-

nation for an absorption cell containing COs. The solar

lines appearing in the Martian spectra were used to cali-

brate the tracings; the Libge Atlas of Delbouille and

Roland served as the standard for solar equivalent

widths. The procedure for converting the measured

equivalent widths of the COs lines into the amount of

this gas in a vertical column in the Martian atmosphere
is outlined in Sees. II and III. Section IV consists of a

discussion of the determination of a value for the atmo-

spheric surface pressure based on these data and the

measures made by Kuiper and Moroz of the strong band

absorption of COs at 1.6 _ and 2.06 tL in the Martian

spectrum.

II. Method of Reduction

The method of reduction included determination of

the mean atmospheric temperature, correction of line
intensities, and determination of air mass.
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Fig. 29. The 5 v:_absorption band of CO, in the spectrum of Mars and the solar spectrum in the same region

and at the same resolving power

A. Determination of Temperature

The first step is a determination of the mean atmo-

spheric temperature. A series of intensity profiles for the
P branch of the 8689 A band was constructed, corre-

sponding to different temperatures. The relative intensi-
ties of the rotational lines measured in the Martian

spectra were compared with these profiles and indicated

that a value of 200°K provided the best fit. The scatter

is quite large, however, leading to an uncertainty on the

order of ±50°K. Additional support for this result may

be obtained from an argument based on the assumption

of a dry adiabatic lapse rate from the surface, but this
method also involves uncertainties (Owen, 1964).

B. Correction of Line Intensities

After a value has been chosen for the temperature, the

integrated intensities for the COs lines measured by Rank

and his collaborators (1964) (8689 A) and by the writer

(1.05 if) can be corrected to this temperature. This in-

volves a straightforward application of the Boltzmann
distribution; the amount of gas corresponding to a given

intensity being specified at NTP. However, a recalcula-

tion of the predicted average intensity of the ] = 8, 10,
and 12 lines in the R branch of the 8986 A band has led

to a slightly different value from that quoted by Kaplan,

Miineh, and Spinrad (1964), viz., 0.032 cm-1/km-atm
instead of 0.030 cm-'/km-atm. This calculation was

prompted by the apparent disagreement between the

band intensity quoted by Kaplan et al. and that pub-

lished by Rank et al. The intensities determined for the

1.05 _ band are preliminary, since the available data are

not of the highest quality and include only the P branch
lines.

C. Determination of Air Mass

Because the various plates were scanned in different

sections of the spectrum, a uniform air mass could not

be used. Values ranging from 2.4 to 4.0 were employed;

the uncertainty probably lies in the range of ±5-10 %.

III. The Abundance of C02

A summary of present results is given below, along

with a discussion of the possibility of a systematic error.

A. Summary of Present Results

Knowing the intensities, the equivalent widths, and the

air mass values, one can solve for the abundance of COs.

The weak line approximation furnishes the necessary

relation:

W
w = -- (i)

,7S

where W is the equivalent width, _ the effective air

mass, S the line intensity, and w the amount of COs.

However, the pressure on Mars is so low that it appears
there will be some saturation of these lines. This possi-

bility can be examined by means of the theoretical

description of the doppler profile as elaborated by

Ladenburg (1930). A straightforward comparison of the

doppler and pressure-broadened half-widths indicates

that at pressures on the order of 10 mb (1/9. the maximum

likely surface pressure), the doppler half-width is an

order of magnitude greater than the pressure-broadened

width. Thus only the doppler correction was made.
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Subject to the constraints given above, abundances

were calculated for the R branch lines on all the plates

and for the P branch lines on the plates that clearly

showed them. Weights were assigned to these abun-

dances on the basis of the quality of the plates and the

number of tracings made. The previous calibration of

the Mount Wilson spectrum obtained by Kaplan et al.

was included in this list with a low weight. This work

is still in progress and thus the abundances and their

relative weights are subject to change.

At this writing, the weighted mean of these results is

56 m-alan; the mean error is -+-11. The total probable

was computed as the square root of the sum of the

es of the errors in the equivalent width, air mass,
and line intensities. This comes out to be ±10 m-atm.

Thus, in round numbers, the preliminary value for the

CO2 abundance based on the McDonald plates may be

expressed in meter atmospheres as 55 ±10 (pe) for an

assumed mean temperature in the Martian atmosphere

of 200*K. Implicit in this determination is the assump-

tion that the lines returning from the R branch band

head do not overlap the R8, 10, 12 lines. If overlapping

occurs, the value of the abundance must be decreased by

a maximum of about 4% (there is obviously no effect on

the value obtained from the P branch lines).

To appreciate the effect of the various parameters
on this calculation, it should be noted that the use of an

atmospheric temperature of 225"K and the average

intensity of the R branch lines given by Kaplan et al.

for this temperature would lead to an abundance of
63 m-atm.

B. Systematic Error

Because the absorptions that are measured are so

weak, the possibility of a significant systematic error

arises. In an attempt to evaluate this, a spectrum of CO2

in the laboratory with an absorption cell illumi-

by sunlight was reduced in an identical manner to

the Mars spectra. The same solar lines were used as stan-

dards in each case for the calibration of the equivalent

widths. The total amount of gas in the absorbing path

was 354 m-atm (NTP). From a reduction of the R branch

lines, an amount of 320 m-atm was obtained; from the

P branch, 326 m-atm. The significance of this result is

twofold. First, it suggests that ff there is a systematic

error, it is on the order of -10% (with only one plate

measured thus far, it is obviously premature to assess the

reality of such a small deviation compared with the ran-

dom uncertainty of ___20 %). Second, using the maximum

air mass employed in reducing the Mars observations

(7 = 4), the corresponding values of the CO_ abundance

reduced to a unit column would be 81 m-atm (observed)

and 89 m-atm (true). None of the new reductions of the

Martian spectra led to values of the CO2 abundance that

were this high, suggesting that a value of 85-90 m-atm

must be close to an absolute upper limit.

IV. Determination of Surface Pressure

In order to obtain a value for the surface pressure of

the Martian atmosphere, it is necessary to use observa-

tions of the strong bands of CO2 for which the absorption

is a function of pressure. Two sets of such bands have

been observed in the Martian spectrum: at 1.6 /z and

2.06/L. In this discussion, we will first consider the treat-

ment of both sets of bands that has been carried out by

Moroz (1964). This will be followed by a more detailed

treatment of new observations of the 1.6 tt bands made

by Kuiper following the method of Owen and Kuiper

(1964).

A. The Method of Moroz

Moroz observed both the 1.6 tL and 2.06 tL bands in the

spectrum of Mars. He reduced these observations by

means of an Elsasser band model calibrated by means of

the telluric CO2 bands observed in the solar spectrum.

From this analysis, he derived the following relation for

the surface pressure p and the CO2 abundance ,lw:

,lwp = 175 (2)

in which p is in millibars and ,iw is in g/cm _. Using the

value of the CO_ abundance derived by Kaplan et al.

(1964), Moroz found p = 15 +ls,,,h-5 .... However, in review-
ing Moroz' method, we found several minor errors; this

finding suggested that a better value for the pressure (with

a CO2 abundance of 45 m-atm) would be p = 13 mb. If

the value of the abundance derived in this paper is used

in this revised relation, one obtains p = 11 mb. The rela-

tive uncertainties are at least as high as for the original
value.

An interesl_ng aspect of Moroz' work is that he derived

an expression for the volume concentration of CO_:

a = (40 ___10)/p 2 (3)

When this relation is corrected in the same manner as

that for ,lwp, one obtains

•, = (35 ±lO)/p _ (4)
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By setting a = 1.0, we can establish a useful lower limit

on the surface pressure as well as an upper limit on the

CO2 abundance. These are 6 ± 1 mb and 80 ± 15 m-atm,

respectively. In other words, if only the strong line data

are used and we assume that the atmosphere is composed

entirely of CO2, the strength of the strong band absorp-

tions requires a surface pressure of 6 -+-1 mb and the

corresponding amount of CO,, is 80 __+15 m-atm.

B. The Method of Owen and Kuiper

Owen and Kuiper (1964) based their determination of

the Martian surface pressure exclusively on the strong

bands at 1.6 tz. The observations of the 1.6 _ bands were

obtained by Kuiper when the planet was near quadra-
ture, in order to maximize the wavelength shift of the

Martian absorptions due to the doppler effect. This is an

important point, since CO., in the Earth's atmosphere

absorbs strongly at these wavelengths. However, the

doppler shift at the time of observation was sufficiently

great to separate the Martian and telluric components,

permitting the subtraction of the telluric absorption by
means of observations of the Moon at a similar air mass.

One can therefore obtain a value for the equivalent width

of the Martian bands. Dr. Kuiper (private communica-

tion) repeated these observations at the last opposition

and found a slightly higher value for the equivalent

width (16.2 A vs 15.8 A). We will use the new value in
this discussion.

The basic method of analysis is that described by

Owen and Kuiper (1964). We confine our attention to

Figs. 15, 16, and 17 of that reference. It is only necessary
to raise the line corresponding to the Martian equivalent

width in these diagrams (in view of the new value of this

quantity) to make them suitable for this discussion.

Upper and lower limits were estimated from the intercept

of the line representing the Martian equivalent width

with the laboratory data. These limits are then com-

pared with calculated values for the surface pressure of

the appropriate column of gas. In the present case, these

numbers are based on the abundance of 56 m-atm pre-
sented in Sec. III. One then obtains a revision of Table 4

in Owen and Kuiper (1964) corresponding to the new

values for the calculated and empirically derived mea-

sures. Making the customary assumption that the pressures

deduced from the absorption measurements are equal to

one-half the surface pressure (the Curtis-Godson approxi-

mation) one finds a best fit for a surface pressure of
13 mb.

If one assumes a simple proportionality between the

equivalent widths of the strong CO2 absorptions in

the spectrum of Mars and the telluric spectra, one obtains
the relation

VIEPE WE WE -1/%
e,, = (5)

rim WM WM-1/'_M

where the subscripts E and M refer to the Earth and

Mars, respectively, and the other symbols have their

usual meanings. Using the new values for W_ and w_

and taking the other numerical data from Owen and

Kuiper (1964), we find P_ = 12 mb after correcting for
the difference in the relative dilution of Nz in the two

atmospheres.

Finally, a lower limit on the surface pressure
derived for comparison with that of Moroz on the as-

sumption of a pure CO= atmosphere. This is obtained by

finding the amount of gas that would produce a surface

pressure on Mars exactly equal to twice the pressure re-

quired to match the strength of the Martian 1.6 tz bands

when that same amount of gas is observed in the absorp-
tion tube. The result is 6.5 ± 1 mb, and the corresponding

amount of CO., is 85 ± 15 mb, in good agreement with
Moroz.

V. Conclusions

It is worthwhile to stress again that the numbers given

in this report are preliminary and may change slightly as
additional work is carried out on the raw data. At pres-

ent, the best value for the abundance of CO: in the atmo-

sphere of Mars obtained from the data analyzed in this

report appears to be 55 ±10 m-atm (pe). This result is
derived from measurements of the weak CO_ bands at

8689 A and 1.05 /_ in the Martian spectrum. A possible

systematic error would increase this value to 60 m-atm.

This value for the CO._, abundance may be used to

obtain the surface pressure in one of several

of which rely on observations of the strong,
broadened bands at 1.6 t_ and/or 2.06 /L. The three

methods used in this paper lead to an average value

of 12 +12 mb. Because this is a preliminary report, undue

significance should not be attached to the number 12. To

avoid this possibility, it is perhaps more appropriate

to consider this analysis as suggesting a Martian surface

pressure on the order of 10 mb. A more precise value
must await further work on the data.

It has been demonstrated by two independent methods

that the strong-line data require a lower limit to the sur-

face pressure in the range 5.5-7.0 mb. This limit corre-
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sponds to an atmosphere composed entirely of CO2. The

corresponding amount of this gas is then 70-95 m-atm.

It seems unlikely that the atmosphere is pure CO2, not

only because of the observational evidence presented,

but because of the contribution that must be made by

radiogenic argon, even if the exospheric temperature

were sufficiently high that nitrogen could escape.

_Vith the realization that the Martian atmosphere is so

tenuous, we must consider the possibility of relatively
large contributions from outside sources in addition to

outgassing from the crust. The two most logical sources

for such a contribution are impacting meteorites and

As an example of this effect, let us consider the

of a large comet, having a mass of 10 TM g. If all

of this material is volatilized, it would contribute 25 % of

the presently observed atmospheric mass. This is clearly

an extreme assumption, but suggests that an attempt

should be made to derive a quantitative estimate of con-

tributions from such sources. Anders (private communi-

cation) has suggested that at least the presently observed

amount of water on Mars could have been produced in
this way. _
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_Note Added in Proof: The analysis of the McDonald spectra has
been completed and has led to results differing somewhat from
those quoted in this preliminary report. The systematic error
suspected in the determination of the CO_ abundance has been
confirmed. With revised values of the line intensities and addi-
tional measurements of the equivalent widths, the derived value
of the CO2 abundance has been increased to 67 +_20 m-atm. The
corresponding surface pressure (using the method of Owen and
Kuiper, 1964) lies between 8 and 9 mb with a lower limit
of 5 mb and an upper limit of 20 mb. The upper limit of
89-95 m-atm for the CO2 abundance has been verified. A
consideration of the low surface pressure and high COx content
in the context of the formation and history of planetary atmo-
spheres suggests that the present alanosphere of Mars may be
similar in composition to the primitive outgassed atmosphere of
the Earth, with the exception of the low Martian abundance of
water. If this view is correct, it implies that Mars may never
have had a more massive atmosphere than it possesses at the
present time.
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A SEARCH FOR LIMONITE NEAR-INFRARED

SPECTRAL FEATURES ON MARS*

Robert L. Younkin

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, California

Previous authors have found limonite to be the only mineral whose polarization,

color, and albedo duplicate those of the bright areas of Mars in the visual spectral

region. Recent measurements of spectral reflectance show that, in the near-

infrared, limonite exhibits two characteristics, a wide-band absorption with mini-

mum reflectance in the 8200-9500 A region, and just beyond this absorption, a
rise in reflectance.

Spectrophotometric measurements from 0.5 to 1.1 tt have been made at the

Mount Wilson Observatory of the integral intensity of the disk of Mars, and of

a bright area and a dark area. Comparison of the intensities of the two areas

gives no indication of any difference in limonite content. The integral intensity

has been reduced to relative reflectance by means of the energy distribution of

a Lyr, and independently, it has been compared directly with the intensity of the

lunar crater Plato. An upper limit of 2% may be placed on the strength of

the limonite features in the reflectance of Mars.

*Abstract of paper.

The complete paper will be published in the May 1966 issue of the Astrophysical ]ournal.
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RECENT RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF MARS

R. B. Dyce

Cornell University

Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory, Puerfo Rico

Results at 430 Me/see from the Areeibo Ionospheric Observatory confirm the

JPL results at 2388 Mc/see. Pulse widths of 4 ms and 0.5 ms (approximating a

continuous-wave observation) were processed incoherently over short periods

of time (2.25 min). Significant short-term fluctuations in amplitude with a scale

on the order of 1 deg of longitude were customary. This is signified in Fig. 30 by
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the shaded region. The cross-section has a mean value similar to that of the Moon

but varies between approximately 3 and 12% of the geometrical area. A correla-

tion of echo strength with the position of Trivium Charontis is obvious (see

section from optical map at top of figure) but the complexity near Syrtis Major

is not so readily related to the observed echo strength.

The 1965 JPL data are shown superimposed as a dotted bar graph. At many

longitudes, the two sets of data are in excellent agreement despite a ratio in

operating frequencies of 5.5 to 1.
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RADIO AND RADAR EVIDENCE ON THE STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION

OF THE MARTIAN SURFACE*

Carl Sagan
Harvard University

and Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

Cambridge, Massachusetts

James B. Pollack

Smithsonian Asfrophysical Observatory

Cambridge, Massachusetts

The maximum Martian radar reflectivities of Goldstein and collaborators, as

observed at the last two oppositions, are found to be systematically correlated

with the Martian dark areas in three respects: the position of maximum reflec-

tivity, the relative reflectivity ranking, and the width of the feature. It is unlikely

that effects of roughness play a major role in determining reflectivity differences

on the Martian disk, and the observed reflectivities can most probably be cor-
related with dielectric constants. Derived characteristic dielectric constants for

bright areas uncontaminated with dark nuclei are _< 1.8; for a typical bright

area, 2.0; for a typical dark area, 2.8; and for a typical dark nucleus of the

dark areas, about 4. These dielectric constants are consistent with a wide range

of inorganic materials, provided that they are pulverized or in highly porous

form to a depth of at least some meters. If a typical Martian bright area is com-

posed principally of limonite, its porosity must be some 78%. The corresponding

value for a dark nucleus is 50%. These porosities are typical of naturally occur-

ring terrestrial limonite powders. There is no evidence against the presence of

fair amounts of organic materials in the dark nuclei, but pulverized or porous

inorganic materials are also probably present.

*Abstract of presentation.
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The disk-integrated thermometric temperature of the Martian surface, as de-

duced from passive microwave observations, appears to be significantly lower

than the corresponding infrared surface temperature of the same area and pro-

jection of the planet. The radio observations refer to depths at which the thermal

wave due to the diurnally varying insolation at the surface is significantly damped.

It follows that _, > > 1, where _, is the ratio of the electromagnetic to the thermal

skin depth, and that the microwave temperatures are therefore a measure of tem-

perature averaged over day and night-and to some extent, over the seasons as

well. Large values of _ at the wavelengths of observation are expected for limonite

and for many other materials. Within the range of observational error, the surface

temperatures deduced from microwave observations, the surface temperatures

deduced from infrared observations, and the surface temperatures deduced from

recent estimates of the bolometric albedo of Mars are in acceptable concordance.
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I. Introduction

This paper is intended as a review of the preliminary
of the radio occultation measurement of the atmo-

of Mars that was carried out as the Mariner IV

spacecraft passed behind the planet on July 15, 1965.

Most of these results are abstracted from previous pub-

lications (Ref. 1).

From the very precise data that were acquired in the

course of the experiment, preliminary analysis has pro-

duced several unexpected results. Among these the fol-

lowing points summarize the findings.

1. The values of density, pressure, scale height, and

temperature near the surface of Mars have been

found to be lower than expected. !

2. Based on the occultation results, as well as terres-

trial spectroscopic measurements of CO2 abundance

in the atmosphere of Mars, it is concluded that ear-

bon dioxide must be the primary constituent.

II. Experiment

The Mariner IV Occultation Experiment (Ref. 2) has

been carried out by investigators from the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, Stanford University, and CorneU University.

Previous knowledge of such atmospheric properties as

the surface pressure and density, as well as scale height,

has been quite poorly defined. The surface pressure, as

deduced from recent spectroscopic observations of weak

and strong CO, absorption bands, was thought to lie
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somewhere between 10 and 40 mb (Refs. 3, 4). The ver-

tical structure of the atmosphere has not previously been
accessible to direct Earth-based measurement, and could

only be estimated by assuming atmospheric constituents

and temperatures.

The results of the Mariner IV occultation experiment,

when fully analyzed, will provide an improved definition

of the surface density and pressure, as well as the vertical

structure of the atmosphere and the electron density pro-

file of the ionosphere of Mars. However, even a rather

superficial analysis performed in the time since acquisi-

tion of the data on July 15 has yielded significant results.

As the spacecraft approached the limb of the planet,

the presence of an atmosphere and ionosphere caused the

velocity of propagation of the radio signal to deviate

from that in free space because of the non-unity index

of refraction of the neutral and ionized media. Also, the

radial gradient of the effective index of refraction caused

the radio beam to be refracted from a straight line path.

Both of these effects caused the phase path length of the

propagation to differ from what would have been ob-

served in the absence of an atmosphere and ionosphere.

Thus, since the geometry, obtained from the estimated

trajectory, is known, the measured deviation in phase

can be used to estimate the spatial characteristics of the

index of refraction (or refractivity) in the atmosphere and

ionosphere by a process of integral inversion or by model
fitting (Refs. 5-7).

The analysis of doppler tracking data taken before and

after planetary encounter yields the trajectory of the

spacecraft at the time of occultation with such precision

that the range rate of the spacecraft is known to an accu-

racy of 0.0015 m/sec. Thus any significant deviation of

the received doppler data from orbit determination pre-

dictions can be expected to be caused by atmospheric

and ionospheric phase-path effects.

It must be pointed out that the phase changes due to

the atmosphere amount to about 30 cycles (wavelengths),

and those due to the ionosphere about 10 cycles. These

changes are obtained by subtracting from the total radio

frequency phase change of about 3 × 101_ cycles during

the time period of the experiment all the predictable

phase-shift caused by the motion of the spacecraft,

motion of the stations on the Earth, reference phase

changes, light-transit time effects, the effects of the

Earth's troposphere, and others. Thus it is implied that

the total phase change due to all causes other than the

atmosphere and ionosphere of Mars must be known to

an accuracy of less than 1 part in 1011.

Before discussing the data obtained in this manner,

the geometry of occultation for both entry and exit will

be described. At entry into occultation, the spacecraft
was at a distance of 25,570 km from the limb of Mars,

traveling at a velocity of 2.07 km/sec normal to the

Earth-Mars line. The point of tangency on the surface

of Mars was at a latitude of 50.5* South and a longi-

tude of 177" East, corresponding to a point between
Electris and Mare Chronium. At the time of exit from

occultation, the distance from the limb of Mars had in-

creased to 39,150 km, and the point of tangency
located at about 60* North latitude and 34* West

tude, falling within Mare Acidalium.

III. Data

Doppler and amplitude data were taken both during

entry and exit by the NASA/JPL Deep Space Instrumen-

tation Facilities (DSIF) at Goldstone, California, and
Tidbinbilla and Woomera in Australia. The Goldstone

stations (Echo and Pioneer) took standard tracking data

doppler (closed-loop) as well as open-loop records (de-
scribed elsewhere in this report) of the received signal.

The Australian stations took only doppler data. At entry

all data were taken while the spacecraft transmitter fre-

quency reference was provided by a frequency standard

on the Earth. At exit, a 9-sec portion of the data was

received while the spacecraft transmitter frequency ref-

erence was provided by an on-board crystal oscillator. In

the latter mode, the precision of phase measurements is

significantly degraded.

Figure 31 shows the range rate doppler residuals (ob-

served minus predicted phase change in 1 sec) based on

data received at the various DSIF stations at entry. The

points marked O/L have been obtained from the
loop records by means of spectral density analysisqFa

the other points are derived directly from data processed

through the JPL orbit determination program. One may
observe that the data from the various sources show a

high degree of consistency, except for the doppler points

at 02h31m11:5, which are suspect because the time of

loss of signal is estimated to be between 02h31mll._2 and
02_'31"'11._6 GMT.

A different presentation is shown in Fig. 32, which

represents the total phase change as a function of time,

derived from Station 11 (Goldstone-Pioneer) doppler re-

siduals. The maximum effect of the ionosphere appears
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at about 02h30m10 s, and the final upswing beginning at

about 02h30m50" is caused by the neutral atmosphere. It

is interesting to note the extreme smoothness of data sug-

gested by the low scatter of the data points.

An expanded portion of the phase change plot is shown

in Fig. 33. This graph relates only to the neutral atmo-

sphere, as the estimated effects of the ionosphere have

been removed. Signal extinction time is assumed as
02h31mll,_2 GMT.

IV. Atmosphere

solid curve in Fig. 33 represents the computed

change for a theoretical exponential model atmo-

sphere having a surface refractivity of 3.7 N-units and a

scale height of 9 km. It is obvious that even with this

relatively crude model the fit is excellent. The dotted

line in Fig. 31 represents the computed doppler residuals

for a similar model atmosphere, having a scale height of

8.5 km and N = 3.6. As in the case of the phase change,

the fit of the data appears to be quite good.

Figure 34, due to G. Fjeldbo of Stanford University,

relates maximum phase change, maximum frequency

change (doppler), and refractive gain (at the time of ex-

tinction of signal of 02h31m11.'2) to the surface refractivity

DOPPLER

SHIFT,

¢pl

GAIN, db

PHASE PATH,

wovelencjl hs

6 8 I0 12

_/, km

Fig. 34. Maximum changes in doppler shift, phase, and

amplitude as functions of surface refractivity and

scale height

and scale height of the atmosphere, using an exponential

profile of refractivity. Suggested values of 5.5 ___0.5 cps,

29 -+-2 cycles, and 1.5 to 2.0 db lead to the stippled area
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in the figure. This area corresponds to a surface refrac-

tivity of 3.6 ±0.2 N-units and a scale height of 9 ±1 km.

The gain figure is least reliable, but it can be seen that
better values to be obtained from detailed analysis of

data from all the stations should help considerably in

reducing uncertainty.

A cursory study of the amplitude recordings leads us

to believe that signal dropout was due to a diffracting

edge, establishing the very important fact that the final

ray paths grazed a surface feature on Mars. All refer-

ences to surface conditions in this paper refer to the
altitude of this surface feature. We do not know, of

course, its altitude relative to the mean surface of Mars,

but the geometry of the experiment would make it likely

that it was higher than the mean surface. The refractivity

would change by approximately 1% for each 90 m of

elevation of the limiting surface feature above the mean

surface spheroid of Mars.

In essence then, a simple refractivity model of the

Martian atmosphere has been established. It now re-

mains to infer density and pressure, thus bringing into

focus the question of composition and temperature.

Figure 35 shows the relationship between refractivity

and mass density as a function of composition, ranging
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Fig. 35. Mass density vs refractivity for various

atmospheric compositions

from pure COs to 50% COs and 50% argon. To be con-
sistent with the value of scale height determined in this

analysis and with the estimated surface temperatures

existing at the latitude in question, the composition of

the atmosphere must be considered to be predominantly

CO__, with possibly up to 20% argon and small amounts

of other gases. This finding is also consistent with the

spectroscopically observed COs abundance on Mars.

Two composition models are considered here: (1) pure

COs and (2) 80% CO2 and 20_. argon.

For the atmosphere composed of pure CO_ (model 1)

the total number density at the surface correspovl_g
to the measured refractivity values stated above_s
found to be about 1.9 ±0.1 x 10 '7 molecules/cm 3. The

mass density (see Fig. 35) is then about 1.43 ±0.10

× 10-5 g/cm 3. From the measured value of scale height,

the temperature range would have to be about

180 ±20*K, leading to a surface pressure range of 4.1

to 5.7 rob.

For the atmosphere consisting of 80% COs and 20%

argon (model 2), the various properties are as follows:

number density = 2.1 ±0.10 × 10 _' molecules/cm3;

mass density = 1.55 ±0.1 × 10-'_ g/cm'_; temperature

= 175 ±20°K; and surface pressure = 4.4 to 6.0 mb.

The number densities derived for these models corre-

spond to from 0.7 to 1.0% of the molecular number

density of the Earth's atmosphere at the surface. Since

the scale height in the Martian atmosphere is almost

equal to that of the Earth, the total number of molecules
above a unit area on the surface of Mars is on the order

of 1% of that on the Earth.

In addition to the analysis described above, a least-

squares fit to the tracking data is being carried out, using

a digital computer program due to D. L. Cain

computes refractive effects in the tracking signal,
with the orbits of the Earth, Mars, and the spacecraft,

and then compares these effects with observations.

Results of a preliminary 5-parameter fit, fitting two

atmospheric parameters (surface refractivity and scale

height) and three parameters of a single Chapman-layer

ionosphere, indicate a surface refractivity of about 3.88

and a scale height of 9.4 km.

The higher value of surface refractivity obtained in

this manner could possibly be explained by the circum-

stance that the exact paths of the up-link and down-link
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signals are computed in the program, whereas in the pre-

viously described determination these paths were as-
sumed to coincide.

V. Instrumentation

The results described in previous sections have been

derived from frequency, phase, and amplitude mea-

surements at the DSIF receiving stations during the

occultation experiment. To better understand these mea-

surements, it will be helpful to have a brief description

of the DSIF radio system, including the special modifi-

cations for the experiment. The block diagram of the

is illustrated in Fig. 36.

The ground station uses a rubidium standard to drive

a frequency synthesizer. Its output is then modulated,

multiplied 96 times in frequency, amplified, and trans-

mitted to the spacecraft at 2.1 Gc/sec. When the space-

craft receiver is in lock with the ground-station signal,

the down-link frequency is derived from the receiver's

voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), which is phase-

locked to the received up-link signal. When no up-link

is received, however, the down-link frequency is derived

from a free-running crystal oscillator in the spacecraft.

The RF signal is amplified and transmitted from a high-

gain spacecraft antenna.

The ground transmitter and receiver system employs

an 85-ft parabolic antenna with a Cassegrainian

simultaneous-lobing feed. A traveling-wave maser cooled

by a closed-cycle helium refrigerator operating at 4.2"K

is used for the receiver front end. After amplification by

the maser, the signal is split into two separate receiver

channels. The first channel consists of a triple-conversion

phase-locked receiver. It is operated in the standard

DSIF receiver configuration. This receiver's VCO is kept

in phase synchronism with the received signal. By a

series of frequency multiplications, divisions, and addi-

tions, the transmitter exciter frequency is coherently com-

pared with the receiver VCO to obtain the two-way

doppler frequency. The receiver automatic gain control

(AGC), which is a received-signal power-level tracking

servo, is used to determine received power level. Appro-

priate AGC voltages were recorded on magnetic tape,

and the doppler count was digitized. This system yielded

AM I ,E 

OSCILLATOR ]_ [ OSCILLATORJ_ T

___ POWER
MULTIPLIER I [ AMPL F ER

I

Fig. 36. DSIF instrumentation far the Qccultation experiment
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frequency information in real time. This channel is also

used as the sum channel of the pointing system for the

simultaneous-lobing antenna.

The second receiver channel, as modified by G. S. Levy,

is a manually tuned, constant-gain, triple-conversion

superheterodyne operated in a nonstandard configura-

tion. It amplifies and frequency-translates the down-link

1.600E -03

signal to the audio-frequency region of the spectrum and

then records it on magnetic tape. The local-oscillator

(LO) signals for this receiver were derived from the

rubidium frequency standard, which drives a pair of

synthesizers. The first LO frequency was periodically

stepped to keep the signal in the receiver's passband.
The second and third LO's were derived from the second

synthesizer operating at 19.996 Mc/sec. The output of
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the third mixer had a passband of 1-3 kc/sec, which was

recorded on magnetic tape. Since the LO frequencies

were derived from the rubidium standard, the frequency

integrity of the doppler was maintained. The analog

information on the magnetic tape was digitized after the

mission for use in a digital computer.

Figure 37 is a power spectrum of the audio open-loop

signal made from the digitized tape on an IBM 7094

computer. The time interval from 03:25:16 to 03:25:17

was chosen. During this second, the one-way frequency,

which was first observed as the vehicle reappeared at

03:25:08, was switched off. (This signal component can

n at 2900 cps.) After the one-way signal decayed,
-way signal was recorded at an audio frequency

of 1900 cps. The phase modulation sidebands at

± 150 cps can be seen on both signals.

VI. Conclusions

In conclusion, the results of the preliminary analysis of

occultation atmospheric data are summarized in Table 9.

It should be pointed out again that these numbers are

the results of less than one month's analysis using rela-

tively crude techniques. As the analysis proceeds, the

results will be refined, taking into account additional

data as well as more sophisticated theoretical investiga-

tions of the physical characteristics of the atmosphere.
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The radio occultation experiment conducted with the

and telemetry system of the Mariner IV space-

as provided new and precise information on the

physical properties of the Martian atmosphere (Ref. 1).

The purpose of this paper is mainly to discuss that part

of the occultation data analysis that is related to the

upper atmosphere of Mars. This portion of the study is

important because:

1. It helps us form a more complete picture of how the

Martian atmosphere changes with the altitude (that

is, the temperature profile, number density profiles,

etc., together with the controlling physical and

chemical processes).

2. The precision with which one can determine the

refractive index, and therefore the number density,

in the lower neutral atmosphere depends on how

well one can separate the refractive effects caused

by the ionized and the neutral regions of the

atmosphere.

When an electromagnetic wave propagates through an

ionized medium, its wavelength is longer than it would

be in free space. Figure 38 illustrates how this effect

caused a decrease in the two-way phase path as

Mariner IV moved in behind the Martian ionosphere.

*Presented by G. Fjeldbo. The principal investigator for the
Mariner IV radio occultation experiment was A. J. Kliore.
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Data from three different JPL tracking stations are

shown in this figure.

It can be seen from Fig. 38 that the main ionospheric

layer on Mars caused an ll-cycle phase decrease-or an

apparent position change of the spacecraft of about 75 cm

in the direction of the Earth ()_ _ 13.6 cm). Starting at

about 02 h 30" 20% another change of only about 4 cm was

observed at each of the tracking stations, and it is be-

lieved that this was caused by a minor layer in the lower
ionosphere.

From the ionospheric phase path data one can deter-

mine the electron density profile of the Martian iono-

sphere (Ref. 2). The preliminary electron density profile

shown in Fig. 39 was computed from the data taken as

the propagation paths probed through the ionosphere

above the bright area Electris. The solar zenith angle was

about 70", and the Martian local time was early after-

noon. Electris is in the southern hemisphere of Mars at
latitude 50 °, and it was winter there at the time of the

measurement.

The peak electron density is seen to be of the order of

10 _ cm -:_ at a height of 120 km. The plasma scale height

at the top side is about 24 km. Both the small scale height
and the low altitude of the main layer show that the

Martian atmosphere is considerably colder than pre-
viously anticipated.
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Fig. 39. Electron number density vs altitude above

Electris. Martian local time, 1 p.m.

Measurements were also made during occultation exit.

In that case the radio energy probed through the night-

time ionosphere above Mare Acidalium in the northern

hemisphere of Mars. The signature of the night-side

ionosphere appears to be very weak, however, and about

all we can say at present is that the measurements sug-

gest that the electron density on the night side was down

by at least a factor of 20 from the peak density measured

on the day side.

The problem is of course that sensitivity to these low

electron densities is not very great at S-band frequencies.
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However, this low sensitivity is by no means inherent in

the radio occultation method when this technique is seen

from a broader point of view. Thus, a somewhat different

scheme has been suggested-in which two or more har-

monically related frequencies may be used to probe the

atmosphere of Mars (Refs. 3 and 4). Choosing the lowest

frequency at a few hundred Me/see would provide a

more sensitive measurement of ionospheric electron

densities. In addition, the two-frequency technique has

the advantage that one can separate the effects of the
electrons and the neutral molecules because of their dif-

ferent dispersive properties.

a brief discussion will be given of the tempera-

some of the reactions thought to be important in
the upper atmosphere of Mars.

Carbon dioxide is apparently the main constituent in

the lower atmosphere of Mars (Ref. 1). In addition, there

may be some nitrogen and argon. At a higher altitude,

CO2 is dissociated into CO and O by the solar ultraviolet

flux shortward of about 1700 A (Ref. 5).

Atomic oxygen is lighter than CO, N2, A, and CO2; thus

the number density of O is not expected to decrease as
rapidly with altitude as do the number densities for the

other constituents. Hence, above some altitude one might

expect atomic oxygen to become the main constituent.

Some of the preliminary models we have made for the

Martian atmosphere have O + as the main ion at and

above the electron density peak. These models have a

temperature at the top side of the ionosphere of about

90*K-which corresponds to an electron scale height of
24km.

Bates has shown that radiative recombination of O ÷

w_lectrons takes place somewhat faster at low than at
h111Ftemperatures (Ref. 6). In spite of this temperature

effect, it does not seem possible to explain the loss rate

in the Martian ionosphere on the basis of radiative re-

combination of O ÷. It is therefore necessary to assume

that molecules of minor constituents take part in the loss

processes. One can, for instance, consider the following
possibilities:

O ÷ + N2 _ NO + + N (1)

0 ÷ + 02--> 02 ÷ + 0 (9.)

O + + CO2_ 02 + + CO (3)

where the molecular ions may lose their charge quite

easily through dissociative recombination with electrons.

The two first reactions are relatively well known and

are thought to play an important role in the Earth's iono-

sphere (Refs. 7 and 8). The last reaction, brought to our

attention by E. E. Ferguson, should also be considered

because the lower atmosphere of Mars contains large
amounts of CO2.

In models where O ÷ is the principal ion and where one

of Reactions (1)-(3) is the main loss process, there is a

Bradbury-type layer (such as the Earth's F2 layer) at

120 km altitude. The number density of atomic oxygen

is of the order of 109 cm -3 at the peak of this layer. If

Reaction (1) is assumed to be the main loss process

(k _ 10 -1_ cm3/sec), one finds that there would have to

be large amounts of N2 present in order to account for
the loss rate, which is of the order of 102 cm -3 sec -1. In

fact, a rate coefficient of 10 -12 cm3/sec requires that N2

should have a higher abundance than CO2 in the lower

atmosphere of Mars, at least ff it is assumed that the

lower atmosphere is mixed. However, CO2 must be

the main constituent in the lower atmosphere in order to

explain the occultation data and the spectroscopic mea-

surements (Ref. 1). Therefore, it is tempting to look for
other alternatives.

If Reaction (2) is assumed to be responsible for the loss

of O +, one finds that with k m 10-11 cm3/sec it would be

necessary to have on the order of 20% O2 at the peak of

the main ionospheric layer in order to account for the
loss rate. The spectroscopic observations indicate that

there is less than 0.1% O2 in the lower atmosphere of

Mars (Ref. 9). However, the O2 distribution in the

Martian atmosphere is complicated by the fact that

atomic oxygen, produced by photodissociation of carbon

dioxide, associates to form 02. Molecular oxygen might,

therefore, still be of some importance for the loss of O +,

at least in the lower portion of the Martian ionosphere.

At present, the most promising model appears to be

one in which O ÷ mainly loses its charge through Reaction

(3). With a reaction rate coefficient of the order of 10 -9

cm3/sec (Ref. 10), one finds that it is necessary to have

on the order of 106 CO2 molecules/cm 3 at 120 km altitude.

This appears to be within reach of what can be supplied

through upward diffusion.

Another approach one might take in constructing

models for the Martian atmosphere is to assume that a

considerable portion of the oxygen formed through the
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dissociation of carbon dioxide has been lost. (If this

could take place to such an extent that CO + became the

principal ion, then the main ionospheric layer would be

of a Chapman type. The temperature on the top side,

corresponding to a molecular weight of 28, would be

about 150 ° K. The ion CO + could lose its charge through

dissociative recombination with electrons.)

There are two ways that O could conceivably be lost:

escape into space or loss of O: through oxidation pro-

cesses involving the surface crust. The first process is not

expected to be important because the temperature is too

low (Refs. 11 and 12). The second process would require

diffusive and convective transport of oxygen from the

dissociation region down to the surface. However, such a

transport would probably not have too important an

effect on the CO/O ratio in the upper atmosphere of

Mars, since both constituents probably would be trans-

ported downwards at approximately the same rate. There-

fore, it appears that we are left with atomic oxygen as the

principal constituent in the Martian ionosphere.

One of the main difficulties in identifying the ion loss

processes in the Martian ionosphere is the uncertainty in

the reaction rate coefficients, particularly with respect to

temperature dependence. Thus, further studies of these

effects might require revision of the preliminary con-

clusions in this paper.

The low temperatures obtained from the occultation

data appear to be in reasonable agreement with atmo-

spheric models where CO2 is the main constituent at

ground level. This conclusion is based on calculations

utilizing the work of Bates, Chamberlain, and others,
which shows that COx, CO, and O are more effective in

radiatively cooling the upper atmosphere than is

molecular nitrogen, which was previously believed to be

the main constituent (Refs. 12, 13, 14, and 15).

Most of the clouds and hazes in the Martian atmo-

sphere are observed at altitudes below 30 km (Ref. 16).
However, there is also some evidence of violet haze

layers around 100 km altitude. Urey and Brewer

have suggested that this might be caused in part
which absorbs in the ultraviolet and blue. The occulta-

tion experiment strengthens this suggestion, since CO + is

quite certainly one of the important ions in the upper

atmosphere of Mars.

Figure 40 illustrates how the atmospheric mass density
varies with altitude. With a Bradbury-type ionospheric

layer where the principal ion O ÷ is losing its charge

through one of Reactions (1)-(3), we find that the mass

density at 120 km altitude should be of the order of

2.10 -14 g/cm 3. However, the mass density could be two

orders of magnitude higher if the main ionospheric layer

were a Chapman layer with CO ÷ as the principal ion.
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Fig. 40. Atmospheric mass density vs altitude
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This difference in interpretation results in the uncertainty
indicated by the error bar shown at 120 km altitude.

The most interesting point illustrated in Fig. 40 is that
the mass density distribution shown for Mars and for the
Earth do not cross each other at higher altitude. Previ-

ously the opposite was believed to be true, and the argu-
ment was that since the gravity is less on Mars than on
the Earth, the scale height has to be larger.

The question of how the mass density varies with alti-

tude in the Martian atmosphere has also some practical
implications. If one wants to put a satellite in orbit

Mars, one needs to know how the atmospheric
varies with altitude. Most previous models re-

quired an orbit altitude of several thousand kilometers

for a satellite with 50 years lifetime, but the occultation

results suggest that a few hundred kilometers may be
sufficient.

Table 10 summarizes the more striking features of the
upper atmosphere of Mars.
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Table 10. Summary of preliminary results for the

upper atmosphere of Mars

Property Value

Maximum electron density, el/cm:

Altitude of maximum, km

Electron scale height above maximum, km

Temperature at the top side, °K

O principal ion

CO principal ion

Preliminary estimate of the atmospheric mass

density at 120 kin, g/cm:

Maximum electron density, el/cm s

Imme_ion _

9.0 -1-1.0 X 104

120 ±5

24 "4-3

2 X 10-"to2 X 10 -_

Emersion b

<5 X 10:

• Over Electris at 50 ° S latitude, 177 ° E longitude, early afternoon, winter,

solar zenith angle 70 ° .

UOver Mare Acidalium at 60 ° N latitude, 36 ° W longitude, night, summer,

solar zenith angle 106 ° .
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COMMENTS ON THE MARINER IV PHOTOGRAPHS OF MARS*

Robert B. Leighton

California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

The 22 photographs of Mars that were sent to the

Earth by the Mariner IV spacecraft are being processed

and studied. An interim account of the processing and of

some of the preliminary measurements is given here.

The optical system of the camera was a Cassegrain

reflecting telescope with a 41/2-cm aperture and a 30-cm

focal length, operating at an equivalent focal ratio of [/8,

_m. exposure see. receptor was atime of 0.2 The

m/IW, iturized all-electrostatic vidicon tube, whose output,

the target current, was amplified and digitized into 64

"quantum levels" of intensity. To avoid poor discrimina-

tion at low exposures, four gain stages were available

and were switched automatically, one step at a time,
when needed.

The mechanical and electronic performance of the

camera system was almost precisely as designed; the data

recording and transmission to Earth were extremely good;

and the optical sensitivity seemed quite normal.

*Dr. Leighton's comments are given here in shortened form.

Processing the photographs is very involved and goes

rather slowly. The JPL numerical data processing used

on the Ranger program is being applied to the Mac/ner

photographs. The main attention has been given to geo-

metrical distortions, which are not serious. After rectify-

ing the geometry, we can introduco the calibration data,

increase the contrast, look for differences in the intensity

of neighboring elements, and enhance the resolution by

a spatial filtering program.

Figure 41 shows the first photograph received from

Mars, after a certain amount of computer processing.

Above the limb of the planet can be seen a "cloud," or

possibly a large amount of glare; ff it is indeed a cloud,

its top level would be about 25 km above the surface
of Mars.

Figure 42 (Frame 7) was the first to show unambigu-

ously that large craters exist on Mars; ten or more can

be counted. Figure 43 (Frame 11) shows the largest

crater (about 120 kin) that we have seen, and one of the

smallest (6 km). Figure 44 (Frame 14) shows some bright
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Fig. 41. Frame 1 of the Mariner IV photographs 
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Fig. 42. Frame 7 of the Mariner IV photographs 
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Fig. 43. Frame 11  of the Mariner IV photographs 
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spots near the top and some circular bright areas evi-

dently associated with craters. I believe these are frost
on the surface.

Preliminary study of the craters suggests that:

1. Craters are apparently distributed variably over the

planet.

2. There is a dearth of small craters (of less than 10 kin

in diameter).

3. The larger and medium-sized craters have rather

fiat floors, as compared with similar craters on the
Moon.

46"_

41 L 9-5

5O

5O

I000 _ CRATER DENSITIES

Fig 46 A rater wall

-_ 7o1_: a°fn_her_::tsc
I00 DS)

An analysis of the wall slopes and heights of the
craters is shown in Fig. 46. In this analysis, one quantum

level of intensity on the photographs corresponds to a

io slope of from 1.5 to 2.5* throughout the picture sequence.
(This relationship neglects the effect of any glare that

J might have reduced the contrast.) Shown in the figure

are plots of actual data numbers from 0 to 64, taken in
a traverse across the diameter of several craters. For

'l ........ ' ' ' "_"J _ _ ' example, crater No. 5 of Frame 11 shows a crater that
_o _oo _ooo has almost classic form; it has little outer wall, is dark

DIAMETER (km) on the inside rim, comes down to a small fiat region in

Fig. 45. Plot of Martian crater distribution compared

with lunar uplands and maria

Concerning crater distribution, Fig. 45 shows a com-
parison of Mars' craters with those in the lunar maria

d uplands, reduced to a unit area of a million square
meters; the Martian crater count lies almost mid-

way on this logarithmic scale, between the lunar maria

and the lunar uplands. At a crater diameter of 20 km,

where the linear portion of the Mars crater plot ends,
the factor between the lunar maria and Mars is about

3.5, and the lunar uplands are about a factor of 20 at
that same crater diameter. Thus the Martian crater den-

sity is 3.5 greater than that of the lunar maria, but does

not approach the densely packed condition of the lunar
uplands.

the middle, and then becomes lighter on the opposite
wall.

Why were the craters on Mars so unexpected and why

is their appearance on the photographs so important?

The world is full of people who had thought there might

be craters, but very few had arrived at this conclusion by

scientific reasoning and described the analysis in writ-

ing. Actually, the total range of opinion on the subject
of the Martian surface has been so broad and contro-

versial that it didn't really help much to know that the

truth might lie somewhere between the extremes. We

think that the Mariner pictures have removed certain

matters from the realm of fruitless controversy and fo-

cused attention on new opportunities and new problems.

There is still plenty of room for difference of opinion on

many aspects of Mars!
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Fig. 44. Frame 14 of the Mariner IV photographs 
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HIGH-RESOLUTION PLANETARY PHOTOGRAPHY

AND THE DETECTION OF LIFE

Car/Sagan

Harvard University

and Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

Cambridge, Massachuseffs

The brilliant success of the Mariner IV photographic

mission has lent increased interest in the possibility of

detection of extraterrestriallifeby high-resolutionpho-

tography from planetary flyby or orbiter spacecraft.

The following discussionisprimarilya briefsummary of

the conclusions of two recent studies of this problem

(Refs. 1 and 2) to which reference may be made for
further details.

For organisms or the artifacts of organisms to be

ted from high altitude, they must, under most cir-
anees, have dimensions greater than the ground
tion of the photographic system; and they also

must have a detectable contrast difference with their

surroundings. The principal exception is in the case of

a rectilinear feature, which, ff it has high contrast with

its surroundings, may be detected even ff its width is

significantly below the limiting ground resolution. It
must, of course, be at least several resolution elements

long. Such rectilinear features are, in principle, of pos-

sible significance in the detection of extraterrestrial life,

because, as terrestrial experience indicates, the combined

factors of geometry and economy lead a technical civili-
zation to construct rectilinear artifacts.

The Mariner IV spacecraft was designed to obtain a

maximum of 22 photographs of the planet Mars, each of

64 shades of gray and with a ground resolution of a few

kilometers. This performance is comparable with that of

the Tiros and Nimbus series of meteorological satellites,

where there are 16 to 32 shades of gray and where the

ground resolution ranges from about 2 km to about

0.2 km. The best Tiros and Nimbus photographs of the

Earth, therefore, can detect contrast variations only half

to a quarter as well as Mariner IV; at the same time,

the ground resolution may be an order of magnitude
better.

A typical Tiros photograph of a relatively cloud-free

region of the Earth's surface is contained in Fig. 47, a

photograph in slightly unusual perspective of the eastern

seaboard of the United States. The cross and right-angle

markings are fiducial standards. No sign of life on Earth,
intelligent or otherwise, is detectable in this picture.

Similar conclusions apply to photographs taken of the

major populated regions of the Earth. Almost without

exception, no sign of the vast highway networks, bridges,

dams, contour farming, dikes, breakwaters, and great
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Fig. 47. A typical Tiros photograph of the Earth’s surface. The Atlantic mean is the dark region in the right half 
of the picture;the eastern seaboard of the United States i s  the brighter region towards the left. The very 

bright features at the left and upper left are clouds. Cape Cod is  just off the top of the picture. 
In this unusual projection, long Island can be seen stretching upwards and to the right. 

Chesapeake Bay is  towards the lower end of the figure. Courtesy of Goddard 
Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

walls can be found on the Earth with a ground resolu- 
tion 1 km. Similarly, seasonal contrast changes in such 
high-contrast crops as cotton and in deciduous forests 
are difficult to detect,because of the small absolute con- 

trast changes sometimes involved, problems of intercali- 
bration of widely spaced photographs, and the difficulties 
in properly correcting for changing angles of insolation 
and view. 
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Very rarely an apparent rectilinear marking such as 
that seen in Fig. 48 can be detected. This particular 
rectilinear feature, about 25 km long, and in some places 
1.5 km wide, despite its apparent artificiality, turns out 

P 

.b -r- 

to be most likely a natural peninsula, and not a break- 
water. In Fig. 49, a comparison is made between the 
feature as it appears in the Nimbus photograph and as 
it is represented in Mercator projection by the U. S .  Army 
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Fig. 48. A Nimbus I photograph of the northern coast of Morocco, orbit 295, September 1964. Courtesy of 

Goddard Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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Fig. 49. Upper: drawing of the appearance of a section
of the northern coast of Morocco from the Nimbus I

photograph of Fig. 48. Lower: Mercator projection

cartography of the same region taken from

U. S. Army Map Service Maps, Series 1301,
Sheets N J29, N J30, NI29, NI30 (1955).

Map Service. The lesson that all apparent rectilinear

features are not artifacts of intelligent life is useful to

bear in mind in interpreting photographs of other planets.

A successful detection of life on Earth is shown in

Fig. 50, which displays a bright orthogonal array on a

dark background towards the upper left comer. The

width of the rectilinear features is _ 1_ km. The photo-

graph is of an area near Cochrane, Ontario, Canada, a

lumber region. The grid pattern is the result of a lumber-

ing operation in which parallel swaths were cut through

the forest, with wide avenues of trees left standing to
insure later reforestation. Then similar cuts were made

at right angles. When the logging operation was com-

pleted, snows fell, heightening the contrast. But were a

similar orthogonal array to found in Mariner IV photo-

graphs of the Martian surface, we would be hasty in
concluding that it was prima facie evidence for an ad-

vanced technical civilization on that planet. We would

first want to be very sure that the grid was not an artifact

of the photographic reduction, or was not a feature that

could be attributed to geological causes. There is, for

example, a lunar grid system that is attributed to fracture

patterns on the surface of the Moon.

Rectilinear features have, of course, been reported on

the Martian surface; these are the so-called "canals,"

whose apparent straightness seemed explicable to

Percival Lowell only if they were the artifacts of an

indigenous and advanced technical civilization. The

classical representation of the canals can be seen in

the left-hand portion of Fig. 51, a drawing of single and

double rectilinear markings as observed by Schiap_li.

On the right-hand portion of this same figure is sere
identical area of Mars as drawn by Antoniadi (Re3_7.3)

under conditions of superb seeing. The canals have been

resolved into a disconnected sequence of fine mottling,

which, when the atmosphere grows slightly less steady,

the eye tends to string up in linear order. It is much

easier to recall a few straight lines from the moment of

superb seeing than it is to remember a more or less

disordered array of disconnected detail.

Yet one might still ask how it is that some of this

disconnected fine detail seems to be ordered in approxi-

mately a linear array. Now that we know, from the

Mariner IV photographs, that the Martian surface is

covered with craters, it is possible to suggest that such

ordered spots as those in the right-hand portion of

Fig. 51 are actually chains of dark craters. While a more

or less straight chain of six or eight craters, each about
100 km in diameter, is not common on the Moon,

there are a few examples, most notably the chain

Ptolemaeus, Alphonsus, Arzachel, Purbach, Walter, and

St_Sfler; and vast numbers of smaller crater chains exist.

Alternative explanations of the canals have been offered

-e.g., Gifford (Ref. 4) has suggested that they may be
similar to the self sand dunes of terrestrial desert re

This explanation, however, does not explain the_

resolution appearance of the canals (again, cf. the

hand side of Fig. 51). At any rate, there is no reason to
attribute the reported Martian canals to biological

activity on that planet.

It appears that several thousand photographs of the

Earth, with approximately 0.1-km resolution, are required

before any convincing signs of intelligent life on the

Earth can be detected (Ref. 1). Had the Mariner IV

vehicle passed the same distance from the Earth that it
did from Mars, and obtained 22 comparable photographs

of the Earth, no sign of life on our planet would have
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Fig. 50. Tiros 2 photograph with the narrow-angle camera, of the region of Cochrane, Ontario, Canada, 
taken on April 4, 1961. Courtesy of Goddard Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics 

and Space Administration. 
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Fig. 51. Comparison of views of the same region of the Martian surface; at left as seen by Schiaparelli; at 
right, a s  seen under superior seeing conditions by Antoniadi (1930). (Reproduced from 

fa PlanAte Mars. E. M. Antoniadi, Hermann et Ci(’, 1930.) 

been uncovered. The Mariner IV photographic system 
was designed for geological exploration of Mars; in this 
it succeeded admirably. The absence of obvious extensive 
water erosion features suggests that the planet did not 
have open bodies of liquid water in its immediate past; 
this was, in any case, expected from the absence of open 
bodies of liquid water at the present time. The most 
recent estimate of the age of the oldest features revealed 
on the Mariner IV photographs is 4 several hundred 
million years (Ref. 5). Thus, in the early history of the 
planet, open bodies of water are still possible. Significant 
quantities of subsurface water are, in any case, likely, 
and the origin of life on the planet Mars seems as likely 
now, after the Mariner IV mission, as it did before. Thus, 
as the experimenters themselves have stressed, the 
Mariner 1V photographic reconnaissance neither dem- 
onstrated nor precluded the possibility of life on Mars. 

The existence of military reconnaissance satellites 
demonstrates that the detection of life on Earth at orbital 
altitudes is feasible. Figures 52 and 53 are aerial photo- 
graphs of the planet Earth in the San Francisco- 
Sacramento region, with a ground resolution some 30 
times better than that of the best Tiros and Nimbus  
photographs displayed earlier in this discussion. It is 
easy to calculate that similar ground resolutions are 
possible from characteristic orbital altitudes. We see 
that, with this ground resolution, contour farming, urban 
developments, railways, and airports are all easily dis- 

cernible. Even if we had no previous acquaintance with 
any of these manifestations of intelligent life on Earth, 
we would have little doubt that these features are of 
intelligent origin. 

Were our resolving power to improve by another factor 
of 30 it would be possible to detect-especially when the 
Sun is at large zenith angles-individual large organisms 
such as trees, horses, or cows. The fact that these orga- 
nisms tend to be found near others of their kind would 
enhance the probability of successful interpretation. 

Only a few hundred randomly situated photographs 
of the Earths surface with a resolution of that of 
Figs. 52 and 53 would give unambiguous evidence of the 
existence of intelligent life on our planet. A si 

especially taken at low sun-would probably give u~ in- 

biguous evidence of forms of life other than Man. It we 
are interested in pursuing biological exploration of Mars 
by flyby or orbital photography, our strategy should be 
to photograph a small fraction of the planet’s surface at 
thc highest possible resolution, rather than to photograph 
the entire surface at low resolution. With the orbital 
altitudes and spacecraft payloads now envisioned for 
the Voyager  exploration of h4ars, ground resolution in the 
1- to 10-m range seems quite feasible. Whether or not 
Mars is a life-bearing planet, high-resolution photography 
of its surface is of the greatest scientific interest. 

number of photographs with a resolution 4 1#- 
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Fig. 52. Reproduction, made at the Smithsonian Astrophysica 1 Obs., of a section of a photo montage of the San Francisco- 
Sacramento, California, area. Prepared by Aero Service, Inc., Philadelphia. Courtesy of Dr. Robert N. Colwell. 
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Fig. 53. Reproduction, made at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Obs., of a section of a photo montage of the Son Francisco- 
Sacramento, California, area. Prepared by Aero Service, Inc., Philadelphia. Courtesy of Dr. Robert N. Colwell. 
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CONTRIBUTION AU COLLOQUE CALTECH-JPL SUR LA
LUNE ET LES PLANETES: MARS

Audouin Dollfus

Observatoire de Paris

Meudon, France

I. Mesure de la quantit_ d'eau dans

I"atmosphl_re de la plan'ete Mars

J'ai d6crit dans la s6ance du pr6sent Colloque consa-

cr6e _ V6nus, le dispositff qui m'a pennis, en 1963, de

d6celer et de mesurer la vapeur d'eau dans l'atmosph6re

de la plan&e V4nus. La m4me technique a 6t6 appliqu4e

pour mesurer la quantit4 d'eau sur la plan6te Mars.

Le t_lescope Cassegrain azimuthal de 50 cm associ6

au spectrophotom6tre _ filtre polarisant, d'un type nou-

veau, a d4j_ 6t6 d6crit (1)(2)(3)(4). Cet instrument donne

l'intensit6 de la bande 1,4 microns de la vapeur d'eau

dans les atmosph6res des plan&es par simple comparaison
photom6trique entre les plan6tes et les sources de com-

paraison que repr_sentent le Soleil, la Lune ou certaines
6toiles.

Les astres de comparaison donnent la quantit4 de

vapeur d'eau interpos6e dans l'atmosph6re terrestre, h dif-

f6rentes distances z6nithales, en diff6rents points du ciel

et au cours de la nuit; les mesures relev6es sur V6nus et

sur Mars r6v416rent des diff6rences signfficatives attri-

buables _ la vapeur d'eau pr6sente dans leurs propres

atmosph6res.

J'ai choisi la forte bande spectrale 1,4 microns parce

qu'elle correspond au maximum de la r4ponse photo_

41ectrique des cellules au sulfure de plomb et donne la
sensibilit6 d6sir6e; mais cette bande se sature

quantit6 d'eau voisine de 0,1 gr/cm 2, et il faut

une altitude suffisante pour r4duire _ une valeur in-

f4rieure _ cette limite la quantit_ d'eau restant dans

l'atrnosph6re terrestre.

L'instrument poss6de un champ de mesure aussi

6tendu qu'_t 25' d'arc; je pouvais l'utiliser _ bord de la

nacelle d'un ballon libre en pointant le t41escope manu-

ellement sans le secours d'aucun dispositif de guidage

photo61ectrique.

J'ai d'abord essay6 un prototype de ce nouvel instru-

ment grace _ une ascension en baUon que j'ai effectu6e
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dam la nuit du 29 au 30 Mai 1954 jusqu'& l'altitude de

7000 m_tres (5). Puis l'appareil rut associ6 _ un habitacle
6tanche et elimatis6 pour prot6ger l'observateur _ des
altitudes encore plus 61ev6es. A bord de eelui-ei, dam la
nuit du 22 au 23 Juin 1959, j'ai effeetu6 une nouvelle

ascension jusque dam la stratosphere A l'altitude de
14.000 m_tres (6). Les observations permirent d'adapter
et l'&alonner ce nouveau spectrophotometre, et de

mesurer la teneur en vapenr d'eau de la haute atmosphere
terrestre.

Ensuite, j'ai utilis6 l'instrument en haute montagne
la Station Scientffique Intemationale du Jungfraujoch en

l'altitude de 3.600 m_tres (7)(8). J'ai b6n6fici6 de

de 5 tr_s bonnes nuits d'observation, en Janvier
1963. Le r6sultat des mesures se trouve sur la figure 54;
en abcisse, j'ai report6 la quantit6 d'eau contenue dans
l'atmosph6re terrestre le long du trajet optique visant la
plan_te Mars. En ordonn6e, on trouve la diff6rence entre

les valeurs recueillies sur Mars et pour l'atmosph_re
terrestre. Les quantit6s d'eau sont donn6es en grammes
par centimetre carr6s _t la pression atmosph6rique ordi-
naire. Lorsque la bande devient satur6e (_t droite sur la
figure) un 16ger 6cart correspondent _ 0,(X)8 gr/cm 2

persiste entre Mars et les astres de comparaison B6tel-
guense et la Lune. Ce r6sidu est attribuable aux r6parti-
tions spectrales dfff6rentes de la lumi6re entre ces astres

et la plan&e dam le domaine couvert par le filtre de
part et d'autre de la bande satur6e.

La d6riv6e de la courbe d'6talormage encadrant au
mieux les mesures est figur6e en trait fin; elle donne
un execs de vapeur d'ean sur Mars eorrespondant
0,022 gr/em 2.

I

0.03

Saturation ]

0.04 O,O'J o.o6 0.07 0.01 0.09 0_0 I/cm 2

(H20_AT M

Figure 54

Selon nos mesures polarim&riques et diff6rents r6sul-

tats spectrophotom6triques, le sol martien est trbs pro-
bablement recouvert superficiellement par une poudre
fine d'oxyde de fer hydrat6, du type limonite, qui con-
tient vraisemblablement une forte proportion de mol6-
eules H_O. Des spectres de laboratoire publi6s r6cemment
montrent en partieulier la bande 1,4 microns faible,

61argie, et 16g6rement d6plac_e vers les grandes longueurs
d'onde. Atravers notre speetrophotom6tre _ ffltre polari-
sant, ces substances donneraient un faux signal corres-
pondant _ 0,006 gr/em _. Nous avons retraneh6 ce signal

la valeur observ6e qui devient alors 0,016 gr/emE

Cette valeur est donn6e par l'6talonnage h la pression
atmosph6rique terrestre, tandis que, sur Mars, l'atmo-
sph6re est au moins 30 lois moins dense. Des courbes

d'6talonnage ont 6t6 ealeul6es pour diff6rentes pressions,
l'aide des proffls de la bande 1,4 microns publi6s par

aillenrs (9). Ces ealculs r6v61ent que le signal donn6

par notre spectrom6tre est presque ind@endant de la
pression, ce qui avait _chapp6 lors de notre publication
pr6liminaire : en effet, lorsque la pression augmente, les
ailes du proffl 61argi de la bande empi6tent sur les do-
maines de transmission lat_raux du ffltre qui servent de
r6f6rence, ce qui compense presque exaetement l'aug-
mentation de signal que donne l'accroissemeut de Fin-
teusit& La correction de pression, tr6s faible, donne
finalement 0,018 gr/em _ pour la lumi6re de l'ensemble du
disque de Mars.

L'atmosph6re martienne est travers_e deux lois par la

lumibre, et l'observation oblique au bord du disque
double le parcours moyen, de sorte que la quantit6 d'eau

totale eontenue vertiealement dens l'atmosph6re mar-
tienne vaut 0,0045 gr/em *, soit 45 microns d'eau pr6cipi-
table (8).

La mdme ann6e, par une m6thode diff6rente,
H. Spinrad, G. Miinch et L. D. Kaplan ont d6cel6 _ leur

tour la vapeur d'eau sur Mars. Leur d6termination quan-
titative, plus faible, donne environ 14 microns (27).

II. Proprietds photom_triques du sol martien

Courbe photomdtrique globale des regions claires du
sol martien

Pendant l'opposition de 1952, j'avais r6alis6 22 com-
paraisons photom6triques entre Mars eta Virginia, _r,
et p Scorpii en lumi_re jaune, _ l'aide dun photom6tre
phot_leetrique (10). La sensibilit6 semblait voisine de

9,05 magnitudes. La magnitude globale de rastre d6pend
?les configurations sombres du sol qui se d6pheent avec
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la rotation de l'astre. La figure 55 donne ces variations

en fonction de la longitude du m_ridien central de Mars

ainsi que les noms des contr6es elaires et sombres qui les

engendrent. En eorrigeant les mesures, gr_tce _ cette

courbe, j'ai d6termin6 la magnitude qu'aurait la plan_te

si, priv_e de taches sombres, elle montrait un sol orange
clair unfforme. La figure 56 donne, dans ce cas, la varia-

tion de la magnitude en foncfion de l'angle de phase.

Cette courbe photomdtrique des r6gions claires montre

une d_croissance uniforme de la magnitude entre les

phases 10" et 47*, _ raison de +0,0145 mag/degr6.

M

o1,8
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-t.1

0 10 ZO 30 40 80 V

Figure 56

Comparons ce coefficient /t ceux donn6s par ailleurs

pour diff6rents corps c61estes pratiquement d6pourvus

d'atmosph_re.

Corps cdlestes Coeff. de phase

Mars +0,0145 mag/degr6

La Lune +0,028

Mercure +0,030

Ast6roides (moyenne) +0,023

La d6croissance d'6clat de Mars est presque deux lois

plus faible que celle des autres corps c61estes de com-

paraison. Voici l'explication de cette singularit6 :

La rapide d6croissance de l'6clat de part et d'autre de

la phase nulle sur Mercure, la Lune et les Asteroides est

attribuable aux jeux d'ombres et de lumi_re dans les

cavit6s du sol, ses structures poreuses ou les enchev6tre-

ments complexes des petits grains de poussi_re qui re-
couvre la surface. Ces structures superficielles sont

probablement produites sur ces astres par le foisonnement

de la roche, ou par raccumulation pendant une dur6e tr_s

prolong6e des impacts par les petits m&6ores. La plan_te

Mars n'est pas exempte d'une telle action, mais

sphere et ses vents d6placent les grains les plus

poussi_re mobile efface les petites cavit6s du sol.

Photomdtrie absolue des regmns claires

En 1950 et 1952, j'ai effectu6 l'analyse photom6trique

d6taill6e du sol martien dans la partie visible du spectre.

J'avais mis au point dans ce but le photomktre polari-

scopique d franges, d6i_t d6crit dans d'autres publications

(11)(12). Dans cet instrument, la plan_te apparalt stride

par les franges d'interf6rences serr6es, donn6es par un

polariscope de Savart. Une plage de comparaison d'6clat

unfforme et r6glable se superpose /t l'image du disque

plan6taire et donne des franges compl6mentaires qui

s'imbriquent exactement entre celles produites par la

plan_te. Lorsqu'une r6gion du disque plan6taire poss_de

la mSme luminance que la plage de comparaison, les

franges se d6truisent exactement et disparaissent sur cette

portion du disque plan6taire. En contr61ant l'6clat de la

plage de comparaison, je pouvais de la sorte mesurer
successivement, par disparition des franges, la luminance

des diff6rentes r6gions de la surface martienne. J'obte-

nais ainsi des mesures relatives.

Je mesurais ensuite la luminance moyenne de l'ensem-

ble de la plan&e. Pour cela, j'ajoutais dans le

une lentfle qui rempla_ait l'image de l'astre par

l'obiectif de la lunette uniform6ment 6clair6e par la
lumi_re de l'ensemble de la plan_te. Je r6glais la dispari-

tion des franges sur cette image de l'objectif et, compte
tenu des surfaces respectives de cette image et de Mars

au foyer, i'obtenais la luminance moyenne du disque de

la planSte; je pouvais alors donner la luminance des
dfff6rentes r6gions de la surface de Mars en fonction de

cette luminance globale du disque.

Enfin, je mesurai /t la mSme 6poque, la magnitude
r6elle de Mars, comme d6crit ci-dessus; il devenait alors

facile de d6duire les luminances absolues, appel6 B, des
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diff6rents points de la surface martienne, exprim_es en

st//b A la distance moyenne de Mars au Solefl 1,52 UA.

Les rapports de ces valeurs avec celle calcul_e pour un

_eran blanc parfaitement diffusant _clair6 normalement

la m_me distance par le Soleil dorment finalement les

faeteurs de diffusion, appel6 K, des diff_rents points de
la surface martienne.

Avee le r6fracteur de 60 cm du Pic-du-Midi, _ la

faveur des nuits de bonnes images, je pouvais mesurer

de la sorte des r6gions martiennes aussi petites que 3" de

diam6tre apparent. La precision semble de l'ordre de 3

Ces mesures absolues en lumi6re orang_e (0,59 micron)

ont 6t6 compl6t_es par des d6terminations _ travers 8

ffltres eolor6s couvrant l'intervalle spectral visible entre
0,65 micron et 0,47 micron.

J'ai encore effectu6 des s6ries de mesures en com-

parant les plages entre elles _ l'aide du photom6tre

double image d_crit en 1952 (13).

La figure 57 donne le faeteur de diffusion K des

r6gions claires, au centre du disque, _ l'opposition exacte,

en fonetion de la longueur d'onde. On remarque la

d_croissance tr6s rapide vers le bleu.

O_&OO_S O.5O QSS O.60 O.OS 7_

Figure 57

La figure 58 donne la variation du facteur de diffusion,

en lumi_re jaune 0,59 micron, pour les r6gions daires

ayant le Soleil au z6nith, en fonetion de l'angle de phase.

On lit en ordonn_e le faeteur de diffusion K ainsi que

la brillance Ben stilbs _ 1,524 UA.
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Rgure 58

La figure 59 donne la variation du facteur de diffusion

des r6gions claires en fonetion de la distance 0 au centre

du disque, pour trois valeurs de l'angle de vision: 10",

20* et 30*. Les trois courbes sont respeetivement d_-

calves verticalement. Les mesures absolues sont figur_es

par des cercles. Les mesures visuelles non 6talonn6es

ainsi que les mesures sur les elieh6s, respeetivement

repr6sent6es par des eroix et des points, ont 6t6 adapt6es

pour eneadrer les mesures absolues.

Figure 59
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Les courbes de la figure 60 r6sument les variations de

B, en fonction de 0 et V pour les r6gions claires du sol
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Figure 60

martien et la longueur d'onde 0,59 /_ selon l'analyse de

l'ensemble des r6sultats pr6c6dents.

Ces courbes s'6cartent de celles que donnerait la loi de

Lambert, valable pour une sphere lisse ayant un facteur
de diffusion 61ev6; _ 60* du point ayant le Soleil au
z6nith, l'6clat du sol vaut en effet 0,73 lois l'6clat
maximum; cette valeur serait 0,50 pour un dfffuseur par-
fait. Ces courbes s'6cartent encore plus de celles ob-

serv6es sur la Lune, dont la grande rugosit6 de la surface
ne donne aucun assombrissement au bord du disque

pour la phase nulle; la courbe correspondante pour
l'angle de Phase V = 0* serait une droite horizontale.

I1 faut que les formations de la surface de
trairement _ celles de la Lune, aient une structure non

pas rugueuse, mais seulement mod6r6ment vallonn6e (14).

Interpretation des propri_te's photome'triques des

regions claires

Pour interpr6ter ces r6sultats, j'ai 6tabli au laboratoire

des courbes photom6triques en fonction de 0 et de V

sur des surfaces poudreuses ayant des facteurs de diffu-

sion progressivement d6croissants.

La figure 61 concerne un d6p6t lisse de magn6sie. Le

facteur de diffusion K vaut par d6finition 1,0; les grains

sont pratiquement transparents et la plus grande partie
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de la lumi6re p6n6tre & l'int6rieur de la eouche; cette

lumi_re ressort ensuite dans toutes les directions; par

suite, cet 6chantillon ob6it h peu pros h la loi de Lambert,

repr6sent6e pour V = O* sur la figure par la courbe en

tirets. On d6c61e de faibles 6carts & cette loi th6orique

ear la eourbe en pointill6 correspondant au eas de

l'6dairement perpendiculaire a h surface n'est pas une
droite horizontale.

La figure 62 conceme une cendre volcanique naturelle

tr6s claire de l'6ruption du Mandoza de 1932, pour la-

queue K = 0,57. La poudre est tamis6e en un d6p6t a6r6

sur une surface plane. La loi de Lambert est encore &

peu prbs respect6e pour des angles de vision V inf6rieurs

90*; mais rabsorption par la matibre est plus grande,

la lumibre directement renvoy6e par la surface des

grains joue un r61e plus important.

La lumi6re incidente qui a p_n6tr6 entre les interstices

des grains superficiels est renvoy6e par r6flexion ou

diffusion sur les grains plus profonds; elle ne trouve
aucun obstacle & revenir exactement dam la direction de

la source; on observe donc un 16ger maximum d'6elat sous

les angles de vision V voisius de z6ro.
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La figure 63 est donn6e par une cendre sombre de

l'Alcatanago, dont le faeteur de diffusion K = 0,20 est

comparable _t celui des r6gions claires de la surface de

Mars en lumi+re jaune. La mati6re tr+s absorbante ne

laisse ressortir qu'une tr_s faible partie de la lumiSre

ayant p6n&r6 dans l'int6rieur des grains : l'6clat observ6

provient principalement des r6flexions et diffusions

simples et multiples par les surfaces m_mes des grains.

La loi de Lambert est tr6s mal suivie et ne le serait plus
du tout si la surface 6tait onduleuse ou tourment6e. La

concentration de lumi_re clans la direction de la source

devient tr6s prononc6e, mais cet effet s'att6nue lorsque le

d6p6t poudreux est comprim6 au lieu d'&re tamis6 de

haut car les grains sont alors tass6s.

Une cendre encore pins sombre, de facteur diffusant

K = 0,09 (analogue _ la Lune, ou la plan6te Mars en

lumibre bleue) donne les courbes de la figure 64. Les

grains, compl+tement opaques, n'agissent plus que par
leurs surfaces. Certains cristaux miroitent sur cet 6chan-

tillon, et d6forment les courbes. La loi de Lambert n'est

plus aucunement respect6e; la forme des courbes d6pend

beaucoup du vallonnement de la surface; la concentration
de lumi+re vers la source caract6rise la tassement des

grains.

J'ai 6tudi6 plus particulibrement un dchantil/on obtenu

en concassant un m61ange de limonite et goethite, avec

h6matite, reproduisant au mieux les propri6t6s polari-

m6triques et photom6triques des r6gions claires de Mars,

telles qu'elles ressortent de nos observations. Le d6p6t

tamis6 uniforme donne pour _, = 0,59 #_ les courbes

photom6triques de la figure 65.

La eomparaison avec Mars conduit aux conclusions
suivantes :

1. Le facteur de diffusion K dans la direction de

la Terre pour le point 6clair6 verticalement sur la

surface de Mars d6pend de l'angle de phase V. Nos

mesures d6j_ donn6es sur la figure 58, sont report6es

sur la figure 66, en m_me temps que la courbe

obtenu sur notre 6chantillon; l'accord est bon, mais

il n'est pas certain que l'accroissement de l'6clat

pour la phase nulle soit aussi prononc6 sur Mars

que sur la couche ddposde par tamisage.

2. La courbe de l'assombrissement au bord du disque

K (8) pour les petits angles de phase V caract6rise

le vallonnement de la surface. Pour l'angle V
la courbe de Mars est encadr6e trbs exacte :,

sur la figure 67, par les mesures relev6es sur notre

6chantillon presque lisse et plan. Une surface

rugueuse donnerait une droite horizontale. I1 est

done _ pr6voir que, dans l'ensemble, la surface des

d6serts martiens sera trouv6e peu rugueuse et peu
vallonn6e.

3. La variation spectrale de K, donn6e sur Mars par la

figure 57, est compar6e _ divers m61anges de

poudres de limonite, h6matite et goethite (figure 68),

broy6s et plus ou moins tamis6s (j'ai regu des 6chan-

tillons de A. Cailleux, C. Sagan, J. Adamcik, etc...).

Ces oxydes de fer plus ou moins hydrat6s, dont cer-

tains reproduisent exactement la courbe de polari-

sation de la lumi_re observ6e sur Mars, donnent _t

peu pr6s la variation spectrale de l'6clat, sur les

r6gions claires du sol martien. Des m61anges adroits

pourraient donner cette courbe exactement.
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Photom_trie absolue des re'giom sombres

Les faeteurs de diffusion des taches sombres sont plus

diffieiles & d6terminer sous les dfff6rents angles d'6elaire-

ment et de vision que dam le cas des r6gions claires; les

taches sombres sont moins nombreuses et plus petites;

elles demeurent plus sensibles aux effets des voiles atmo-
sph_riques (15).

Pour la longueur d'onde 0,6 microns, les eontr6es

sombres appel6es "mers" donnent des 6clats E voisius de

I0 25 l

0-20L o

0.0

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 +20 +40 +60 +80 el

Rgure 67

0,7 lois celui de Eo des r6gions claires d6sertiques

orang6es au centre du disque. Les taches les plus sombres

(Syrtis Major) donnent 0,50.

La figure 69 donne, pour Erythraeum Mare, la varia-
tion de l'6clat en fonction de l'inelinaison 0. En 1950 et

1952 j'ai recueilli des d&erminations analogues sur en-

viron 30 r6gions d'6clats divers (430 mesures). Au tours

des oppositions suivantes, de nombreuses mesures com-

paratives ont 6t6 relevb_s par J. H. Focas, avee le m_me

photom6tre _ franges, sur des elieh& photographiques

(12).
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Les variations de l'_clat des taches sombres de Mars

en fonction de 8 et de V paraissent analogues 9, celles
des r_gions claires. Les _carts sent souvent dus & des

voiles ou brumes dans l'atmosph_re et ne paraissent pas
significatifs. I1 faut conclure que les mers sombres de la

surface de Mars ont une structure superficielle com-
parable _t celles des r4gions claires de couleur ocr_e.
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Figure 70

La figure 70 donne le facteur de diffusion E en fonc-

tion de la longueur d'onde pour les contr4es sombres de

contraste 0,3 dans le jaune. Les taches sombres donnent

toujours une d4croissance progressive de l'4clat vers les

courtes longueurs d'onde. Cette tendance indique une

couleur plut6t orang4e. Ces r_gions sent vues cependant

bleut_es, verd_tres, quelquefois vert vif; il s'agit surtout

d'un ef{et de contraste avec les r4gions claires voisines

dent la couleur orange est encore plus vive. Le Dr.

Kuiper avait d4j& signal_ cette propri&&

Les taches sombres atteignent un facteur de diffusion

voisin de celui des r4gions claires dans le bleu-violet et
leur contraste relatif devient inf_rieur & 10%. Les taches

deviennent _t peine perceptibles. I1 n'est pas n4cessaire de

supposer l'existence d'une "couche violette" absorbante

ou fortement dfffusante permanente dans l'atmosph_re

martienne pour expliquer l'affaiblissement des tache_
sol. En effet, nous montrerons plus loin que la lumin_ll_

de l'atmosph_re en lumi_re bleue, lorsqu'il est tr_s pur,

ne repr4sente que 7% de la luminance du sol.

Ces propri4t4s photom4triques indiquent que les parties

sombres du sol martien pourraient _tre constitu4es par un

amalgame entre une poudre de petits grains ocr_s ana-

logue & celle des r4gions claires, et une mati_re sombre
additionnelle.

J'ai mesur4 au laboratoire, par exemple, une poudre

orang4e de limonite et goethite saupoudr4e avec des

particules de carbone. On peut imaginer aussi des blocs
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tr_s sombres effleurant de part et d'autre le d6p6t
poudreux.

III. Diffusion par I'atmosph'ere martienne

Le facteur de diffusion de l'atmosph_re martienne peut

_tre d6termin6 grace _ des mesures de polarisation de la

lumi_re. Ce facteur est reli6 _t la puret6 et la densit6 de

cette atmosphbre.

Etude de la polarisation de la lumibre de Mars

J'avais entrepris d'6tude d6taill6e de la polarisation de

lad,vmi_re de Mars sur les dfff6rentes r6gions de sa

s,_,e., depuis 1948 (16)(17)(18). Le Dr. J. H. Focas
s'es_joint ace grand programme depuis 1954 (12). Les

Observatoires du Pic-du-Midi, de Meudon, d'Ath_nes,

de Harvard, ont contribu6 _t eette entreprise, grace _t

l'appui de l'Union Astronomique Intemationale (19).

Toutes ces mesures de proportion de lumi_re polaris6e

concernent de petites r6gions de la surface du disque;

elles ont 6t6 recueillies h l'aide de polarimetres visuels

_t franges de Lyot (20).

Nous disposons de 5200 mesures recueillies au tours

des neuf demi_res oppositions. Depuis 1963, des mesures

photo_lectriques _ travers 8 filtres eouvrant un large

domaine de longueurs d'onde ont 6t6 recueillies _t

l'Observatoire de Kiev par le Dr. Morozenko qui a bien

voulu les communiquer aussi; de m_me en France, aux

Observatoires de Meudon et du Pic-du-Midi, nons avons

recueilli des mesures photo_lectriques dans l'irrfra-rouge,

en partieulier grace _ une importante convention de

recherche avee I'U.S. Air Force (21).

La figure 71 donne l'exemple d'une s6ance de mesures

avec le polarim6tre visuel de Lyot et le r6fracteur de

60 cm. de l'Observatoire du Pie-du-Midi. Les proportions

e_'n6res polaris6es P sont exprim6es en milli6mes;
cement des r6gions de la surface quelquefois

aussi petites que 1"5 de diam6tre. Les mesures sont ae-

compagn6es d'appr6ciations sur l'6tat de l'atanosph6re

martienne, et d'un eroquis ell lumi6re bleue compl6tant

ces informations. On lit 6galement la longitude du m6ri-

dien central ,o, la latitude du centre du disque _, le

diam6tre apparent du disque d, l'angle de phase V

et la longitude h6liocentrique 7. Pour l'angle de

phase V-= 15"5, la polarisation au centre du disque

sur les r6gions claires vaut -4,2 milli6mes; cette valeur

se conserve au bord levant h droite, not6 exempt de tout

voile atmosph6rique d6celable. I__ taches sombres polari-

sent plus fortement dans le sens n6gatif, la calotte polaire

montre une polarisation nulle. Au bord couchant (_

gauche), de fortes anomalies de polarisation caract6risent

des voiles, d6cel6s par leurs blancheurs le long du con-

tour de l'astre mais qui perturbent la polarisation sur une

6tendue beaucoup plus vaste en 6chappant aux observa-

tions visuelles. L'une des deux taches blanches, au bord,

donne une polarisation nulle, qui nest pas celle des

nuages, mais caraet6rise un givre analogue _t celui de la

calotte polaire. Des observations analogues aux pr6e6-

dentes avaient d6j_ indiqu6 que cette r6gion, appel_e

Nix Olympica, doit 6tre un massif montagueux 61ev6,

envelopp_ de vofles nuageux, et dont certains sommets

couverts de givre peuvent 6merger au-dessus de la

couche nuageuse.

I__s figures 72 et 73 donnent la polarisation de la

lumi6re des r6gions claires au centre du disque en

fonction de l'angle de phase V, au cours des deux

demi_res oppositions. Les mesures s'aecordent _t peu

pr6s au milli6me et ne d6pendent ni de l'Observatoire,

ni de l'instrument, ni de l'observateur. La courbe au

trait donne la polarisation du sol martien telle que nons

avons pu la d&erminer en l'absence de tout voile atmo-

sph6rique apparent. Les 6carts caract6risent l'6tat de

puret6 de l'atmosph6re martienne. Des vofles blancs

de cristaux de glace et des voiles jaunes de fines pous-

si6res persistent quelquefois dans l'atmosph6re; leurs

propri_t6s de polarisation sont 6tudi6es dans d'autres

publications (17)(18).

En 1963, figure 72, l'atmosph6re martienne 6tait bien

d6gag6e de voiles pendant la p6riode du ler au 30

D6cembre 1962 correspondant _t la portion de courbe de

A _ B. Puis du ler au 15 Janvier 1963, de B _ C sur la

figure, de 16g_res brumes souvent invisibles alt6raient

la limpidit6 de l'air. De C _ D l'angle de vision 6tait trop

faible pour donner des r6sultats signifieafifs. Entre le
15 F6vrier et le 30 Mars 1963, de D _ E, les mesures tr_s

dispers6es et de valeur trop faibles indiquaient la pr6-

sence de 16gers vofles de poussi6re (vofles jannes) en

compl6ment de quelques nuages de cristaux. Puis,

jusqu'au milieu de Mai, de E h F, les voiles jaunes se

sont r6sorb6s mais quelques brumes de cristaux loealis6es,

not6es par des anomalies au bord du disque, dispersaient
encore les mesures.

De D6cembre 1964, _ la fin de Mars 1964, de G jusqu'h

I sur la figure 73, la polarisation de la lumibre earact6rise

le sol /_ travers uue atmosph6re particuli6rement pure.

La derni6re p6riode, de I _ J, donne des 6carts de

polarisation produits par des vofles fr&luents.
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La figure 74 donne les courbes de polarisation pour les
r6gions daires au centre du disque, /t travers 7 ffltres

eouvrant le spectre de 0,50 micron jusqu'& 1,05 microns.

On a 6vit6, sur ces courbes, les mesures nettement

alt6r6es par des a6rosols.

Pouvoir diffusant de ratmosphbre martienne

h 0,61 micron

J'avais donn6 en 1951 une estimation pr61iminaire de la

quantit6 de lumi_re dfffus6e par l'atmosph_re de Mars,

d'apr_s les mesures de polarisation (22)(16). La luminance

de ratmosph_re martiemae sons toute son 6paisseur au

du disque /_ la phase nulle rut estim6e /l 0,023

& la distance 1 UA du Soleil pour _, = 0,61 micron,

se qui donne un facteur de diffusion de 0,0017 stilb/phot.
Si ratmosph_re 6tait compl_tement d6pourvue d'a6rosols,

la pression au sol n6cessaire pour donner cet 6clat serait

de 80 _ 90 millibars. Cependaut, cette premiere d6termi-

nation ne reposait que sur quatorze S&luences polari-
m6triques recueillies de 1948 /t 1951; elles furent eom-

bin6es avec les seules mesures photom6triques alors
disponibles; nous ne pouvions connaltre en d6tail _ cette

6poque les propri6t6s de pollution de ratmosph_re
martienne.

R6eemment, M. W. P. Cann (23) r6visa cette valeur en

utilisant les m_mes mesures polarim6triques et les com-

binant avec les d6terminations photom6triques plus
pr6cises d6crites ci-dessus. Cette am61ioration donna

0,013 stilb/l 1 UA, correspondant pour un air pur & une
pression au sol de 50 mb.

Je viens de d6terminer une nouvelle valeur beaucoup

plus pr6cise (24). J'ai examin6 pour cela les 5200 mesures

polarim6triques disponibles. J'ai s61ectionn6 eomme indi-

qu6 ci-dessus les p6riodes pendant lesquelles ratmo-

sphere martienne semblait particuli_rement d6pourvue

OSOls; l'analyse des observations visuelles, des clich6s
graphiques et de la repartition detaillee de la

lumi_re polaris6e au bord du disque m'a permis en outre

une nouvelle s61ection pour 61iminer les brumes locales

ou pollutions atmosph6riques temporaires. J'ai finalement

retenu 45 nuits d'observation seulement, caract6ris6es par

une limpidit6 particulibre de l'atmosphbre martienne. Ces

s6quences donnent la proportion de lumibre polaris6e P
(0), sur les r6gions claires et uniformes du sol martien,/t

diff6rentes distances 0 du centre du disque, dans la direc-

tion perpendiculaire/t la ligne des comes.

On forme ensuite les diff6rences P(O)-P(O*) entre les

mesures pros des bords et au centre du disque, que l'on
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obtient ainsi pour dfff6rentes valeurs de l'angle de

phase V.

Soit Ba(V,O) la luminance de l'atmosphbre martienne

observ6e sous toute son 6paisseur, _t la distance 0 du

centre du disque, sous la phase V. Soit B_ (V,O) la lumi-

nance des r6gions claires du sol martien, donn6e par les

mesures photom6triques report6es dans les figures 58 et

60. Soit P_(O) la diff6rence des polarisations donn6es par

le sol au cenlxe du disque et sous l'inclinaison 0; cette

quantit6 P_(O) est donn6e par des mesures sur des 6chan-

tillons donnant les rnSmes propri6t6s polarisantes que le
sol martien; les valeurs, faibles, sont report6es sur la

courbe du haut de la figure 75.
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Figure 75

Supposons que, en raison de leur choix, les mesures

concernent les r6gions 06 ratmosph6re martienne n'est

compos6e que de molecules et 6ventuellement d'a6rosols

de diam6tres plus petits que la longueur d'onde donnant

une diffusion analogue _t celle des mol6cules; un calcul

ddvelopp6 par ailleurs (16)(24) donne :

e(0)-e(0)-e,(0)

_ B_(0,0) sin2V VB,(O,O) 1 B,(0,0)]
B,(0,0) 2 LB,(V,O) cos0 _j

de la forme Y = (Ba/B,) X. Sur le graphique X,Y de la

figure 75, les 45 d6terminations polarim6triques d6finis-

sent une droite dont la pente donne la brillance Ba de

l'atmosph6re martienne, rapport6e _t celle B, des r6gions

claires du sol, _ l'opposition exacte, au centre du disque

et pour 2_ = 0,61 micron, soit B,,/B, = 10,0 . 10 -_.

Les mesures photom6triques report6es plus haut don-
nent B_ = 0,35 stilb A 1,52 UA du Soleil. L'6clairement

donn6 par le Soleil _t 1 UA vaut 13,5 phot. Par suite, le

pouvoir diffusant global d'une colonne verticale d'air au

centre du disque, _t la phase nulle, en lumi6re orang6e

0,61 micron, vaut, dans les meilleures conditions de

puret6 atmosph6rique martienne observable:

K_(0,61 _) = 10,0.10 -S x 0,35 x (1,52) 2 x 1/13,5

soit Ka(0,61 t,) = 6,0.10-4 stilb/phot.

Fouvoir diffusant de l'atmosphhre martienne

'a 0,47 micron

Le Dr. Focas et moi-m_me avons mis h profit la

derni6re opposition de Mars, de D6cembre 1964 _t Juillet

1965 pour 6tudier la variation spectrale de la polarisation

de la lumi6re de la plan6te (25). Huit filtres color6s

d6coupaient le spectre de 0,47 h 1,05 microns (figures 74

et 76). A la fin de Juin 1965, l'angle de phase atteignait

la valeur maximum V = 39*9; la figure 76 donne les

mesures de polarisation relev6es _t cette 6poque sur les

r6gions claires au centre du disque. Entre le 15 Juin et

le 10 Juillet, des 6carts forts et toujours positifs tradui-

saient la prdsence de faibles votes de cristaux de glace;

ces voiles apparurent quelquefois comme de 16g6res

blancheurs et plus souvent comme une simple augmenta-

tion de la polarisation de la lumi6re lorsque ces r6gions
6taient vues aux bords levants et eouchants. L'atmo-

sph6re martienne semblait au contraire d6pourvue de

brumes de poussi6res qui donneraient des

signe n6gatff.

Nous avons s61ectionn6 eelles des mesures relev6es

entre l'angle de phase 39*6 et la valeur maximum 39*9

qui ne semblaient pas alt6rdes par les voiles. Ces donn6es

sont report6es en fonction de l'inverse de la longueur

d'onde sur la figure 77. La courbe donne la variation

spectrale de la polarisation pour l'angle de phase

V = 39*8 lorsque l'atmosph6re martienne paralt pure.

Des 6chantillons de limonite et goethite pulv6ris6s

reproduisent la polarisation de la lumi6re observ6e pour
le sol martien et donnent la variation spectrale d6finie
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par des cercles sur la figure 77. Dans l'infra-rouge, les

polarisations relev6es sur Mars et l'6ehantillon s'accor-

dent. Vers le bleu, les courbes divergent; l'6cart est attri-

buable _ l'atmosph6re martienne, dont l'_clat augmente

rapidement vers les courtes longueurs d'onde. La diff6-

renee atteint Ap = 23 milliemes pour )t = 0,47 micron.

Soit Ba()t,V) et B,()_,V) les luminances de l'atmosph6re

px16 3

50

Figure 77

et du sol au centre du disque. Si l'atmosph6re diffuse

comme un gaz de mol&ules ou de tr_s petites particules,

un ealeul d6j_ expos6 (16)(25) donne:

e

B_()t,0*) sin2V

Bs(x,v) 2

soit :

B,(0,47 t_, 00) 2. _P

B,(0,47 tt, 39*8) 0,410
-- = 0,110

La luminance B, du sol dam le bleu au centre du

disque, sous la phase 39°8, nest encore donn6e par

aueune mesure directe. Nous peuvons en extrapoler

l'ordre de grandeur _ partir des mesures photom6triques

report6es ci-dessus, soit 0,050 lois la luminance dun

dfffuseur parfait, correspondant _ 0,08 stilb h 1,52 UA.

La luminance de l'atmosph6re pour toute son 6paisseur, au

centre du disque h la phase nulle, pour )t = 0,47 micron,

vaut done h peu pr6s 0,11 x 0,08 = 8,8.10 -3 stilb

1,52 UA, et donne un coefficient de diffusion de l'ordre
de:

K,(0,47 #) = 15.10-' stilb/phot
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Pollution re'siduelle de l'atmosphbre martienne

Les valeurs trouv_es pour le coefficient de diffusion de

l'atmosphbre martienne dans ses r6gions pures ont 6t6

pour le rouge : K_(0,61 t_) = 6,0.10-" stilb/phot, et pour
le bleu:

K_(0,47/_) = 15.10-' stilb/phot

Si l'atmosphbre martienne d6pourvue d' a6rosols d6ce-
lables diffuse comme les mol6cules d'un gaz pur, K_

devrait varier comme k-4 et donner:

a(0,47,,) _ ( 0,61 =2,8
ra(0,61 t_) \ 0,47 /

La valeur observ6e 15/6 = 2,5 en est trbs proche. I1 faut

donc que ratmosphbre martienne, dans les r6gions off elle

est vue trbs pure, ne contienne plus qu'une quantit6 faible

d'a6rosols r6siduels diffusant la lumibre d'une faqon

diff6rente des mol6cules, en particulier des particules

ayant un diambtre sup6rieur _t la longueur d'onde.

Des particules de beaucoup plus petit diambtre que la

longueur d'onde accroissent le pouvoir dfffusant de l'air

mais polarisent _ peu prbs comme des mol6cules et

pourraient 6chapper _t notre analyse. Supposons l'atmo-

sphbre martienne d6pou_rvue d'une telle pollution r6sidu-

elle et constitu6e, par example, d'azote pur dont le

pouvoir diffusant vaut, darts les conditions normales

de pression et temp6ratures sous l'6paisseur h cm:

KN., = 2 R h, avec R = constante de Rayleigh = 4,3.10 -9

pour 2, = 0,61 microns. Le pouvoir diffusant observ6

K_(0,61 _) = 6,0.1O-' stilb/phot donne alors l'6paisseur

de ratmosphbre r6duite aux conditions normales,

h = 7,104 cm, et la pression atmosph6rique au sol, soit
environ 30 millibars.

Les nouvelles d6terminations de la pression atmo-

sph6rique par spectroscopie (26)(27)(28) ou par la sonde

spatiale Mariner IV (29) donnent des valeurs plus faibles

comprises entre 9 et 20 millibars. Si de telles valeurs sont

exactes, il faut alors que l'atmosphbre martienne con-

tienne en permanence une faible quantit6 d'a6rosols trbs

petits, polarisant la lumibre comme les mol6cules mais

accroissant le pouvoir diffusant de rair. Selon la valeur

r6elle de la pression au sol, la contribution de ces a6rosols

_t la diffusion totale de l'atmosphbre serait comprise entre

0,5 et 2 fois la diffusion par le gaz lui-m6me.

Transparence de l'atmosphbre martienne dans le bleu

Les taches sombres du sol martien disparaissent

presque dans le bleu et le violet; on a souvent invoqu6

pour cela la forte absorption que dormerait une hypo-

th6tique "couche violette" permanente darts l'atmosph_re

martierme.

Cependant, les valeurs _tablies ci-dessus
lumi_re bleue : Ba(V = 0 ° ) = 0,110 Bs(V = 39 ° 8), et d'autre

part : B,(V=39°8) = 0,05/0,08 B_(V-O°). La luminance

Ba de l'atmosph_re vant donc, pour un angle de phase

nul, 0,11 × 0,05/0,08 = 0,07 fois seulement la brillance

du sol. Certes, la luminance de l'atmosph_re est d6tenni-

n6e ci-dessus h partir de sa quantit6 de lumi_re polaris6e

Ba. Pa et une pollution r6siduelle par de tr_s petits a6ro-

sols pourrait donner une polarisation P_ trop faible, et par
suite un 6clat B, de l'atmosph_re 16g_rement sup6rieur.

Mais, m6me dans ce cas, le voile atmosph6rique dans le

bleu reste beaucoup trop faible pour voiler appr6ciable-
ment le sol.

Les taches sombres du sol deviennent tr_s faible dans

le bleu, non pas en raison d'une "couche violette" mais

parce que leur facteur de diffusion devient voisin de

celui des r_gions claires sur le fond desquelles elles se
d6tachent.

Le contraste r6el des taches est si faible que de tr_s

l_gers voiles atmosph6riques additionnels suffisent alors

_t les effacer compl_tement, tel par exemple les "nu6es

bleues" que l'on observe presque en permanence aux
bords levants et couchants, et tr_s souvent dans les

r6gions du disque (30), ainsi que les plus rares

jaunes" constitu_s de poussi_res volantes (18).
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SUMMARY REMARKS ON MARS

Guido MOnch

Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories

Carnegie Institution of Washington

California Institute of Technology

The highlights of the Mars sessions of our Conference

were undoubtedly the results obtained from the

Mariner IV spacecraft. There would be hardly any point

in attempting to summarize these results, and what I

propose to do instead is to place or mention some of the

Mariner IV results in the context of our present knowl-

edge of the Martian atmosphere, as derived from tele-

scopic observations from the Earth and as discussed by
various investigators during the sessions.

The problem of determining the pressure in the

Martian atmosphere has played a central role in our

discussions. In addition to its purely scientific value, it

has recently acquired great practical interest in relation

to the Voyager program. Plans for the soft-landing of an
instrumented capsule on the surface of Mars have been

considered since the beginning of the Space Age, say,
1960. At that time it was generally accepted, on the basis

of photometric and polarimetric observations, that the

pressure of the Martian atmosphere at ground level was

slightly less than one tenth that of the Earth. A study of

the CO2 absorption features in the spectrum of Mars,

carried out at the Mount Wilson Observatory and JPL

in 1963, led to estimates that the pressure of the Martian

atmosphere at ground level was instead one fortieth that

on Earth, with an uncertainty of about 60%. This deter-

mination, based on the comparison of very weak,

unsaturated CO2 absorption lines with strong, pressure-

broadened bands of the same substance, is more straight-

forward and reliable than estimates based on photometric

procedures. For the practical purpose of designing an

entry capsule and a lander, however, the uncertainty

affecting the determination has severe consequences in

weight penalties and in the variety of modes that have

to be considered. It was thus imperative to obtain a more

precise value, and, at the most recent opposition of the

planet, observations of the weak COz absorption

its spectrum were carried out at the Kitt Peak,

McDonald, and Mount Wilson Observatories. The values

obtained by the various groups of investigators for the

net CO_ content along the vertical of Mars atmosphere

range from 50 to I00 m-atm. The resulting values of the

pressure depend on the measures of the strong infrared

bands, which do not seem to have kept pace with those

of the weak lines. If the measurements of Kuiper for

the 1.57 t_ CO2 band are used, values for the pressure

between 7 and 14 mb are obtained. It might appear that

the percent uncertainty in the value of the pressure has

not been reduced by the recent observations, but when

we recall the difficulty involved in measuring the weak
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lines, the various determinations should be considered in

essential agreement.

On the average, the spectroscopic values for the pres-

sure would appear somewhat high when compared with

the values of 5 to 6.7 mb obtained from the preliminary

analysis of the occultation experiment of Mariner IV. It
should, however, be taken into account that the results

of the occultation experiment are also affected by un-

certainties arising from: (1) The use of a constant scale

height in the reduction of the data; (2) The Fresnel dif-

fraction of the radio beacon by the planet's limb;

(3) Uncertainty in the local height of the Mars terrain

W_h the occultation took place, and (4) The possibility
thWsignfficant degree of ionization exists down to the

ground. An atmospheric temperature of 230"K at ground
level, instead of the 180*K assumed, would increase the

nominal value of the surface pressure by about 25%. An

increase of equal magnitude would be produced by an

elevation of 5000 ft. The eventuality that the level of

ionization at the ground is high enough to make the

refractivity measures unreliable indicators of the total

pressure appears unlikely, but it cannot be ruled out

a priori. The upper limit of the Martian magnetic field

set by the Mariner IV magnetometer indicates that

cosmic rays and energetic solar particles will reach the

ground. It can be shown that a solar cosmic ray event

accompanying a flare of importance 3+ would produce

sufficient ionization at ground level to change, by a factor
of two, the pressure that would be derived from an

occultation experiment carried out within a week after

the flare. While the solar activity during the days pre-
ceding the occultation of Mariner IV was insufficient to

introduce uncertainty in the results of the experiment,

we have no information about the degree of radioactivity

of ground exposed for geological times to cosmic and solar

high-energy particles. Under these conditions, and

pending a complete error analysis of the spectroscopic

artions as well as a thorough discussion of the
/V occultation experiment, it would appear that

the best estimate for the pressure at the base of the

Martian atmosphere is 8 to 10 rob.

New and interesting results have been reported at this

Conference on the water vapor of the Martian atmo-

sphere. According to recent observations made by

Spinrad, water vapor is not always detectable in the

spectrum of Mars, but only sometimes at certain locations

on the planet, in a manner indicating that the small

water vapor content varies, depending on local meteoro-

logical conditions. Such a result should be expected from

the small amount of solid or liquid water available

on the surface of the planet and the low prevailing

temperatures.

Of particular importance for the study of the solid

crust of the planet have been the advances reported on

radar methods. So far the study of the surface of Mars

has been made on the basis of polarimetrie and colori-

metric observations. Indeed, interesting results of this

nature were presented at this Conference by Dollfns

and Younkin. But the radar experiments carried out at

Goldstone and Arecibo have shown that it is possible

to obtain information about the refleetivity or dielectric

constant of the surface materials. The conspicuously high

refleetivity of the Trivium Charontis, an area long known

to be a "cloud producer," is particularly intriguing. Con-

sidering the weakness of the target return signals, the

radar results should be regarded as a remarkable achieve-

ment. Undoubtedly this kind of work will produce

increasingly important results, as the power of the trans-

mitters and the antennas becomes larger, the signal-to-

noise ratios thereby increasing also.

This short summary of the Mars discussions should

perhaps be finished by expressing an opinion shared by

all the astronomers who actively studied Mars during
the last opposition: that the scientific interest in the

planet has increased because of the recent ground studies

and the results from Mariner IV. At the next opposition,

more experiments will undoubtedly be carried out, with

higher accuracy and novel design. We hope that they

will serve as a basis for the forthcoming exploration of

the planet to be done by Voyager.
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